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NOTE BY TRANSLATOR.

This volume completes the historical part of Dr.

Pfleiderer's Fhilosophy of Religion, and the two volumes

now in the hands of the English reader may be regarded

as a complete work, in which the impressive story of Euro-

pean religious thought from Spinoza downwards is com-

prehensively set forth by a master hand. The author has

very kindly furnished for this translation a discussion of

the position of Mr. Matthew Arnold ; this will be found in

the chapter on Neo-Kantian thought, which deals with

religious views similar to those of Mr. Arnold, which have

been advanced in recent times in other countries of Europe.

Part of the section on Biedermann in the chapter on Post-

Hegelian thought is also new, and a paragraph on Mr.

Henry Drummond has been added for the present volume.

A. M.
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SECTION III.
(conlinncd.)

THE SPECULATIVE PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION.

CHAPTEE IIL

FRIEDrJCH WILHELM JOSEPH SCHELLING. ^

That the world is a phenomenon of mind, is the fundamental

thought of modern philosophy from Kant downwards ; and that

philosophy is accordingly in its essence idealism. With Kant this

phenomenon has its basis both in the knowing mind and in the

" thing in itself "
; and since these are to his view two heterogeneous

causes without inner relation to each other, it is impossible to deter-

mine how much of the phenomenon belongs to the knowing subject,

how much to the thing, the object of knowledge. It is not an accu-

rate expression of the nature of either the one or the other ; and so

it is, and remains, an appearance which oscillates indefinitely and

without possibility of definition between subjectivit}^ and objectivity,

and the truth of which never ceases to be problematical. With

Fichte the phenomenon has its basis in the knowing mind alone ; it

is the product of the imagination of that mind, the self-set limit of

its freedom, the material, made sensibLi, of its duties ; in fact, it is

the reflection of the subjective mind, in which its nature is correctly

mirrored ; in tliis, in this alone, lies the truth of it ; the world

J- RosKNKRANTZ, ScheWng-VorlesiuKjen vom Sommer, 42. Hubert Becker's

Abhandlunr/ iiber die negative xind liositive Philosophic Schelling's, ttnd i'tber die Bedeii-

ttmg der Schelling'Kchen Metaphysik (1861). Constantin Frantz, Schelling's positive

Philosophie. Cothen, ISSO. Otto Pfleideker, Geddchtnissrede zu Schelling\'>

JubiUium. Stuttgarb, 1875.
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2 PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION.

which appears to the mind has uo separate reality at all. Schelling,

on the contrary, will have the world regarded as the real pheno-

menon of mind, which possesses truth in itself separately, apart

from the knowing mind and before its knowledge ; but a truth

which is not like Kant's " thing in itself," foreign and inaccessible to

the knowing mind, but of the same nature, and hence accessible

and manifest to its knowledge, so that the mind in making the

world the object of its knowledge, finds itself in it, and recognises

in the phenomenon of the world both its own nature and that

of the -world, both in the same objective truth, because in essen-

tial unity, the only difference being in the form in which that one

truth is realised and set forth. Thus idealism is here both com-

pleted and supplemented ; not supplemented by tacking on to it, in

a lame external way, a realistic appendix, but by being shown to

be when completed at once and immediately one with realism.

Mind is invisible nature, Nature is mind made visible ; mind is the

inner side of all that is outward, the real working principle in all

that is actual, as all that is outward is but its representation of

itself, all that is actual the form and means of its self-realisation.

From this point of view there arose new tasks for philosophy ;

the attempt had to be made to recognise in nature the unconscious

shaping of mind, striving after consciousness and freedom through

the various stages of organisation ; and on the other hand, to trace in

the historical life of mind the process by which it extricates itself from

its original entanglement in nature, and comes to itself ; and then,

further, how it again makes good its breach with nature, and restores

its original unity with her in a higher form as its own free product.

Thus we have the three principal parts of philosophy—the philo-

sophy of Nature, of History, and of Art and Eeligion. These are

treated connectedly in the System of Transcendental Idealism (1800),

which is the most complete of Schelling's writings. In this work

the subject of religion is only briefly touched upon at the close of

the History of Philosophy ; but the suggestions thrown out are in-

teresting both in themselves and as the germs of thought put for-

ward at a later period, and we shall do well to notice them.
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Schelling's mind is already busy with the problem of liberty in

its relation to the necessity, the law, and the purpose of the world-

order ; to this problem he is already seeking a solution drawn from

ultimate metaphysical principles. " That the entirely lawless play

of freedom, which every free being is playing for itself, as if no other

being existed by its side, should yet issue in a result which is

reasonable and connected—and that this is so, I am obliged to take

for granted in every act I do—is a thing quite incomprehensible if

it be not the case that the objective is in all acting something com-

mon, by which all the acts of men are guided to one harmonious end,

so that, however they indulge their own caprices, they yet bring

about, without and against their will, by a necessity which is hidden

from their eyes, a development of the drama which they themselves

were far from intending. This necessity can only be thought by an

absolute synthesis of all the acts by which the whole of history

unrolls itself, a synthesis in wliicli all is estimated and calculated

beforehand in such a way that, however contradictory and dishar-

monious it may appear, it yet has and finds in it its basis of unity."

Such a synthesis or pre-established harmony of the subjective and

the objective, the conscious and the unconscious, the free and the

necessary, must have its ground in a, Higher, which transcends both,

which can be neither of the two, but only the absolute identity of

both. The " Eternal Unconscious " is, on the one hand, the invisible

root of all intelligences and the ground of the law-observance they

exhibit in the midst of their freedom ; but itself cannot be denoted

by any predicates taken from the world of intelligence and freedom,

since it is the absolutely Simple, which for that reason can never be an

object of knowledge, but only of presupposition in action, i.e. of faith.

This absolute, which forms the necessary presupposition of the

order found in history, does not become outwardly visible at any

single part of history, but it manifests itself continuously throughout

all history. " God never is, if being be that which manifests itself

in the objective world ; if he were we would not be ; but he mani-

fests himself continually. Man carries on throughout his history a

continuous proof of the existence of God ; but the proof can only be
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completed by the whole of history. If we think of history as a play

in which every one performs his part without constraint, the

rational development of this intricate play presupposes the unity

of the mind that is creative in them all ; but the freedom of our

acting obliges us to think that the poet is not independent of us, so

that we should have merely to carry out what he has conceived

;

but that he only discovers himself step by step by the play of our

freedom, so that we are collaborators of the whole, and self-inven-

tors each of his own part. Thus the last ground of harmony be-

tween freedom and the objective (what is under law) can never

become perfectly objective if the appearance of freedom is to con-

tinue." It is easy to discern in these sentences the germs of the

later theogouic speculations of Schelling. The continuous becoming

manifest of God in human history is even here called his " becoming

objective," and confounded with a real becoming of God.

In the historical manifestation of the absolute we have to dis-

tinguish, according to Schelling, three periods. Those he charac-

terises in a very curious way. The Jirst is ruled by blind fate, to

which the noblest humanity that ever blossomed, such as will never

come again, tragically falls a victim. In the second the law of

Nature rules, and manifesting itself in the Eoman thirst for con-

quest, brings into existence a universal state, all occurrences in

which, including the fall of the Iloman world-state, are to be

regarded purely as natural events. The third period will be that

in which what appeared in the earlier ones as fate, and as nature,

reveals itself as Providence. When this period will begin we can-

not say, but when it is there, God too will he. Here it is hard to

understand, in the first place, how Schelling could have conceived a

period of the " noblest humanity " to have existed under the rule of

blind fate. Still harder is it to see why he only expects the period

of providence from the future, instead of regarding it as come in

Christianity ; he himself says that when reflection lifts itself up to

the absolute as the common basis of the unity of both freedom and

necessity, the system of Providence, i.e. religion in the only true

sense of the word, came into existence ; and we should imagine that
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lie found tins in Cliristianity, especially as, if this were not so, his

scheme of history would omit the whole Christian period altogether.

At a later time he changed his position in this respect. But the

over-estimate of mythologij, which is here apparent, remained with

him : he regards it as the poetical form of religion. Art also he

over-valued ; it appears simply to take the place of religion with

him, as when he says, " Art is to the philosopher the highest, since

it opens to him, as it were, the Holy of Holies, where he sees burn-

ing, as it were in one flame, in the eternal and original unity,

things which in nature and history are severed from each other,

and in life and action, as well as in thought, must remain

eternally asunder." Hence, Schelling says in conclusion, it may be

expected that philosophy and all the sciences, as they were the

children and nurslings of poetry in the childhood of the race, will at

the completion of the race flow back again as so many streams to

the universal ocean of poetry, and that this return of science to

poetry will be accomplished by the aid of mythology. This flowing

together of science and poetry, philosophy and mythology, proved

fatal to Schelling himself; his fancy was occupied from the first

Avith the views and fancies of Eomanticism, and these acted with

increasing force, as time went on, on his philosophy. Schleier-

macher, on the contrary, though starting from the same point

possessed an acuter critical insight which emancipated him more

and more from these influences.

Schelling found occasion to speak more at length on religion

and Christianity in his work on The Method of Academical Study

(1803), a sort of philosophical encyclopedia. Here also it is curious

to notice the point at which, in the eighth lecture, religion is taken

up. He takes it up, not in connection with the subjective mental

life, but in connection with the philosophy of the history of the

world, in which Christianity is regarded as an important stage of

the development of the world- spirit. In the classic world, it is

represented, mind was still at one with nature. The antithesis of

the infinite and the finite was still at rest. But the modern world

befvan witli a " universal Fall," a breach of man with nature. The
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mind becoming aware of its difference from nature, the golden age of

innocence departed, and naturalness now appears as sin and guilt.

But this painful consciousness of division is itself only the necessary

means to a higher unity. As the immediate unity of the nature-life

of mankind is followed by the epoch of division, unblessedness and

guilt, so this in its turn is followed by the third and highest epoch,

that of reconciliation, in which the conflict of freedom and law,

spirit and nature, passes into a unity in the belief in Providence.

This period begins with Christianity, the central idea of which is,

therefore, God made man, Christ as the summit and the end of the

world of the old gods, and the beginning of a new time, the ruling

principle of which is the Infinite in the Finite. The Christian view

of the world is expressed in the doctrine of the Trinity, the meaning

of which is that " the eternal Son, born of the essence of the Father

of all things, is the finite itself, as it is in the eternal view of God
;

it appears as a suffering God, subject to the catastrophes of time,

who at the culminating point of his appearance, in Christ, closes the

world of the finite, and opens that of the Infinite or the period of

the rule of the Spirit." The Incarnation of God, accordingly, is not

to be regarded empirically as a single event in time ; taken in that

way it is meaningless, as God is entirely outside of time ; it is an

incarnation from eternity which, it is true, reaches its highest point

in Christ, and at that point begins fully to realise itself, but which

by no means prevents us from understanding the genesis of

Christianity as a historical event and the personality of Jesus as a

historical phenomenon. Just because the idea of Christianity is an

eternal and necessary one, positive Christianity is not absolutely

opposed to what is pre-Christian or extra- Christian, the boundary

between the two is not a flxed but a fluctuating one. Thus in the

Greek world Plato was a prophecy of Christianity, and thus the

Indian belief in the incarnation of the deity is an analogous ex-

pression of the same universal idea.

To understand this idea of Christianity something more is

wanted than an empirical historical knowledge of its sources and of

its first appearance. " The earliest historical and doctrinal books of
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Christianity are themselves no more than one special manifestation

of it, and an incomplete manifestation too ; the idea of Christianity

is not to be sought in these books, the value of which is to be

estimated according to the degree in which they provide an adequate

expression for that idea. Even in the mind of the converter of the

Gentiles, Paul, Christianity had come to be a different thing from

what it was in the mind of its first founder. We must not stop

short at any particular epoch, for any such epoch must be arbitrarily

selected ; we must have before our eyes the whole history of

Christianity and the world it has created. Among the operations of

the modern Illumination, which, to judge from its dealings witli

Christianity, should rather be called the Delumination,is the proposal

to reduce Christianity to its original sense, its first simplicity, in

which form it is also called Primitive Christianity. One might

imagine that the Christian writers would be very much obliged to

later times for drawing out of the scanty contents of the first books

of the religion so large a quantity of speculative matter, and

elaborating it into a system. One cannot help thinking how greatly

the so-called books of the Bible must have stood in the way of

Christianity ; the really religious matter they contain cannot be

compared with that of many books of early and of modern times,

especially the religious books of India. The prohibition of the

Bible by the Catholics may have a reason which does not lie on the

surface, viz., that Christianity, as a living religion, continues not as

a Past but as an eternal Present. Miracles also have not ceased in

the Church, though Protestants, here also inconsistent, relegate them

to past ages. These books are monuments necessary to history but

not to faith ; and it is they which have ever and again set uj)

empirical Christianity in the place of the idea. The idea is in-

dependent of the books, and is set forth by the wdiole history of

the modern world compared with the old, where it still lies un-

developed." These audacious paradoxes are, if not excused, yet

palliated and explained by the catholicising tendencies of the

Komanticist circle in which Schelling at that time moved : and they

remind us of the erratic views of Novalis (vol. i. p. 268) on Catholicism
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aud Protestantism. It cannot be denied that the recurrence of such

views is a symptom of the deep-seated defect of this whole school,

viz., that in attending to the aesthetic and intellectual side of religion,

it entirely, or almost entirely, overlooks the moral side.

Schelling condemns with equal decision the supernaturalism and

the rationalism of the theology which prevailed in his day. The

former seeks to found the belief in the divinity of Christianity on

arguments drawn from historical facts, and proves the miracle of the

resurrection by other miracles, in a very obvious logical circle, and

thus gives up the game to the naturalists, since the divine cannot,

from its very nature, be empirically cognisable or demonstrable-

Equally lamentable are the efforts of rationalism to get rid of as many

miracles as possible out of the Bible by means of philological and

psychological tricks, instead of seeing that these narratives are

Jewish fables, framed on the suggestions of the Messianic prophe-

cies of the Old Testament. He thus seeks to substitute the mythical

view of miracles for the rationalistic one, as Strauss did later.

Connected with this is the favourite watering-down method, which

imports into the sources the commonplace notions of the indolent

common understanding, the notions of modern morality and religion.

Morality, Schelling is of opinion, is not specially distinctive of

Christianity, which would never have lived in the world by a few

moral maxims such as that of the love of one's neighbour, etc.

The great obstacle to a sound science of theology Schelling con-

siders to be the mixing up of historical questions respecting the

sources and the beginnings of Christianity with the dogmatic or specu-

lative question as to the essence of Christianity—the idea of it, the

eternal truth of it. " Whether these books be genuine or spurious

—whether the narratives they contain be actual undistorted facts,

whether the contents of them be suitable to the idea of Christianity

or not—cannot affect the question of the reality of the idea of it,

which is not dependent on such particulars, but universal and abso-

lute. But that Christianity was viewed as a mere phenomenon in

time, the discussion of it would have been made quite free long ago

;

we should have advanced much further than we have towards a
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proper historical appreciation of the sources wliich are so important

for its early period, and should not have invented so many round-

about and labyrinthine ways in a matter itself so simple." Instead

of mixing up with each other idea and history, to the confusion of

both, Schelling asks for a union of the speculative and the historical

construction of Christianity which would do justice to both elements

—the history and the idea of it. lie looks, moreover, for the future

progress of religion, just as Fichte and Kant, Herder and Lessing

had done, to the gradual decay of the " exoteric," i.e. the statutory

ecclesiastical forms of Christianity, and the liberation of the " eso-

teric," " the eternal idea itself," from its former wrappings, so that

it shall appear in its own clearness. That this ideal kernel would

create new forms for itself out of the spirit of the time, might be seen

even from the existing relations of poetry and philosophy to religion.

" The former postulates religion as the first, indeed the one condition

which makes the poetic synthesis possible ; the latter has attained

once more in the truly speculative standpoint the standpoint of reli-

gion, has got rid of empiricism, and of naturalism, which is allied to

it, not only partially but wholly, and prepared for the new birth of

esoteric Christianity and the proclamation of the absolute gospel."

This first philosophy of religion of Schelling might be said to be

his only one ; his later M'ritings can scarcely be said to contain a

" Philosophy of Eeligion " in our sense, i.e. a science of the nature

and development of the human consciousness of God ; what they

contain are rather theosophical constructions of the develoijment of

God himself. We find him on this track even in his work on Fhilo-

sojphy and Religion (1804), in wliich the genesis of the Unite world

out of God is explained by a falling away of the ideas or souls (pla-

tonically) which finds in the history of mankind first its complete

expression and then its negation in the return of the souls which in

the first period became estranged from God, whereupon the woild of

sense resolves itself into the world of spirits. In the chiaroscuro of

this poetico-philosophical picture-language one luminous thought

appears in the fine description of higher morality or religion (the two

are essentially identified with each other) : "In unity with the Infinite,
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the soul raises itself above that necessity which is antagonistic to

freedom to that which is itself absolute freedom, and in which the

real also, which here in the course of nature appears independent of

freedom, is brought into harmony with it." With the opposition of

freedom and necessity that of virtue and happiness is also got rid of

:

" Blessedness is no longer an accident of virtue, but virtue itself."

In unity with its absolute law, our will is at once free and blessed,

like God, just because it is the complete unity of freedom and neces-

sity, at once a blessed will and a holy.

But how can this opposition of the finite proceed out of the

perfect unity of God, if it is not supposed to exist in God first

in some way as a potency ? Schelling's thinking turned from this

period mainly on this question. The attempt to solve it led to

a, fundamental transformation of his earlier pliilosophy of identity into

a thcosophical system, having resemblance chiefly to those of Jacob

Bohme and Baader. In one respect it undeniably shows a great

advance in Schelling's speculation ; instead of the abstract identity

which had formerly been taken for granted in the world, there now

appears the unity containing in itself the difference (concrete) and

the spiritual livingness of the world-ground, in which the idealism of

Spinoza was to be combined with the idealism of Fichte—the " sub-

stance " with the " Ego." This step was in the same direction as

that taken by Hegel in leaving behind him the philosophy of identity,

when in his Phccnomenology he said it Avas necessary that the sub-

stance should become subject. But while Hegel found the reconcil-

ing Higher in the notion of Spirit, which posits in itself both the

difference and the unity, Schelling makes the difference be given in

God independently of his own free activity, and thus an unspiritual

nature is attributed to God antecedently to his being spirit, the dual-

ism is carried back from the world into God, and the divine being thus

drawn down into the finite genetic process of the world, which is

simply the root idea of all mythology. This turn in Schelling is not

to be explained from accidental external influences ; on the contrary,

there were reasons for it in his mental idiosyncrasy, and in his past

life : in his mental idiosyncrasy, because his thought was less in strictly
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defined notions tlian in pictures of fancy and imagination, so that lie

had by nature a strong temptation to mythological construction ; and in

his past life, inasmuch as natural philosophy was still haunting him

now that he had turned his speculation to the Deity. His specula-

tions about nature in God, and at a later period about the potencies

in God, were nothing but the reflection of his earlier natural philo-

sophy in his later theosophy. Let us look for a little at the earlier

form of the theosophical system as it was first set forth by Schelling

in his work. Inquiries into the Nature of Human Freedom (1809).

The divine being as a pure unity or indifference of all opposites

is not yet God's real being, but only the primal ground or " Un-

ground " of it. It separates itself in the opposition of nature and

intelligence, which together make up the real life of God. And in

God, as in us, nature precedes intelligence as the ground of it, the

basis of its being made real, which must be presupposed not only in

logic but in fact. Without this no personality could be conceived

in God any more than in us, for personality consists in the union of

one standing of himself with a ground which is independent of him.

The becoming of finite things also requires such a nature in God,

since as becoming they can only have their ground in that which

being in God himself is not himself. Further, this nature of God is

yet without understanding and will, mere dim impulse, blindly work-

ing power. From this un-understanding will of the ground is to be

explained that irreducible remainder, which cannot be resolved into

understanding, the incomprehensible basis of reality, the unregulated

which underlies all the order of the world, as the chaos which is

never quite overcome. But out of the longing of this ground there

is produced a reflex idea of itself, the word of longing ; understand-

ing in God. With the longing he becomes freely-creating almighty

Will, and carries on a plastic arranging work in the element of

unregulated nature, separating the powers and binding them together,

and unfolding the closed light-germs. But in this creative work

the will of the ground is constantly reacting, and only yields to

reason step by step, and so the rise of nature to spirit can only take

place by degrees in the various stages of the natural world, till in
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man the light of consciousness breaks in. All beings have, so far as

they proceed from the dark ground of God, self-will cleaving to them
;

so far as they proceed from the understanding of God they have the

universal will. In man both rise to their highest power, but at the

same time their original unity is dissolved, self-will works on its own

account, and contrary to the universal will, and so evil arises. The

potency of it lies even in the divine ground, which raises up the self

as an independent ground of good ; but it only comes to reality by

man's own act by which he tears himself away from the universal

will. In this timeless act of self-determination, by which man from

the very beginning determines his character in time, even down to

his bodily constitution, consists absolute freedom, which by no means

precludes empirical necessity at every moment, but rather becomes

apparent in that necessity.

To reconcile the conflict of the two principles is the contents and

the aim of history. At the beginning the two lie in humanity

unseparated ; that is the golden age of innocence, i.e. of unconscious

naturalness. Then the will of the ground bears rule, in that period

at which man regards nature as the highest, the divine—that is the

age of heathen mythology, art, and science, and lastly, of the Eoman

Empire. During this time the light of revelation is also striving,

and it calls forth the resistance of the dark powers originating in

the ground. Then when light appears in a personal form as medi-

ator to restore the connection of the creation with God, the struggle

between the divine kingdom and the diemonic reaches its highest

point. In this struggle the sensuous magnificence of the old world

falls to naught, and on the platform of the new world God reveals

himself as the victorious spirit of good. The goal of history is the com-

plete raising up of the dark ground into the light of the spirit, or the

atonement of the particular will and the universal will in love, which

is not merely indifference, but the higher unity of the opposites, in

which, and in which alone, God will actually come to be all in all.

The position here taken up by Schelling was assailed by two

philosophical religious writers, and their attacks led Schelling to

attempt a more detailed demonstration. The first attack proceeded
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from the orthodox theosophist Eschcnmcyer, the second from Jacobi,

who though, by his own confession, half a heathen, yet felt himself

called to carry on a search in every quarter for Spinozism, Pantheism,

Atheism (which, in his view, were all the same), and to denounce to

the public all suspected of such views. A similar phenomenon may
be observed in our day in the case of the Fries'ian rationalists ; and

this is probably one of the specific peculiarities of these philosophers

of sentiment, and may be explained from their subjective position

which hovers so helplessly between belief and unbelief, thinking and

not thinking, by the same psychological law as that which explains

the shouting and romping of children who are afraid of the dark.

Hegel very fitly characterised these Jacobi alarms as " empty knock-

ing and poking," in which he worked himself up into an infinity of

absurdities, and his main resource was to vilify his opponent. Schellino-

compares the " hero of a reasonless belief " with a bush-ranger, who
sallies forth from his faith-castle into the country, to see if any great

and masterly philosopher is going that way, in order to fall in knightlv

fasliion on his train, but retreats at once after the exploit to " that

place inaccessible to science," content with having once more for a

time disturbed the quiet cultivation of science. In this controversy,

however, general interest attaches only to Schelling's rejoinder to

Jacobi's charge in his Memorandum on the Work on Divine Things, etc.

(1812). "It is," he says, arguing against the whole philosophy of

ignorance of Jacobi, " a matter of public concern, that that faith, wliicli

till now has been faith and nothing more, should be transformed into

scientific knowledge. Man ought not to stand still, but should grow

in perfectness of knowledge, till he becomes like his type. He who

asserts that this object is unattainable, not only now or in the

approaching times, but altogether and essentially, he takes away from

all scientific labours their highest, their ultimate aim. Once let that

object be removed by which alone the human mind is truly trans-

ported outside itself, and raised above itself, and the prophecy (of

Lichtenberg) will be fulfilled, that science will know nothing but

ghosts !" Jacobi having declared Theism and Naturalism to be

opposite to each other, systems exclusive of each other, the one being
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the system of faith and the other that of knowledge, Schelliug pro-

nounces this abstract separation of the two to be the great error of

the cultivation of the age, which, in consequence, could only arrive

at an unnatural God, and a Nature without God, and could not pos-

sibly explain Nature or reach any definite conception of the relation

of God to Nature. And not only was the world an incomprehensible

riddle to this abstract style of thinking, the very notion of God was

confused by it ; the intelligence, the consciousness, the personality

of God came in such an exclusive and hollow theism to be perfectly

unthinkable, and so this theism was itself the unfailing source of

scientific atheism, which was in so far deserving of respect as it was,

in fact, a defence of science. " As long as the God of modern theism

is a colourless postulate, a mere essence which is really devoid of

essence, such as we find in all the more recent systems, as long as

there is no recognition of a real duality in God, and the affirmative,

expansive impulse is not opposed by a limiting negative one, so long

the denial of a personal God will be scientifically honest. All con-

sciousness is concentration, collecting, drawing together, gathering

up of self. This negative force, in which a being goes back to itself,

is the true force of personality, that being the force of self, of the

Ego. Until therefore our teacher (Jacobi) recognise such an impulse

in God, or until he comprehends the absolute identity of the finite

and the infinite, which is so great an offence to him in natural philo-

sophy, to be present in God himself, he need not attempt to instruct

others not to call God the infinite, he need not ask us to allow that

he possesses even a notion of the personality of God, or to regard his

discourses about it as any more than empty sound." These sentences

undoubtedly contain a truth, which is independent of the peculiarities

of Schelling's system, and permanently important: they contain a

condemnation of that abstract theism which seeks to fix the infinite

in a position of cold exclusiveness towards the finite, or to represent

God as a simple unity outside of and apart from the world ; they

demand, and that in the true interests of theism itself, an advance

from the abstract to the concrete idea of God, embracing the difference

in the unity, as true speculation is bound to do.
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The last phase of Schelling's philosophy of religion, the Philo-

sophy of Mythologij and Revelation, is based on tlie idea that only a

concrete and living notion of God can enable us really to under-

stand the historical fact of religion, and to recognise in it what it

really is, namely, a revelation of God to man which actually de-

velops itself in history. -^ This work was puljlished posthumously

(185G-58). Here he requires of a" complete philosophy of religion,"

that it should not confine its attention to the so-called religion of

reason, i.e. to religion as arrived at by philosophical reflection, but

should seek to comprehend religion in its historical reality, and

trace the course of its development, which, beginning with the natural,

blind, unfree religion of mythology, proceeds to the free and

spiritual religion of revelation. A philosophy of religion which

excluded or ignored that original enchainment and the subsequent

emancipation, would be quite pointless and unhistorical. " Philo-

sophical religion " could only be arrived at as the gradual product

and result of these two historical stages ; it is a third to these two

—being the knowledge of the universal nature of religion, standing

above the antithesis of the two in history, and thus transcending

both abstract suprauaturalism and unhistorical rationalism. He
expressly declares, that is to say, that one aim of the work is " to

make supernaturalism to a certain degree natural, since as tradition-

ally expounded it cannot but appear unnatural, and must therefore

incur the opposition of all upright and liberal minds ; it is here to

be exhibited in an indissoluble connection with the natural itself."

Here he remarks very pertinently that such notions as supernatural

and supramundane cannot be thought without their opposite.

" There is no supramundane God who is not thought at the same

time in relation to the world. The absolute severance of the super-

natural from the natural produces simply the unnatural. Thus the

philosophy formerly prevailing which could not remove the God-

head far enough from nature, and consequently thought it necessary

to deny any divine element in nature, produced nothing but an

' Works, ii. sections 1-4. For what follows the reader is specially referred to

vols. iii. and iv., the PhUOsophie der OffenharuiKj.
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unnatural God and a godless nature." Equally remote from the

truth with this abstract supernaturalism, he shows in a striking

way, is that unhistorical rationalism which seeks to remove from

religion, so far as this is })0ssible, all historical contents, or at least

regards the historical element of religion as simply the unessential

accidental form and vesture of a doctrine which is the essential part

of it. " The historical is not a mere accident of the doctrine
;

indeed, it is the doctrine itself. The doctrinal element, what might

be left remaining after sifting out the historical, as, for example, the

general doctrine of a personal God, such as we meet with in rational

theology, or the morality of Christianity, would be nothing by itself

—

nothing characteristic of religion ; the characteristic element which

requires to be explained is just the historical. The principal con-

tent of Christianity is just Christ himself ; not what he said, but

what he is and did. Christianity is not, in the first place, a doctrine

;

it is a thing, something objective, and the doctrine can never be

anything but the expression of this tiling. In earlier times, it may

have been the case that the knowledge and doctrine of Christianity

were somewhat lost sight of ; that the thing and its objective power

were too prominent ; but at a later period Christianity must be

acknowledged to have suffered still more from the neglect and

obscuration of the thing itself in overmuch insisting and disputing

on its doctrine."

These principles, as set forth by Schelling in the opening of his

Philosophy of Eevelation, are undeniably of the greatest importance.

The position from which he sets out, that religion is not merely a

thought but an experience, a real relation to God brought about in

human consciousness ; the requirement he makes further that a

complete philosophy of religion should go to work genetically, should

trace the historical development of religion, and let the philosophical

knowledge of religion arise as the result out of that development

—

his refusal to regard the ideal side of religion by itself, as an abstract

theory, and his claim to have it regarded in its unity with history,

in which it becomes a reality for consciousness, and the important

part he assigns to the will in this process of realising the religious
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relation ; and finally, his view that ideal factors are operative in the

history of religion everywhere and from the first, so that the abstract

naked antithesis of supernatural and natural has to be reduced to a

mere relative difference, marking the stages of development of the

spirit in its passage from unfreedom to freedom : all these I cannot

but recognise to be principles possessing permanent truth and the

widest application. In these principles Schelling, here as at the

beginning of the century, the genial prophet of what the age called

for, pointed out to the philosophy of religion the path which it

would be necessary for it to pursue. Any question regarding them

must be as to their proper application. But Schelling was far from

indicating the application of them in the way they themselves re-

quired, or in a way scientifically satisfactory. Notwithstanding the

loud demands he made for psychological and historical reality, he

was too much entangled in an idealistic a priori style of thought, to

be able to work out his principle as to the real genesis of religion in

a thorough manner. He expressly admitted, indeed, ^ that his posi-

tive philosophy, as it certainly did not proceed from that which only

exists in thought (for then it would fall back into negative or

rational speculation), yet as certainly did not proceed from any

existence found in experience, but from simply transcendent being.

This romantic contempt for simple experience, where alone it might

be thought that reality was to be found, makes Schelling's genetic

construction turn out nothing but an ideal logical movement from

one notion to another, quite after the manner of Hegel's dialectical

development of notions. But as Schelling desires to give something

more than a mere genesis of notions—feeling, as he does, that this

will not lead him to reality—he converts the logical steps of the

notion into realities of a higher power, dramatises their extra-tem-

poral relations as temporal processes of a theogony and cosmogony,

and clothes the abstractions of the dialectic of notions in the

pseudo-real masks of a god-and-world dramatic process, i.e. mijfho-

logises them. Thus though he saw the defects of the Hegelian

dialectic with great clearness, or rather because he saw that the

1 Works, 2cl Section, iii. 126 seq.

VOL. II.
^
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ideal genetic method must yield to a real-genetic one, he was unable

to put away the pre-suppositions and modes of view of the ideal-

istic construction of the world, and not only did not get beyond

Hegel, but even fell below him into the elementary mythologico-

gnostic form of religious thought. He desires to take account not

only of notions but of realities, but as he will not look for reality

in experience he makes up for himself out of notions a higher

reality above the actual one, that is to say, he constructs a v:orUl of

shades at once sensuous and su^ersensuoiis, and the plays of shadows

he produces in it he gives out as the real processes of growth of the

Deity and the world's history, so that he wanders still further from

experience, as known to sober common sense, than Hegel, whose

sober logic kept him safe, ever did. And this is why the contro-

versies between the schools of Hegel and of Schelling, controversies

waged with so much heat, had so little result in which reason could

rejoice. Each side was right in the reproaches it hurled at the

other. The Schellingians were right in their rejection of the empty

formalism of the notional dialectic ; the Hegelians were right in

their ridicule of the mythological pseudo-realities of the " positive

philosophy." The Schellingians were in so far the advanced party as

they saw through the illusion of the notional dialectic, in which the

Hegelians with a certain naive innocence still persevered, but they

even sank under the level of it, because they substituted for the

categories which were devoid of reality, but no worse, a fantastic

appearance of reality, still further removed from the truth.

In these preliminary critical observations I have set forth the

general position taken up by Schelling in the latest phase of his

religious thought ; and my statement and estimate of the individual

features of that position need not be long.

Considering that Schelling himself sets up the principle that the

philosophical notion must be produced as a result by means of

historical phenomena, we should expect him to set out from the

consciousness of God in history, and then to ascend to the transcen-

dental ground of that consciousness or the being of God. Instead of

this he begins the Philosophy of Eevelation, just as he had begun
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the doctrine of freedom, with a construction of the divine being.

The same three potencies which he there distinguished in God as

indifferent primal ground, nature-ground, and understanding, here

appear once more under the still more abstract designations, (a) that

which can be (pure potency), {l) that which simply is (pure actus),

as such also called that which must be, and finally, that which can

either be or not be, or that which ought to be, which, as including

the two former in itself, is completed spirit, spirit concluded in

itself, A deduction of the absolute spirit follows, which though

elaborate is far from clear, and this notion is then analysed after

Hegel. It is that which in itself is (pure subject or pure centre

without any externality), that which is for itself, and therefore also

is outside itself (mere object, or mere excentric peripherical being);

and finally, that which is at itself, spirit possessing itself, incapable

of losing itself, in which subject and object are indissolubly united

(the excentrically set centre, or the periphery set as centre). As

such Schelling will also have it regarded as the ahsolutely free

spirit, in the sense that it is free from itself, from its being as

spirit, not bound to that being, but in an indifference to be thus or

otherwise, in the unity of its momenta or in the separateness of

them. Now originally the divine potencies pass immediately into

each other in the pure stream of the divine life ; they find them-

selves in a rotating movement, so that God in this pure immediate-

ness is beyond his own grasp, not being able to fix and hold himself

in ]us forms. From this " unblesseduess " he escapes by raising his

ability to be to actuality, so that the potencies come to be outside of

each otlier or in antithetical tension to each other, and become cos-

mic, demiurgic, causes. The first becomes the substratum of the

world-process or the causa ex qua, the second the causa formalis or

jjcr quam, and the third the causa flnalis or in quam. Thus the

originally intra-divine potencies of the absolute spirit become relative

extra-divine potencies of the creature ; but they are only relatively

extra-divine, inasmuch as they are mutually exclusive of each other

;

they do not exclude God, who, on the contrary, remains the unity of

the whole, and therefore has the freely-willed forms of his existence
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in the mutually exclusive potencies. Hence also the world, the

product of these potencies, is not a being, but a divinely set pheno-

menon.

Schelling further declares, with great emphasis, that we must

conceive the creation as a perfectly free act of the will of God, to

him fortuitous and beginning in time. It lay entirely with him,

he says, either to keep to himself for ever the possibility of a being

outside himself, or to let it issue freely forth, then to overcome in

succession all that was undivine, and change it into the God-willed,

God-conscious. But if even a man of nobler character has a natural

desire to be known as he is, how much more may we suppose such

a need to have existed in the supreme spirit, to set another from

itself, by which he should be known. " It became the Deity, therefore,

being, as Plato says, incapable of envy, not to remain for ever in that

actus picrissimus, which we might also call an eternal theogony, and

which is a devourer to all outside itself, but to convert this actus

purissimus into an intelligible, differentiated process, all the momenta

of which should be deposited and indeed united in an ultimate

consciousness brought back to unity." But if this hecame the Deity,

if it felt the oieed to be known by another, if its former movement

of rotation in itself amounted to unhlessedness, from which it could

only be relieved by the creation ; then it certainly is difficult to see

how Schelling can still call this a perfectly free act of will in which

God willed an end which to himself was accidental ! And certainly

the representation that in the premundane eternity God found

himself in the blessedness of a closed circular movement, and that

the possibility (which seems to have dawned upon him all at once)

of setting the potencies to contend with each other, and so obtaining

relief from the rotating motion, and being set at liberty from the

necessity of his all-devouring self—that this possibility was " exceed-

ingly welcome" to him—what is all this but pure mythology?

The interpretation of the three potencies by the three persons of the

church's doctrine of the Trinity, and the more than bold exposition

of dogmatic formulae and passages of Scripture, we may pass by as

mere hors cl'oe,uvre without value for philosophy. Orthodoxy could
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feel no great gratitude to our philosopher ibr his deduction of a triple

divine personality which only began with the creation and was only

to be fully realised at the conclusion of the world-process. The

trinity arrived at is that of Montanism or Sabellianism rather than

that of the church.

The creation, thus introduced by the separation of the divine

potencies, came to rest for a time in man, who carried in himself

the God-setting principle (the " seed of God," as Schelling, with the

old gnostics, expresses himself). The unity restored in him, the

equilibrium of the cosmogonic potencies, should indeed (yet in

another respect it should not) have been rendered by the act of his

will indissoluble, even for God indissoluble, so that God and the

world might have rest. But as this firm unity was to be his own

work, man was made aware (by prohibition) of the possibility that

he could do the opposite, namely, step into God's place, and as a

second creator again bring into a state of tension the potencies

which had come to rest, and thereby conjure up again the need of

a new theogonic process, this time going on in the consciousness of

man. This possibility was open to man, and nothing could be more

natural than that he should realise it ; and, indeed, God himself

presses unceasingly for this " revolution," because it enables him

for the first time to get the whole of being away from himself, so

that the world becomes free from him, and really exists outside him.

At the same time, the emancipation of man thus brought about by

liis free act is a catastrophe which occasioned much evil, especially

in nature. "With the latter man had originally stood, according to

Schelling, in a magical relation, inasmuch as he was destined to act

on nature by his mere motionless inward will, and so to form a link

between it and the creator. This is the original, the true relation

between man and nature, and in the belief in magic it still sur-

vives. But when man, instead of connecting nature with God, tore

it away from God to himself, the world was divested of its glory,

and cut off from its true future, falling into self-ness and vanity ; a

i;niversal egoism seized upon the life of nature and became its ruling

principle ; and so ruined nature turns first against man himself
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marching without compassion over him and his works. Yet in pro-

founder minds a sentiment is preserved of the original relation and

of the capacity of nature for redemption—hence the search for the

" philosopher's stone " ! But the outrage of the fall had conse-

quences not only for the world, but in a certain sense even for the

Deity. " That calamity, for which man is responsible, brought it

about that the Son, anew deposed from his glory in this second

revolution man had brought about, had to restore everything in a

new process, or rather determined to bring back man, whom, though

in truth the enemy of his glory he did not leave, in a second crea -

tion, to the eternal life for which he was originally destined." With

this, however, the second person of the Godhead comes out of the

glory he had hitherto occupied as the " Son of God " within the

Godhead, becomes an extra-divine personality, or the " Son of man,"

to whom the Father now hands over all being, with a view to its

restoration. Thus the whole history which follows, from the fall

downwards, is the " period of the Son ;" the history of the world is

the history of his humiliation and exaltation. In the first epoch,

throughout the age of heathenism, the Son is in a state of humilia-

tion, of the deepest suffering, of passivity, having still to make him-

self lord of undivine being in the mind of God-estranged humanity
;

of this suffering of the Son in his lowliness, who is yet destined to

be the ruler of the world, during the pre-Christian teon, even Isaiah

spoke (chap. liii.). As soon, however, as the Son has regained free-

dom over being, the epoch of revelation in Christianity begins. The

" positive philosophy," accordingly, which treats first of the process,

beginnino- with the fall, of the restoration to God of the world which

had become extra- divine, falls into two sections, and is a " Philosophy

of Mythology and of Eevelation."

The mythological process has for its end to restore the God-

affirming principle, which is essentially innate in human conscious-

ness but was displaced by the fall. This takes place in this way.

Those same potencies which were operative in creation at an earlier

time as cosmogonic powers, take possession one after another of the

human consciousness, and set up in it a new theogonic process
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which manifests itself in the various stages and forms of the mytho-

logical consciousness of God among the nations. The representa-

tions of mythology, accordingly, are not arbitrary or fortuitous pro-

ducts of human consciousness ; they are neither fictions, nor

inventions nor speculations ; they are the involuntary products of

the substance of consciousness itself, namely, of the theogonic pro-

cesses which underlie it. Hence the power they have, which is per-

fectly independent of the thought and the freedom of man, and

governs the consciousness apart from his will. Inasmuch, however,

as these theogonic potencies were operative in prehistoric times as

cosmogonic, formative factors of nature, we have an explanation,

Schelling holds, of the connection which obviously exists between

the representations of mythology and the phenomena of nature.

The connection is not to be explained from the natural psychological

tendencies to personification and the worship of the forces of nature,

but from those real supernatural powers, by which the consciousness

of the nations was bewitched—nay, as it were possessed—powers

which in themselves indeed are nothing but the potencies of the

one divine being, but which here operate in their separateness and

isolation towards each other, and therefore appear as a number of

different gods, which indeed in a certain sense they are, so that

polytheism has a certain amount of reality behind it. Thus the

history of the human consciousness of C4od is here hypostatised

and mythologised into a transcendental history of the divine aeons,

just as in the old gnostic systems. But the shell, however strange,

yet contains a kernel of abiding truth as against a shallow empiricism

or euhemerism. On the one side, it upholds the position that

mythology is not an arbitrary thing, nor a thing made up in the

way of poetry, or in any other way invented by individuals ; that on

the contrary it is the product of the unconscious poetic faculty of

the mind of the people. On the other side, it asserts the truth that

in this production of religious fancy that unconscious reason which

is innate in human nature was a contributor, presaging truths after-

wards to be revealed, under the symbolical guise of sensuous repre-

sentations. It must be allowed to be within the province of u
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philosophical treatment of the history of religion to seek even in

the earliest myths these anticipations of the higher truths of reli-

gion ; but how far this search should be pressed in particular cases

will always be a question of individual taste and feeling. In

Schelling, we no doubt often get too much of a good thing in this

direction ; but that is better, at least much more stimulative of

thought, than dull commonplaces. It cannot be denied that Schel-

ling's mythology greatly stimulated the comparative study of reli-

gion. The bases, however, on which he proceeds in such inquiries

have long been antiquated by the researches which have been made

in history, ethnology, and the science of language ; and it would not

reward us to enter into the particulars of his views.

The transition from mythology to revelation Schelling finds in the

Greek mysteries. The doctrines concealed in these we must not

suppose to have been a pure abstract monotheism, whether deposited

in esoteric priestly speculations or in a tradition of the original reve-

lation handed down from the beginning, and disclosed to none but

the initiated. Schelling correctly observes that not doctrine but

sacred history formed the contents of the mysteries, and specially

the fortunes, the sufferings, and the death of the god Dionysus, as

the way to the glorification of him. Hence the connection of these

mysteries with tragedy, and the similar purifying effects of both on

the affections of those present. At the same time, under the dramatic

form of the death of the second Dionysus, the representative of the

reigning world of deities, who was to be followed by the expected

third world-ruler, or the Dionysus of the future,—under this sym-

bolical veil was accomplished the emancipation of the mind from

the result of the mythological process, the fall of the many sensuous

gods, and the rise of the one spiritual God : it was just this future

event, the approach of a new spiritual religion, which had to hide

itself as esoteric knowledge under a nocturnal veil of deepest mystery.

This last thought of the Greek mind, to be compared with the dawn

of the gods of the North, explains in particular "that deeply tragic

tone which marks unmistakably the whole religious life of the

Greeks, that consciousness which even in the abandonment of joy
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does not desert tlieni, that all this glory will one day be extin-

guished, that the whole of this beautiful world of appearance will

one day disappear and give place to a higher clearness which shall

not deceive. This secret pain transfigures, ennobles, and sanctifies,

as it were, the beauty of Greek works of art, and is the talisman

which still attracts us so irresistibly. This tragic element is due

first to the middle position the Greek occupies between a sensuous

religion to which, for the present, he is subject, and a purely spiritual

one held up before him, but belonging only to the future." " In the

mysteries the mythological consciousness saw its own end, its com-

plete death, but also foresaw another and a new time, though it only

recognised this future, and was able to represent it to itself about as

far as we are able to foresee in this life the nature of the next ; not

in the din, not in the wild tumultuous joy of Bacchic processions,

but in the silence of those solemn nights in which the Greek both

was made acquainted wath the necessary transiency of the reality,

i.e. the transitoriness of the mythological representations, and saw

a new and wondrous light arise out of the deep all-embracing

night—in the silence of these nights, and in their solemn thoughts,

lay the atonement of mythology, so far as such a thing was possible

in it. But this has also brought us to the border where a transi-

tion is possible to the true, the absolute atonement." These passages

may serve as evidence for the judgment enunciated above, that

Schelling, even w^here he undoubtedly reads too much into the

mythological consciousness, at least does so with so much ability

and taste that many a learned poverty might subsist on the wealth

of his ideas.

The Philosophy of Mythology sees in mythology a necessary

process of the human mind ; the Philosophy of Eevelation has for

its object, in Schelling's view, to show that revelation is not a neces-

sary event, but " the manifestation of the freest, indeed the most

personal, will of the Deity." And this is no doubt implied in

the position taken up by Schelling above (p. 20), as to the abso-

lute freedom of the creation of the world ; but at the same time

this abstract notion of the free divine activity serves the dog-
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matising philosopher just as it served the Scotist nominalists of later

scholasticism, as the basis of an anti-rationalist positivism (there anti-

Thomist, here anti-Hegelian). Now there is no doubt an important

kernel of truth in Schelling's theory of revelation. It is true that the

personal life and free moral activity of certain persons of great

spiritual force do form the essential moving force and principle of

the higher religions, especially of Christianity, and that the chief

part of the revelation consists first in these fundamental historical

facts and actions. Schelling's energetic insistance on this truth

must be allowed to be a great advance, not only on an unhistorical

rationalism (Kant), but also on the abstract intellectualism of the

philosophy of religion of Hegel, as well as of his own at an earlier

period. But this insistance on historical reality, well justified as it

is, yet in another respect overshoots the mark. He identifies the free

action of the human instruments of revelation with a free and per-

sonal activity of the Deity itself, whose interference in human

history severs, in a mystical way, its natural connection, and renders

all rational knowledge of the occurrence simply impossible. The

latter is not what Schelling meant to do ; his design is to give a

"philosophy of revelation" which will make the free acts of the

Deity comprehensible ; but we have already seen, and in what fol-

lows we shall see yet more plainly how this comprehension of tran-

scendent occurrences and actions leads, and necessarily must lead, to

nothing more than gnostic mythology.

Schelling begins with the proposition, which, when properly under-

stood, is perfectly true, that the substance of Christianity is simply

and alone the person of Christ, and that the chief task of a philosophy

of revelation must therefore be to understand this person. Here,

however, he adds very significantly :
" He who knows nothing of a

super-historical history, has no scene on which he can place such a

personality as Christ. We, however, have come from a world in

which such a person can be understood and comprehended. We know

from world-ages of the past a demiurgic personality, a potency in-

strumental in creation, which at the end of creation assumes reality as

Lord of existence, consequently as a divine personality. By man it
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is deposed again from this realisation, emptied of its glory. This does

not make it cease to be in essence a divine personality ; inwardly it

is not changed ; its will, its consciousness remain the same ; but as

against the newly raised up principle which ought not to be, it is again

in a state of negation, of suffering. In presence of this existence,

which it has still to reduce to subjection, it is no longer master, but

only a naturally working potency. Now however comes the point at

which it again in human consciousness makes itself master of that

being, and thus is again in so far, externally as well as in essence, a

divine personality. It is now to be designated a divine personality

because it is Lord of being as external to God, because it possesses

this being, not one given it by the Father, an independent being with

which it can do what it will : in this consists its freedom. This

glory, however, which he had it in his power to have independently

of the Father, he refused, and in this he is Christ. This is the funda-

mental idea of Christianity." The classical passage, which unfolds

the deepest mystery of Christianity, is accordingly Phil. ii. 6-8, and

Schelling interprets it quite in the spirit of his own gnosis. Not

merely isolated expressions, but the whole substance of the New
Testament, and especially the great fact of the atonement, is said to

be unintelligible, if we do not ascribe to the Son an existence co-eval

with the world, outside the Father, and independent of him. The

idea of the Trinity accordingly is to be conceived, not as a fixed

relationship, but as a movement of the Deity through its three

momenta ; from the Tautousia, where the Father aloue is in strictness

the dominating Ousia, and all is concluded in him, through Heterousia,

which lasts during the separation, and to the final reconciliation, to

the Homousia, which is only the last stage, and unintelligible with-

out the two others. Hence these three persons may also be conceived

as the successive rulers of three world-ages or aeons ; the pre-

mundane age of the Father, the mundane age of the Son, and the

post-mundane age of the Spirit. In heathenism also the Son was

the working principle of all religion and wisdom, which accordingly

was not without points of truth, but in heathenism the Sou was

operative as a natural potency, not as Christ, or as a personal prin-
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ciple. In the Old Testament Christ is ah-eady as Christ, but only

coming as yet. In the New Testament he is revealed as Christ.

For the extra-divine divine Son divests himself of his divine form,

and thereby becomes man ; the incarnation of the Logos is not a

becoming-other, but only a becoming-visible of the divine, which

materialises itself in order to be born of the woman. " With this

appearance the ecstatic history (of the Logos pre-existing in heathen-

ism and Judaism) passes into actual history. In presence of so

objective a fact, taking place before the eyes of a disenchanted world,

all that had formerly been believed disappeared, and became fable,

though it had been at first not mere fiction, but based, as we cannot

deny it was, in a certain subjective necessity." As that which

mythology anticipated became historical reality, the mythological

consciousness ceases to have any justification. This statement is

essentially correct, but admits of being used against our philosopher

himself, for his discussions on the miraculous conception, the two-

fold nature of Christ, the atoning death of Christ (his exhaustion on

the cross was merely the last outward appearance of the long tension

in which Christ was placed during the whole of the former period,

that is, from the creation), the descent into hell, the resurrection and

ascension of Christ, show a curious leaven of the mythological con-

sciousness still at work. The devil also is deduced as a spirit which

came into existence, not however as a creature, but as one who had

escaped from the limits of the creature. He was the seducer at the

first fall of man, by which also, indeed, he properly came into exist-

ence. The whole of heathenism arose out of his inspiration, and his

insidious influence on our will can only be doubted by a false philan-

thropy. The demoniac possessions narrated in the Bible are also

explained by our philosopher as real appearances of Satan, who

thus takes a material form. The reality thus conceded to the devil

must not be denied to the angels. Taken as creatures, Schelling

considers they would be infinitely absurd and wearisome ; but they

are not creatures, but mere potencies, or will-less spirits. With this

opening up of the " true world of spirits," with which previous philo-

sophy, confining its circle of vision to the known world, could have
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no acquaintance, tlie philosophy of revelation has discharged its

proper task ; it has " explained Christianity from its higher historical

connection," from the connection of external history " with that inner

divine transcendent history which is properly the true history Kar

e^o'^rju," without which the former would be " devoid of all divine

contents, waste, empty, and dead." Thus Schelling makes the ideal

contents of the biblical history, which as such is of course not history

over again, but idea, and nothing more, eternal determination of the

divine will, or eternal truth, itself another history behind the actual,

a shadow of the true history, which, being itself destitute of reality,

sucks the reality from the latter like a vampire, and makes it a

shadow, a spectre-like unreality. This is that " Docetism " which we

meet with as the natural consequence of gnostic mythology where-

ever found. Its essence consists just in this, that it makes of the

ideal contents of history another history behind the actual.

After we have made our way, not without effort, through all this

jungle, Schelling rewards us at last with a highly suggestive philo-

sophy of Church history. The CatJiolic Church is built on the

authority of Peter, and is the Church of strict law ; it has the thing,

the connection with Christ, but not the understanding of it ; it has

unity, but a unity which is external, blind, unfree. In Paul, the

apostle called independently of Peter, a principle was prepared by

which the Church could be made free again not from unity, but

only from its blind unity. This principle came to the front at the

Reformation, and diffused itself principally among the Germanic

peoples, for " that great religious change issued from the very centre

of the German spirit and temper." But Protestantism itself is only

a transition, a means to something higher for which it is its mission

to prepare. " This alone guarantees to it a future, such as the life-

less Church of Peter cannot look to have, and can only come to

have by the assistance of Protestantism. The more foolish is the

hope, where this future is already manifesting itself, that it can be

put under the yoke again. The judgments of history are the judg-

ments of God ; and to get them reversed is as impossible as to guide

the mighty stream back to its source or to force the tree back into its
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germ." But Protestantism has not yet borne its proper fruit ; for

to it as a church Christ is still a closed secret ; it still thinks it

necessary to fence itself round with limitations borrowed from the

Petrine Church. It is destined, however, to put on the true inner

universality or catholicity, which will also be found to be the true

unity, consisting of freedom, chosen from conviction, and therefore

enduring eternally. This ultimate unity, subsisting without any

external constraint, belongs to a third period which is prefigured by

John. He is the apostle of the Spirit, as Paul of the Son, and Peter

of the Father. The apostle of the Spirit, who was not an apostle of

the Jews nor an apostle of the Gentiles, is the apostle of the future,

of the " last time, when Christianity will have become the object of

universal knowledge, when it will be no longer the narrow, perverted,

poor starving thing it has been in the dogmatic schools ; and still

less that miserable thing which is immured in forms which keep it

in darkness, nor yet that private Christianity which individuals have

carved out for themselves ; but when it will be for the first time the

public religion, not as the religion of the State, not as an Established

Church, but as the religion of the human race, which possesses in it

at the same time the highest science. In no other way than this

can Christianity remain the religion of the Germans. And since the

Eeformation we must take it in this way, or not at all."
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FRANZ VON BAADER.

Franz von Baader, director of mines and Professor at Munich,

was long intimate with Schelling, but was not so much his pupil as

his intellectual kinsman. After studying the natural sciences, he

sought in the critical thought of Kant for a corrective of the mate-

rialism and empiricism which disgusted him ; but from Kant's deism

and moralism in turn he had found refuge in the theosophy of

St. Martin and Jacob Bohme. Baader had a great natural gift for

profound speculation ; but he wanted discipline and method for the

development of his thought to a degree only to be found, perhaps, in

Hamann of other thinkers ; and he has considerable similarity with

Hamann generally. Both were at feud with the false abstractions of

the Illumination, with its tearing asunder and isolating of elements

which in the actual world are only found with and in each other
;

knowledge and faith or conscience, natural science and theology
;

science and tradition, church and world, nature and mind. The

strength of both lay in their keen perception of the weaknesses of

one-sided and limited points of view, and in their deep insight into

the unity in which opposites are combined. But the weakness of

both was that a lively imagination was apt to get the upper hand of

sober critical understanding ; both suffered from the want of logical

self-control. Hence we find both quite incapable of treating a sub-

ject in a connected way, constantly leaping from the tlienie in hand

to another quite remote from it; and leaping also away from thought

altogether to the spinning of fancies and mythologies. This makes

it uncommonly difficult to describe Baader's philosophy. Ilis works
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are collected in fifteen volumes ; his ideas on every subject have to

be hunted up in every corner of these volumes ; and then one has

to try to introduce some tolerable sort of connection among these

aphorisms and curious fragments of a world of ideas which is half

modern and half mediseval and scholastic, or even ancient and gnostic.

Our concern, of course, is only with his philosophy of religion ; but

Baader gives this notion a very wide range, and proceeds on the

principle of drawing no distinction between religious and natural

philosophy. Thus we can scarcely put any definite limits to his

religious thought, if our picture of his religious view of the world is

to be complete. So comprehensive a treatment, however, would

embrace much that has had no influence on the development of our

science, and would only be interesting from a biographical point of

view. For us, it may suffice to enumerate briefly the fundamental

ideas of Baader's religious view of the world, dwelling on such as

are important.^

Even the theory of knowledge, Baader holds, must have a reli-

gious foundation, logic must be the doctrine of the Logos, as the

former of the inner speech or thought, and of the enunciating or

creating of God, the Mediator of immanent or ideal and emanent

or real, being. It is a great merit in Hegel, Baader frequently

remarks, that he attacked at its root that process of flattening down

all truth which resulted from Kant's doctrine of subjectivity, and

indicated for logic that reality and importance as a science which it

had long lost. Only it had not been remarked that in doing this

Hegel opened up the way to an understanding of the doctrine of the

Logos, and enabled us to see that speaking, enunciating, is itself the

central primitive and creative act, and perception (reason) accord-

ingly the central conception. It is the radical error of the rational

philosophy and theology that it thinks it can know God without

God, or know about God without him, from human reason alone.

^ The works of Baader chiefly dealt with here are his lectures on " Religious

Philosophy " in the first volume of his speculative works, on " Speculative Dog-

matic " ia vols. viii. and ix. ; and the six numbers of Feiiaenta cdgnitlonis in vol. ii.

Sentences of various others of his writings have also to be cited. Franz Hoffmann,

Hamherijer, and Lutlerbeck have written on Baader.
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And yet man does not possess reason at all of himself ; he only

possesses it by the divine reason being represented, or, as it were,

reproduced, in him. God is reason, man has reason, is reasonable

in so far as he partakes of that reason, but he is not himself a part

of it as the pantheists hold. Hence Eckhart says, with truth, that

the eye through which God sees me is the same as that in which I

see God ; since it is one and the same thing to know God and to be

known of God. Not less groundless than the fancied autonomy of

the creaturely reason thus deifying itself is the deistical opinion that

reason is given to the creature as a talent, but that in the develop-

ment and employment of this power it must hold itself quite alone

and apart from participation in the divine act of reason. Against

this we must remember that every act of attention and reflection is

nothing but a holding out of the receptivity ; and in such a process

we must not, as is usually done, conceive man as hearing (subject),

and God merely as speaking (object) ; on the contrary, God is at

once subject and object, speaker and hearer, inasmuch as he gives to

us both hearing (listening after him), and speaking (speaking after

him). Hence Jacob Bohme says, with truth, that Christ's spirit

feeds itself in me with his own sacred nature.

The failure to recognise this cardinal truth that we are enabled

by God himself to know God, Baader considers to be the cause of

the denial of the knowableness of religious objects. It is wrong,

however, he remarks with Hegel, to represent God as a mere object

of our reason as mere subjective capacity of perception, since he as

absolute spirit is at once object and subject, and thus manifests him-

self both in that which is perceived by us and in our perceivnig. It

is a principle of our religion that the same God gives us the law as

Father, and as Son enables us to fulfil it ; and according to the

Scriptures it is only the Spirit of God which searches out in our

spirit the deep things of God. When a Jacobi rejects the know-

ledge of God for the sake of his religion of feeling, when a Eousseau

makes feeling end where knowledge begins, this really amounts to

that sceptical prudence which warns the lover to refrain for any

sake from a thorough knowledge of his beloved lest the illusion of

VOL. II. c
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his love should be destroyed. But true love prompts to self-

manifestation, both in thinking of, and in working for, the loved

object, and Thomas Aquinas truly says that we love God the more

the better we know him. " Many defenders of religion in our day

do not see how such poltroonery towards speculation (with which

both Kant and Jacobi supply them) amounts to giving up the game

to their opponents, and that they are, as it were, providing an

excuse for indolence in the pursuit of the knowledge of religious

objects and making these objects themselves shallow." " The avoid-

ance of light, i.e. of knowledge, seeks a refuge in the Protestantism

of these days in feeling, in Catholicism, in authority. Insensible to

the pain of ignorance and to its shame, those photophobists never

consider that to an intellectual being complete indifference, the entire

extinction of desire after knowledge, can never come save as the

consequence of a crime."

The ultimate roots of this error, however, lie, as Baader veryacutely

shows, in a false general theory of knowledge, which abstractly tears

subject and object asunder. On the one side the old delusion is

cherished (from which Fichte emancipated philosophy), that the

mind, that which has its being in self-consciousness, could only be

known by stepping out of it, leaping over our own back, and thus it

is assumed that self-consciousness is not the being, the substance of

the mind, but only an accidens or modus inhering in something else,

in some thing-in-itself. On the other side a being, a thing-in-itself

is set up, which yet must be absolutely unknown, unknowable.

This, according to Baader, is the root-error of all philosophy which

denies mind and God, this setting up of a primitive being indepen-

dent of all knowledge, to which knowledge could only approach

from without, or from which it would proceed per generationem

cequivocam. But there is no thing existing which is not also a thing

known and perceived, and no thing could become the object of our

knowledge, were it not a thing known before our knowledge, the

matter of an intelligence. Were not, for example, non-intelligent

nature pervaded by an ^.intelligence, and therefore thought already

before I came to it with my thinking, I could never as a reasonable
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being find my way in it. If, on the contrary, things which are not

themselves intelligent, yet react on my thoughts, this reaction must

proceed from an intelligence. If God be the All-knower, then the

creature only knows by receiving part of the knowledge which God
has and is. In self-consciousness knower and known are one, and

this identity may be traced back to that of producer and produced
;

for all knowledge is a producing and making oneself knowable in the

product, whether we speak of an original production or of an imita-

tive reproduction, and whether the latter be free or unfree. Hence

the thinking faculty remains by itself in what is thought, while in

what is not thought it goes out or loses itself. If then all being is

a being known, and if the finite mind knows its own being as one

not produced by itself, then it knows its being as a being known by

the absolute mind which produces it. The self-knowing of the

finite mind is not therefore, as Descartes held, the ultimate ground of

certainty, it is itself founded in the primitive knowing-itself-known

of the absolute mind. Hence all certainty is based on conscience,

i.e. in with-knowing (con-scientia) with the knowledge God has

of us.

With this view Baader takes up a position of antagonism, firstly

to naturalists and materialists, with whom mind is a secondary

thing, a mere modtis of unintelligent matter ; then also to the deist,

who denies that the finite spirit has any real relation to the infinite,

or, consequently, any capacity for knowing the latter ; and lasth', to

the pantheist, who knows no central spirit. Baader held it to be the

great error of German philosophy that it placed the divinity of spirit,

the knowledge of which is certainly the distinguishing feature of

that philosophy, immediately and originally in the mind of the

creature itself, drawing no proper distinction between the creative

and the created mind, and thus, while raising man above the beasts,

arrogantly deifying him. As for the view that in the progressive

knowledge of mankind, the one living world-spirit brings forward

into consciousness what he essentially is, no objection could be made
to it, if this consciousness were taken to be not that of God but that

of man, in the labour of which the manifestation of God to the
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creature is completed till God comes to be all in all. But the view

just stated must be rejected, as involving a denial of God, if, by the

development of consciousness in time, of which it speaks, we are to

understand the development of the divine self-consciousness itself;

for in that case it would both contradict the notion of God as the

absolute, i.e. complete, no longer in need of anything, and the

notion of the creative mind as self-conscious, and in its self-con-

sciousness dependent on nothing outside itself. Only of the created

being can we say that its activity consists in bringing to fully realised

being what it essentially is ; for the immediateness of created being is

first being in essence only, or being in potentia, as innate possibility.

To secure the proper relation of the creative and the created

mind to each other, both against the separation of them, which is

deism, and against the mixing them up together in pantheism, Baader

proposes to recognise a threefold connection between the knowing

and the known ; that of through-dwelling, of by-dwelling, and of in-

dwelling. He declares this to be the characteristic difference of his

philosophical doctrine of knowledge from that formerly prevailing,

that according to him logic will only be a perfect science when it not

only distinguishes such a threefold mode of knowledge, but recog-

nises and demonstrates the basis of it in a threefold mode of exist-

ence, and of the relation between the knowing and the known. If

the creature is only through-dwelt by the Creator, then knowledge is

least complete, and takes place without any free co-operation on the

part of the being which thus knows. Knowledge becomes freer

when God condescends so to speak to the creature, in so far as to

come over- against him (by-dwelling by his consciousness). Still freer

and quite complete will the knowledge of God be when God indwells

in man. So far as the transition from one of these three modes of

being or of knowing to another takes place through the will, we have

a scientific foundation for the influence of the will, or faith, on know-

ledge. To this threefold relation of knowledge there corresponds,

accordingly, a threefold relation of the action of the Creator to that

of the creature. The creature finds itself, with reference to God,

either in the state of heing worked through and by him, or of working
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with God as his organ, or of working alone for God as his representa-

tive. In the first case the creature is subjected to God, but in the

third God subjects himself, as it were, to the creature, since he im-

parts to it the power of his own working. But even the first action

of the iutelhgent creature is always dependent on the creative action

of God, and that in three ways : (1) Inasmuch as this action of God

precedes the action of the creature as its true a priori, and forms the

basis of it
; (2) In so far as it accompanies it as assistance (co-opera-

tive leading) ; and (3) In so far as it manifests itself to the creature

as a power freely offering itself to him, and thus fullows the deter-

mination of will of the creature. This triad of being founded in God,

being led by God, and being strengthened by God, corresponds to the

triad of the three divine persons, and contains the solution of all

problems about freedom and law, freedom and grace, etc. And, on

the contrary, every kind of mischief, both in theory and in practice,

comes from the displacing of these three regions ; man desires to know

and to do himself where he cannot and should not, and, on the con-

trary, is inclined only to believe and to do nothing where he ought to

know himself and to act himself. That the doing of the creature,

because its freedom is only based on the Creator's doing, is nothing

but the continuation of this creative doing, this is a truth the auto-

nomists ignore, letting the creature take up its own position (begin).

And thus, just as in the philosophical doctrines of the naturalists,

that which is unconscious and selfless is placed above and before the

conscious self, or spirit. Kant and his successors, who brought in or

further developed the doctrine of the subject-object or of the absolute,

fell into the mistake of counting two where they ought to have

counted three. For what comes to man as foundation or as authority

from within, they called the subjective, inasmuch as they mixed it up

with man's own activity ; and this mixing is the starting-point of the

whole new heresy of the autonomy of man, and of his providing his

own foundation or his own authority.

As against this falsely arrogated autonomy, which ends in slaverj',

it is the task of philosophy to point out the means and conditions

by which man may come to the free use of his faculty of knowledge
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Only those can shrink from this liberation of knowledge who are

content to exchange freedom in the law and in service for a state in

which there is no law, no authority, no service. But it is true no

less in knowing than in willing and in doing, that man rules only

when he serves, and serves only when he rules, that he only compre-

hends when he wonders, and only wonders when he comprehends,

that he only loves when he worships, and only worships when he

loves. The freedom of knowledge has been so little understood up

to this time, because it has not been recognised that this freedom can

only be obtained by means of a double foundation or authority, and

that philosophy can only solve her problem by seeking to add to the

outer foundation and determination of knowledge, or to outward

seeing, the corresponding inner foundation or inner vision, and vice

versa, for in the mouth of two witnesses (the inner and the outer) is

the truth estabKshed which makes him that knows it free. And not

he is free in knowledge who casts off or says that he casts off every

authority, asserting that he is an authority to himself ; but he who

listens to no authority than that which directly or indirectly makes

him free, by giving him a foundation for his knowledge, leading or

assisting, strengthening or confirming him. But what thus provides

a foundation, what supports and imparts motion as well as directs it,

must in every region be that which cannot itself be moved by any-

thing else. Hence dogma is not a thing that restrains the free move-

ment of the faculty of knowledge, but a thing which provides a basis

for that movement, and imparts it as well as leads and confirms it

:

it is like the rock in the sea which draws to itself the seaman who

holds on to it while he thinks he is drawing it to himself, and strives

to do so. Thus it is as mistaken to hold only to outward testimony

and authority, as only to the inner. The criterion of the true posi-

tive is rather the agreement of the inner and the outer foundation of

any piece of knowledge ; and philosophy has to do for knowing what

ethics proposes to do for the will, to seek for the outer determining

factor the corresponding one within, for the law (authority), the spirit

of the law which makes subjection to it a free act, and belief in

authority an undoubting conviction. But the true motive of our will
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can be nothing but a will ; and, by analogy, what supports the free

movement of our reason can only be reasonable, of a nature to appre-

hend me, and to let itself be apprehended. Or thus : man only

knows when he knows himself known ; the eye of his mind only sees

itself, only finds itself in the eye of another mind, and knowledge

reaches the mind, not as the rationalists think, per generationem

ceguivocam or from itself, but per traducem ; i.e. by becoming par-

taker (not part), and being taken up to a seeing and knowing which,

so far as he is concerned, exists a priori. This seeing and knowing

proves itself to man to be primitive, superior or central, by its stability

(ubiquity and eternity), and that both inwardly and outwardly. This

double proof man therefore is right to ask. If he is to be fully con-

vinced he must have it ; for centre and periphery, inner and outward

testimony, as the inner and the outward sides of any occurrence,

should and must never be disjoined. Instead of the cogito, ergo sum

of Descartes, which heralded the advent of atheism, we should rather

say cogitor ergo cogito, because man thinks only as being thought,

only speaks as hearing, only wills as willed, only works as worked

upon. " Hence by the laws of thought, will, and action, we should

understand nothing more than this or different from this : that man
is placed and comprehended in a thinking, willing, and working being.

We can only wonder that so many theologians have allowed this

fundamental doctrine, as declared by Paul, of the immanence of all

things in God, to be robbed from them by philosophy (e.g., Spinoza),

and a travesty of it to be used against themselves."

The thought on which Baader's theory of knowledge hangs is

unquestionably a profound and a far-reaching one. It is that all

our knowledge is based on an a priori which cannot be a mere sub-

jective and formal principle, else we could never understand how it

comes to possess validity in the objective world, but which must be

an absolute knowing and producing principle, therefore the divine

reason. This is in fact the solution which Kant sought, but did

not find in any satisfactory way, to the problem of knowledge.

So much we saw above in our discussion of Kant (vol. i. p. 153).

And when Baader goes on to say that the divine reason or active
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truth attests itself to us as well in the inner witness of our reason,

this with-knowing with the divine, as in the outward testimonies of

history, and that neither of these two sources is to be regarded as in

itself abstractly valid, he disposes, in principle at least, and with per-

fect justice, both of abstract unhistorical subjectivism, and of abstract

reasonless objectivism or positivism. No sensible person will deny

that historical testimonies to the truth are incomplete without the

religious consciousness of the Christian Church, which, from a religious

point of view, must even stand above them. But when Baader goes on

to identify this Christian religious consciousness simply with the dogma

formulated by the church, and sees in the latter the " rock in the

sea " which, itself unmoved, is to be regarded as the determining,

foundation-giving, and directing force of our thinking, we Protestants

cannot possibly follow him ; we must regard his position as a relapse

from the point of view of modern philosophy to that of mediaeval

scholasticism, the main feature of which was just that its thought

moved with freedom (as Baader too requires that it should) only

within the sphere of dogma, but never ventured to take up a position

of independence and free criticism over-against it. Baader was no

doubt a profound speculative thinker, but he was also, indeed he

was first, a believing Catholic, and so it happened naturally enough

that his speculative ideas became in his hands mere substructions of

the dogmas of the church, the truth of which was a postulate of faith

with him, without his ever becoming clearly aware of the wide chasm

that separates these two points of view from each other. Schelling

also, in his later stage, and the orthodox Hegelians, made the same

exchange ; and how much more natural was it for the Catholic

Baader to make it ! And we must remember that when Baader

leaped from the position of speculative philosophy to that of dogmatic

mythology, he did so by means of an idea the mixture of truth and

error in which fitted it (and this is a frequent occurrence) to quiet

the critical conscience of the philosopher by hiding from him the

mistakenness and the violence of the leap he is making. Starting

from the position which, stated by itself, cannot be contested, that

knowledge is not independent of the moral will, that only the pure
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heart can see God, that the wicked cannot come to the knowledge of

divine tnith, Baader concludes that our knowledge is not since the

fall a res integra, that our reason is, in fact, perverted, so that, in

order to any pure knowledge, it must first be readjusted, must be

healed, by higher assistance, namely, by revealed dogma. From this

it naturally follows that we cannot use our reason aright in a position

of independence of dogma, but only in subjection to it. This is just

the old vicious circle by which scholastic theology has always sought

to shield itself against the attacks of thought, proving the superiority

of dogma to reason from the corruption of reason, and the corruption

of reason from the superiority of dogma.

The system Baader erects upon this theory of knowledge has a

close resemblance to those of Jacob Bohme and St. Martin. In the

doctrine of God he strives to keep clear both of ordinary abstract

theism, with its denial of nature, and of the confusion of God. and

the world which belongs to Pantheism. As against the Deists

Baader insists on the " immanence of all things in God " as a funda-

mental doctrine of Christianity ; but he declares a view of the world

to be irrational which throws this " all-in-one " doctrine into a doc-

trine of " all-one," and makes God, not the comprehender of all who

is above all, but only the collective notion, or the sum, of all creatures.

In such a view he says the creator, as the centre, and the created

world as the periphery, compose the two halves of a substance, which,

centaur-like, must be half-God and half-creature, not to mention that

the lie is given to the testimony of the consciousness of the intelli-

gent creation. Spinoza fell into this ancient and monstrous error

simply because he failed to make clear to himself the threefold

relation of the creator to the creatures, namely, the extra-mundaneity

of the first, and his intra-mundaneity and assistance with reference

to the second, as in the formula, all in one, one in all, one with all.

In thus rejecting alike abstract theism and abstract monism in favour

of a truly " concrete monotheism " (an expression of Schelling whieli

he accepts), Baader unquestionably shows great insight into the con-

ditions to Avhich any view of the world must conform which is to

reconcile the antitheses in a higher unity : but while his intention is
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excellent, he fails to work it out without overleaping the barriers of

sober thinking, and losing himself, like Schelling, in mythological

fancies.

To conceive God as living, and yet not mix up his life in any

way with the life of the world, he begins with constructing, in a way

very similar to that of Bohme, a purely inner-divine " self-begetting-

process " of God. The will without ground begets his son in the

intelligible will, and as this descensus has a corresponding ascensus,

this self-seeking a corresponding self-finding, the duality is reunited

in the Spirit. This triad, however, extends itself, just as with Bbhme,

into a quaternion, by the idea, or wisdom, in which God appears to

liimself, and is united to himself. Yet this is not to be taken as a

quaternity, the idea not being a person, but only the mirror of the

divine self-seeing. The other three, however, are not properly persons

either, and only become persons by the eternal divine nature, the

desire after being, the principle of selfness or individuation, by which

in the first place the immanent process of the divine self- formation

becomes an emanent one of self-expressing or revelation, the esoteric

word becomes exoteric. When this takes place, each of the three

moments is born an actual person, a real birth, to which in God also

a male and a female principle contribute, namely, the imagination of

the idea, and the desire of nature. Now, we should suppose that in

this emanent process, the exoteric manifestation of the Logos, we

had reached the point of transition to the world-process ; but this is

far from being the case. In spite of all those processes, births,

and expressions, we are still on the ground of pure deity. Baader

cannot insist upon it strongly enough that the world has nothing

whatever to do with the inner-divine life-process, that its rise is not

brought about by any inner necessity in God, that God is not driven

to the creation by any want or need, so that the creation cannot be

known by speculation, but only as a historical fact. Only so much

is to be known speculatively, that when once God desired to create,

the same two principles must come into operation for the purpose

which co-operated in his own generative process ; viz. nature (will)

as the material principle, and wisdom (intelligence) as the formal
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principle. This idea, which Baader borrowed directly from Bohrae

(vol. i. p. 19), and which, moreover, he has in common with Leibniz,

Schelling, and E. v. Hartmann, is the precious kernel among all

the gnostic husks of his theogony and cosmogony ; it contains a germ

capable of developing into a real-idealism, destined to correct the

abstractness of idealism. Baader himself dwelt frequently on the

importance of this position. He says, for instance, " It is very

important to recognise the actio vitalis as the begetting, creative,

formative act of will and desire, not separated from Knowledge in-

deed, but distinct from it. For through and from will was this world

made, and all finds its further propagation in will. Will is at the

beginning of organic unity, as of separation, in all things. Formative

impulse, creative power, reside only in will and in desire." Schopen-

hauer says just the same : but Baader sees, as the latter does not,

that vi'ill without wisdom, power without thought, can as little bring

anything about, as intelligence without will, thought without power.

The process of creation also is divided, according to Baader's

description of it, into two separate acts, analogous to the moments of

the self-generative process of God—an esoteric (super-material) and

an exoteric (material) one ; and the fall in the spirit world takes

place between the two, and brings the crisis about. Baader has

much to say about the fall : it might almost be said to be the car-

dinal point of his system. God made the intelligent creation, angels

and men, not perfectly good beings, but in innocence which was

capable of falling, and was only to be confirmed by the endurance of

temptation, so as to rise to the condition of free children of God.

Only the possibility of evil lay in their nature, in their selfness.

That this possibility, instead of merely underlying man's nature, as

it should have done, broke out into a motive, into selfishness which

arrogantly exalts itself above the barriers imposed on it, this realisa-

tion of evil was by no means necessary ; it was the perversion of

the true God-ordained relation of the creature to the creator. But

this perversion did not originate in man ; he is not the inventor but

the imitator of evil : the true father of it is Lucifer. The angels

who arrogantly rebelled against God are removed from their original
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place in the divine will ; but they are not therefore altogether auto-

nomous, not released from God, who rather dwells through them as

a restraining bond, while he dwells in the spirits who remained good

as a guiding law. That the spirit of lies is an actual power (Baader

says even more precisely, a personality) is proved by the work he

does in the evil inspiration of man, through whom he seeks to pro-

cure entrance into .the world. Now the middle place which man

occupies between intelligent and non-intelligent nature would have

marked him out as destined to protect the latter from the conse-

quences of Lucifer's fall, and keep it in its right relation to God

;

but man allowed himself to be seduced by the spirit of lies, and

turned his attention to the nature that lay beneath him, whence in

him also nature, i.e. self-will, was inflamed, and became the ruling

power. Then, when the ruin came to be so universal, the world

would have been totally lost had not God arrested its fall, and pre-

served it when trembling over the abyss of hell, by the creation of

matter. Thus according to Baader the creation of the material

world in the Mosaic six days' labour is only the second act, the

tragic catastrophe of the intelligent creation has already preceded it.

It is not in contradiction to this, that we have already heard Baader

speak of " Nature," for he forbids us to confound nature in any way with

material existence, which is not the natural, but merely the diffused

in dimensions of space and time, broken-up being, as it were, which

is no longer true being (which is everywhere and at all times), but

only a becoming, a being there (or there). Thus limitation by space

and time, and materiality which comes of such limitation, would,

apart from, the fall, have remained a mere possibility ; but the fall

made it a reality. Yet for all this, the material is not as such of

evil, nor is it the ground of evil ; on the contrary, matter is the

covering which protects the fallen spirit from the consuming fire of

the divine wrath, and the material which man can exercise his

spiritual power in controlling, and thus prepare the way for his own

restoration.

The fall of man brought about profound changes in his nature

and in his relations to nature around him. Originally created
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androgynous, as Baader holds with Bohme, man was now divided into

two sexes—a circumstance which gave the animal side of his nature

the upper hand, broke up and destroyed the harmonious relation of

spirit, soul, and body, and made him subject to death. With the

command of himself he also lost command of external nature, wliich

at first yielded an unconditional obedience to his magic will ; and the

mechanical control he exercises over nature is a poor compensation

for the loss. But all this time the divine image, the idea, remained

hid in man though fallen ; it preserved itself throughout the course

of history, till at last it awoke again in the virgin, and was realised

in Jesus as the incarnate law of God. As Adam's guilt spread like

a contagious disease over the whole race as original sin, so the pure

life and atoning death of Jesus became original grace, which com-

municates itself to the believer, like the influence passing from the

raagnetiser to the somnambulist, by the vehicles of prayer and of the

Eucharist. The process, however, is not free from pain ; the self-

seeking I has to be killed that the I which is devoted to God may
obtain salvation, which once obtained is indestructible, the man
liaving reached his true destiny. Here there is error on each side

;

on the one side the Lutheran appeal to the imputed merit of Christ

;

the physician is to help, but there is to be no bitter medicine. On
the other side, the Kantian morality of the categorical imperative,

which being without Saviour and without salvation, is " a morality

only fit for devils," as it condemns man to an eternal and a fruitless

struggle against nature, i.e. to eternal misery. The true ethics, on

the contrary, is based on the perception that God who gives us the

law also fulfils it in us : as the true logic rests on the fact that we

know truth because we are partakers of the divine Logos.

Now this assertion that the basis of morality and of religious

knowledge is the witness and the impulse of the Holy Spirit in the

hearts of the pious is nothing more or less than the fundamental

idea of Protestant doctrine. It was by finding the basis of con-

science in God that Protestantism wrought out its emancipation

from human statutes, and from the authority of the Church and of

tradition; and we should expect Baader, holding such a philosophic
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position, to recognise the right of Protestantism and to sympathise

with it. This, however, was far from being the case : indeed, he

declared the Eeformation to have been simply a rebellion against

divine authority, and the root of all the modern political revolutions.

The Eeformers themselves, he says, only wanted to improve the

Church ; and were not clearly aware that their acts were so inimical

to the Church as they proved to be ; but their conduct was nothing

less than revolutionary, for it did not proceed from that which is the

foundation (authority), but turned and exalted itself against the

pillar of the Church as if it had been an obstruction. And every

function of knowledge is revolutionary in its tendency which turns

itself against faith : even Anselm taught that we must first believe,

that we may know. Instead of finding a true solution of the anti-

thesis of civil and ecclesiastical society, and of that of tradition and

science, which formed the problem of the age of the Eeformation,

the attempt was made to dispose of them in a radical spirit, giving

them the aspect of a radical conflict or a total breach. The conse-

quence was that the State now oppressed the Church, as the Church

formerly did the State, and that the science of Protestantism had

turned godless (rationalistic and naturalistic), and its faith barren

of thought and afraid of knowledge (Pietism), so that the older, the

true Protestantism, was no longer inter vivos. Hence the bill, which

was merely continued in the sixteenth century, had to be met now
;

tradition had to be reconciled with science, natural history with

theology, the State with the Church, and the conviction to be

stirred up, above all, that ever since the first protest made against

tradition (Protestantism) all that had been brought, and is still

brought against it under the name of philosophy, never w^as, and is

not now philosophy but an unphilosophy ; while that philosophical

knowledge only is properly to be called free, which is based on the

true foundation (on authority), since reason, if not grounded on that

which makes it free, is entangled in delusion, or falls into bottomless

scepticism.

Thus in the place of Protestant science, which was and is mere

unphilosophy, a "free" philosophy founded on the authority of
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catholic tradition—this, according to Baader, is the cure for the

evils of the age ! Of such an utterance, commented on as it is from

time to time by history itself in encyclical, syllabus, and dogma of

infallibility, refutation is surely by this time superfluous. It only

shows how difficult it is even for the profoundest of thinkers to free

himself from the catholic belief in authority, and how much science

owes to the Eeformation by which the chain of that belief was

broken.



CHAPTER V.

KARL CHRISTIAN FRIEDRICH KRAUSE.^

Religion had been treated by Schleierraacher exclusively from

the subjective side, as a pious determination of the feelings. With

Schelling in his earlier philosophy of identity the subject quite

disappeared in the absolute object, while his later attempts to

remedy this one-sidedness led his thinking into mythological mazes,

out of which neither he nor Baader ever emerged. Krause starts

from the philosophy of identity of Schelling, but he early recognised

the necessity (as also did Hegel at the same time) of uniting the

Fichtean subjectivism into a system of " absolute synthetism or

harmonism, or Panentheism," in which the one-sidedness of pantheism

and of the theism which derives its faith from feeling should be

alike transcended, and Nature and the Ego recognised as the partial

beings which subsist in, through, and under, the infinite Being. Its

large proportions, and the strict and almost artistic method of its

execution, certainly make Krause's philosophy one of the most

remarkable phenomena in the history of philosophy ; and the slight

attention which it still obtains can only be explained, cannot be

quite excused, from the difficulty of the curious language which a

capricious purism led the thinker to employ.^ If in Schleiermacher's

romantic religion of feeling we find an offshoot of the mystical

pietistic tendency of Protestantism, in Baader's polemical theosophy

^ The works of Krause with which we have here to do are (not to speak of the

Religiomphilosophie, which contains nothing but controversy with Schleiermacher

and Bouterweck), his Vorlesnngen iiber das System der Philosophie (1828), and uber

die Grundwahrheiten der Wissenscha/t (1829), the Sittenlehre (1811), and the Philo-

sophie der Geschichte (1843), edited by H. von Leonhardi.

2 In the following statement I have partly reproduced this language verbis

ipsissimis, only leaving out what is quite too unintelligible.

48
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a revival of scholasticism, and in Schelling's Nature-philosopliy the

I'autheism almost more of Giordano Bruno than of Spinoza, Krause's

system of absolute Harmonism is a continuation of the line marked

by the names of Shaftesbury, Leibniz, and Herder. Krause has in

common with these thinkers the underlying basis of optimism in

his mood, a mood which appears the more amiable and the more

entitled to respect when we consider that he endured the narrowest

circumstances, and was always and most undeservedly neglected
;

he never rose to a higher position than that of an extramural teacher

(Privat docent), or private scholar, and yet continued to be the un-

wearied apostle of this harmonious and cheerful view of the world.

It is true that this absolute harmonism laid too little stress on the

negative, it failed to grasp the full depth' of the antitheses, and

hence failed to appreciate the reality of sin and redemption in the

moral and religious sphere. This was Krause's weakness, as on the

other hand Hegel's strength lay here. As Leibniz was related to

Jacob Bohme at the beginning of German philosophy, so is Krause

related to Hegel at the culminating era of that philosophy in the

first third of the present century. And the same contrast presents

itself in the golden age of German poetry in the persons of Goethe

and Schiller. On the one side are those who behold the idea of

harmonious being in eternal accomplishment, on the other those who

behold it in eternal becoming by the constant overcoming of

antitheses which constantly break forth afresh. On the one side

is the cheerful rest of the idyll, the smooth flow of the continuous

Epos, on the other the movement of the drama which develops

itself through the appearance of opposites, the excitement of mighty

conflicts and tragical catastrophes. And are not these two sides

really inseparable from each other? Is not the supplement they

mutually afford each other implied in the fundamental Christian

idea of the kingdom of God, in which the early announcement of an

accomplished salvation always goes hand in hand with the earnest

demand of effort after salvation and sanctificatiou ?

As Schelling set out from the intellectual contemplation of the

VOL. II. r)
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absolute, so Krause holds the " Contemplation of Being " or the

knowledge of God as the all-comprehending infinite being, to be

the fundamental principle of all knowledge, which does not admit of

further proof, but is itself quite certain and the ground of all other

certainty. But while Schelling's intellectual contemplation was taken

for granted, postulated, " shot out of the pistol, as it were," Krause

recognises the necessity of introducing that principle to thought, of

leading the thinking mind by a methodical analysis of its conscious-

ness to carry out for itself this " contemplation of Being." He

therefore postpones the deductive part of his philosophy in which

particular knowledge is deduced from primitive knowledge or the

contemplation of being : and places first the analytical part, which

leads up to that fundamental knowledge by means of an analysis

of consciousness. He thus starts first of all, quite after the spirit

of the critical movement, from the self-contemplation of the Ego, as

that which alone is immediately certain, in which therefore no doubt

is possible as to the reality of the idea, because knower and known

are here one and the same. And this self-contemplation of the Ego

is not conditioned, as Eichte held, by the idea of another, a Non-ego,

but is clear and evident in itself, and is rather to be regarded as

forming the pre-supposition for the clear representation of all else.

Now the Ego knows itself first of all as the one same and entire

being, which in its one wholeness comprises in itself a multiplicity

of particular determinations, and which in its independence is the

permanent basis of the continuous changes of its states. But while

it knows itself as a whole in relation to the determination of its

parts, it does not know itself as sole whole, or as the whole

essential that is, but it knows other similar Egos or reasonable beings

and other similar bodies or natural beings outside itself, it knows

itself therefore as limited, as a finite part; and this knowledge

implies the anticipation of an absolute whole which comprehends all

those partial wholes. In the same way the Ego knows itself indeed

as the independent basis of its changing states, but it by no means

knows itself as the basis of its being itself and contemplating itself

;

it knows its own being, and its being as a basis, to be founded in
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turn ill an Other and Higher, and this knowledge again contains the

anticipation of a self which is absolutely unconditioned and which

forms the basis of all conditioned selfs. And as the ground of any-

thing is the whole-essential, in which this something is as a part-

essential, determined by the whole, so the ground which conditions

all must be one with the whole which embraces all ; i.e. it must be

God, or " being " simply, in which and through which all is that

exists. The same result is attained from the self-contemplation of

the Ego on another side. I know myself partly as mind or reason-

able being, partly as body or natural being, and in each case as

finite, i.e. as a part-being of the totality of mind and the totality of

nature. Now reason and nature are on the one hand infinite, as

regards the part-being embraced under them ; but as regards each

other they are limited ; and in man also they form a union by their

action on each other, each determining the other. Now where such

a relation subsists between two limited beings, we are compelled to

think of a Higher, in which" these two which interact on each other,

and their interaction itself, are based as part-essential, and deter-

mined by the whole being. We cannot therefore conceive the

interaction of mind and nature, which we find given in our self-

contemplation, otherwise than thus, that we think them both, as well

as their interaction which goes on in us, as founded in a Higher,

which includes in itself as its part-essences the whole of reason and

the whole of nature, which is therefore simply " Being," or God.

But while we thus arrive through the self-contemplation of the

Ego at the contemplation of essence or the thought of God, it is not as

if the objective validity, the reality of the latter, were based on the

former. On the contrary, it now becomes clear that what was first

for thought, and formed its starting-point, is last in reality, because

the Ego is seen to be based altogether in God, in its being and

its consciousness, its thoughts in general, and its thinking of God in

particular. " When we are conscious of this thought, being or God,

we are conscious at the same time that this thought, even as our

thought, cannot have been originated and caused by ourselves or by

any other finite being, but that this thought can only be conceived
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to be possible or actual, as originated by the contents of this

thought, by being itself or God himself." The opinion held by

many that the thought of God comes after other thoughts in respect

of the certainty of its real truth, or even withdraws itself entirely

from knowledge, Krause holds to be completely mistaken ; the

very opposite, he holds, is true ; the thought of God is the perma-

nent basis and the sole guarantee of the truth of all our determinate

thoughts and also of the general thought of basis and cause, because

the causal proposition can only be valid if it is based on an uncon-

ditioned, all-conditioning cause. The certainty of all knowledge

rests on the being of God, and hence the strongest form of con-

firmation of any statement " as surely as God is."

It is therefore of the utmost importance for all science that the

fundamental thought of essence, or God, be thought correctly. By

God, we understand, in the first instance, according to Krause, the

one same and whole, or unconditioned and infinite, being, outside of

which nothing is, which is all finite things in and through itself.

This is the truth of pantheism ; and the recognition of this truth is

of primary importance both to the science of religion and to religion

itself, for the contrary view, that anything exists in itself outside of

God, and is its own beginning, would be equally repugnant to the

thought of the absolute as one, and to the feeling on which religion

rests, for this feeling implies that the finite mind regards itself

and all other finites, not as subsisting in and of themselves, but in,

through, and of God. The contrary assumption would be far from

being a Christian one : in fact, it is the great error of heathenism,

the making an idol of the finite, while Christianity teaches that we

live and move and have our being in God. But this true propo-

sition that everything finite is in, through, and of God, is by no

means to be confounded with the other proposition that the finite

itself is God, or that God is the world. This is the error of pan-

theism, which the religious consciousness rightly repudiates, but

which careful thinking also sees to be a wrong inference from the

notion of the absolute superficially understood. According to pure

absolutism, which may claim to be regarded as pure (absolute)
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theism, God is first and essentially the one whole being which com-

prehends in itself all that is finite, but having the finite in itself as

a non-divine element originated by God, distinguishes itself as the

unconditioned first being from the finite and conditioned part-being,

which as such is under and outside of God-as-first-being, though

not outside of, but in and with God as the one self and whole

being. True absolutism, which may also be called " panentheism,"

thus combines, according to Krause, the relative truth of pantheism,

that all that is finite is in God, with the truth of theism, that God as

first being exists essentially and independently, before and above all

finite particular beings and qualities : that hence these finite beings

are in no respect, either separately or taken together, and therefore

that the whole world is not, God or the same as God ; while they

yet are like God, each in its kind and degree ; and finally, that God,

as a self and whole being, is independently, in an infinite uncondi-

tioned self-inwardness, or knowing, feeling, willing and working, in

one self-conscious life, as the one unconditioned and infinite Eeason,

which may also in a sense be called a " person," though Krause is

unwilling to employ this term in scientific language, as it has ignoble

associations in the language of common life.^ This distinction

between God as whole being, which is the world in, through, and of

itself, and God as first being, which is above and outside of the world,

Krause declares to be in part a new view, which makes it possible to

reconcile the doctrines of the opposite philosophical systems as to the

relation of God to the world in the one and complete truth of the

" viewing of essence," thus eliciting and recognising what is true in

them, and avoiding what is one-sided and erroneous.

God as the one self and whole being is related to himself, aware

of his selfness ; i.e. he knows himself, and is therefore the self-con-

scious, blessed God. And these properties are not attributed to God

by analogy of human things, applying them to him : his self-know-

ledge and self-feeling are immediately known from the fundamental

essential properties of God, his selfness and wholeness. But this is

only the form of his essence ; what are its contents ? They are the

^ i.e. in German

—

Rdvjionsphilosophie , i. 490. Sydan der Philosophie, 3S3.
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whole of determinate beiug, as placed befure us in self-contempla-

tion as nature and reason and the union of both, or humanity. These

highest world-elements are, as they are contained in God, God's own

essence in the inner difference of their oppositeness, in its inner

two-foldness. Now God's essence is selfness and wholeness, and

therefore these highest world-elements are opposed to each other

according to these fundamental essences of God. Mind answers to

the side of the selfness of God, for every mind lives independently,

is free and for itself, and is itself the ground of its thoughts, feelings,

and acts of will. Body, or nature, answers the side of the wholeness

of God, for nature shows itself in space and time and force, as one

constant uninterrupted whole, in which all the parts are held and

bound together by the orderly connection of the whole. Humanity,

finally, as a union of mind and nature, answers to the combination of

selfness and wholeness, freedom and necessity, in God, and is thus

the complete, Godlike image or reflection of the whole divine being,

like it in mind, differing from it only in point of magnitude, as the

finite from the infinite, therefore like to it. No one can fail to notice

the similarity of these thoughts to the earlier philosophy of identity

of Schelling, which conceived the absolute as the unity of the ideal

and the real, reason and nature, freedom and necessity. The differ-

ence, however, is equally unmistakable. With Schelling the unity

was merely the neutral tertium quid, the indifference of the antithesis

and not a higher above it ; not an independent self-conscious reason,

distinct from finite beings as well as united with them. Krause devel-

oped the notion of the absolute to distinctness in this direction, and

like Hegel made the substance a subject, the absolute being an abso-

lute spirit. From this one would expect it to follow, that in the

world also, nature and mind are no longer co-ordinated as members of

equal value, as Krause still teaches, with the philosophy of identity,

but that nature is that which mind has posited for mind, and there-

fore a means for the ends of mind and subordinate to mind, as Hegei

taught with more consistency. In this point Krause is at a disad-

vantage as compared with Hegel, and stands nearer the philosophy of

identity of Schelling's early period ; but on the other side he has the
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advantage of having distinguished with greater plainness and clear-

ness than Hegel did, the originating first being from the originated

combined being, or the creative first mind from the creaturely human

mind. Here he stands nearer the later speculation of Schelling and

that of Baader, which however he infinitely surpasses in his more

sober and disciplined style of thought.

From the relation of God to the world, which we have described,

Krause further develops the idea of life, the primal life of God as

primal being, as also the God-like' life of the world-beings, nature,

reason, and humanity, and finally, the united life of God and the

world-beings or the " Orlife " of God as being. In so far as the

finite world-beings are in God they have part in his infinity ; and

thus they are an infinite finite, or a finite infinite. This contradic-

tion finds its solution in the fact that nature and reason are in them-

selves an infinite number of completely definite or individual beings,

each with its own life, which as separate beings of nature or as

bodies are connected in a unity with each other and with nature,

and as separate beings of reason, or as minds, are united in the unity

of reason with each other and with reason herself. Now, as reason

and nature are essentially united in God, it follows that the two

opposite series of finite individuals which they are and contain are

thoroughly united the one with the other ; that every individual

mind is essentially connected with an individual body as man.

From the union of reason and nature in God there results therefore

the idea of tlie one infinite humanity in the world, of which that

upon the earth is but a small fraction. But every separate self-

being, as surely as it is in God, is also an infinite infinity, i.e. it has

an infinite number of complete finite states, in each of which it is

determined in a peculiar way. These states, since they are each

peculiarly determined, are exclusive of each other ; but because they

cannot co-exist, and yet belong to the same essence of the same

self-being, must be as a constant series one after the other. This

constant succession of states in one and the same constant being is

becoming, the form of which is time. The whole essence of the indi-

vidual self-beino- onlv unfolds itself in the whole series of the
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changing appearances of its becoming in time ; but the beings them-

selves, who change in time, are before and above their becoming in

time, they themselves arise and do not pass away, it is only their

states that arise and pass away. In the same way as the beings

which change, self-changing or becoming is itself without beginning

and incessant ; time is the eternal form of the infinite becoming of

all finite beings, in which they develop their notion, which is eternal.

But the content of all becoming in the one infinite time is the being

of God himself, in so far as it manifests itself in all finite beings.

Now, since the divine being is quite one and the same, always equal

to itself, it follows that the state of all beings in God at any one or at

every moment of time is a distinctive and full-essential representa-

tion of the whole being of God, accordingly that each moment of the

one infinite becoming is only once and is unique, of infinite value

in itself, and not merely for the sake of a future state, for which it

is the preparatory means. In the practical contemplation of life,

this view refutes the error that the youth of individuals or of peoples

or of humanity, is only of value as a preparation for their age ; or

that the whole of this life on earth is only a preliminary exercise in

a dark vale of tears, for something yet to come. He escapes from

this narrow and mischievous prejudice, who recognises that ever]/

time is full, in a way quite peculiar to itself, of divine being.

In so far as the divine being is manifested in an equally full and

essential manner at every moment of time, God remains always equal

to himself ; and it cannot be said of him that he is of time or in time.

But in so far as God is the eternal and infinite basis of all becoming

in infinite time, and thus shapes his own being in time itself in an

infinite exhibition of ever-changing states, we may predicate of him

an inner hecoming, or life. And God is life in a twofold sense. As

the original being he has his original life in antithesis to the world-

life, but as the one whole being he comprises the total life of the

world in and under himself as the structure of the members (organ-

ism) of the self-life of all finite beings. For every finite and self-

knowing being has a subordinate independence and freedom of its

own, in so far as it is the proximate self-essential basis of its own con-
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stant self-formation in time : but as the finite beings are contained in

respect of their whole essence in God, their finite being-the-basis of

their own life, or their independence itself, is contained and founded in

the unconditioned basis of the one life of God, and that in such a way

that all the members of this one divine life mutually further and de-

termine each other, so that each of them is organically determined by

the rest, and all of them by the original life of God-as-original-being.

The essential, in so far as it is set forth in life, is the good, to be

approved {das Gute), and so far as it is the permanent formed in

time, the good (das Gut). Now, as the divine essence is the contents

of the divine life, which is set forth in infinite time in infinite

variety, it follows that the divine essence is the one good and the

one chief end ; that God in relation to all the finite is the uncon-

ditioned, infinite or highest good. And in so far as the property of

a being to set forth good of itself in time, is called goodness, God is

also unconditioned and infinite goodness. Similarly, the goodness of

every finite being consists in its actually clothing with form in time

its god-like essence, as a finite good in finite life, as God forms the

infinite good in infinite life. The good as the alone essential in time,

is the necessary, which comprises in itself the possible as that which

is still to become, and the actual, as that which is actually existing

in time in individually determined form. Thus what is common to

the whole series of becoming, or the law of life, is this : that the

one good which ought to be real in life, become real at every moment

of time in its own peculiar way. And in so far as this good is to

be worked out by the activity of rational beings, it is the end, or the

object of life. God, that is, as the one good, is to himself the one

end of life ; and for every finite rational being, it is the end of life

to set forth its own essence in its own life in infinite time : and that

simply because its essence is a subordinate finite part of the essence

of God, its end of life a part of the end of life of God; its good a

part of the one good of God, because God is for every finite reason-

able being the one unconditioned, infinite, supreme good.

From these statements on the life of God and of the world,

Krause goes on to a series of propositions regarding the divine
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essence. God, aware of himself iu knowledge and feeling as a living

beino-, sees and feels in his omniscience the whole of life in the

whole of infinite time, both past and future, down to the last parts

of his self-living determination, and throughout all the relations in

time of every individual to the whole and to its own infinite end.

But he knows and feels all the temporal and finite in an infinite

divine way, not limited by pleasure and pain, ignorance and longing,

but so that he takes it up into the blessedness of his infinite mood-

The knowing and feeling of the finite rational creature, too, is only

fully-essential, i.e. true and blessed, in so far as it knows and feels

itself in unity with the life of God. Again, as God determines him-

self to the exhibition of his essence in infinite time, freedom is to be

attributed to him, as the form of the realisation of his end of life

according to his own law, thus not standing in any antithesis with

necessity. The conditioned freedom of finite reasonable beings is

entirely dependent on the unconditioned freedom of God, as it is not

only in point of subsistence eternally and irreversibly based in the

divine causality, but also led and determined at every moment of

its operation by God, its end of life.

As the infinite cause of life in time, or as actively realising in

time his infinite resources, God is the one infinite unconditioned

force and might, which, inasmuch as it contains in itself all finite

power, is omnipotence (or Ormight), but viewed in its relation to the

latter as cause to effect may be called First power. In so far as

God himself occasions the nature and direction of his activity and

power, he is will : and since he determines himself to direct his

activity to the realisation of the one whole good, he is will of good,

or holy will. And as the will of God being universal (or " Orwill ")

embraces the self whole good, it is also directed at each instant as a

will determined in time or an individual will, to the good of his own

life, or to securing that the one life shall be at every instant a

peculiar unique and full presentation of the divine essence. Thus

his will is at every time a wise, blessed, and hohj decree. Now, since

in this infinite multiplicity of individual life there is at each moment

simply a harmonious representation of the one self whole essence of
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God, the whole life of inliiiite history appears as a divine work of

art of consummate beauty. In this view, beauty of life also is a

fundamental essence of God, in close connection witli the good and

goodness : beauty and goodness are the same divine, only in different

modes of manifestation ; and equally with the morally good and

with the beautiful does justice belong to the fundamental essences of

God, for it is the whole of tlie conditions depending on freedom,

under which the finite reasonable beings are able to attain in time

their divine end of life, in joint life with each other and with God
as original being. As a condition of the restoration of the good in

life, justice is itself a fundamental and essential part of the good
;

and the realisation of it is an end of the divine will, which just

because it is the foundation of all execution of justice in the world

is the originally just and all-just will. Hence also it follows that as

certainly as God is always equal to himself, so certainly justice can

never be in conflict with the true, the good, and the beautiful ; and,

finally, religion also, the highest among all these separate determina-

tions of life, has its basis in the essence of God, As the one whole

life of CfOd is organically divided into the primal life of God as

primal being, and the God-like life of finite reasonable beings, and

these two, though distinguished, are yet most intimately connected

with each other in the structure of the whole, so God in his self-

consciousness is yet at the same time aware of his joint life with the

God-like reasonable beings, and knows them also as beings who, in

their turn are aware of this their joint -life with him in knowing and

feeling ; and this mutual relation of " life in union of essence " God

takes up into his thoughts as an essential part of his blessedness ; it

is to him a part of the one good, to which his holy life-impulse is

directed. Now the life-impulse which is directed to union of life is

love
; and so God as the basis of the joint life of all with him and

with each other is the one infinite absolute love. To tliat love with

which God loves himself, and in and under himself all finite beings,

corresponds on the side of the God like reasonable beings the con-

sciousness and the impulse of God-inwardness, or pious love to God

and to all that is in God and li]<e God. But as the primal love is
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not the whole divine being, but only one particular fundamental

essence or quality of it, the good man who is aware of God should

do good in and with love to God and man certainly, but not firstly

or essentially from love or for the sake of love, but purely for the

sake of the good, because it is the divine, the essential ; and in this

way he will become truly worthy of love, and will be admitted to

partake of it.

At one or two points of this demonstration we may have our

doubts ; but in any case we must acknowledge that the idea of God

is here developed in a clear and unbroken advance of thought, and

is set forth in an uncommonly rich and fruitful statement, equally

removed from the empty abstractness of the absolute of Spinoza, of

Schelling in his philosophy of identity, and of Schleiermacher, and

from the fantastic mythological theosophy of Schelling and Baader.

One conspicuous merit of Krause lies in his taking temporal life as a

moment in God. By doing this, while yet distinguishing it from

God's eternal being, and thus obtaining the distinction between the

eternal (unchanging) causality of God and his temporal, progressive,

causality, he made it possible to bring God into a much more inward

and living relation to the historical life of humanity than is gene-

rally done. At this point, it is usual for theologians and philo-

sophers to fail, because they are under the yoke of an abstract notion

of the divine " eternity," which admits of nothing temporal, and

excludes all progressive change of the divine action. The advantage

gained by Krause at this point appears at once in his notion of j)ro-

vidence. Providence he regards as consisting neither in God's having

once for all fixed all that happens with a so-called " eternal act " (a

wooden iron), nor in separate interferences which break through the

regular connection of the world, and do away with its order. It

consists in God's so determining and guiding the whole essential

organism of the world at every moment of time with his universal

and individually determined will, as to make it subserve both the

one eternal life-purpose of the whole and the individual life-purpose

of all particular beings in the definite present, and in agreement

with the course of time, both in all preceding and in all subsequent
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periods. In short :
" God determines his infinite decree at each

moment and with regard to all finite beings, in such a way as is

good in every respect." ^ Hence it follows that every being in the

whole of infinite time realises its life-purpose, actually attains its

destiny, or comes to that blessedness which is the salvation ordained

by God for every being. God's law of life, according to which he

realises his own life-purpose in sucli a way that all finite beings are

thereby led, their own power subordinately assisting, by God to

their own salvation in the one salvation of God, this law of the

government of the world is the one universal plan of salvation,

which individualises itself in temporal history for peoples and for

individuals, according to their several ways of life to a plan of

salvation for them in particular.

But how can so much evil and wickedness as experience compels

us to recognise, find a place in a world-order which aims at the

universal salvation of all ? The solution of this difficulty is a

peculiarly difficult task for Krause, as it was for Leibniz, and must

be for every similar system of universal harmony. Krause's solution

of the problem is quite on the lines of Leibniz's theodicy. Evil,

including wickedness, is negation, in part a simple want of essence,

in part a malformation of life. This negation comes partly from

without, it is the limitation of the world which cannot but form a

feature of the common life of finite beings. Partly, also, it belongs

to the self-essence of every finite being, in so far as the category of

negativeness belongs to its essence. Leibniz expressed this more

simply by saying that it belongs to the notion of the finite being

that it only partakes to a limited extent in reality or perfection, that

in certain respects, that is to say, it is imperfect. But evil as

negation is never an independent entity, it exists in a being, it is

partial negation in a good being, deviation from the norm of proper

formation, and thus merely an exception, an abnormity, which as it

came into actual existence according to the one necessary law of

life, is again, according to the very same law, to be negated and

removed at its set time. Evil as non-essential has its sphere only in

^ Lebenlehre und Phil. d. Gesch., p. 88.
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the finite and temporal, it is not to be connected with God in any

way ; neither in the whole nor yet in the particulars is it caused,

occasioned, or furthered by God in time, not even as a means to good,

for good being tlie affirmation of essence, Krause characteristically

states, can never proceed from evil as evil, as negation. (The notion

of negative magnitude, or the real No as contrary or recoil of the

Yes, in presence of which alone the latter becomes active and sensitive,

this notion which was clearly recognised even by Jacob Bohme (vol. i.

p. 20), does not exist for Krause any more than for Leibniz.) Hence

in respect of God we can only say that the evil and wickedness

found in the life of finite beings have their cause in God in an

eternal manner in so far as he is the cause of the finite generally

and of finite, limited freedom, in particular. Now in this good the

evil of the abnormal exercise of freedom is so unavoidably involved,

that the latter (evil) could not be prevented without abolishing

freedom (good), and so God's relation to the actual occurrence of

wickedness and sin is merely that of permitting it, not that of

occasioning it or co-operating in it or approving it. As against the

evil which exists, God's will is directed solely towards the negation

of it, and the afiirmation of good as the alone essential. God is

alive to the whole of life, and he is aware both by knowledge and

by feeling of the element in it which is repugnant to the essence,

but he regards it as the disturbance of the life of finite beings^

which has to be removed again. The divine love, in so far as it

feels the pain of the finite beings which stand in the limitation of

the world and forms an impulse towards their liberation from this

torture, is called compassio7i, healing and saving love ; God, accord-

in"-ly, is the eternal and infinite pitier and compassionate deliverer

of all beings ; in his mind there is sympathy with the pain of the

beings in the world, but always combined with infinite blessedness

because of their rescue and deliverance from all pain, which he

regards and feels as the work of redemption he has been engaged in

from the first and will carry on to the end. Salvation from wicked-

ness and evil by the pure force of goodness in love and compassion

is one continuous act of God, eternally the same, holy and peculiar,
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belonging to his own life at every moment of time, and attaining its

purpose in all finite rational beings without exception, so that none

of them is lost to God in evil. An eternal damnation, eternal rejection

of any one of his rational creatures would be a contradiction of his

pitying love, which remains infinitely faithful to itself and to all its

finite reasonable beings. In knowing this we also are summoned

and inspired to work together with God in his eternal work of

healing, and of making holy, wdth God's love in our hearts to all

beings and to ourselves.

Krause led us at first from immediate self-contemplation to the

contemplation of essence or the idea of God. He now deduces from

the idea of God, thus fully worked out, the vocation of man, and his

place in the organisation of the world-beings. Man's whole vocation

is : likeness to God in his life, or the unfolding of his godlike

essence in his own distinctive way as an independent active being,

according to his three faculties, true knowing, blessed feeling, and

holy willing and doing. That man may know himself aright it is

first of all necessary that he should distinguish aright what he is as

spirit, and what he is as body, and how these two are related to

each other. As spirit, man knows himself in the light of his know-

ledge of God to be an essential eternal, unborn and immortal rational

being, destined to fulfil in infinite time his divine destiny as a finite

spirit an infinite number of times in an infinite number of periods

or life-courses. The souls of men upon the earth are the spirits

living together on the earth with individual l)odily natures ; they

form a part of the infinite spirit-realm of the universe, which suffers

neither increase nor diminution, but lives in and with God as an

eternally perfect organism of all the infinite number of spirits.

Each separate spirit enters by union with a body on one of its

infinite number of life-periods, develops itself through three ages of

life to the highest point of its maturity, when it gradually withdraws

into itself again in the declining curve (involution) to the point of

returning to its original unity in God. But this final point or death

of one life-course is at the same time a beginning, a second or
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anti-birth into a new life-course ; and death accordingly is an

experience like any other, a moment of the life which reproduces and

develops itself without end. But every new life is somethingmore than

the mere repetition of the old one ; it moves in new and higher curves

with a new content of its own, and yet according to the same law of

life of evolution and involution, so that the whole life of each spirit in

all the periods of infinite time may he represented as a curve con-

structed according to a definite formula, and yet growing without end

at each time (a spiral or serpentine line, or a cycloid). In each of these

af^es or life-courses the individual fulfils his vocation in the one way

possible at this point of time, a way which has its own value and im-

portance, and is byno means a mere preparation and means for a future

mode of existence. What is true of the individual man is true also

of humanity on earth regarded as a whole. It also is only an organic

member of the total humanity of the world, first of all of that of the

solar system : it also traverses in its history the three principal ages

of life, answering to childhood, youth, and maturity, but before it also

there impend higher forms of development than the present earthly

mode of existence, on other heavenly bodies, where the relation of

spirits to one another, and to their bodies, will be a more perfect

one. Of that better state we possess some intimations, if no more, in

the phenomena of magnetism, clairvoyance, spirit-intercourse, and the

like. Our philosopher, however, remarks himself that we here stand

before the dark chambers of life, into which our knowledge cannot

now penetrate. This cautious reserve considered, we cannot press

our objections to the bold anticipations of future forms of existence,

of the metempsychosis of individuals and of the race ; indeed we

must acknowledge that this form of forecast of the future has some-

thing to say for itself, as much perhaps as other eschatological pictures

with which we westerns are more familiar, From the point of view of

empiricism both are equally incapable of proof : from the standpoint

of idealism both may prove equally elevating and inspiring.

Krause's further discussions on the moral ideal of the individual

and of society are of importance for the philosophy of morals and of
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jurisprudence, but we must omit them here, and examine somewhat

more closely his Theorj/ of Rdy/ion. We have spoken above of the

foundation of religion in God, the life of community of essence of

the finite spirits with God as original being. The question remains

in what forms of the mental life of man that " God-inwardness," in

which according to Krause religion essentially consists, manifests itself

in the individual and in the historical " religious unions." Krause

discussed the psychological side of religion polemically (in criticisms

of Bouterweck, Jacobi, and Schleiermacher) and also positively ; and

he must be acknowledged to have kept himself free from the opposite

errors of Schleiermacher and of Hegel, neither overvaluing feeling at

the expense of objective truth, nor theoretical truth at the expense

of feeling, but exhibiting in a happy way the harmonious interaction in

religion of the various sides of the mind. He had less insight, however,

than either of these thinkers into the historical development of

religion generally and the dogmatic stamp it assumes in ecclesiastical

Christianity in particular, and this may be the principal reason why
his influence on theology and the philosophy of religion has proved

incomparably slighter than theirs.

Against Schleiermacher's theory of feeling Krause remarks,^

that feeling as such incites either to good or to evil ; to good when

it is pure and aroused by the knowledge of good ; to evil when it is

impure feeling, kindled by error or led astray. Even analytical self-

contemplation shows that every supersensuous feeling only then

appeals to us, only then is living and active, if and so far as the

supersensuous contemplation or knowledge of that essence which is

to be felt, is already present in consciousness as anticipation or as

knowledge. Thus even the feeling of God in its various forms,

particularly as trust in God, necessarily presupposes knowledge of

God, since we could not possibly trust one we did not know. To

say that religion is a matter exclusively, or at least principally, of

feeling, is to identify the whole contents of the mind with feeling,

which is no more than a part of them. But as little as feeling must

knowledge or will be taken for the original element of religion

;

1 Belly lon.'^phi/., ii. 2, 69 : ii. 1, 358.

VOL. II. E
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religion, on the contrary, as Krause admirably says, has its contents

and origin in God, and in man who is the image of God, and is

called and fitted to be united to him in his life, to enter into an

entire and undivided communion with him in the whole range of

his consciousness, in the feeling of self, in willing and in doing, aware

all the time that his consciousness of God, his feeling of God, and

his willing of God are founded in God himself, and caused by God.

The latter is a root-thought of Krause's, as of every other

speculative philosophy of religion. "From finite reason as finite

we might possibly explain the thought of itself, but not the thought

of something that is outside finite reasonable beings, far less the

absolute idea, in its contents infinite, of God. To become aware of

God in knowledge we require certainly to make a freer use of our

finite power of thought, but the thought of God itself is primarily

and essentially an eternal operation of the eternal revelation of God

to the finite mind." Both knowledge of God in general and the

faith in the individual working of God in a man's own life which

fills up that knowledge, is o riginallya " working of God in the finite

spirit, and is the eternal and enduring foundation of God-inwardness

and of assimilation with God for man and for humanity." ^ But to the

knowledge of God we must also add the feeling of God, the reception

in the heart of the contemplation of God, and of faith in him. The

feeling of God is related to all other feelings as the knowledge of

God to all other parts of knowledge ; as the latter first brings unity

and harmony into all finite knowledge, so the blessed harmony of all

finite emotions is first attained in man's breast by the one blessed

feeling of God. This also is not to be explained from the finite

reasonable being, as if it thus, in freedom and of itself, raised itself

above its own level : it is an operation of God, and the second

foundation of God-inwardness in man. Now he who knows God and

feels God is also capable of directing his will to God, so as to will

only the good as the divine, and to realise in his finite life a part of

the divine essence in a godlike way with a goodness and beauty

peculiar to his own case. And this direction of the will is the third

^ Lebenkhre tind Phil. d. Gesch., p. 207-
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divine operation in the finite reasonable being, the third note, as it

were, in that fundamental harmony in which the inwardness of

essence or the religiosity of the finite reasonable being is realised.

And this religion, because it brings all the sides of the mind alike

into harmony with each other, is the primary and essential foundation

of a conduct of life which is according to reason and worthy of man.

In it the mind is trained to the knowledge of universal truth, or to

science, the heart to pure and noble feeling, and the will to divinely

good volition or to pure morality, and thus the destiny of man is

attained on every side. This certainty, based on faith in God, of

accomplishing by God his destiny, engenders an absolute faith in

God's guidance, both of universal and of individual life ; and thus at

the same time the heartiest love to God, a love which asks no more

than the completion of the union of the whole life with God.

On this showing religion rests primarily and essentially on the

eternal causation of God or on his general revelation in the nature

of man which is in his imacre. To this we have to add, accordinor

to Krause's distinction between the eternal and the temporal caus-

ality of God, the individual revelation, in which God manifests him-

self to men in the course of the history of the race and of individual

men, in a special manner in proportion to the degree of the develop-

ment of their mental powers. This revelation being a work of the

free love of God, no finite mind can assign the limits of the divine

compassion, according to which it pleases God to be present to man

in mind, heart, and will : so much only can we clearly apprehend,

that no individual revelation of God vouchsafed to reasonable beings

in time, can conflict with the eternal revelation of God in the mind and

heart, but that it must be in agreement with the laws of tlie develop-

ment of the human reasonable being, because a contradiction of the

temporal with the eternal revelation of God would imply a division

in God himself In judging of individual cases there is certainly

great risk of error : individual experiences, the cause of which lies

in the laws of the development of mankind, and ultimately in the

eternal causality of God, may be erroneously ascribed to God's tem-

poral ordering ; indeed, even mistaken opinions and freaks of imagi-
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nation may be set down as individual communications of God. The

only means to guard against this danger, and keep our mind and

heart chaste and pure, is that man should strive to take up into

himself purely the eternal revelations of God, and to judge all

asserted temporal revelations, belonging to himself or to others,

according to the eternal essence of their contents compared with

what is contained in the eternal revelations of God. " Man is com-

petent to do so : he ought to do so : he should seek to walk always

ia the consciousness of the presence of God, and strive after God-

likeness, and after the capacity of having God always actually

present with him."

Keligion is thus the " ([uitc God-intimate, God-like, God-united,

life itself as such," which is based on eternal and individual revela-

tion of God, and consists in a mutual relation of God as original

being, and of all beings aware of God. From this we derive the idea

of the " religious union." Eeligion, indeed, as Krause more than

once remarks, with entire accuracy and in the spirit of genuine Pro-

testantism,^ is not primarily a social relation of man to man, but is

an affair for each individual, an affair concerning his own innermost

and most private life, " his immediate relation to God, which is

brought about by nothing finite, but is to be known and lived

originally by him, in such a way that no other being comes between

him and God ;" for " every man is immediately present before God,

and immediately directed by God m him to God as first being above

him." Were this not the case, were not religion founded imme-

diately and eternally in each individual man as an inner thing, a

thing for him alone, were not God immediately present in each

man, it would be inconceivable how one man could awaken religion

in another, excite it, lead it, form it, and be and remain to the other

a mediator between himself and God. The social element, therefore,

is merely an individual feature in religion, and is not to be taken

for the whole of it or for the original essence of it ; as a factor of

religion it is undoubtedly important. For as God unites his life

1 PhUoff. (1. Opscli. 213, and PeUf/lon.-'philof'. ii. 2, 234 (in his criticism of Sclileier-

macher).
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with huiuauity also as an organism of social unions, each of the

higher persons or social unions into which humanity arranges itself

is destined to represent the idea of God-intimacy or union of life

with God. Properly, then, did the idea prevail in its purity, the

whole moral organism of men's social unions from the narrowest

circles of families and local communities to the widest union of the

nations of mankind, should be accompanied by the parallel series of

the rich organism of religious unions, in which every single man

should be at liberty to form and to celebrate his independent reli-

gious life. But in historical development the growth of religion as

of other things begins with individuals, and only proceeds gradually

from the parts to the higher whole. In this development, too, the

truth is always accompanied by a great deal of error : religious

truths imperfectly apprehended are said to be individual divine

revelations and precepts, and fixed in dogmas, rites, and social insti-

tutions. Yet even at the subordinate stages the historical forms

always contain an element of genuine religion as their sound kernel

;

and this latter always puts forth its good and divine influence, to

lead men to God from one side or another, to make them like him,

to unite them with him. Such is the experience of history, and on

this experience rests the hope that the humanity of this earth will

one day, when science is further developed and the whole of life

improved, raise itself by God's help and by means of God's further

revelations to the pure full-essential religion, to the " full life of

union in the essence," freed from delusion, from blind belief in tradi-

tion, from all arbitrary assumptions, from the confusion of the eternal

with the temporal, from all idolatry of anything finite. But as the

first requisite for a pure religion is the pure, full-essential knowledge

of God, Krause holds " the pure prosecution and improvement of

science to be one of the essential conditions for man's reaching the

pure God-intimacy, and god-like essence of life : " and from this he

draws the conclusion, always worthy of attention, and never more so

than to-day ;
" to seek after truth, to carry science forward, is itself

a God-intimate, God-uniting act, an essential part of religion and of

worship. The development of science is an essential part of the
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work imposed on man by God, a service man is bound to undertake

for God in love and faith. Never let us think that the truly scien-

tific spirit, that the pure and adequate furtherance of science, is

foreign or even hostile to the growth of religion : on the contrary,

the scientific spirit and the improvement of science are themselves

an essential foundation of religion and religiousness."

Krause here approaches very nearly to similar views held by

Hegel : but in the latter the impression is produced that religion is

destined to disappear in science and the church in the state, while

Krause sees the truth to lie in the harmonious co-existence of

spheres of life and of unions which are distinct and comparatively

independent of each other. The religious union, Krause says, stands

by itself independently and outside of every union which is directed

to a different end ; it must therefore subsist by the side of all these

unions, but at the same time united with them all in harmonious

interaction. The religious union should not and must not interfere

with the development, in their own way, of the other unions which

are devoted to other reasonable ends : but neither must the free

development of the religious unions be interfered with by any of

the others. The state, for example, exists for the administration of

justice, an essential aim of life, and the religious union is not sub-

ordinate to the state, but neither is the state subordinate to it.

Both are co-ordinate ; both alike are called, and are fit, to found and

work out one harmonious and organic common life. Each stands in

need of the other for its perfection, and each ought to help the

(jther. If religion seeks to effect the union of mankind with the

Deity, the endeavour of the state is also in its way divine, god -like,

and directed to God, for God is the all-just and the eternal and

temporal originator of law and justice. The relation of the religious

union to the unions of art and science is also one of entire agree-

ment, of perfect harmony in the interaction of independent powers.

For without science and without art, religion, and particularly

social religion, cannot attain great success, cannot become developed

or complete. It is through art and science that the life of religion

reveals and forms itself in society, and receives always a more pro-
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found and beautiful expression. And on the other side the true

perfection of science and art is not possible without social godliness.

The higher religious cultivation rises, the richer will be the illumi-

nation of science and art ; and the more profound and rich the

development of science and art, the more wonderful, the more god-

like an appearance will religion have, both the religion of the

individual and the manifestation of religion in society. Thus science

and art and religion are meant for each other from the first, they are

united in league and friendship, and mutually supplement each

other.

Thus does Krause sketch out for us an ideal of church, state, and

science in absolute harmony. Its only fault is that it is merely

an ideal, far removed from reality. If we ask how the ideal is to

get itself realised, Krause like Hegel points to history as the way

on which mankind approximates step by step, little by little, to its

ideal destiny in the various spheres of life. We are also reminded

of Hegel by the trinity of the " Principal ages of life," through

which, according to Krause, the development of humanity accom-

plishes itself, and which answer to the categories of " positing, anti-

positing and uni-positing." (Thesis, antithesis and synthesis.)

In the first age, which Krause also characterises as the " age of

germ-life," mankind is still, he thinks, in undivided unity, with God

as First-being, and with reason and nature and the higher reason-

able beings of the universe, and is led, protected, and educated by

these higher powers. We cannot, Krause admits, now attain to

any scientific certainty about this primitive state, yet from certain

traces and relics we may construct a conjectural picture of it. This

is certainly the case ; only that the picture of human beginnings to

which the science of the present day points us, will be less of an

ideal than the golden age of Paradise that Krause thinks of. In

this particular Hegel's sober historical insight helped him to a

truer view. The second age, " the age of growth," is that of the

opposition of the self to the original unity, of the advance of the

independent and free cultivation of humanity, which unfolds itself,

it is true, according to the law of the divine order, but is no longer
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aware of God with a consciousness and free inclination turned

towards him, but concentrates its whole interest on the knowledge

and the formation of nature and of human society. This great age

of humanity falls into three parts again, according to the analogy

of universal history.

In the first period, the age of the division of the peoples and the

formation of languages, the pure original knowledge of God dis-

appears and withdraws itself into secret societies, priestly castes and

schools of philosophers, while polytheism appears among the peoples,

and takes world-beings which merely are like God, and point to

God, for the divine itself. In the second period the vanished idea

of God as First-being, as cause and Lord of the world, appears again,

first in the minds of individuals and then spreading out from

these in the consciousness of the peoples too. Instead of an esoteric

private doctrine it comes to be an exoteric popular doctrine, and

now rules the whole of life in such a way that yearning after unity

with the supra-mundane God forms the basis of the character of

this period. Along with the uniform subordination of all that is

selfish under God as First-being men also begin to recognise each

other as beings of equal rank with equal rights and claims ; an

anticipation of the idea of humanity is developed out of the religious

consciousness and begins to set limits to the selfish war of classes

and peoples. Yet religion, and moral life along with it, labour

under great defects during this period. The relation of the finite to

God being still conceived as one of opposition, not of God-inward-

ness and union of life with God, there springs up contempt for the

world and for what is human, renunciation of social and suppression

of sensuous life : nature is regarded as that which is contrary to

God, and the knowledge and imitation of it in science and art, as

well as the building up of society in law and civic institutions, are

thrust back and arranged without freedom under a onesided religious

tendency. Eeligion itself, wanting in knowledge, becomes a belief

in tradition and authority ; religious inspiration, at first pure, is

mixed with much delusion and fanaticism, which call for new

divisions and hostile religious parties, and set up a despotic clero-
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cvacy ill place of the universal love of man. What specially helps

to darken the purely religious sentiments of this period is the old

leaven of heathen polytheistic notions still at work in it, according

to which the relation of God to mankind is represented as limited to

one or several individuals, in whom God himself has appeared as man

in his whole essence, or whom he has used as the exclusive organs

for the declaration of his will. In such doctrines Krause sees the

part-truth that divine revelation proceeds in its historical develop-

ment from individual men and special circles of men ; but the error

of them consists in their representing God as united to men onli/

through the mediation of individuals, while eveiy human spirit is

itself eternally present before God and in God, and hence is called,

according to the divine plan of salvation, to be immediately united

with God in its knowing and feeling. The common ground of error

in these representations Krause states to be defective insight into the

relation of God to the world, God being regarded only as the extra-

and supra-mundane First-being, and the being in God of the finite

disregarded. From this defective knowledge of God there also arises

a pollution of the motives of conduct by the idea of the rewards of

heaven and the punishment of hell, the latter capable of being

averted by the penance of the man himself or of another for him—

a

view which not only degrades morality to a servile compulsion and

seeking for rewards, but serves furthermore to enchain the peoples

under the despotic tutelage of the statutory religious union. For

all this, however, Krause is far from denying the pedagogic value

of this imperfect stage of religion, but recognises in it an arousing

and salutary means of education for the nations still in their

pupilage.

The second period just described Krause finds proceeding in

parallel developments in various peoples and groups of peoples. For

the peoples of Western Asia and of Europe it began in Mosaism, but

it only received its completed basis and its independent development

in Jesus, whose doctrine, so far as we can recognise it in the

materials which have reached us, is just that above described ; the

doctrine of one God, Creator and Euler of the world, who is life
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and love ; the doctrine that man is called to make himself, by his

god-like life, worthy of the union of his life with God, but with this

also the idea of reward and punishment, a constant reference to

heaven and hell, and the beginnings of the opposition to the world,

in so far as it is not yet god-like. From these beginnings of

Christian doctrine there was developed for the peoples named

above, in the period which is fitly called the " Middle Ages," a

statutory, despotic, hierarchical, clerocratic system, in which all the

above characteristics of the second period may be traced. But the

same phenomena are also to be seen in the religions of the Persians,

Indians, Tibetans, and Mohammedans.

The third period of the second age of the world's life was

inaugurated in Europe by the Eenaissance and the Eeformation, the

latter of which tinds its parallels in the reformed Buddhism of the

Sikhs and the reformed Islam of the Wahabees. The distinguish-

ing feature of this period (the present age) is the effort to unite

the onesided elements of the two former periods, and to combine

the independence of the individual members witli the uniform sub-

jection of all under God's rule and providence in the synthesis of a

combining whole, and to establish a fit proportion between the parts

and the whole. Hence, first of all, the battle for the rights of the

free moral personality against all authority based merely on tradi-

tion and against every power which takes away men's freedom and

responsibility in the sacred affairs of religion and the state. But as

even now there is no adequate insight into the organic relation of the

structure of the essence to God and into the law of the historical

development of life, on one side the striving after freedom goes astray,

wanders into a revolutionary refusal to acknowledge the right of

what is historically subsisting, and on the other side the tendency

to conservation errs in refusing to acknowledge the right of eternal

ideas to historical realisation ; and thus one-sided idealistic liberal-

ism and onesided realistic conservatism or historicism confront each

other as hostile parties in state, society, church, and science. This

conflict can never be atoned at the standpoint of the second age of

the world's life, where the abstract separation and opposition of the
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general and the particular obtains, because each of these two, sup-

posed to be in conflict, is both right and wrong. The antithesis can

only be solved when the conflicting parties unite in the higher idea

of the third age of the world's life, each maintaining the truth that

is in it, and casting off the error in the higher insight both alike

have attained. The struggles of the religious, political, social, and

scientific parties, which fill the history of modern times from their

beginning till now, are the inevitable growing pains and sicknesses

of humanity in its transition from the period of youth to the

maturity of manhood.

The third chief age, or the age of maturity, Krause considers to

have come as yet only as an idea in the minds of individuals ; it

will not arrive for mankind in general till centuries have passed.

Its character is complete inner harmony, or the moulding of all

particular elements into unity with each other and with the whole,

both theoretically in the system of science, and practically in the

system of society. This age of the accomplishment of the vocation

of man will have for its leading perceiJtion, as its fundamental idea, the

full knoivlcdge of God, or the contemplation of being as the one, self,

whole, infinite and unconditioned being, which is of itself and con-

tains the structure of the fundamental essences, which is in itself and

contains the structure of all finite beings and essences,whicli in its one

life (as Or-being) comprehends, as subordinate parts of its organism,

the life of reason, of nature and of humanity, and which as First

being is incorporate with reason, nature, and humanity ; so that now

at last all the earlier anticipations of religion are completed and

united in the full contemplation of the relation of God to the world.

Thus man reaches the one religion which both is truly universal,

and defines itself particularly in a life of its own, he reaches the

full-essential God-inwardness and God-unitedness, In the matured

science of God and man, the idea of the kingdom of God, formerly

undefined and undeveloped and chiefly anticipatory, which was a

leading and pervading idea of the Middle Ages and of modern times,

becomes scientifically clear and distinct, and assumes a well-articu-

lated form. " Then it becomes plain, that God-intimate, God-
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united huuiauity is a single member of the whole dwelling-place of

heaven (the earth), a single citizen of the one infinite kingdom of

God ; and that in this kingdom every individual man is an eternal,

imperishable inner member, destined and fit to be immediately

united in his life with God-as-First-being. And as it is wont to be

the case, that when the light of new divine knowledge is poured

into man to warm him and shine before him on the way of life, the

full-essential feeling which spreads all through the heart, the dis-

position, the will, the act, each in its turn, follows the perception

;

so in the new pure light of knowledge formed in the contemplation

of being there are formed perfect love and depth of heart, a pure and

deep sense for what is essentially akin, what is purely divine in life

;

and then also arises courage and boldness for the deed that art

has meditated." Krause's system closes with this prophetic gaze

towards a union of humanity, based on pure and complete know-

ledge of God, and manifesting itself in pure and universal brotherly

love, a union which is even one day to form relations wdth the spirit

worlds of other spheres. The system is a fair monument of a spirit

that was distinguished alike by rare nobility of heart and disposition,

and by uncommon profundity and force in speculative thinking.

As for the merits of his philosophy of religion specially, we shall

be prepared to approve heartily of his notion of religion ; but we

shall scarcely be satisfied with his view of the history of religion and

of historical Christianity. Krause failed to do justice to the original

and universal significance of Christianity as the religion of redemp-

tion as contrasted with the religion of law, of Judaism and Moham-

medanism : this was due to his optimist view of sin. In this

respect it forms the opposite extreme to the theosophy of Baader,

which hinges upon Lucifer and Christ, the fall, and the corruption

of the world. Half-way between this pessimism and the optimism

of Krause stands the philosophy of religion of Hegel, who sees in

Christianity the reconciliation of mankind separated from God, and

therefore " the absolute religion." True, we must always ask what

is understood by Christianity. Hegel considered his philosophy of

religion to be in substance quite identical with the Christianity of
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the Church, and different from it only formally, in the mode of

expression. Krause judges Christianity according to its empirical

appearance. Each of these views of Christianity is open to grave

objections. We see at this point, what might on careful examina-

tion of the two systems be seen at many another, that Krause is

strong where Hegel is weak, and weak where he is strong, so that

the two thinkers are admirably calculated to correct and to supple-

ment each other.
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GEOEG WILHELM FRIEDRICH HEGEL.

Schleieemacher's philosophy of religion was occupied with the

subject of religion, so much so, that the object faded away, and was

only known as the source of the feeling of dependence. To Schelling,

on the contrary, the object of religion was everything ; with him

even the subjective processes of consciousness were transformed into

theogonic processes. With Fichte the moral subject at first thrust

aside the religious object, while in his later period it in time seemed

to be about to be swallowed up in mystic God-unity. With Kant,

finally, the object generally and the religious object in particular had

only a problematical reality by the grace of the categorical impera-

tive. With these thinkers we see that the relation of subject and

object in religion, the very hinge of the religio-philosophical problem,

had not yet come to be clearly fixed. This first took place in that

philosophy which did away with that antithesis of subjective and

objective idealism, which being grasped on one side only or in a

wavering fashion by previous thinkers had led to those defective

views of the religious relation, did away with that antithesis by

setting up the higher unity of absolute idealism, in which truth

resides exclusively neither in the subject nor in the object, but in the

relation and movement subsisting between the two, both sides being

both affirmed as equally valid moments and at the same time re-

duced to merely relative moments of the one absolute existence of

mind. With this problem Hegel dealt more definitely than Schel-

ling and Krause, and also with greater success. In original genius

he was perhaps scarcely equal to Schelling, his Swabian fellow-

78
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countryman, and in early life his friend, but he was far superior to

him in the stability, thoroughness, acuteness, and discipline, of his

thinking. He forms the close of a period of the history of the philo-

sophy of religion, he stands at the highest point it had yet gained
;

though it does not terminate with him, because, as he himself says,

it can never terminate.

For it is the most salient feature of this philosopliy that the ab-

solute is not in it a fixed and constant being, but an eternal life that

perpetually reproduces itself, always becoming what it is, always

already what it is to be, manifesting its essence only in the eternal

process of the development of nature and of history. The idea of

development played a most important part in the system of Leibniz,

but with him it was only the individual souls that developed them-

selves, and the development consisted in nothing more than the

inner process of thought in each of them, so that the connection of

the whole of them together had to be accomplished by an outward

bond of harmony. Herder extended the idea of development to

nature and history as well, but without pointing out in a methodi-

cal way the law of its advance. Fichte constructed from the acts of

reflection of the Ego, which advance by thesis, antithesis, and syn-

thesis, a development of consciousness, and therefore of the world

too, since the world was to him merely a product of consciousness.

Hegel takes up this thought, but extends it from the subjective

to the objective spirit, and seeks by the dialectic development of

thought to construct the development of the world in nature and in

history after the same plan, starting with Spinoza from the axiom

that the order and connection of things is one with the ideas. Thus

the different threads combine in the philosophy of Hegel which come

from Spinoza and Leibniz, Herder, Fichte, and Schelling. But

artistically as Hegel weaves them together, imposing as is his at-

tempt to cause the whole contents of the cosmos to rise out of the

dialectic of the notion as out of nothing
;
yet this ideal genetic or

dialectic method is in truth the weakness of the system and the

cause of its failure. That he apprehends the w-orld as development,

in which reason is the ground, law, and object of all becoming, this
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is Hegel's strength : his weakness is that he apprehends this develop-

ment only as an ideal, logical one, which accordingly is to be built

up by pure notional dialectic.

In the sphere of the philosophy of religion, as well as elsewhere,

this may be seen to be the case. It has contributed greatly to the

understanding both of the psychological and of the historical j^he-

nomena of religion that Hegel taught us to regard the religious rela-

tion as a process within the mind, developing itself from lower to

higher stages and forms according to immanent laws, laws which are

essentially the same in the macrocosm of humanity as in the micro-

cosm of the individual. He thus provided the key for the under-

standing of the history of religion. The different religions appear on

this showing not as works of chance, of arbitrary invention or irra-

tional error, nor yet as produced by the unexplained feeling and

taste of individual virtuosi, who attract kindred souls and collect

them round themselves. They are rather the various stages in the

process of the development of the religious mind ; they are relatively

rational inasmuch as in each of them some particular side of religious

truth is specially if one-sidedly set forth, till in the absolute or the

Christian religion the mind comes to itself and becomes aware of its

freedom in God. In this way the whole history of religion, both

pre-Christian and Christian, is taken as the process of becoming,

which reason a priori underlies, and through which it realises itself,

and the old dilemma of unhistorical rational religion, and irrational

historical religion, at which the Illumination laboured so long and so

much in vain, is recognised as a false abstraction, making room for a

rational historical religion and a historical rational religion. Or in

other words the right of the religious self-consciousness to its own

thinking is reconciled with the historical religious community, recog-

nising at least a relative truth in its doctrines and worship. To

have set up this ideal problem of the science of religion, and to have

shown the possibility of its solution, this is the imperishable achieve-

ment of Hegel, an achievement which deserves to be all the more

highly valued at a time when religious differences show everywhere

such a tendency to grow sharper and to cover a wider field.
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But great as was Hegel's insight in discerning in every part of the

religious process, in small and great alike, the development of reason,

he yet made a great mistake in introducing into this field also a

mere logical development, and theoretical processes of consciousness.

He thus missed from the first the right point of view for the under-

standing of the specifically religious element ; the fact was over-

looked that religion springs from the heart, and not, like science,

from the head. It inevitably followed that Hegel's theory of reli-

gion leant too much to the side of the intellect, as Schleiermacher's

had leant too much to the side of feeling. The errors of both

thinkers arose out of their character and mode of thought ; and were

further confirmed by the opposition in which they were engaged

against prevailing errors. As Schleiermacher's Herrnhutist senti-

ment was repelled by the barren cleverness of the Illumination, so

the vagueness of Eomanticist subjectivism and testheticism raised a

feeling of opposition in Hegel's solid thinking, which always cared

only for the thing itself, for the kernel of the thing. All the

value and dignity of religion, to which he was with his whole soul

devoted, seemed to him to be in danger, if its whole significance

should be placed in the subjective form of feeling, and the objective

reasonableness of its contents, its truth, overlooked. To this extent

Hegel was undoubtedly right : his mistake was only that he paid

too little heed to the distinction so strongly insisted on by Spinoza

between the theoretical truth of science and the practical truth of

religion, or that he regarded both as merely the lower and the

higher stages of a theoretical process of consciousness, and not as co-

ordinate forms of the one human personality. The evil consequences

of the mistake, however, appeared less plainly in himself than in his

disciples. To his harmonious all-uniting nature truth was so much

a matter of the heart, that he could conceive no knowing of it that

did not seize, elevate, and purify the whole man. Thus in all his

contendings for what is true in religion there is a tone of conviction

and devotion, a pathos of the heart, which is all the deeper that it

does not mirror itself in reflection about feeling, any more than it

puts on the conceit of superiority and isolation. Hegel's whole

VOL. II. F
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Philosophy of Eeligion is the evidence of this, particularly the

beautiful introduction with which he opened his lectures on

religion.
^

Eeligion he here shows is not the region of a feeling which

shyly shuts itself up against thought, but rather " the region in

which all the riddles of the world are solved, all the contradictions

of profounder thought illuminated, all the pains of feeling lulled to

rest ; the region of eternal truth, of eternal peace. In its dealings

with religion the mind gets rid of all that is finite ; these dealings

bring it satisfaction and emancipation. Religion is a consciousness

absolutely free, the consciousness of absolute truth, and so itself true

consciousness. Taken as feeling, it is the enjoyment which we call

blessedness ; as an activity, it does nothing but manifest the honour

of God and show forth his glory. The peoples have always regarded

this religious consciousness as their true honour, as the Sunday of

their lives : all anxiety, all care, this sandbank of the finite, floats

away in this ether, whether in the present feeling of devotion or in

hope. In this region of the spirit flow those waters of Lethe, of

which Psyche drinks, in which she sinks all her pains, changes all

the hardness and darkness of time into a dream, and transfigures

them into the glory of the eternal." A hymn to religion so deep in

feeling and so great in conception, it would be difl&cult to find in

any other philosopher. This of itself shows us how far Hegel was

from denying that religion embraces feeling as one of its elements,

or that the inner activity of devotion belongs to it, the ascent in

feeling to the eternal and the meeting with him in worship. But

equally a part of religion is in his view reason as a knowing

faculty, the activity of understanding, of thought ; and hence reli-

1 The following discussion is based on the Vorlesungen uber die Ph'dosophie der

Religion (Lectures on the Philosophy of Religion) which were published from

Hegel's remains, with the assistance of the notes of some of his students, by Dr.

Philip Marheineke, aud form the eleventh and twelfth volumes of the collected

edition of his works. I am not acquainted with any monograph on Hegel's PhUo-

sophy of Pi,eligion ; the usual statements of it are moi-e caricatures than true

accounts of it. On Hegel's life and philosophy Rosenkrantz and Haym have

written, as is well known, from different points of view.
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gion is not a mere subjective thing, but a thing possessing objective

truth of universal validity—in fact, it is the region of absolute truth,

and hence it comes that there can be a science of religion which

works out the truth whicli religion contains in an undeveloped state.

There could be no science of religion were the assertion true that

religion consists only in an immediate knowledge, and that there

cannot be such a thing as a knowledge, an understanding, of God.

This immediate knowledge is only the undeveloped beginning

:

when it seeks to be considered as the whole, it becomes a false

abstraction of the understanding, and has to be exposed by true

philosophical knowledge as a mere abstraction, and one which is

onesided and untrue. The result of the abstract reflection of the

understanding is merely to know that God is, not tohr/f he is ; such

reflection, therefore, in reality denies the idea of God, and thinks

his highest essence as dead and empty, not as comprehensible, not

as concrete contents or as spirit. To the philosophical notion, on

the contrary, God is spirit ; and the essence of spirit is just to

manifest itself, to be for the spirit, to be manifest, to be the object

of knowledge. " God is trutli. But in so far as man has still faith

in the dignity of his spirit, so far as he still has the courage of

truth, he is driven to seek the truth ; it is not a void, it is a con-

crete, a fulness of contents ; this fulness modern theology oblite-

rates, but it is our aim to recover it again by the notion." The

problem is therefore to develop by thought the contents of divine

truth which are given in religion immediate and undeveloped, to

unfold these contents, and to do so according to the necessity of the

case, of the contents themselves, and not according to fortuitous

opinions and suggestions.

The right of " reasonable " or speculative thought is thus upheld

against the subjectivist position of the philosophy of feeling and

understanding (often thus named together by Hegel). On the other

side he defends the cause of philosophic thought about religion as

against the positive doctrine of the church. These two cannot

simply contradict each other, he judges, because there cannot be two

reasons or spirits, one divine and the other human, completely
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different from each other. " Human reason, the consciousness of

man's being, is reason generally, or the divine in man ; and the

spirit in so far as it is the spirit of God is not a spirit beyond the

stars, beyond this world : God is present, omnipresent as a spirit in

all spirits. God is a living God, active and operative. Religion is

a product of the divine spirit, not an invention of man. What has

manifested itself as religion is a product of the divine spirit, and

first shows itself as faith. To say that God governs the world as

reason would be meaningless did we not assume that he has to do

with religion as with other things, and that the divine spirit pro-

duced it in the peoples." Hegel is therefore convinced that in the

positive religions, in the reason present in church doctrine, there is

contained divine spirit, truth, and that it may therefore become the

object of rational thought without having to dread destruction. It

is quite impossible for his solid thought, which always proceeds on

the basis of the unity of the mind, to content itself with the weak

devices of timid spirits, which think that the way for faith and

thought to live at peace together is to ignore each other, to break off

mutual relations, avoid contact, and each follow its own path. " It

is vain to think that faith in the contents of rehgion can survive

when once reason has become persuaded of the contrary : the church

has been consistent and right in not letting it be thought that

reason can be opposed to faith and yet subject to it. The human

mind is not so divided into compartments, so that two things which

contradict each other can dwell in it together." As for those theo-

logians who despise philosophic thought on religious problems and

refuse to let theology be called a science save in so far as it is turned

into the study of history (and philology), Hegel wittily remarks

about them that they are like the clerks in a great trading house

who keep books and accounts only with regard to the property of

others, who only trade for others without having any capital of their

own. They receive a salary, it is true, but their office is merely to

serve and to register what belongs to other people. " History has to

do with truths which were truths, namely for others, not with such

as are the jDroperty of those who deal with them. But in philo-
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sophy and religion the great matter is that the spirit itself receive

contents, something of its own, and judge itself worthy of the

knowledge." Finally he deals with those who think that before

proceeding to reasoned thought it is necessary first to examine

reason herself and fix her limits. " If we are not to begin to

philosophise," he says, " till we have taken reasonable stock of reason,

we cannot begin at all, for while we are engaged in knowing, we

are comprehending reasonably. But this was just what we were not

to do ; we were to know reason first. This is just the position of

the man from Gascony who would not go into the water till he had

learned to swim. We cannot examine a reasonable faculty without

being reasonable." The relation of finite spirit, finite reason, to the

divine cannot therefore be dealt with in a preliminary discussion on

the theory of knowledge. Indeed it forms the main subject of the

philoso})hy of religion itself, and must be dealt with when it comes

np as it must necessarily do in its own place in tliat philosophy.

This living in the matter and drawing out of it and from no external

source is what makes the difference between science and " ideas

about science," which are not thoughts, but "chance bubbles of

thought." The Kantian criticism of the faculty of knowledge

Hegel considers to be a phenomenon of the age the importance of

which (for theology) liad been quite mistaken.

Hegel divides the philosophy of religion as follows. In the first

part of his discussion he develops the notion of religion : in the second

he sets forth definite religion or the notion in its various historical

manifestations, and in the third he demonstrates the unity of notion

and manifestation in the absolute religion, namely Christianity.

The notion of religion Hegel defines as follows. It is " the

relation of the subject, the subjective consciousness, to God, who is

spirit," or " the finite spirit's knowledge of its own essence as

absolute spirit." In this there are two sides to be forthwith dis-

tinguished, which have reference to each other and are inseparable

from each other but by no means identical (as they are generally

taken to be) ; on the one side " the elevation of man to God,

or the (sulijective) consciousness which is conscious to itself of God,
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of spirit," and on the other side " the spirit which realises itself in

consciousness," or the absolute spirit knowing itself in the finite

spirit. There are thus two factors which work together in religion,

two moments, only the unity of which constitutes religion, a sub-

jective human element and an objective divine ; and only in the

coming together of the two which takes place in worship does

religion realise itself as an entire divine-human consciousness. The

first point from which according to Hegel we must set out, is spirit

generally, in its absolute being and its absolute unity, or God. Then

as a second we have to consider the standpoint of consciousness or

the difference of the finite spirit from the absolute where the subject

finds itself in the relation of difference towards God, God appearing

as an object, as an outward ; in this way religion is the " represent-

ing consciousness," and in this lies the difference of it from philo-

sophy, " in which spirit is conscious of him not in the way of

representation but in the way of thought." But while that which

is on the other side is still external to the representing consciousness,

in the completed religious act, in cultus, this externality resolves itself

into an inner unity. " The third point is the removal of this anti-

thesis, this separation, this distance of the subject from God, the bring-

ing about that man feels and knows God in himself, lifts himself as

tliis subject to God, gives himself the certainty, the enjoyment, the

happiness of having God in his heart, of being united to God. This

is worship. Worship is not merely a relation, a knowing ; it is a

doing, an act, it is giving ourselves the assurance that man is ac-

cepted by God and taken into his grace. The simple form of cultus,

the inner culhts, is meditation, a mystic thing, vmw mystica." And

hence, because in cultus man reassures himself of his own true

being as spirit in union with God, the far-reaching influence of reli-

gion on the world's life issues from this point. " For the manner in

which the subject defines its ends in mundane affairs depends on

the substantial consciousness it has of its own truth. As the religion

of the nations is, so must also their morals and their constitution be.

The tendency of morals and constitution is impressed on them by the

view the people has taken of the freedom of its spirit, whether it has
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taken a limited view of that freedom, or has attained the true con-

sciousness of freedom " (namely, in its religion).

The development of the notion of religion begins accordingly with

God as the first moment of it. To the religious consciousness it is

well known what God is ; but this well-known idea is not known

scientifically until its contents are developed. Here, as a still un-

developed beginning from which thought has to set out, God is no

more than mere universality, in whicli there is no limit, nothing

finite, nothing particular, which in reference to development is that

which is shut into itself, in absolute unity with itself. What can

here be predicated of it is absolute existence and only existence, and

that everything existing has its root and its existence only in this

one. Thus God is the absolute substance, the only true reality. If

this thought were held abstractly, this would be Spinozism, for in

substance subjectivity, the ideality of the spirit, is not yet given.

Hence there can be no standing still at this first statement of uni-

versality, which as the simple always comes up first into conscious-

ness : the substance must become subject. But even in making this

step the initial contents still remain the fixed foundation to proceed

upon ; in the whole of the rest of the development God never steps

out of his unity with himself, he is not a mere ground out of which

the differences grow, all differences remain included in this universal.

But as little is he an inert abstract universal (the " resting unity " of

Schleiermacher), he is the " absolute womb, the infinite spring, from

which all proceeds, to which all returns and is eternally contained in

it. In this way pantheism or the representation of God as abstract

identity (substance) is transcended on its own lines, inasmuch as

God is here not mere substance, but also determined in himself as

subject, as the spiritual activity of positing differences (judging) and

removing them (concluding), in short as spirit. " Spirit is absolute

manifesting ; this is positing, being for other. God's manifesting

means his creating another, the subjective spirit, for which he is."

The being of God accordingly does not consist in seclusion, in an

undefinable and unknowable universality, but just in revealing him-

self, as spirit and for spirit. This even Aristotle and Plato knew.
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when they said that God was not jealous so that he should not com-

municate himself. But the Christian religion, as the revealed reli-

gion in the highest sense, has this and nothing else for its essential

doctrine, that God is revealed to men, that they know what God is.

What was thus given in the Christian religion from the beginning in

the way of religious consciousness, is ia philosophy the " result " of

thinking. Only this is not to be misunderstood as if God were

represented as a mere result. The result of thinking ceases to be a

mere resultant because it is the absolute truth, and is " as much the

first as the last ;" but certainly it is not merely the beginning, but

also the end, the result, inasmuch as it results from itself. This and

nothing else is the notion of spirit.

From the being of God as spirit there follows accordingly of

necessity his becoming manifest for man, or the fact of religion. But

how—this is the next question—does man become conscious of this

revelation of God ? In what form of the subjective consciousness

does religion, this relation of spirit to spirit, realise itself in him ?

Spirit as finite is related first to nature as an outward, and is herein

not free ; but as it is free, notwithstanding, in its essence, this unfree

natural relation is in contradiction to its true and higher nature as

spirit ; hence it retreats from this contradiction of itself into its

ground, its true being. " It is just this, to emancipate itself from

the vain, and to lift itself up to itself, to itself as it truly is ; and

this elevation is the emergence of religion. This process which is

demonstrated in its necessity has for its final result, religion as the

freedom of the spirit in its true being. The true consciousness is

only that of the spirit in its freedom. In this necessary process lies

the proof that religion is true." Here we have, compendiously

stated, the fundamental thought of the Hegelian philosophy of reli-

gion ; it proves religion to be true by recognising in it the process and

the form of consciousness by which the spirit lifts itself up from its

natural restriction to the true freedom in God which its essence

requires. We see, too, how intimately this fundamental thought of

the Plegelian philosophy of religion is connected with the later posi

tion of Fichte ; while it is related to the " feeling of absolute de-
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pendence " of Sclileiermaclier, if not as a contrary which excludes it,

yet as a truth undeniably much higher and richer.

This process of the elevation of the spirit above its natural self-

contradiction to its true and free essence, which is the subjective

side of religion, is now described by Hegel in three forms which at

the same time are related to each other as rising steps in the de-

velopment of the consciousness of spirit. They are feeling, idea, and

thought.

In his discussion oi feeling, Hegel attacks in a thoroughgoing way

the feeling-theory of the faith-philosophers and of Schleiermacher.

The aptness and truth of this attack ought not to be ignored even

though (as is certainly the case) it is in some respects onesided and

distorted. The statements that God is given to us in feeling, or that

we possess immediate knowledge of God, are, according to Hegel,

quite right and by no means to be questioned ; but at the same time

they are quite trivial, so much so, that a science of religion M'hich

limited itself to them would have no good claim to exist. The great

mistake of this standpoint lies not in what it says, but in its having

no more to say ; its desiring that no more should be said than these

self-evident statements, its representing immediate knowledge as the

only religious knowledge. A theology based on such a limitation is

" as much contrary to revealed religion as to rational knowledge."

Feeling is, according to Hegel, the immediate form, in which any

matter is posited in consciousness as ours, its quality as our own.

But this form can, as experience teaches, have the most varied, the

most contradictory, contents ; it may contain what is meanest as

well as what is highest, what is most true as well as w^hat most

trivial. " That anything is in our feeling, proves nothing good about

the thing itself : God, if he is in feeling, has no advantage over what

is worst. The most royal flower blooms there side by side with the

most mischievous weed. Nor is the question whether a thing exists

to be settled by the fact of its being present in feeling : imaginations

are there which never yet existed and never will. Those who appeal

to their feelings when their arguments are exhausted cannot be

reasoned with any further, Hegel says ;
" for a man's appeal to his
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own feeling breaks off communication between liim and others. On

the ground of thought, of the notion, on the contrary, we are on the

ground of the universal, of what is reasonable ; there we have before

us the nature of the fact, as to which we may arrive at some under-

standing : we bow to the fact, it is the element that is common to

all. When we pass away to feeling we have the fact : we withdraw

into the sphere of our own fortuitous state, and just look how the

thing appears there. Up to this point we can agree with Hegel

;

but he errs by excess when he goes on to characterise feeling as

what man has in common with the brutes, as the animal, sensuous

form. He obviously confounds spiritual feeling, which alone is in

question here, with physical sensation, which is an entirely different

matter.

But cannot the true and the good be in feeling too ? This Hegel

is far from seeking to deny : in fact he expressly says, " it is essential

that all true contents be in feeling, in the heart :
" because only so

can it be truly ours, our personal property. Eeligion must certainly

be brought into the heart, if the man is to be formed religiously
;

the heart, the feeling, must be purified and cultivated by the recep-

tion of the true spiritual contents ; thus only does it come to be

true, higher, good feeling. Here he makes the striking remark that

" having God in the heart " means more than only having a feeling

of God ; for while feeling is but momentaneous, fortuitous, fugitive,

the use of tlie word " heart " points to such a feeling as is a per-

manent, persistent, mode of our existence, to that which we are not

only at the moment but always, our character, our principles, our

habits, our fixed methods of action.

The heart, accordingly, or the habitual mode of feeling and will-

ing, is the fixed form in which the truth becomes a ijermancnt

possession of the individual, and a fruitful motive. On the other

side however it is said that the heart is the spring, i.e. the first mode

in which such a content appears in the subject ; as the seed is the

first mode of existence of the plant, so feeling is the first mode in

which the spiritual content appears still wrapped up, which is after-

wards to be developed. Taking the two statements together we
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should expect to find the result to be that feeling is both beginning

and end, both point of departure, goal and point of rest of the

religious consciousness, between which two ends the theoretical and

practical activity of the ideas and of (inner) worship were the con-

necting bond. And this would really be the truth of the matter.

But this right view is distorted by Hegel in a fatal way ; in his

further discussion he simply leaves out of account the permanent

and necessary significance of feeling in religion, which as wje have

seen he had so happily described, and makes it appear as if feeling

were only the first form of consciousness of religion, a form still

imperfect, and therefore needing to be transcended, and resolved into

idea and thought. He is here led astray by the error in method

which permeates his metaphysic (and which it is true he derived

from Fichte), the error of passing from one form into another as the

higher, of setting up a negative relation of disappearance, of the

resolution of one thing into another, where there is in truth a purely

positive relation of co-existence and interaction of several equally

essential forms of mind. This appears very distinctly even in the

manner in which the transition is prepared from feeling to idea,

feeling being here considered as a positively reprehensible attitude of

mind. " The reason why feeling is so much in favour is that in it

man has before him what is particular to himself. He who lives in a

matter, in the sciences, in practical life, forgets himself in it, has no

feeling about it, for feeling is a reminiscence of himself. He, with

what is peculiar to him, is in this case a minimum. Vanity, on the

contrary, and self-complacency, which loves nothing better than self,

and lays hold of nothing more eagerly, and seeks to remain in the

enjoyment of itself, appeals to its own feeling, and so never comes

to objective thought and action." This is manifestly the opposite

extreme to the feeling-theory, and equally mistaken. This deprecia-

tion of feeling as empty self-enjoyment reminds us of the similar

transition from morality to conduct in Hegel's philosophy of Eight,

where the former, which is said to reside in the conscience of the

subject, is depreciated by the representation of the conscience as the

abstract subjectivity which is always on the point of going after
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evil. But the resolution of feeling into higher forms of conscious-

ness evidently conflicts with Hegel's own very pertinent observation

that truth to be quite our own must be taken up into feeling, into

the lieart, as well as with his view of cultus as the mystic act of

religion. We must therefore conclude that what here as in other

cases prevents his correct fundamental thoughts from exercising

their proper influence, what introduces into his philosophy of

religion an error of far-reaching scope and consequences, is the

mistaken principle of his method.

The form of consciousness next above this is, as we have seen,

the idea, or inner view, in which consciousness has before it as an

object that content with which it was immediately one in feeling.

In reliijion truth is in the form of idea, that is what distinguishes it

from philosophy, which strips off this form and changes it into that

of the notion. The idea has sensuous forms which are borrowed

from direct vision, but in which a spiritual content, a higher mean-

ing, is expressed. It is truth in a sensuous dress or in a sense-image

(parable). Of this nature is the whole of the sacred history; the

matter of it is divine, but it appears in the sensuous form of events

taking place one after another in time and beside one another in

space ; as when the relation of God to the world is set forth in the

story of God's creating the world, or when the nature of God is set

forth in a number of qualities which are external to each other and

fortuitous (attributes). This is always the way in which things are

set forth in religion : a spiritual content, a unity which contains a

multiplicity of determinations, is either taken as a simple unity

without its determinations (abstractly), or its determinations are

taken isolated and made external to each other, without the unity of

thought which held them together. In the first case we never

arrive at a nearer acquaintance with the content, in the second the

content is set forth in its characteristics, but in such a way that a

thing inwardly connected and only true in its unity now falls

asunder into a collection of onesided, and in their onesidedness con-

tradictory qualities {e.g. Man is free : man is also dependent). And

we have also to remember that the idea does not embrace the
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necessity of its content, but simply accepts it as a thing given, as a

positive, or accidental, fact.

In all these respects it is tlwughf that makes good the defect of

the idea. On the one hand, it breaks up the abstract simplicity in

which the content appears in the idea, into the multiplicity of inner

determinations, develops it, sets it in motion, separates wliat is separ-

able. In the next place, it gives the isolated determinations of the

idea reference to each other, and in this way brings home to the mind

the opposition between them (thus the contradiction first appears

with thought, but by no means as if thought had produced it, as the

feeling-philosophers contend ; thought only brings it to the light).

Thought exercises reflection and judgment, where the idea is content

with seeing. And finally thought lays hold on the various isolated

determinations of the idea, which as such were accidental and contra-

dictory, and embraces them in the inner unity of tlie conception as

its various moments or sides ; it comprehends the opposite in its

unity, the accidental in its necessity. Thus thought lifts up the

content of immediate knowledge to mediate knowledge, which is

aware of its grounds, unfolded into its determinations, or developed.

Nothing else than this is what is meant by the so-called proofs of

the existence of God, which presuppose the immediate consciousness

of God, but are by no means rendered superfluous by that presup-

position, inasmuch as they are nothing but a demonstration of the

process of reason in its elevation from the finite to the thought of

God.

Here Hegel bestows special consideration on the relation of re-

flecting to truly reasonable or speculative thought. " Eeflection is

the activity of setting up the opposites and passing from one to the

other, without, however, bringing about their connection and thorough

inward unity." Hence mere reflecting is not suitable for religion.

It fixes the intellectual antithesis of finite and infinite as entirely

exclusive and admitting of no bridge. In this way, too, the infinite

on the other side, which excludes the finite, becomes itself a limited,

a finite thing ; and on the other hand the Ego reflecting on its finite-

ness already transcends it, and in its very reflecting is aware that it is
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setting the limit to itself, so that the finite appears as the infinite

again, as the alone essential, by which the infinite on the other side

is set up as a mere reflection of itself. Thus the antitheses of reflec-

tion pass into each other, and the humility of the finite Ego passes

into the arrogance of godless self-deification. But religion requires

that a station be found at which the Ego may both be denied in its

particular subjectivity, and maintained in its essential freedom in the

truly infinite. For religion is itself this transaction, this preserving

the true self in God by giving up the finite, selfish Ego. Hence the

essence of religion can only be fully comprehended in a thought

which passing beyond the antithesis of reflection knows the unity of

both in the true infinite. Here accordingly the finite is a moment of

the divine life, the infinite is this movement in itself ; to make itself

finite and lift up the finite into itself again. In the Ego, which

makes an end of itself as finite in religious consciousness, God returns

to himself ; hence religion is not only our knowledge of God, but at

the same time " the divine spirit's knowledge of itself by means of

the finite spirit, the self-consciousness of the absolute spirit," which

makes an end of its self-differentiation as finite consciousness, and

restores it to unity again by going out beyond finiteness in religion.

Here God the absolute Spirit might appear to be no more than the

result attained by the finite spirit ; but Hegel remarks with emphasis

that this is only the consequence of the fact that our contemplation

starts from the finite spirit, while the result spoken of has this in it

essentially, that it does away with itself as a (mere result) and is the

absolutely First. For while that which was first in the process of

our contemplation, the finite world, both nature and the finite spirit,

is itself lowered in the result from the immediate to the posited, to

a mere means for the absolute spirit, at the same time the absolute

spirit which is conscious of itself is known as the truly First, the

positing, and the finite world as that which is posited by it and is

destined to betake itself to it again. He expresses this idea of God

with great clearness, thus :
" God is the unity of the natural and the

spiritual, but the spirit is Lord of nature, so that the two do not

possess equal rank in this unity. It is in this way. The unity is
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the spirit, not auy third in which thu two are neutralised : the in-

difference of the two is itself the spirit. It is firstly one side and

secondly that which goes past the other side and is thus the unity

of both." This shows very clearly the difference of Hegel's idea of

God from that of Schelling's system of identity, and from that of

Schleiermacher's dialectic. With these thinkers God is merely the

indifference, i.e. negation of the antithesis of spirit and nature, the

excluding empty unity, hence neither a positive creative principle nor

a truly spiritual one. Here, on the contrary, he is the positive unity

which includes the antithesis in itself in such a way as to be the

ruling power above it, and in positing it to extend beyond it. He
is therefore the absolute spiritual principle, which is not related in

the same way to both members of the antithesis, but posits in the

one (nature) the means, and in the other (spirit) the end, in the

means the other than himself, but in the end, himself

The foregoing sketch, which is given in Hegel's own words, seems

clearly to show that the common view (which came into vogue

through Strauss and Feuerbach) is mistaken in understanding Hegel

in such a sense as makes God spirit only in the finite spirit, while

in himself he is not spirit but a merely physical principle. Hegel,

it is true, often appears to suggest some such view, and it might be

deduced from the perverted principle of his dialectical method, accord-

ing to which the movement of our thought, to which spirit is the last

that knowledge arrives at, is to be regarded as the real movement of

the absolute itself That that, how^ever, which comes out last at the

standpoint of our finite thought is not so in reality, but that, on the

contrary, the absolute spirit is the first and the ground which posits

all else as the mere means of its own appearing : this is as clear as

possible, and is repeatedly and clearly stated in the sentences we have

quoted, as Hegel's own view.

Another misunderstanding has to be noticed which is closely

connected with the above. It is said that according to Hesel the

mere finite spirit as natural spirit is one with God or even the sole

Deity. This interpretation (also brought into currency by Strauss

and Feuerbach) is the worst possible distortion of Hegel's actual
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teaching. Such a view would exalt pure naturalism to the throne ; but

nothing could be further from this than Hegel's idealism, which was

merely the consistent systematic carrying out of Fichte's high moral

idealism. Spirit, so far as it is still determined as natural, is for that

reason still a thing pertaining to nature, an existence actually unspi-

ritual though meant and fitted for spirituality, and therefore the other

against God, which has still to be made one with God. To this end

there is required the whole of the heavy labour of the world's history

and of every individual life, the work of moral cultivation, of reli-

gious sacrifice and elevation, of intellectual self-collection and know-

ledge. All this is needed for the refining away from the undivine

Ego of the dross of naturalness and finitude, and the bringing to the

light of the true divine self. The words of Scripture, " Whosoever

will lose his life, the same shall keep it unto life eternal," is the

theme of the Hegelian philosophy of religion as well as of that of

Fichte. The whole section on cvltus is a variation on that text, and

this section is the kernel of Hegel's philosophy of religion. Here

religious depth forms an intimate and natural alliance with specu-

lative strength, and the conflict, elsewhere deemed insoluble, between

feeling and thought, is shown to be not insuperable, if only both go

deep enough.^ Hegel truly says that there can be no material differ-

ence, that there can only be a difference of form between true com-

plete religion and philosophy : the Christian cardinal doctrines of the

grace of God, justification, the holy spirit of the Church, can only be

really understood by an effort of speculative thought.

Worship is first of all faith, the living means by which the Ego

draws near to its absolute object. It can come to man by outward

authority, but this outward forms only the means, and must fall

away before there can be true faith. This latter " is the witness of

the spirit concerning the spirit, and this involves that no finite con-

tents can find a place in it ; the spirit only witnesses of the spirit,

while finite things are recommended by external reason. The true

ground of faith is the spirit, and the witness of the spirit is by its

1 Here compare Constantin Rossler's estimate of Hegel's Philosophy of Religion,

Das Deutsche Reich und die Kirchllche Frage, pp. 272-82.
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very nature living." Faith may start from outward testimonies and

authentications such as miracles, but this is as yet a mere formal

faith, and must be replaced by true faith. If this distinction is not

drawn, men are required to believe things which they cannot believe

when they have attained to a certain degree of cultivation, and what

can only be of value as a means to true faith is demanded for its own

sake as an essential article of belief Faith so demanded is faith in

a thing which is accidental, and therefore cannot be the true faith

for the true faith has no contents which are accidental. That acci-

dental faith the Illumination has partly disposed of, and orthodoxy

will no longer be able to uphold it. "Whether the guests at the

marriage at Cana got more wine or less is perfectly indifferent, and it

is a purely accidental matter whether a certain man had his hand

healed : for millions of men have crippled and withered limbs which

there is no one to cure for them, etc. The unspiritual is from its

very nature not the contents of faith. If God speaks, that is spiritual

:

spirit is revealing itself to spirit."

Now this true faith and its inner authentication by the divine

Spirit, which bears witness of itself in it, and thereby awakens it, is

the inner, and indeed the first, moment of worship. Worship is more

precisely an (inner) act, the aim of which is God's being in man, the

activity of " uniting myself with God in me, of knowing myself in God

as the truth of me, and God in me, and to give myself the highest, the

absolute enjoyment," in this unity. Now this act is a two-sided one

;

it embraces God's doing, grace, and man's doing, self-sacrifice, self-

surrender. Not that the two activities are external to each other, or

stand over-agaiust or limit each other, so that the divine grace ex-

cluded man's freedom and man were a mere passive material, a stone,

to God's working : the aim, the divine, is to come to pass in me and

through me ; my giving up myself is my action, my work, but at the

same time that of God, who moves himself to man and obtains exist-

ence in man by the removal of what is merely human. " What

appears as my doing is then God's doing, and conversely." The good is

here no longer an empty shell, an ideal, to be produced by me, brought

by my subjective human power into a God-forsaken world ; on the

VOL. II. G
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contrary, it is itself " divine power, eternal truth," which realises

itself in me and through me, when in the sacrifice of self-renunciation

I surrender myself to its working. This deeply religious thought cer-

tainly touches the centre, the heart of the Christian doctrine of salva-

tion : and it is at the same time the legitimate outcome of the notion

of religion above described, and of this whole speculative system.

The stages and forms of ctdtus having been spoken of in their

outward manifestation as well as doctrine, the part of Hegel's

philosophy of religion dealing with principles closes with a very

acute discussion on the influence of religion on social conditions and

on the constitutions of states. Hegel is of opinion that religion and

the foundation of the state are, broadly speaking, the same, inasmuch

as both grow out of the disposition, out of the fundamental view

man takes of his nature and destiny. Hence a want of freedom in

religion will be followed by the absence of freedom in the state, a

wrong notion of God will lead to bad laws and government. Or

where the state bases its constitution on the principle of freedom,

but religion does not recognise that principle, there great conflicts

arise, as those between the modern state and the Catholic Church,

—

conflicts in which Hegel considers that the state must use force

against the adherents of the hostile religion and thrust them out

of the government. " Eeligion as church must then submit in

externals." He cannot indeed ignore that this is far from settling

the great conflict, since the religious principle which is hostile to the

state may maintain its hold of the minds of the citizens. He also

sees quite clearly that a mere separation of church and state is far

from solving the difficulty between them. For the form in which

truth exists for the people and the ultimate principles of morality

possess validity for the people is always just the form of a prevailing

religion ; now if this religion is not in harmony with the principles

of freedom there always remains an unsolved difference, a relation

of hostility, a thing contrary to the notion of the state. In this

respect the Protestant states have a great advantage to start with
;

they are agreed in principle with the religion, as Protestantism

expressly insists on freedom, conscience, private conviction.
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The second part of Hegel's philosophy of religion treats of

"particular religion," i.e. religion in the various stages of its

historical realisation before Christianity. These various positive

religions are the appearance each of a particular moment of the

notion, they are one-sided representations of the essence of religion

not adequate to that essence, but on that very account the necessary

stages through which the notion itself requires that religion should

develop and realise itself. Hegel distinguishes, first immediate or

nature-religion, which answers to the childhood of humanity, then

that of mental individuality answering to the age of youth, of the

emergence of mental freedom ; and in the latter again three forms :

the religion of loftiness or Judaism, of beauty, or the Greek, of out-

ward utility, or the Eoman, religion. Then comes the " absolute

religion," in which the notion itself becomes phenomenon, Chris-

tianity, the religion as it were of ripe manhood. The classification

at once reminds us of Lessing's view of the history of religion as an

education of the human race ; but on comparing his view with

Hegel's philosophy of the history of religion we see that the latter is

in several respects an advance and improvement on the former. For

one thing, the idea of the immanent development of mind is here

carried out consistently, as was not the case with Lessing, who was

hampered by a want of clearness as to the principle of revelation.

Then Lessing's sphere of vision was much more contracted ; he fixed

his attention almost exclusively on the religion of the Bible, and only

touched on heathen religion occasionally when directly in contact

with that of the Bible, while Hegel's philosophical view embraces

the whole circle of the religions (so far as they were accessible to

his age). And finally it cannot be denied that Lessing is still to a

great extent entangled in the error of the unhistorical rationalism of

the 18th century, which applied to individual historical forms the

abstract pattern of the religion of reason, and merely asked how far

they corresponded or failed to correspond to it ; while Hegel seeks

to understand every religion from its own immanent principle as a

factor in the development of the idea of religion, and stands, at

least as far as his principle goes (how far the execution answers to
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the principle is another question), on the ground of objective

historical study. It is through him in fact that this mode of treat-

ment of such questions has mainly come to prevail as it now every-

where does. In this respect Hegel stands much nearer Herder than

Lessing, and I believe that the great progress we notice in Hegel's

philosophy of religion beyond both Lessing and Kant could scarcely

be accounted for had not Herder's Ideas on the PhilosojyJiy of

History been written in the interval. Hegel has a more accurate

eye than Herder for the proper starting-point and for the general

law of the development of religion, Herder has more insight into

the manifold natural conditions and factors of the religious con-

sciousness (natural impressions, poetical ways of thinking, etc.). We
may properly bestow some attention on these two points : other

details of this part of Hegel's philosophy of religion we may pass

over, as the accounts he gives of the different religions were based

on too uncertain and defective historical data.

The section on the beginning of nature-religion, or the primitive

condition of man in religious and moral respects, is, for its ingenuity

and delicacy, a jewel of critical and speculative discussion. The

idea of man's first state in Paradise as one in every way excellent

and of a perfection never since attained, of a golden age of blessed-

ness and goodness and unclouded fellowship with God, etc., Hegel

considers to involve the confusion of what is first in the notion with

what was first in reality, first to appear. The notion, the essence,

the constitution of man is certainly to be spirit, to think and will in

accordance with reason, to know nature and God ; but this idea of

man is here set forth mythically (and this, by the %vay, is one of the

most striking examples of the " forth-setting " or idea, on the

ground of religion) as a thing past, not as the inner part, the per-

manent nature, the ground and impulse of development from the

first, but as a thing that actually existed, as man's external state at

the beginning. But the notion is not a state, only the realisation of

it makes states, and this realisation must be of quite a different

nature from that which appears in the mythic forth- setting. The

spirit, to be really spirit, reasonable thinking and free w^illing,
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must first withdraw itself from its absorption in nature, and fall out

with nature, by this falling out to reach atonement, or the true

self-conscious oneness. The immediate unity of the spirit with

nature, on the contrary, is not a state of superior excellence ; on the

contrary, it is a state unworthy of the spirit, a state of rudeness, of

desire, of savagery ; the " innocence " of the natural man is based on

nothing but this animal insensibility, on the want of the moral

consciousness. The loss of this innocence, far from being an

irremediable misfortune, was rather a divine necessity. " This is

the eternal history of man's freedom, that he issues forth from the

insensibility which envelops him in his early years, to the light of

consciousness, or more precisely that there comes to be for him good

and evil." It is true that this stepping out of insensibility and un-

consciousness into the light of consciousness, of the moral law, of

discipline and labour, appears in the first place as an evil ; but this

is only one side of the matter ; the other side is, that in the evil

there lies from the first the spring of healing : truths which Hegel

extracts in the most interesting way from the Bible legend of Paradise

and the fall. If the will for good is only the result of education

and labour purifying from selfishness, if the knowledge of truth and

of God is only the result of thought raising itself above the percep-

tions of the senses and the abstractions of the understanding, then

natural immediateness cannot be the true existence of religion, but

must rather be " the lowest, the most untrue stage of it." These

thoughts have by this time passed pretty generally into the mind of

educated people, and the world has as usual forgotten the tree on

which the fruit grew.

But should we further ask by what psychological processes, by

the force of what inner motives and outward enticements and occa-

sions the religious development of mankind is to be conceived to

have issued out of the primitive state, we must not expect a satis-

factory answer to such a question from Hegel. Such a realistic

historico-psychological mode of study was not in his way, his whole

dialectic method pointed in a different direction. Instead of entering

into such a question, he surprises us with the " metaphysical notion,"
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sufficiently attended to, we should have thought, in the first part.

In this notion, in the logical dialectic of its moments, we hear that

the historical process and advance of the religious consciousness of

humanity finds its necessary and entirely fitting explanation. This,

it is true, is only the natural outcome of the formal principle of this

philosophy generally, according to which the logical formal relations

and movements of our thought are at the same time the real rela-

tions and movements (processes) of the actual. But few will now

deny that this principle, by which he determines the method of his

philosophy, is the weak side of it. It can no longer be thought to

be the problem of the history of religion to construct the positive

religions out of the dialectic of the notion of the absolute. For we

know that the factors which are at work in the life of the peoples and

in the formation, development, and change of their religion, are too

numerous, and each of them determined by too many influences

without and within, to admit of an adequate explanation being found

in the a priori schema of certain abstract categories for the multipli-

city and the rich variety of the actual phenomena. Here therefore

the idealism of Hegel has to be supplemented by a sober realism

which builds on the foundation of historical facts. And yet we

ought not on the other side to forget, that no scientific, and specially

no philosophical treatment of matters found in experience can have

in view any other end than this : to bring out and to draw into the

light of consciousness the ideas, the reason, the order, the design,

which are present in the real, and are the inner power that moves it.

Both the merits and the defects of Hegel's philosophy of religion

are found concentrated in his Speculative Vicvj of Christianity, which

is executed on a large scale, and forms the third part of his work. The

transition is characteristic with which he passes to Christianity both

in his philosophy of religion and in his philosophy of history. It

is the unhappiness of the age, the negation of the spirits of the

peoples and their beautiful and joyful ideal world by the fate em-

bodied in Koman Csesarism, it is this pain of mortified subjectivity

out of which Christianity, the religion of atonement, came forth. Now
it is uudoubtedly true that the unhappiness of the age prepared the
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way for Christianity, and was in one view the conditio sine qua non

of its spread and its victory ; but for all that, the negative condition

is far from affording a positive explanation of Christianity. Hegel

says not a word on the fact that Christianity issued out of Judaism

and cannot be understood apart from the historical hope of Judaism,

The actual historical genesis is here—and this is one of the most

signal instances of this false method—replaced by the dialectic of the

notion
; as in the Logic becoming issues directly out of nothing, so here

the religion of universal freedom issues directly out of the negation of

the free self-consciousness of the peoples. " In dealing with this reli-

gion," Hegel says in the Introduction to this section,^ " we do not go

to work historically according to the method of the mind which begins

at the outside ; we set out from the notion." But is it not implied in

Hegel's own particular premises that the notion is to be found just in

the history in which it has its being, and should therefore be deduced

from its own history ? And is not that mode of treatment an " out-

side " one which does not derive the notion of a historical phenomenon

from the history itself, but imports it from subjective thought ? With

such questions before us, we should be inclined to say and justified in

saying that the realistic turn of the post-hegelian reaction, the demand

which justifies that reaction that thought should start from the fact,

is only the carrying out of the true principles of the system as against

the false method of scholastic treatment to which Hegel perverted it.

Christianity is characterised by Hegel as the " absolute " religion,

in which the notion of religion is realised

—

i.e. made one with the

appearance of it ; as the " revealed " religion, in which the revela-

tion of spirit for spirit, which makes the essence of religion, has

come to our consciousness, so that God is known as he who bears wit-

ness to himself in our spirit as truth and love. Hence it is also the

religion of " truth and freedom," in which the spirit becomes aware

of itself according to its true being, according to its oneness with

God, and in this removal of the separation, this atonement, also

arrives at its true freedom. Hegel then adopts a division of his

treatment of Christianity in which he first speaks of God in and for

1 Rd'KjlonsphUosophie, vol. ii. (Works, xii.) p. 166.
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himself, in the element of eternity, then of God in his self-dividing

and appearance in the element of time, of history, and finally of God

in his return from appearance to himself, in the process of atonement

as the spirit of the Church, which is the eternal in time. These

three forms he then denominates, according to the terminology of the

Church, as the kingdom of the Father, of the Son, and of the Spirit.

In the Christian doctrine of the Trinity he sees the thought which

lies at the root of his speculative idea of God. God is this living

activity of distinguishing himself from himself and returning to him-

self, this eternal process of setting up the difference and removing it

The " Trinity " as number is not what is thought of here ; it would

show the absence of thought or of any notion to introduce this form of

number here. As little is " Person " thought of, a notion which would

have the effect of fixing the differences over-against each other which

are posited in the living divine unity not as fixed but as solved. In the

same way the notions of father, son, and spirit are childish modes of re-

presentation, images for the true thought that God is not the abstract

One, the undifferentiated identity of reflection or the other-worldly

omnipotence of the Jewish religion, but " the concrete unity of the

distinguished," or " eternal love," for love is a distinguishing of two

who are simply not distinguished for each other ; this " being by one's

self in another," this contemplating, feeling and knowing of the unity

in the difference—this is love, and this and nothing else is the

Christian idea of God. This being of God is not a mystery in the

ordinary sense of the word : least of all in the Christian religion, the

very place where God has revealed himself as this love entering into

humanity and lifting humanity up to itself. This oneness in differ-

ence is only a mystery for the sensuous mode of thought and for the

reflection of the intellect, which everywhere regards differences as fixed,

and is thus led to irreconcilable contradictions. But every living

thing is this contradiction in itself, is a constant arising and removal

of the contradiction ;
" only dead intellect is selfsame and identical,

but in the idea the contradiction is solved, and only the solution is

the spiritual unity." This speculative interpretation of the Church's

doctrine of the Trinity is certainly one of the most interesting contri-
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butions ever made to a well-worn subject, and goes to the root of the

matter ; so far at least as a dogma which religious, historical, and

philosophical forces have all helped to form, and of which they have

made a very witch's tangle, can be unravelled by speculative forms. For

in fact what is the Church's Trinitarian doctrine of God, but a com-

bination of the Hebrew God-consciousness with the Hellenic, of the

transcendence of the one supra-mundane God with the immanence of

the manifold divine in the world and in human life ? And Hegel's

idea of God, is it not a perfectly analogous combination of the Spinoza-

Schellingian substance with the absolute subjectivity of Fichte ? the

enlivening of the stiff uncommunicative unity, which abides beyond

the conflict as its hidden ground, by making it enter into the

finite and by means of it enter into transaction with itself, and take up,

as " unity in difference," its opposite into itself ? And does not this

view agree completely with the apostolical word that of God and

through him and to him are all things, a word in which the Church

has ever recognised the root-thought of its doctrine of the Trinity ?

This philosophy of Christianity reaches its highest point in its

doctrine of the division and atonement of the spirit, which is one of

the profoundest contributions ever made to this central idea of the

religion of redemption. The difference lies in the very nature of God,

but receives a definite existence as an independent other, as world

;

but as the world derives its existence entirely from God it is destined

to return to its origin, and to pass from tlie division to atonement.

But the difference is not fully developed in nature, which remains

true to its own essence and character, faithfully obeys its own laws,

and does not step outside of the substance, the necessity of its being.

Man, on the contrary, is called to be or rather to become actually

Vi^hat he is essentially ; it belongs to the notion of him that he

should place himself over-against his nature, his present state, and

enter into the division between his essence and his actual state.

And his consciousness is itself the act by which this division is set

up, ,for consciousness is the distinguishing of him, this particular

subject, from himself, his universal being. In this discord between

the subject and his notion, which is set up with and by conscious-
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iiess, lies the necessary and natural basis of evil. For while man
posits himself as subject, as this particular being, his will is in the

first place merely this particular will, is filled with what belongs to

singleness, with particular impulses and inclinations ; i.e. the natural

man is self-seeking. Evil, accordingly, is not a struggle in which

man engages with a foreign power, nor a conflict of man's reason

with the alien power of sense ; nor is it merely a defect of power in

the consciousness of God as against the sensuous consciousness ; no,

it is the inner self-contradiction of the spirit, the contradiction of its

existence and separate state as an individual subject, and its uni-

versal nature as spirit. Hence evil accompanies human freedom

from the first as the first mode of its manifestation. Freedom con-

tains in itself the essential moment of that division ; it arises in the

feeling of independent existence over-against other being, even against

the universality and reasonableness of the will. " In this division

independence is set up, and evil has its seat ; here is the source of

evil, but also the point from which atonement ultimately arises. It

is both the beginning of sickness and the source of health." When
the Church calls this evil which adheres to man from the first the

original sin he has inherited from Adam, which began with Adam's

fall, " this again is the sensuous way of speaking ; the first man

means, when we think of it, man as man, not an individual, not this

man or that, not one out of many, but the first absolutely, man accord-

ing to the notion of him. Man as such is consciousness ; if so, then he

enters at once into this division. . . . The division lies in the very no-

tion of man ; the one-sided representation of evil as the work of an in-

dividual is supplemented by the idea of communication, inheritance."

But this natural state of evil is accompanied from the first with

the need of its removal, for the division of the spirit in itself is at

the same time its deepest unhappiness, its infinite pain. When it

rises to an extreme the opposition comes into consciousness in a

double form, and occasions in two ways a feeling of unhappiness.

On the one side, the subject feels itself out of harmony with the

absolute, with its true nature, with its duty which confronts it as the

one pure will of God commanding what is good : feels itself accord-
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ingly inwardly condemned, humbled, broken, and annihilated—the

imhappiness of the Jnvish consciousness. The other unhappiness is

equally profound—the subject feels himself at discord with the world
;

it is at variance with his thinking and will, and he is driven back

into the inwardness of his free self-conscious Ego ;
but while thus

seeking satisfaction by fleeing from the world and from reality, and

ceasing from action and from feeling, he flees at the same time from

his own actuality, loses all his will could strive for, all that gave
^

value to life, becomes an abstractly free, i.e. an empty and vain Ego.

This is the unhappiness of the Roman consciousness, as it appears in

Stoicism and scepticism. Thus the division which forms the plat-

form of the natural man issues in a double one-sidedness : in the

negation oL the Ego or in the abstract affirmation of the Ego and

negation of the world ; and the need of the spirit for atonement is

felt equally on both sides.

The division is in the spirit itself, which therefore possesses the

infinite energy of the unit which supports the contradiction ; and here

lies the objective possibility of the removal of the contradiction. But

it must be asked. Will the subject be able of itself to effect this re-

moval ? " It shows little insight to think that it can do so." The

subject itself stands on the side of one of the conflicting powers, and

all its activity is and remains one-sided, and is always, being as it is,

subjective, done in mere abstract freedom, entangled, that is to say,

in the opposition which has to be surmounted. On the contrary

:

" the oneness of subjectivity and objectivity, this divine unity must

be the presupposition of my positing ; then only has this any con-

tents ; otherwise it is subjective, formal merely. This presupposi-

tion once made, it loses its one-sidedness." This necessary presup-

position, without which the antithesis is not to be removed in the

subject and for it, is just the recognition of the truth that the anti-

thesis is in essence removed already, namely, in the being of the

absolute spirit, in so far as it is living unity, atoning love ;
only

because it is removed essentially, in truth, can its removal be at-

tained for the subject too, and atonement be accomplished, appro-

priated, in the subject. Man can only know himself taken up.
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accepted in God in so far as God is to him not a strange being, his

relation to whom is merely outward, but in so far as he knows that

in God his own being as spirit, as freedom, as subjectivity, is

affirmed. But this essential unity of the divine nature with human

nature can only be brought home to the consciousness of man, can

only become an immediate certainty to him, by God's appearing as

man and man as God. That which is the essential nature of spirit, to

be the unity of divine and human nature, enters into the conscious-

ness of religious, not of philosophical, humanity in the form of a

visible object. In this way the Church's idea of the divinity of

Christ is explained from an inner necessity of the religious conscious-

ness at the stage of the religion of redemption. This is not affirming

the existence of a God-man in the sense of the Church, but explain-

ing how the belief in the incarnation came about in the conscious-

ness of the Church. How far the historical Christ was necessary to

the rise of this belief Hegel does not discuss ; he was much more

concerned about the truth of the principle of that belief and its

inner necessity than about the historical form in which it first ap-

peared. Yet we find a hint here and there bearing on this point.

Christ's preaching of the kingdom of God, we are told, expressed the

conviction that the atonement of God with man was a reality, and

that all that remained was that man should place himself within

this truth, in the kingdom of love to God. " This was brought forward

in the language of enthusiasm, in such penetrating tones as make

the soul tremble and draw it forth, away from physical interests.

Seek ye first the kingdom of God ! Blessed are the pure in heart !

Such words belong to the greatest that have ever been uttered. The

kingdom of heaven and purity of heart contain a far greater depth

of meaning than the inwardness of Socrates." Christ here speaks

out of the real unity of his consciousness with the divine will, and

yet essentially as a man, in whom the divine working does not come

as something superhuman, in the guise of an outward revelation,

but in such a way that " the divine presence is identical with the

human."

Should a doubt yet linger as to the meaning of the Hegelian
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interpretation of the Churcli's doctrine of Christ, it would be com-

pletely solved by the suggestive observations on the meaning of the

death of Christ for the belief of the Church. Before his death Christ

was a man, who by his teaching and his life made men know what

was the truth which must form the basis of their religious conscious-

ness ; that God is not on the other side from them, not far away,

but present in his kingdom, that he is love, and that this assurance

must become a feeling of our own. But the words of the man Jesus

are only rightly, spiritually, apprehended by faith, and this spiritual

faith is only the result of the death of Christ. " Only with this death

do we make the transition to the religious ; the relation to the mere

man changes into a relation which is moulded by spirit, so that the

nature of God is revealed in it. The consciousness of the Church

which thus passes from a mere man to a God-man, the view, the

consciousness, the certainty, of the oneness and union of divine and

human nature, this is what the Church begins with, and what con-

stitutes the truth on which she is founded." And just because this

hisher consciousness of God's being atoned with the world dawned

on the Church in its full spiritual significance only after Christ's

death, the Church regarded this death itself as the central point of

the atonement, and saw in it the absolute love which even in

finiteness overcomes finiteness, and by which death, that great

negation, is itself denied.

This, therefore, is the main part of the history of Christ as it

exists in tlie faith of the Church : this is the meaning of it (the

ideal religious truth), that it is the history of God himself, i.e.

brings home to us his nature as spirit, as love, as the principle

which atones the division of the finite. And here also lies its sole

authentication, the proof that it is true ; in comparison with this

proof outward proofs from miracles are of no account ; that is a mere

mechanical way of authenticating. God is in nature, he and his

power, according to eternal laws, but the true miracle is spirit itself.

The Church, Hegel considers, ought not to enter on the inquiry as to

the truth of the narratives of the appearances after the resurrection,

if only because that inquiry seems to suppose that there is some
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importance in the sensuous element of the appearances, in the

historical authentication, of which the spiritual truth is entirely

independent. Sliould this appear to make ideal truth indifferent to

the historical nature of the garb in which it appears, Hegel goes

even further in this direction, and makes the significant statement

that " what is to possess truth for the spirit, what it is to believe,

must not be a sensuous belief ; the belief which is true for the spirit

is one in which the phenomenon of sense is treated as of small

account. The spirit begins with the sensuous and comes to it as

a thing worthy of itself, but its attitude towards the sensuous is at

the same time a negative attitude. This is an important point."

Thus we see that those who would dispense with criticism in the

interests of dogma are not entitled to appeal to Hegel for support,

any more than those naturalists who consider that by their criticism

of the historical form they have got rid of the ideal contents too.

Hegel draws a clear distinction between the two things, though he

does not everywhere attach the same importance to the distinction,

and often appears to ignore it altogether.

Thus Hegel had in the first place explained why it was necessary

that the idea of atonement should be clothed in a historical form.

Only in this form could it appear as a thing that had actually taken

place, and was to be believed and built on, and so be brought home

to the consciousness and appropriated as objective truth. But he

now goes on to show that this form of the matter, in which it appears

as a thing that once took place, offends in some degree against the

truth of the idea, and to point out how this one-sided view may be

corrected. It does not represent the whole of the truth, when the

process of atonement, which is the very nature of spirit, is spoken

of as an occurrence which took place at a particular time, and

happened to a particular individual. The truth is that this one

person means all men, and this once means always, but it does at

first sight appear as an empirical fact that happened to one man and

no more, and belongs to a past which is no longer here. Now this

one-sided representation is " integrated " first of all in the form of

concrete ideas. The absolute present of atonement is divided into

I
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its moments, past and future. Thus there conies about as a supple-

ment of the past history the sensuous representation of its repetition

and completion in the future, of tlie " Second Coming," and the

change from the outward to the inward in the idea of the " Comforter."

In these two ideas the empirical isolation and externalisation of

atonement gives way to a belief which is universal, permanent, and

inward (as the doctrine of the fall of Adam was widened by the

idea of the transmission of his sin to all). But this integration

takes place at first in a merely external way : no more being done

than to add to a one-sided view another equally one-sided. The

main change, the replacing of the outward by an inward, only takes

place by the different " subjects themselves passing, in their own

experience, through tliis history, this process," which they first

regarded as an objective divine history (transacted outside them

and for them). The right relation of the subject to the truth of

the atonement is that it should itself " come to this same conscious

unity, should deem it good for itself, produce it in itself, and be filled

with the divine spirit. This its pure self- consciousness that knows

and wills the truth, is the divine spirit in it." And here, in this

carrying out of atonement as a subjective process in and on indi-

viduals, the Church realises itself. The Church is an institution

existing for the end that men should come to the truth, that the

Holy Spirit should be really present in them, and that they should

do the works of the Spirit. The means to this end is teaching, in

which the Church develops into the idea (representation), the con-

sciousness of truth which is first felt as an immediate, felt witness of

the Spirit. In baptism we have the declaration that the world the

child has entered is not the hostile world but tlie Church, in which

evil is overcome in its essence and its sway, and God essentially

reconciled. All that is wanting is that the individual should then

form himself for the Church by education, exercise, and cultivation,

and should habituate himself to the good and true which is already

present in her. In this consists his regeneration. " Man must be

born twice, first naturally and then spiritually, like the Brahmin.

The Spirit is not immediate ; it is only as it gives birth to itself out
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of itself ; it is only as the born again. The natural heart in which

man is entangled is the enemy he has to contend with." That is the

business of the Church, this education of the Spirit so that the truth

may grow always more truly one with his self, his will, and come

to be his will, his spirit. Here there is no mere shall, never-ending

advance, striving that is never fulfilled, as in the Kantian philosophy.

Here, on the contrary, the difference is already solved in its essence

and power, evil is known as already vanquished in the spirit in its

principle and sway, and the subject has only by means of this spirit,

in faith in the atonement which is already there in its essence, to

make his will good, and for his consciousness evil has vanished, sin

is forgiven. This action is on the one side the action of the subject,

which gives up the form of its immediateness, its particular, isolated,

independent being (" dies with Christ ") : on the other side it is the

action of the divine Spirit in him. " Faith itself is the divine Spirit,

acting in the subject; but the latter, be it noted, is not a mere

passive vessel. The Holy Spirit is the spirit of the subject too, in

so far as he has faith." In the Lord's Supper this presence of God

in man is given as an immediate feeling in the soul of the individual

of his union with God.

But what thus takes place in worship as an inner certainty, as a

process in the depths of the subject, must also come forth and be

present outwardly. Feeling must be developed and expanded to the

objectivity of the kingdom of God. The atonement only becomes

perfectly real when, instead of remaining in the unseen places of the

heart, it shows its presence in the outward development of the whole

of the world's affairs. The subject, once made aware in its reconcilia-

tion with God of its infinite value, of its freedom, will assert these in

the face of the world too. But this can be done in various forms.

The first and lowest is that of monastic renunciation of the world, in

which freedom asserts itself only negatively and abstractly. The

second form is the union of religion with the world, in which the

latter as the undivine is slavishly subjected to the former as alone

divine and of value. But the Church thus ruling the world sinks

into unspiritual worldliness, because the world is not really atoned
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witli it. At last this contradiction is solved ; the principle of free-

dom penetrates the world too, and moulds it in accordance with

eternal truth. In morality, which is the realisation of the reasonable

will, the atonement of religion witli the world is accomplished.

But it is not only in the real sphere of practice that the atone-

ment of religion has to work out its effects. Besides the reasonable

moral order of life it brings about here, it has also to play its part in

the ideal sphere of rational thought, of science. Here, as in the

former case, it is the abstract form of negation in which the subject,

when it grows conscious of its autonomy, first asserts itself It turns

against the world of traditional ideas, with which it is surrounded :

its thought is tliat of the Illumination. The reflection of the

intellect, fixing on the contradiction which it finds in every religious
,

statement, comes at last to the result that God cannot be known,

that nothing can be known of the supersensible, and that each man

has a religion for himself in the feelings of his own heart. But as

the subject thus retreats to the point of its own infinity, everything

objective, the objectivity even of God, of justice, of moraKty, comes to

be a mere subjective assertion, a thought the mind has framed for itself,

and the contents of which it has borrowed from its own arbitrary

caprices. (Compare the illusion -theory of Anthropologism.) This

religion of the Illumination or of abstract thought stands at the plat-

form of Judaism, or, more precisely, of Mohammedanism (Allah is

Allah, as here God is a^ = x). The higher platform is that at which the

subject knows and acknowledges the contents, which it is true that

it develops out of itself, out of its own spiritual nature and religious

consciousness, to be necessary and objective, and to have an essential

and independent existence of their own. Here thought is no longer

the mere abstraction and negation of what is immediately given, it

is a comprehending, and therefore a justifying, of the contents, both

in point of their necessary existence and in point of the forms of their

development. These forms of course are known as produced under

certain historical conditions, and their limits are known too. (Criti-

cism was in the Illumination the whole, but is here reduced to a

mere moment of the thought which comprehends. As such it is kept

VOL. II. H
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and has its place.) Philosophy, especially the philosophy of religion,

has thus two sides ; on one side it agrees with culture and reflection

in not standing still at the form of the idea, but comprehending it in

thought, and so doing away with it as a purely positive thing ; on

the other side it is opposed to the Illumination, inasmuch as the

latter does not care for the contents, and despairs of truth. Philo-

sophy's one care is to show the reason of religion. " Thus in philo-

sophy religion receives its justification at the hands of the thinking

consciousness. Simple piety stands in need of it, but accepts the

truth as authority, and by means of this truth receives satisfaction,

reconciliation." On the other hand, philosophy thinks what the

subject as such feels, and leaves it to the subject to make the best it

can of these feelings. Thus feeling is not rejected by philosophy,

but receives from philosophy its true contents. Philosophy only

takes in charge the form of belief, the substance is unchanged.-^

If we may judge from these sentences, with which Hegel concludes

his philosophy of religion, he cannot have intended to teach, as he is

generally supposed to teach (not without plausible evidence from

other passages, e.g. the transition from religion to philosophy in his

Encyclopaedia), that religion is destined to lose itself in philosophy.

Religion in its own sphere is to him the highest, the complete practi-

cal reconciliation of man in his heart. What philosophy has to add

is merely this, that what religion is as life and experience it teaches

us to know for thought and in thought, as reasonable, true, and neces-

sary
;
philosophy " justifies " it ;

" reconciles reason with religion."

Immediate piety does not require this assistance : so Hegel himself

says, fully admitting the religious life to be completely independent

of philosophic thought. But it is the human mind as a whole that

" insists on knowing what there is in it
"—even in the case of religion.

And that this harmony of the whole man, this reconciliation of

religious feeling with thought, is a higher position than one of

antagonism between feeling and reason, no one will deny who does

not, as perhaps some do, regard the state of conflict as the normal

and desirable state of the human mind.

1 ii. 287 sq.



SECTION IV.

TENDENCIES OF THE PHILOSOPHICAL EELIGIOUS

THOUGHT OF THE PEESENT DAY.

Hegel's philosophy of religion closes the history of this science.

It is the last complete and uniform system of the kind, and at tlie

same time the most perfect fruit of the speculative idealistic philo-

sophy. That its method is false and that its a priori dialectic of

the pure notion requires to be supplemented by an examination in

thought of the real material of experience, we have more than once

remarked. In this at least the modern reaction to empiricism and

realism must be admitted to be right. That reaction, however suc-

cessful in exposing the defects of Hegel's system, and so bringing his

empire to an end, has not been able to set in its place any new sys-

tem that even approached it in acuteness and profundity, in unity

and systematic completeness. Thus we find ourselves in a sort of

interregnum in philosophy : the power of the last great systems is

broken, but no new one has yet proved its right to succeed them.

This is the natural soil for eclecticism, the method which goes back to

earlier positions, and seeking to combine them with each other, to

supplement the defects of one from the stores of the rest, brings them

forward in a more or less renewed form as attempts at a view of the

world to satisfy the present day. It is certainly interesting to

observe how in our fast-moving age almost all the positions taken up

in succession by philosophic thought from its modern awakening

down to Hegel, are reproduced one after another for our acceptance,

each regarding itself as the last while the feet of those who are to

carry it out are already at the door. Here, however, we confine our-
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selves to those phenomena which exercise a sensible influence on

the religious thought of the present day ; and even in their case we

can do no more than characterise the tendency of their principles

;

we cannot enter, as we have hitherto done, into details.

We have first to deal with the tendency which arose out of the

disorganisation of the school of Hegel, as the extreme antithesis to

that high-strung idealism : Anthropologism, Naturalism, and Posi-

tivism. This position we have to regard as a falling back on the

pre-Kantian dogmatism, or a revival of the naive empiricism and mate-

rialism of the eighteenth century. Next we come to a school which

goes back to Kant, the semi-sceptical, semi-idealistic Neo-Kantian-

ism. Fries and those who came after him in this line make criticism

their foundation, but build up on it an ideal view of the world,

tinged at one time with a broad ethical spirit, at another with a

spirit of positive religion if not of dogmatic ecclesiasticism. Nearly

allied to this tendency is that of Herbart, which also attaches itself

to Kant ; and, drawing a sharp distinction between theory and prac-

tice, finds the basis of religious faith in the needs of the heart alone,

without having recourse to any monodological metaphysic. By the

side of this pluralistic realism of Herbart, we have Schopenhauer's

monistic idealism, which carries forward the Kantian philosophy in

the direction of Fichte, and therefore represents, as Fichte does, the

transition from subjective criticism to speculation. In Schopen-

hauer's pupil, E. V. Hartmann, this position appears as a paradoxical

combination of the master's pessimism as regards the will, with a

Schelling-Hegelian theory of the evolution of the absolute reason.

These are followed, as is natural, by the various other speculative

theories of the present day, some going back to Schelling and some

to Hegel, some to both, but most of them betraying, by their eclectic

adoption of elements of other philosophical systems, the need of a

development and correction of abstract idealist speculation in the

direction of concrete realism. In this regard they find their natu-

ral supplement in those inductive historical investigations of the

science of comparative religion, the importance of which for religious

thought is coming to be more and more widely recognised.



CHAPTEE I.

ANTHROPOLOGISM AND POSITIVISM.

Hegel said at the close of his philosophy of religion, that with

regard to positive religion philosophy has two sides. She agrees

with cultivation and reflection in not standing still at the form of the

idea (Vorstellung), but embracing it in thought, and so doing away
with it as a merely positive thing ; but on the other side philosophy

disagrees with the Illumination in the want of interest the latter has

for the contents and in its despair of truth. These two sides the master

himself combined ; but of his followers some took one side and some

the other, each finding in the side it adopted the whole and sole

truth and outcome of Hegel's thought regarding religion. In propor-

tion as each side hardened in such a partial view, did it depart from

the true spirit of Hegel's philosophy, and lose itself in blind dogma-

tism or shallow rationalism. There were but a few, and we shall

afterwards be led to speak of them, who developed and advanced

Hegel's ideas in a fruitful way.

A tendency to conservatism is always and properly native to

speculative philosophy. Seeking reason, as it does, not in an abs-

traction but in reality, as that in which the idea is embodied, it

cannot but recognise the element of rational truth contained in what

history delivers to us, as the most important element of it, which it

must recognise and defend against sceptical reflection. That this

should lead to exaggerated efforts at restoration is no more than

natural ; and it will not be denied that Hegel himself was carried

away by such a reactionary current, especially in matters political.

And it is no wonder that this tendency first asserted itself among his

pupils, and was cultivated in a one-sided way in the theological as

well as in other spheres. Such men as Gabler, Goeschel, Eust,
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Konradi, Marheineke, and Daub, founded a scholasticism in which the

Hegelian ideas were employed with more or less aptness and taste

to refurbish church dogma, and dialectic became little more than

the means to put to silence sober and reasonable criticism. They

considered it to be the task of reason to cast doubt upon doubt, and

they simply ignored the rights of critical reason even on the purely

historical field, and how much more on that of dogma. Hence, as

Strauss says of Daub, " It was their fate, instead of raising again the

body of dogma, slain by criticism, in the incorruptible ethereal garb

of the notion, to restore again the old corruptible body, and instead

of making all things new, to leave all things old." Entangled in

such dogmatism and scholasticism, it is very comprehensible, that

in spite of all their talented playing with ideas, they failed to make

any solid advance in religious science.

To this one-sided conservatism there was a corresponding reaction

in the equally one-sided radicalism of the so-called left side of the

Hegelian school. The first and most energetic representative of this

reaction was Ludwig Feuerbach,^ who has no other claim to be

regarded as a member of Hegel's school than that he started from it

;

as his repugnance to the abstract idealistic notional dialectic soon

carried him into a realistic empiricism, which issued ultimately in

a very unphilosophical materialism. He retained, however, two

features of that school, a keen eye for the kernel of things, for the

active principle of the phenomena of experience, and a capricious

tumultuous way of forcing realities under some one-sided point of

view or other, and on the strength of a few generalising observations,

arriving at wide generalising statements, without taking the least

trouble about accurate proof. Feuerbach himself indicates the w^ay

in which, from an adherent of Hegelian speculation, he came to be a,

materialistic atheist :
" God was my first thought, reason my second

man my third and last : the subject of the deity is reason, but the

subject of reason is man." The Hegelian philosophy Feuerbach

characterised as " rational mysticism," because it clings to the absolute

^ Wesen des Chrhtenthums, 1841 (this work was translated into English by Miss

Evans (George Eliot) under the the title of " Origin of Christianity "). Ursprung

der Gutter, 2d edition, 186G.
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subject as the causa 'prima, and does not resolve it in the dialectic

process as in strictness the dialectical method would require. Thus

starting from the weak point of that philosophy, which we saw was

just this method, he completely dissolved it and turned it into its

opposite. Hegel sought to develop the absolute idea in such a

way that the whole fulness of the determinations of thought, which

our thought reaches as a result, should also be regarded as the prin-

ciple of our thought and its eternal presupposition, and therefore as

an essential and independent subject which contains in itself as its

essence those determinations. Feuerbach, on the contrary, simply

resolved the absolute subject into its various momenta or the divine

attributes, and so destroyed it. God himself became to him an empty

essenceless abstraction, whose place was then taken by " the divine
"

goodness, wisdom, love. But these are mere predicates : they have

no independent existence, and can only exist in a subject ; and thus,

the absolute subject having disappeared, there remained only man as

the sole reality of the divine, or as the only real God. Thus quickly

was the philosophy of absolute spirit turned into the position which

regards man as absolute, the deification of man, or anthropologism.

Everything exalted and superhuman that religious faith or philo-

sophic thought takes to be the ground of man's life, this system

(which however afterwards passed into naturalism in Feuerbach's

own hands) regards as an unessential product of fancy, in which

man beholds as in a mirror outside himself, his own nature. " J\lan

simply cannot go beyond his own true nature. He can represent to

himself by his fancy individuals of a different and presumably a

higher kind, but from his own race, his own nature, he can never

get away : the qualities he gives these other individuals are always

qualities drawn from his own nature, in which he in truth only

mirrors himself, and throws out himself as an object. God is the

manifest Inner, the self of man clothed in expression. Eeligion is

the solemn unveiling of man's hidden treasures, the confession of his

inmost thought, the public confession of his love-secrets." In religion

man is related to his om'u beino- but as to another beins;. Its object

is reason thrown out over-against itself, and the heart or the being of
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man thrown out over against itself, apart from the limits of the

individual, i.e. actual bodily man ; made an object, i.e. contem-

plated and reverenced as a being by itself other than man. All

the attributes of the divine being are, therefore, attributes of the

human being. Man plunders himself to enrich his God, so that

God may be all, man nothing. But what he takes away from

himself, and is himself deprived of, he enjoys in an incomparably

higher measure in God. Now as man is himself a two-sided being,

in his reason tending to what is true and good, but in his heart

limited, selfish, arbitrary, at variance with the world, so, according to

Feuerbach, do also the God and the religion of each man exhibit these

two characters, now the idea of the good, reasonable man, and again

that of the sick, selfish, and limited, suffering and passionate, heart.

And Feuerbach had so keen a perception of this pathological side of

religion, it interested him so much, that religion came ultimately to

be to him little more than this pathological element. At the same

time it is not to be denied that his analyses of religious and specially

of Christian doctrines, are often extremely suggestive, and that he

sometimes lays his finger more accurately than Hegel or even

Schleiermacher, on the practical psychological motives which lie at

the root of dogmas, and give them their importance in worship.

Disregarding the element of exaggeration and caricature, which

one must expect to find in Feuerbach, we find many useful sugges-

tions in what he has to say, e.g. on the Trinity, the Incarnation, the

God-man. " God as God, as Father, is the separate God, the acosmic

and anticosmic being, God in relation to himself alone. God the Son

is the relation of God to us, but only he is the real God. In God as

God man is put aside, in the Son he comes again. The Father is the

metaphysical essence, which attaches to religion, because it would be

imperfect did it not embrace the metaphysical element. Only in the

Son does God become the ohject of religion. God as object of religion,

as religion's God, is God as Son. In the Son man becomes ohject ; in

him all human needs are concentrated. As little as the religious

man can love a God who has not in himself the essence of love, so little

can man, can any finite being, be the olject of a God who has not in
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himself the basis, the principle, of fiuiteness. Such a God is wanting

in the sense of the finite, in understanding of it, in sympathy for it."

This remarkable statement is at once turned round by Feuerbach into

a subjective form :
" The Son appeals to the heart, because the true

father of the divine Son is the human heart, and the Son himself

nothing but the divine heart, i.e. the human heart thrown out

over-against itself as a divine being." ..." The true, real God of a

religion is only the so-called mediator (Christ, Mary, the saints, etc.),

because only he is the immediate object of religion. The God above

the mediator is nothing but the cold intellect above the heart, like

Fate above the gods of Olympus." And in this consists the value

of the Incarnation, " The contemplation, the consciousness, of the

divine love, or, what is the same thing, of God as a being himself

human, this mode of view is the secret of the Incarnation. The

central point of the doctrine of the Incarnation, of the mystic

* God-man,' is the love of God to man. In so far as God loves man,

he is man, he gives up his deity, empties, anthropomorphises him-

self. The actual Incarnation {i.e. of course represented as actual in

the belief of men) is the argumcntum ad homincm of this inner

essential humanity of God. God made man is a manifestation of

man made God." A further essential attribute of God made man,

or rather of God who is man, is suffering. For love proves itself

through suffering. Heathen philosophy might think of God as

actus puriis ; the Christian heart thinks of him as pcissio 2')ura. For

what answers to the heart that is turned into itself and shuns the

world is just suffering : to such a spirit suffering is beneficent self-

negation ; and hence the sight of a suffering deity is the highest self-

affirmation, the luxury of the suffering heart. To say, " God suffers,"

is to say that suffering sensibility is divine. " God is to man the

book in which he enters his highest thoughts and feelings, the album

in which he inscribes the names of the beings who are dearest and

most sacred to him." " First man makes God after his own image,

and then this God makes man in turn after his image."

Feuerbach is in his element in dealing with providence, miracles,

immortality, and any part of religion in which the subjective factor
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of religious thought predominates. Faith in an almighty Providence

which hears prayer is, in his view, merely the self-assnrance of the

human heart, the certainty that the wishes of the heart possess unre-

stricted validity, that the objective, the outer world, is nothing, and

the heart the absolute power. God is just this pure feeling, freed

from all limits, the Optative of the human heart converted into the

certain and blessed Indicative, the omnipotence of feeling. Here as

in general we see that Feuerbach has in his eye only the empirical,

pathological form of religion ; he forgets that the highest prayer

is that of submission. Miracle is, according to Feuerbach, the true

expression of the nature of faith. Faith releases the wishes of the

subject from the restraints of natural reason ; but miracle is nothing

but " the realisation of a supernaturalistic wish :" thus outward

miracle is no more than the outward incorporation of that which faith

can herself do, of the inner miracle which faith is, of the unlimited

self-assurance of the particular will, of the lawless caprice and the

omnipotence of the heart that is confined to the limits of self, and

counts the whole of the rest of the world as nothing—a theory which

does justice to one side of the matter, but wholly overlooks the

other and the better side ! The creation of the world and the future

destruction of the world by God are only variations of this same faith,

that the objective world by itself is naught, that the freedom of the

subject is the only thing that is real. But the power by which the

Christian heart gets rid of the objective limits and laws of the objec-

tive world, and brings about the freedom it demands, is imagination,

fancy. " It alone of all the faculties answers the requirements of the

heart, because it removes all the limits, all the laws which pain the

heart, and so presents to man the immediate, perfectly unlimited

satisfaction of the most subjective of his wishes." " The power of

fancy is also the power of the heart : fancy is nothing but the heart

victorious and triumphant."

It is in this freedom of heart and fancy, as against the restric-

tions laid on the intellect by the law of the world, by the reality of

nature, that Feuerl^ach sees the distinctive essence of Christianity.

" Christ is the omnipotence of subjectivity, the heart released from all
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bonds and laws of nature, tlie soul concentrated on itself with the

world shut out, the reality of all the wishes of the heart, fancy's

ascension into heaven, the heart's resurrection-festival ;—thus does

Christ distinguish Christianity from heathenism." There is a true

thought in this, namely, that Christianity is the religion of freedom,

of the deliverance of the spirit from all the slavery of the outer world
;

but the truth is distorted by making it appear as if Christian freedom

were the emancipation of subjective Egoism from all the law and

order of the world, or the flight of the heart which turns away from

the world to a paradise of its own dreams. As a matter of religious

pathology this may be a view frequently taken of Christianity, but

this is by no means the whole unadulterated essence of it. Feuerbach,

it is true, looks for genuine Christianity only in the Catholicism of

the middle ages, with its monasticism and celibacy, its scorn of

worldly cultivation and of nature, its turning away from the world

to heaven. But the Christian heaven has in his eyes the same sig-

nificance as the Christian God ; it sets forth explicitly what lies in

the latter implicitly—the subjectivity released from all earthly bur-

dens and limits, the fulfilment of all wishes. " Immortality is the

last will and testament of religion. Heaven is the key to the inner-

most secrets of religion. Objectively heaven is the nature of God

unfolded; subjectively it is the frankest expression of the inmost

thoughts and dispositions of religion." Hence the variety in the

descriptions of the other world, which set forth the various ideals

men clierish of the good and true. But what is implied in the ideal

of the world beyond is in every case the presence of that which is the

reverse of ideal, the contradiction of things as they are in this world.

Thus, according to Feuerbach, religious ideas are in every case

—

everything turns as we see on this—only subjective products of the

fancy, without any objective truth, products of a humour at variance

with reason. But are they ideals which are at least subjectively true

and fair, legitimate and beneficent, by which man can raise himself

—

if only in poetry—above common reality, and gain possession at

least for his practical consciousness of something nobler than the

ordinary world of the senses offers him ?
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This also Feuerbach denies, thus taking the last step in radical

'negation, a step in which even those who accompany him thus far

generally refuse to follow him, and which it is very questionable if

he needed to take in order to be consistent with his thinking up to

this point. Keligion, Feuerbach says, is the relation of man to his own

being, but as a being outside himself. Its secret essence is just tliis

identity of the divine and human natures, but its form, or the mani-

fested conscious essence of religion, is rather the difference, the alien-

ation of man from his own being as one outside himself. And while

love reveals that hidden essence of religion, it is faith that constitutes

its conscious form, its illusion. Faith sets man at discord with his

true nature, makes him un-free, prejudiced, selfish, limited, and thus

becomes the evil spring of religious fanaticism, and of all the horrors

of the history of religion ; it sacrifices all moral duties to the selfish

interest of the heart in its own salvation, or to the jealous God in

whom man's selfish heart takes form before his eyes. Its influence

is, in a word, demorahsing. It is love which, as the not particular

but universal consciousness of the race, heals the wounds which faith

has made. But in Christianity love works not because of faith, but

in spite of it ; it is the exoteric, while faith is the esoteric, doctrine

of Christianity. And act as it does, its action is always darkened,

sullied, and impeded by faith. Thus, according to Feuerbach, the

truly religious element in religion, and specially in Christianity,

i.e. faith, is an illusion which is not merely theoretically untrue,

but practically mischievous. With this bold condemnation Feuer-

bach's examination of religion closes, thereby pronouncing its own

judgment in the eyes of every sober reader. The result is manifestly

perverse, but only serves to demonstrate the perversity of Feuerbach's

fundamental idea, the deification of man.

In the further course of his philosophy, however, Feuerbach him-

self completed the critical condemnation of his irreligious anthropo-

logism by advancing from it to an immoral naturalism. His last

word was not 7nan, as he had said in the Essence of Christianity, but

nature, of which man, he says, is but a small and weak part. Here

the feeling of man's dependence on a higher power asserted itself,
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wliich had been entirely forgotten in the previous self-deification of

man ; and this might have provided an opportunity for a better

appreciation of religion : the object of religion was now no longer an

unessential product of fancy, a pure illusion, but a mighty reality

outside of man and above him. All that was wanted in fact was the

combination of this superhuman reality with the man-like ideal of

the former stage into a unity in the idea of God. But instead of

turning into this path, which would have led to a true apprehension

of religion as at once a feeling of dependence and of emancipation,

Feuerbach cast himself upon the opposite exaggeration from his

former one, and so made his error ten times worse than before. For-

merly the divine consisted in his view in the ideal nature of man,

which however possessed no objective reality above man : now the

divine is a reality above man, but the ideality of reason, of mind, is

wanting to it ; it is a mindless material power, which therefore de-

grades man also to a mere material nature-being. Formerly the

error of religion consisted, in Feuerbach's view, in man's taking up

an attitude to his own nature as if it were not his own, representino-

it as a separate being outside and above himself; now the error is

said to be that man takes up an attitude to the other being which is

outside him (nature) as if it were his own, falsely personifying it in

order to enter into emotional relations with it. His theory is true to

itself in so far as the object of religion and religion itself is still an

illusion to him
; but this illusion was in the former view produced

by man himself, conscious of his own divinity, of his ideal, free,

spiritual nature : here it is the product merely of his unfree depend-

ence on nature, of his weakness and need. And as man is always

the same as his God, the deification of nature involves the degrada

tion of man to a mere material being, and the refusal to recognise

anything as real but what can be seen and handled. " ]\Ian is what

he eats,"^ is now Feuerbach's motto. With ideas generally the idea

of man is now declared to be an empty word ; nothing exists but so

many separate things, and there are only so many separate men, not

a human being, which as such (as idea or ideal) could be an object

of adoration or of love. What began with the ctdtus of humanity is

' German, " Der Menscli ist, was er isst."
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consummated in the cultus of sense, of matter ; and it was a mere

inconsistency in Feuerbach, that when he had done away with all

objective truth and law binding on the individual, he yet refused to

take the last step, and declare naked egoism to be man's sole principle.

This step, which Feuerbach should in consistency have taken but

did not, is taken by the pseudonymous author of the book Der

Einzige und sein Eigenthum (The Individual and his Property), by

Max Stirner (2d ed., Leipzig, 1882). This book, written not without

talent, calls for serious consideration as a work which, setting out

from the premises of sceptical nominalism, accepts to the uttermost

the consequences of that position, without fear even of the regardless

frivolity to which it may lead. The view of the world which makes

ideas mere empty words, is not without seductive power, and is cer-

tainly charged with danger for an age wearied of thought as this is.

'Man' according to Stirner

—

i.e. the race, the idea, the essence

of humanity, is as vain and arbitrary an abstraction as the god or

the god-man of the old religion, and the absolute spirit, the legisla-

tive reason, the truth, the good, etc., of speculation and of the

religion of humanity. " Whether I look to ' Humanity,' the race,

to strive after this ideal, or to God and Christ with a like endeavour,

what is the essential difference ? The former has less colour in it

than the latter, perhaps : that is all. As the individual is the whole

of nature, so he is the whole of the race. ' Man ' is only an ideal,

the race is only a conception. To be * a man ' does not mean to

fulfil the ideal of man, but to set forth one's self, the individual.

I need not think how I am to realise the universally human, but

only how I satisfy myself / am my race, am without norm, with-

out law, without pattern, etc. I will be the enemy of every higher

power, while religion teaches us to make such a power our friend

and to be humble towards it. . . . The fear of God, properly so called,

was shaken to its foundations long ago, and a more or less conscious

atheism, to be seen outwardly in a widespread alienation from the

Church, has crept into fashion. But what was taken from God has

been added to man, and the power of humanity grew greater in the
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exact proportion in which religion lost weight. ' Man ' is the god

of to-da}', and fear of man has taken the place of the old fear of

God. But man only represents another supreme being, and so

nothing has happened to the supreme being but a metamorphosis
;

the fear of man is only an altered form of the fear of God. Our

atheists are religious people." It is true that Christianity robbed the

things of this world of their irresistible power, made us independent

of them, and freed us from the bonds of sense ; Ijut it was only to

bring us into a worse subjection to the supersensible, to the spirit

and its ideas, truths, prototypes and laws
;
just as one who grows up

from a boy to a young man is freed from the rod, but " possessed
"

instead by thoughts and ideals. But as the man shakes off these

troublesome fetters in their turn, and only asks what is " practical,"

i.e. profitable for him, advantageous for his enjoyment of life, so,

according to Stirner, man is now to enter on the sober, unenthusi-

astic, egoistic age of manliood, where it shakes off all the fetters of

its idealistic youthful dreams, all respect for the " Holy Spirit
"

(whether that of the Trinity or that of humanity, it is all the same

thing), as it once shook off in Christianity respect for the things and

powers of this world of sense. Those who still believe in any

truths, ideas and ideals, and make them a law to man, the pattern he

is to imitate, the task he is to accomplish, the idol to which he is to

sacrifice himself with his enjoyment of life and his unlimited glory

in himself, all belong, as Stirner states in an endless series of un-

wearied repetitions, to the parsons, whether they be philosophers,

schoolmasters, or philanthropists and liberals of the most enlightened

stamp. The liberation of humanity is only accomplished when man
no longer recognises any higher power above him, above the in-

dividual and his property, and no longer draws a distinction between

the individual as he is, and " the true man," i.e. the imaginary

picture of a man as he could be and should be, but when every one

regards himself as his only God and Lord, and his enjoyment of

self as his sole calling in life, that is, in short, when every one has

come to be a radical egoist on principle. " As worldy goods once

did, so now must also sacred goods be set forth as things which have
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lost their value. Truths are before Me as common and as indiffer-

ent as things, they do not cany me with them, nor stir up in me

any enthusiasm. There is not one truth, whether justice, freedom,

humanity or any other, that could stand before me, and to which I

should bow down. They are words, nothing but words, as to the

Christian all things are nothing but ' vanity.' Truths are phrases,

ways of speaking, words (\6<yo<i !) ; brought into connection, drawn up

in order, they form logic, science, philosophy. . . Truths are materials

that I can use up ; material like vegetables or weeds ; whether they

are the one or the other it is / who must decide. Truth is a creature

the value of which resides not in it but in me : taken hy itself it is

worthless. A truth above me, one truth, according to which I have

to direct myself, I do not know. For me there is no truth, for there

is nothing above me. Not even my nature, not even the nature of

man, is above me. No thought, no feeling, no belief is sacred

;

they are all disposable, my disposable property, and are destroyed as

they are created, by me. ... To give vent to his humour about the

littlenesses of men is in the power of every one who has ' lofty feel-

ings ; ' but to let him play with all those ' great thoughts, exalted

feelings, noble enthusiasm, and sacred faith, that presupposes that I

am the owner of all these. What religion calls the ' sinner,'

humanity calls the ' egoist.' But if I am under no necessity to

please others, is the ' egoist,' in whom humanity has brought forth

a new-fashioned devil, any more than a piece of nonsense ? The

egoist at whom the humanitarians shudder is just a bogle like the

devil, and exists only as a ghost and a picture of imagination in

their brain. They are always thinking still, as did their forefathers,

of the contrast of good and evil, only that they have given it the

modern names of ' human ' and ' egoistic
;

' or else they would not

have revived the hoary ' sinner ' in their ' egoist,' and sewed a new

piece on an old garment. But they could do no otherwise, for they

consider it to be their task to be men !"

Enough of the obnoxious chatter of a frivolous cynical egoism !

Why have I quoted so much of such folly and impertinence, the

reader may be inclined to ask. My answer is, that the ripest fruits
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best show the nature of the tree. The name of this tree is sceptical

nominalism, and its root is that anti-rational style of thought, which

sees in ideas, definitions, and in reason itself, nothing but empty

words, abstractions, and figments of our arbitrary snl)jective reflection,

because it does not recognise an objective thought which underlies

our subjective thought, a truth before us and above us, which is

valid in itself, and therefore possesses regulative authority for us.

" Thought," Stirner says very characteristically, rules the " possessed"

world, so long as it is made the presupposition of our own thought,

a thing existing by itself, and set up in a position of independence

as " Spirit" (under whatever name), as is done specially by Hegel, in

wliose school language is held which suggests that thought, or the

" thinking mind," i.e. thinking personified, thinking as a ghost, itself

thinks and acts. To this thought man then feels himself subjected,

ruled by it, to serve it is his " duty,"— he is " called " to the realisa-

tion of its thoughts, therefore not free. Only when it has been

perfectly found out that thought exists nowhere but in my head

and in similar heads, and that every thought accordingly is my own

creature and work, only then are we free enough, feeling ourselves

owners of our own thoughts and those of others, to place ourselves

above them, to emancipate ourselves from their binding power, to be

simply what we are, as this or that individual, and to do what we like.

" Reason is a book full of laws, all given against egoism." Hence

the sceptical denial of reason, that is of its objective a priori validity

and its inherent truth, is the sure way to the emancipation of radical

egoism, and to set on foot theoretical and practical Solipsism. Such

is in all seriousness the doctrine of this mad book of Stirner, a

doctrine which we shall do well to keep in mind in connection with

many of the phenomena of the present day !

But the denial of objective and a ijriori reason leads not only to

the destruction of the moral world-order, and the setting of universal

egoism in its place : it leads also to the destruction of the natural

world-order, and to universal scepticism, i.e. it makes it impossible

to account for the existence and the knowableness of an orderly nexus

of the world. At the very first steps of reflection on the fundamental

VOL. II. I
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problem of science, the possibility and tlie necessary conditions of all

our knowledge, at the very beginning, that is, of serious scientific

thought, the Atheism and Positivism of a Feuerbach and his com-

panions, which throw man entirely on himself and isolate and

deify the Ego, are seen to be a huge fatuity. This pseudo-scientific

position is quite incapable of giving even the rudiments of a

reasonable answer to the fundamental question as to the possibility

of knowledge, or as to the connection between objective thought and

the existence of the world ; and in this lies the readiest refutation

of it. Only a dilettante philosophy still at the stage of naive realism,

a philosophy, that is, which has never possessed, or having possessed

has lost, the elementary insight won by criticism, could be blind to

the shallowness of this position. The naturalism, therefore, which

arose out of the disintegration of the speculative Hegelian philosophy

is a relapse into pre-Kantian dogmatism, and has still to trace the

steps of the way of self-knowledge ; from thoroughgoing scepticism

to criticism, from criticism to objective idealism and rationalism, or

to the recognition of absolute reason before and above our finite

reason. But the fact that such a relapse to pre-Kantian positions

took place, and that it became necessary once more to traverse all

the stages of the critical process of self-knowledge, proves sufficiently

that the Hegelian form of speculative philosophy was seriously

defective. It was impossible to stand still at it, as it is impossible

simply to return to it ; and in so far the truant scholars of this

philosophy have done good service, who struck out other paths, and

made it necessary to develop it further.

The above remarks apply with special force to the famous theo-

logical critic, David Fricdrich Strauss, who set out from the same

point as Feuerbach, and arrived by a similar road at a similar result.

By his first appearance as a critic of the Gospel hiftory he rudely

dissipated the mists created by the illusion that truth was now held

in secure possession, and broke in ungently, especially in the Hegelian

school, on the premature treaty between faith and knowledge. It

continued to be his vocation to apply the^tests of criticism to tradi-
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tional belief, and to all halting and vague opinions ; and by his

unwearied, uncompromising, and courageous fulfilment of such a

task he permanently benefited theology and religious science in

general. Yet it could not have been foreseen that the bold critic of

the Life of Jesus would end with such a position as that of The Old

Faith and the Neiv. At the earlier period he wrote his Friedliche

Blatter (Letters for Peace), an earnest attempt to sift out the per-

manent from the temporary elements of historical Christianity as the

truly valuable and indestructible kernel of religious truth ; and this

task he discharged with equal firmness and good feeling. About the

same time he wrote his admirable essay on Schleiermacher and Daub,

in which he spoke of the critical operation as certainly an indispens-

able side of scientific theology, but not the only side of it, the specu-

lative reconstruction of dogma with a view to its ideal contents being

an equally essential part of theology, and—he still thought at that

time—an even more valuable part. At that time he even gave the

Hegelian Daub, who believed in miracles, a higher place as a scientific

theologian than the critical Schleiermacher ! Indeed he so sincerely

sympathised with the genial religiosity of Daub as to quote with

visible satisfaction the " splendid " words of that scholar :
" A people

can disappear along with its religion from the face of the eartli, but

religion itself can never disappear. Its apparent setting is its rise
;

only in men's thoughts are the two disjoined from each other. The

sun never sets : only to our sense is its rise separated from its

setting : the two are really one : the sun sets while it rises, rises

while it sets."

But it was not long before the Straussian Glanhenslehre (" System

of Doctrine") appeared, a work which exhibited a marked cooling of

religious warmth, and also a great diminution of interest in the posi-

tive rebuilding of the dogma criticism had destroyed. The acuteness

and the transparent clearness of this work must still be admired as

masterly ; the criticism of dogma appears as the process of its own

history, a natural and necessary process, set forth with playful grace

and yet with irresistible force. But the answer to the inquiry as to

the " permanent " in this " temporary " was scanty and uncertain
;
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and one would gather from this system of doctrine the comfortless

impression that the only purpose of dogma was to destroy itself by

its own history (as Baur somewhere remarks with great point).

Behind all these dogmatic representations with their incessant con-

tradictions, which made them all a prey to the inexorable critical

intellect, the reader might have expected to find that religion itself

remained as an undestroyed and indestructible kernel ; but this im-

portant point has retreated very much into the background even in

this work.

Thus Strauss's final confession of faith published (1872) in his

famous work The Old Faith and the Neiv shortly before his death,

was to those who really knew him no great surprise. If at an earlier

period he had been unable to distinguish between dogmatic ideas

and their religious contents, it was natural that he should now

answer the question :
" Are we still Christians ?

" with an outspoken

" No ; " for we who live in this age have unquestionably outgrown

—

all of us, though in varying degrees—the old view of the world on

which the dogma of the Church is built. This is apparent from the

one fact that we adhere to the Copernican system which turns the

old view of the world upside down. But as the central life of tlie

mature man is the same as that of the boy, widely as the thoughts

which fill the man's mind differ from the fancies of the boy; so it

may well be that the same religious spirit which in Jesus and the

apostles called the Church into existence may still be the soul of

Christendom to-day, even though it now clothes its religious life in

quite different forms of thought. If it be the case, as is generally

conceded at least in thesi, that Christianity is not identical with the

set of dogmatic propositions belonging to any particular period of

the Church, but transcends these as every living principle transcends

the forms in which it appears, then it is not legitimate to measure

the degree of Christianity of any nge by its agreement with tlie dog-

matic tenets of earlier periods. Strauss's answer to the second ques-

tion :
" Have we still Eeligion ? " is vague and uncertain. Yes, he

answers, in so far as we acknowledge, if not a personal God, yet a

universe full of reason and goodness, and regard it with thankful
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confidence, with piety. But " reason and goodness " are (qualities

of mind, and obviously can only be predicated of a subject endowed

in some sense with mind. To attribute them to the universe is

meaningless, unless by the " universe " we understand (as in the

sense of Schleiermacher's Discourses) the " Spirit of the World."

But where are these qualities of the Straussian " universe " to come

from ? It is based on no spiritual principle, nor governed by any

such principle ; it is nothing but the sum of the material atoms, and

the result of their blind mechanism. For in the third section :

" How do we understand the world ? " Strauss embraces an un-

qualified mechanical materialism, in wliich by the aid of the Dar-

winian hypothesis the last trace of ideal potencies, the teleology

which is immanent, is put aside and tlie world regarded as a huge

piece of clockwork, composed of material forces which act blindly

and without an aim. Combined with such a position, the faint re-

mainder of an ideal view of tlie world contained in reverence for a

" reasonable and benevolent universe," is nothing but a flagrant

inconsistency.

A similar inconsistency is to be remarked in the moral prin-

ciples developed in the fourth section :
" How do we order our life ?

"

It is finely said, and commands our full assent when Strauss says,

that moral action is a self-determination of the individual according

to the idea of the race, that the sum of all morality is never to forget

at any moment that you are a man and not a mere nature-being, and

that in man nature strives not only upwards but even beyond her-

self, so that man is called not only not to fall back into the beast

but to become something ever better and better, and if he cannot as

a nature-being quite escape from the struggle for existence, yet to

ennoble it in accordance with his higher powers, and to soften it by

remembering how the members of the race belong to, and are mutu-

ally indebted to, each other. But what is this ? We were told in the

preceding section that the world is built up on nothing but blind

material forces, and that its aim is to be sought in the struggle for

existence. How, then, can nature strive in man to get beyond her-

self, and so be bent on denying her own essence ? And liow can
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man attain to an " idea of the race," and recognise in it the higher

law, to which he is to subordinate the all-embracing law of nature

contained in the struggle for existence ? We can conceive no more

crying contradiction than to base such an ideal moral principle on

such a materialism. The position is neither one thing nor another,

and cannot be maintained. Either the mechanism of the atomic

forces is the power which creates the world, and the struggle for

existence the law which shapes it ; and then man's life also knows

nothing but the pressure of various natural impulses, and the law of

the stronger ; or if we recognise in the moral law a will of the whole

which presents to the individual will a binding authority and a con-

necting unity, then this will of the whole must stretch back into the

basis of the world, and form part of the cause of our being, and be

recognised as an ordering spiritual principle transcending the multi-

plicity of individual forces. On the way of materialism, Strauss is

not able to attain to a monistic view of the world. His view of the

world breaks down at the most important point, breaks into two

halves which are absolutely irreconcilable with each other !

The line struck out by Teuerbach and Strauss was largely fol-

lowed by the " Young-Hegelians," who, in the beginning of the

forties gathered about the Halle or German Jahrbiicher, edited by

Echtermeyer and Kuge. Their strength lay from the first rather in

talented and witty criticism than in original production, and with

the increasing vigour of philosophical and political endeavour about

that time they lost all importance for science. Arnold Euge, the

principal representative of this radical philosophy, published at a

later date (1869), Discourses on Religion, its origin and decay, ad-

dressed to the CuUiDated among its Respecters—a work announced by

its title as a companion to or parody on Schleiermacher's Discourses

on Religion, to the Cultivated among its Contemners. But Euge's

Discourses, pretentious as they are, contain nothing that is not insig-

nificant and superficial. On the essence of religion, the distinguish-

ing features of the historical religions, the influence of religion

on the rest of human life, we hear nothing, nothing at least but
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what is one-sided and perverted. The truth shown hy recent mytho-

logical investigations that the gods were originally personified nature-

powers, is announced as a tremendous discovery, and the precipitate

conclusion is at once drawn, as if it were a thing admitting of no

question, that religion, having l)egun with the mythology of nature,

is nothing more than mythology of nature or fairy-tale, which must

disappear as the secrets of nature become known. In the course of

his work, it further occurs to him that in the deities of certain reli-

gions we are dealing not merely with nature, with meteorological and

astronomical Miirchen, but also with human ideals, and in an appen-

dix he speaks with great confidence of this " necessary union of

humanism and naturalism in all religions " as his original discovery,

which only suggested itself, however, as he was writing out his dis-

courses. The latter circumstance may perhaps explain how a num-
ber of sentences remain standing in the book which contradict that

discovery, speak of every religion as simply a nature-religion, and

make every deity, the Christian as well as the rest, a nature-being

of fabulous character. It may explain further how the inner relation

of these two sides, the change of which fills up the history of reli-

gion, is scarcely spoken of at all. Had it pleased the author, instead

of pouring out cheap tirades about religious Marchen and modern
" illumination " to realise to himself the psychological motives on

which the belief in deities was based from the first, he would no

doubt have found that the impulse and the instinct of reason were

at work in the formation of mytlis even in the earliest times, and

sought to recognise what is highest in man as at the same time the

supreme power in the world, to trace in and above nature the pre-

sence of a spirit like man's, and by this faith and the service of this

higher power to rise to a higher, to a moral existence. Had he seen

this, the author would have been led farther to conclude that as it

was in the beginning, so it is now and ever shall be, tliat the moral

realisation of the true, the beautiful, and the good in man's life must

of necessity seek to support itself by believing in a reality of the

true and the good above man, and hence that the cultiis of science,

art, and politics, cannot, as Euge holds with Strauss, thrust out reli-
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gion and take its place, but must, on the contrary, rest on religion as

its foundation.

All these attempts of idealistic atheists to set the worship of cul-

ture in the place of belief in God and worship of God, are marked

by a style of thought curiously wanting in thoroughness and defi-

niteness. As against such a mode of treatment, a robuster style of

thinking such as that of Max Stirner is quite right in insisting that

one of the alternatives be chosen : Either the true and good is ante-

cedent to human thought and action, and exists in itself; then it is

the attribute of a superhuman spirit or God existing independently,

and as such is a legitimate object of religious adoration and moral

devotion to spirits like ours made in the image of God : or the

true and good is only set up by this and that individual, then it is

not a transcendent, eternal thing at all, it is no longer above us but

under us, and there is no longer any reason for offering it adoration,

service, or sacrifice. There is no sufficient reason for the practical

recognition of the divine as the true and good or as moral ideal, so

long as it does not rest on the theoretical recognition of the divine

as an independent self-existing reality, and a power all must obey,

that is, on a religious belief in God, in whatever v/ay it may be

formulated. Take away this foundation, and moral idealism is

entirely in the air, and destitute, for practice, of any guarantee of

its substantiality and durability. In spite of all the advances of

culture the old words will continue true, that the fear of the Lord is

the beginning of wisdom !

A similar development to that now described took place in

France and England during the same period in the rise of the " Posi-

tive Philosophy." This philosophy is essentially and fundamentally

irreligious, but it makes incursions on the province of religion which

are worthy of attention. On the theoretical side it is a renewal or

a continuation of the mechanical materialism of the encyclopedists

of the preceding century, one of whom, Turgot, advanced in his his-

tory of the progress of the human mind the very theory of the three

views of the world, the mythological, the metaphysical, and the
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mechanical (mathematical), which forms the kernel of the system of

Anguste Conite. The only new feature with Corate is that the theory

is now applied to the consideration of social life, and a communistic

philanthropic ideal of society erected on this basis. This union of a

mathematical intellectualism, issuing in barren atheism, with an en-

tliusiastic social idealism, was the peculiar work of Auguste Comte,

who, professionally a mathematician and physicist, had become early in

life a disciple of Saint-Simon. To the vague, dreaming, and mystical

theories of this religious communist, he supplied a scientitic substruc-

ture in his voluminous work, Cours de jy^iilosophie positive (1830-1842).

The foundation and the hinge of tlie system is repugnance to all

metaphysical speculation ; a repugnance derived from Saint-Simon,

with whom it was the natural instinct of a disposition exclusively

practical and sentimental. Comte sets out from the position that the

sole object of science is the positive, i.e. facts which we know from

experience ; and these consist exclusively of relative iilienomena,

relations and occurrences whicli we perceive with our senses, and

from the similarity and the regular recurrence of which we abstract

certain " general facts," the systematic setting together of which

constitutes the different sciences. Of the causes of the phenomena

we can know nothing, nor certainly of a supreme and absolute

cause. There is, Comte says, " only one absolute principle ; that

there is nothing absolute." Let it be remarked that Comte does

not, like his more cautious followers in England, Stuart Mill and

Herbert Spencer, distinguish between the non-existence of the

absolute for our knowledge (its unknowableness) and its non-

existence in itself (its impossibility) ; to him the one and the other go

together, it is a simple matter of course that what is unthinkable is

also unreal. This shows a right and proper confidence in the power

and validity of our thought : but with Conite this confidence does

not flow from self-assurance gained by a critico -speculative victory

over scepticism, it is the pure undisturbed naivete of an empiricism

which at once regards the phenomena of sense as realities—an em-

piricism which, as we learn from many examples in history, assumes

a tone of the greatest assurance in its affirmations and denials just
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when it is most unconscious of the fact that its own position is with-

out any foundation. The awakening from this position in scepticism

marks in every instance the beginning of the process of self-inquiry

which leads to well-grounded belief

The " positive philosophy " which inquires only into facts, i.e. the

relations of phenomena in space and time, and not into causes, is

according to Comte the third and highest position to which the

human mind attains in the knowledge of the world, the theological

and the metaphysical positions having first been passed through. At

first man explained the phenomena of nature as the operations of

causes like man, or of spirits which he called gods because he held

them to be active beings of superior power, and dreaded the more,

the less he was able to understand their operations. That was

the first stage of philosophy, the theological. But as time

went on the thoughtful came to see that the phenomena of nature

which take place regularly and are repeated without change could

not be the v,^ork of beings who acted arbitrarily and changeably
;

they therefore substituted for the personal gods of theological

philosophy the impersonal " entities " of metaphysics ;
they ex-

plained motion by motive force, its cause, life by vital force, fire by

fire-stuff, light and heat from the illuminating and the heating

forces, etc. These are pure abstractions which explain nothing and

are simply generic names for the phenomena to be explained. In so

far as they are represented as the operative causes of phenomena,

they are merely weak copies of the supernatural causes of the

theological philosophy. The epoch of " metaphysical philosophy

"

thus forms the transition from the theological to the positive philo-

sophy of which Comte claims to be himself the founder. It does

not go back to unknown and indefinite causes, either of a personal

or of an abstract nature, causes whose working cannot be accurately

traced or measured, and which render impossible any idea of natural

laws, and therefore of science. It limits itself to investigating

the natural and discernible conditions under which the phenomena

generally occur. Its aim is to make us lords of nature or at least

independent of nature, teaching us to modify the processes of nature

or at least to foresee them, so that we may arrange our conduct in
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accordance with them. For this purpose it is quite enough to know

under what circiiinstances each phenomenon occurs. The general

facts that certain things take phice under certain conditions are

wliat are metaphorically called laws of nature. Stuart Mill (here also

more cautious tlian Comte, the naive Empiricist) prefers to call them

the " natural uniformities," thus remaining more strictly within the

range of facts and keeping free from any idea of a necessary depend-

ence. The laws of nature for each class of objects form when taken

together a special science, and the combination of these special

sciences with the observation of the relations of the laws of one

science to those of the others, forms the universal science or

(positive) philosophy. As in Comte's view there is no other reality

than sense-phenomena, and every existence represented outside of

these, whether called matter or spirit, soul, force, or God, is nothing

but a chimaira, there can be no philosophy with objects of its own in

addition to the phenomena dealt with by the particular sciences
;

and philosopliy can only be the systematic combination of all the

separate sciences.

As for the relations of the different sciences to each other, they

are only distinguished—so at least Comte taught in his earlier,

purely " objective " position—by the greater simplicity or complex-

ness of their objects. The simpler their facts are the more universally

valid are they ; the more complex the facts the more restricted is the

validity of the science. In the first stage stands mathematics ; for

number, extension, form are the simplest things nature shows us

;

hence the precision and the universal validity of mathematics. At

the highest stage stands the social science, for the relations of men

are the most complex of all plienomena, hence the difficulty of dis-

covering its laws. Yet the more complex and the most complex

phenomena of the higher spheres of life are ultimately no more than

readjustments of the simplest mathematical relations. Now as all

propositions of geometry admit of being reduced to propositions of

arithmetic, so the problem at which science must labour, though it

never can hope fully to solve it, is by an exhaustive analysis to

reduce all phenomena, even those of the highest departments, to the

simplest facts on which mathematics rest, e.ff. the law of gravitation.
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The positive philosophy accordingly would be, if completed, nothing

but a mathematical and mechanical explanation of the world and

all its parts. Comte, it is true, doubts if such a science can be

attained, and even condemns the precipitate reduction of the

characteristic phenomena of organic life to merely physical and

chemical elements. He utters a warning against extending the

.

lower sphere beyond its own limits so that the higher is lost in

it, and its new and peculiar features disregarded. But in this

confession that the mathematical calculus is not adequate to the

explanation of biological phenomena Comte is far from seeing

a proof that there are any higher principles and laws at work

in the higher sphere. Soul or spirit is never any more than a

metaphysical abstraction to him, and psychological phenomena he

simply traces to physiological antecedents. We cannot therefore

blame those (some of them are Comte's own adherents) who hold

this philosophy of positivism to be identical with materialism ;
though

Comte declined the term as unscientific, reckoning the notion of

matter to be one of the metaphysical fictions, this does not change

the mechanical and materialistic character of his system. We can

only say of this materialism that it is superficial and incurable be-

cause the principle of it is not distinctly set forth.

But it is impossible not to ask what right such a superficial

empiricism has to call itself philosophy, nay the highest philosophy,

the consummation of philosophy, an empiricism which takes the

phenomena of sense for realities without any inquiry, without con-

sidering that we find these phenomena primarily only as ideas in our

consciousness, or asking how we arrive at these ideas, or what

part our own activity has in giving rise to them?—an empiri-

cism moreover which speaks incessantly of " laws of nature

"

and takes for granted as a matter of course that these laws are

constant and always valid, without thinking for a moment whether

there is anywhere in the matter of experience such a thing to be

found as a law, a necessity in the nexus of events ? whether these

very notions, causality, necessity, universal validity, are not of such

a nature as entirely to transcend all empirical induction, which
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never can do more than state a number of iudividual cases, and to

point convincingly to a source that is above experience, a 2^'>''iori, or

seated in ourselves ? Simply to ignore questions and objections of

this sort is a naivete which since the days of Berkeley, Hume, and

Kant is not permitted to philosophers. In the preface to his

Catechism Comte speaks of Hume and Kant as his principal pre-

decessors, and says that positivism is the systematic working out of

Kant's fundamental ideas : but this only shows, how little he

understood these philosophers, as he never clearly realised the

problems on which their thinking turns, far less understood the

mode of solution pointed out by Kant's energetic rationalism.

So much had to be said as to the character of the positivist

mode of thought, whicli in an age weary of thought like ours is

widely diffused. As for Comte's religious tlieory, it answers both

in the pretension of its views and in their correctness to what the

character of the philosophy, as we have described it, would lead us

to expect. AVe gladly recognise it as an improvement that from his

first mechanical physical positivism Comte passed at a later period

(under the inlluence of various experiences of life) to a moral posi-

tivism, or that, as he himself expresses it, he advanced from the

" objective method," which explains all things, man as well as the

rest, from the object, from things, to the " subjective method " which

pursues an opposite course and explains the world from man, from

man's moral feelings. This might seem to indicate a turn such as

was executed in the history of philosophy by Kant. But for such a

change Comte was too destitute of fixed connection of the various

lines of thought. The new subjective method worked out by him in

his SysUme de politique positive (1851-54), and his Catdchisme

positive (1852), stood in no proper connection witli his former

materialistic positivism, but was only added to it as an external

mechanical supplement ; the physiological treatment of the life of

the soul, which formerly held the ground alone, now finding a

strange contrast in the sketch of the pathos of unselfish love. In

the " objective method " of the earlier period the subjective factor

of our knowledge, the action of thought according to the laws of
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our reason, had been quite ignored ; while in the later views the

most subjective feeling of all, that of love, sympathy, living for

others, is alone held to be valid, and all other powers, those of

intelligence among the rest, are completely subordinate to it. We
do not find here any scientific proof of the moral law that the

personality is to be subjected to " sociability," egoism to " altruism,"

any more than any proof was brought forward at the earlier stage of

the right of the understanding to think of phenomena under the

form of laws. Here as there the indispensable requirement of

scientific method is wanting, namely the legitimation of the pro-

cedure adopted before the forum of thinking reason which alone can

sanction it. In the former case, however, this was wanting, because

thought had surrendered to things, and imagined itself to receive its

law from them ; in the present case it is wanting because thought

has surrendered to feeling, and finds its sole law in the particular

feelino- of love which happens at this time to rule the mood of the

positivist—a procedure the arbitrariness of which in point of form is

not condoned by the superior character of the contents.

Under the influence of this mood Comte's philosophy changed

more and more into a religion—a religion, it is true, which possesses

neither God nor soul, but in their place a chief fetish and various

other fetishes, and seeks its ideal for the w^orship of these mainly in

the mysticism of the Middle Ages. The old religions, among

which Comte assigns the highest place to Catholicism, were theo-

logical : his new religion professes to be " sociological," i.e. it takes

Jmmanity for its supreme object, the one human race embracing in

itself all peoples and tribes, which he calls " the great being."

Humanity has its origin in the earth, and so the earth is placed

beside it as the second deity, under the name of " the great Fetish."

With regard to the earth too, a question arises as to the cause of its

being and its motion ; and as the higher in which the earth exists

space is added to humanity and the earth as the great mean

{milieu), the third in the Comtian trinity thus occupying something

like the place of the great tortoise of the savage religions, which

has to support the earth. The earth which was originally livelier
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and mightier in all its parts than it is now, has reduced, humbled,

sacrificed itself in order to bring forth the great being, humanity,

and deserves for this sacrifice our tliankful adoration as the " great

Fetish." But the most perfect object that man can worship is

humanity itself, and in it again woman occupies the first place,

because the powers of feeling to which Comte now assigns the

primacy, predominate in her. The cultus of this new religion con-

sists in the thankful celebration of the memory of the heroes of

humanity, wdio have in any sphere made any valuable contribution

to its progress. Comte drew out a complete calendar with the names

of the new saints of the positivist religion, which forms an appendix

to the CaUchisme 'positivisU. The months (there are thirteen of

them) are named after the most illustrious heroes : Moses, Homer,

Aristotle, Archimedes, CcBsar, St. Paul, Charlemagne, Dante,

Gutenberg, Shakespeare, Descartes, Frederic the Great, Bichat : the

Sundays are named after the heroes of the second rank, those for

example of the first month, which is dedicated to the " old theocracy,"

after Numa, Buddha, Confucius, and Mahomet ; those of the sixth

month (Catliolicism) after Augustine, Hildebrand, St. Bernard, and

Bossuet ; those of the tenth month (modern drama) after Calderon,

Corneille, Moliere, IMozart ; those of the eleventh (modern philo-

sophy) after St. Thomas, Bacon, Leibniz, and Hume. It is a

remarkable circumstance that neither the name of Jesus, nor that of

any of the Eeformers, or Protestant theologians, is to be found in this

pantheon of new saints ; and that German poets, artists, philosophers,

and scholars, when mentioned at all, are only placed (with the

exception of Leibniz and Mozart) among the saints of the third

rank, whose names are attached to the days of the week, while the

most obscure names of the Latin world are raised to stars of the

first magnitude. I am not led to mention this by any patriotic

sensitiveness, but it appears to me to be very characteristic of the

thoroughly Eoman Catholic character of this atheistic religion of the

future, a character which may also be noticed in the similarity of

the socialistic and religious (hierocratic) mode of describing in-

dividuals in all the details of their life with the Jesuit ideal of
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education and politics. It would not reward us to enter into detail

with regard to the nonsense in which Comte found increasing

pleasure towards the end of his life. That he credited us Germans

with the least amount of receptiveness for his religion of humanity

is the most flattering compliment he could have paid us ; but it

would be the more deplorable if the progress of a thoughtless em-

piricism should prepare the way amongst us for French positivism

and atheism, a way of thinking so entirely un-German and un-

Protestant, and which would involve a breach with the glorious past

and with the exalted mission of our race !

The disciples of Auguste Comte were in part more sober, in part

more prudent than the founder of Positivism. They were more

sober, inasmuch as they rejected the later sentimental religious

tendency of their master and his attempt to found a new positivist

religion, and regarded it as a melancholy aberration, which showed

his mental strength to have given way. They were more prudent,

inasmuch as they qualified his dogmatic atheism with a sceptical

restriction, and did not declare the idea of God, as Comte did, to be

a fiction, but a problematical notion, the reality of which could as

little be affirmed as denied ; they asserted only the unknowableness,

not, as Comte had done, the impossibility, of God. This is the posi-

tion of J. Shiart Mill and Herbert Spencer. Mill also objected to the

reduction of psychological phenomena to physiological processes,

that is to say, against the materialism of Positivism. And finally

even the stoutest upholders of the system, such as E. Littr6 and

Taine, were driven to admit the indispensableness of final causes for

the explanation of nature, thus parting with the exclusively mechani-

cal principle of the " objective or positive method." After the

adherents of the school had been driven to adopt such cardinal

changes, one may well ask what remained of the whole of the posi-

tivist philosophy wliich proudly claimed, when it first appeared, to

be the inauguration of a new era of human thought ? Nothing, per-

haps, remained but the undefined antipathy of empiricism against

thought which goes to the root of phenomena, or rational tliought.
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This certainly appears to be the case with regard to the first two

thinlvers named above, whose philosophy enjoys a great reputation

in England.

Stuart Mill's philosophy is the revival of the empiricism of a

Locke and a Hobbes and of the scepticism of a Hume. All our

thinking is traced by INIill, as by these precursors, to the association

of sensations which we find present in our minds, and with regard

to which we presume, without knowing why, that they proceed from

extraneous causes, called bodies. The association of these sensa-

tions so as to form notions and judgments proceeds on the similarity

of certain sensations to each other, and on the frequent perception

that certain ideas are connected with each other and follow each

other. What we call substance is only the sum of a series of sensa-

tions to which, without any objective reason, we attribute a certain

permanence ; nor is it otherwise with what we call our soul, our

Ego. Similarly the notion of cause is based only on the circum-

stance that in our experience certain phenomena are regularly and

in all conditions followed by certain others. The oftener we perceive

such a connection, with the greater probability do \ve anticipate its

recurrence, but without any idea of a necessity inherent in the thing

itself Such a necessity Mill as a consistent empiricist rejects even in

mathematical propositions (which it is well known determined Kant

in favour of the rationalistic a priori theory). According to Mill

the proposition that the radii of a circle are all equal is only ap-

proximately true, and the fact that 2x2 has always turned out to

be 4 in our past experience, does not do away with the possibility

that on another planet or in future ages on this one it may be other-

wise. The reason why we attribute so high a degree of certainty to

mathematical axioms is, according to Mill, simply that they belong

to our earliest and most familiar experiences. In short, logical

necessity, the basis of all scientific certainty, is completely done

away with and reduced to a relative probability based on habit.

On this footing the reality of what is before our minds, of the

world and of our own soul, remains quite problematical ; causality

being limited to the mere association of sensations in the con-

VOL. II. K
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sciousness, and its reference to anything beyond the subject denied,

there is no longer any warrant for assuming external causes.

In his unlogical logic, Mill denies to reason any autonomous and

productive activity of its own in the formation of our knowledge,

and degrades it to a mere association of sensations. Similarly in

his unmoral morals (Utilitarianism) he denies the autonomous legis-

lation of reason, and substitutes for it the motive of interest rightly

understood. Here he argues rather with Hobbes and Bentham than

with Comte, whose " altruism " is immeasurably nobler than Mill's

utilitarianism, only that it had no organic connection with the pre-

mises of the positivist system. We may say, indeed, that Mill drew

the practical consequences of positivism more correctly than the

originator of that philosophy. The principle of his morality is one

which has been well known from Epicureanism downwards, that

happiness is the only aim to be desired for its own sake. The means

of happiness are of various kinds ; but the difference between them

is only quantitative, those are to be preferred which furnish greater

enjoyment. But as the sympathetic disposition of man brings it

about that the happiness of others augments his own, and the un-

happiness of others gives him pain, therefore, Mill holds with

Bentham, the pursuit of our own happiness embraces the furtherance

of that of others, and the principle stated above must be extended to

this, that the pursuit of the greatest possible happiness of all is the

highest task of every individual. But though the principle of happi-

ness is thus extended, the egoistic position is still expressly adhered

to :
" There can be no other reason for desiring the general happiness

than that each man desires his own happiness, so far as it is attain-

able."

On this basis there can be no question of virtue or of duty in a

purely moral sense. Virtue is only that mode of action which best

knows how to combine a man's own happiness with that of others,

and being thus a means of happiness it may itself be regarded as a

good, just as money, power, honour, and the like are indirect goods,

namely, as means towards enjoyment. But a self-less virtue which

loves the good for its own sake, and forgets itself in devotion to
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duty in the service of the general welfare, and even sacrifices its

own existence, such a virtue—and surely no other is entitled to the

name—is from the utilitarian point of view a thing without mean-

ing, as Mill himself indicates when he calls such a way of thinking

and acting a blind generosity, the real occurrence of which is yet

very useful to society ! If duty be the obligation to do certain

tilings and leave undone certain others, an obligation universal, un-

conditioned, which puts forward its claim, and is to be considered

valid, quite independently of personal inclination and aversion, it is

clear that on the ground of the morals of self-interest there is no

room for such an ethical idea. We can only have, in its place, the

description of what is considered proper or of the custom seen to pre-

vail ; but we can never obtain from this an obligatory moral standard

for the action of individuals, but at most a rule of prudence, which

does not in the least prevent egoism from allowing itself an excep-

tion whenever it desires one. How infinitely higher than this

pedlar's morality of interest is Shaftesbury's principle of moral

beauty, of unselfish enthusiasm and love ! From such an ideal point

of view a Shaftesbury could find some faults with the form Christian

morality had assumed in the course of history ; and that we could

understand. But when a Stuart Mill carps from his utilitarian

point of view at the ideality of Christian morality, we are involun-

tarily reminded of the parable of the mote and the beam.

Thus in his logic and his morals Mill resolves objective truth

and the necessity of reason into fortuitous combinations of sensations

and desires. In the same way in dealing with religion, at least in

his earlier period (we shall afterwards remark on his changed atti-

tude at a later time), he does not inquire as to its truth, but only as

to its utility, its value for social and individual life. His interesting

essay on the Utilitij of Religion ^ opens with the question whether,

when religious convictions have generally become unstable as they

^ The second of the Three Esm;/.-< on Rcll'j'iuii, collected and pnljlished after the

anther's death, by }{. Taylor (second edition : London, 1S74). The iirefatory

note of the editor tells ns that the second essay was written in the fifties, while the

third, on Thehm, was only com^iosed in 1870, which may account for the difference

between them.
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now have, it may not be time to inquire whether the great expense

of intellectual labour hitherto incurred in keeping up the faith

has produced any corresponding advantage to human happiness, or

whether this end would not be better served by an open acknow-

ledgment that certain things are inaccessible to our mental faculties,

and by turning these faculties to the strengthening and widening of

those other sources of virtue and happiness which do not need the

support or sanction of supernatural doctrines ? This question, in-

deed, he goes on, is not so easy to answer as many freethinkers are

inclined to believe ; for the possibility is not to be denied that reli-

gion, though not intellectually tenable, may yet be morally useful

:

in fact, this must be admitted not only to have been the case in the

earlier ages, but still to be the case for certain peoples and indi-

viduals. But is it the case generally aud for all times ? This is the

question to be examined; and for this end he proposes to inquire

whether a belief in religion regarded as a mere conviction, apart

from the question of its truth, is indispensable to the temporal wel-

fare of mankind ? Is the utility of faith essential and universal, or

local, temporary, and in a certain sense accidental ? and could not

the advantages which accompany it be attained in some other way,

without the great evils by which these advantages are neutralised

even in the best form of belief ?

In this inquiry he does not bring up against religion those enor-

mities which were perpetrated in earlier ages under her name. From

these pollutions, the lamentable result of her identification with bad

moral doctrines, religion has purified and is purifying herself. This

makes it the more possible to consider whether the useful properties

of religion are exclusively inherent in it, or whether their benefits

can be obtained without it ? It is customary to extol the usefulness

of religious belief as a means of social wellbeing. But here an im-

portant distinction is commonly overlooked. It is usual to credit

religion as such with the whole of the power inherent in any system

of moral duties inculcated by education and enforced by opinion.

Education and public opinion—these only are the great power in

human life, and religion only appears so powerful because she has
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this great power at her disposal. Keligious obligation when not

enforced by public opinion produces scarcely any effect on conduct,

as, for example, in the estimation formed of duelling or of illicit

sexual intercourse on the part of men—a clear proof, i\Iill thinks,

that the motive by which education acts is not so much the fear of

God as the fear of society. He finds a further proof of this in his-

tory. Greek education was entirely independent of religion, and

yet produced a strong sense of duty to the community ; while the

Jews were continually threatened by their spiritual guides with

divine punishment, and yet their history was a mere succession of

lapses into Paganism. And as for rewards and punishments in

another world, such as Christianity announces, they are not calcu-

lated to have any strong effect on conduct. This comes partly from

their indefiniteness, from the want of vividness in the happiness or

pain spoken of, partly from their uncertainty and from the hope that

a man will be able in some way to escape them. All this, however,

as Mill himself admits, is far from settling the question as to the

value of religion. He is well aware that the most high-minded of its

votaries do not insist on it as a social instrument to supplement

human laws, a more cvmning sort of police, but hold that the best of

mankind absolutely require religion for the perfection of their own

character, since it alone teaches the higher human morality, which

was unknown to the legislators and philosophers of antiquity. In

particular, he concedes that some of the precepts of Christ as exhi-

bited in the Gospels brought some kinds of moral goodness to a

greater height than had ever been attempted before, a goodness

which, once acknowledged by good men, can never again be lost to

the world. On the other hand, such doctrines first gained accept-

ance on the supposition of their being supernaturally revealed, and

why should their acceptance continue bound to such an assumption ?

Mill is so far from thinking this necessary, that this appears to him

to be the weakest point of religious morality. Wherever morality

is supposed to be of supernatural origin, morality is stereotyped, and

thus becomes incapable of adapting itself to the changing circum-

stances of society.
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But it is said that belief in the supernatural has an abiding root

in an ideal need of human nature. This Mill by no means denies ; he

himself shows in a striking way how religion and poetry both supply

the same want, that of ideal conceptions, grander and more beautiful

than we see realised in the prose of human life. Eeligion differs

from poetry in ascribing to these imaginative conceptions of poetry

reality in the other world ; it is the poetry of the supernatural com-

bined with a positive belief and expectation of its reality. " Belief

in a God or Gods and in a life after death becomes the canvas which

every mind according to its capacity covers with such ideal pictures

as it can either invent or copy. So long as human life is insufficient

to satisfy human aspirations, so long there will be a craving for

higher things, which finds its most obvious satisfaction in religion.

So long as earthly life is full of sufferings, so long there will be need

of consolations, which the hope of heaven affords to the selfish, the

love of God to the tender and grateful."

This sounds so well, that we might imagine our sceptic to have

changed under our hands into a warm apologist. It is only in ap-

pearance, however, that this is so. For after acknowledging the value

of religion to be indisputable " as a source of personal satisfaction

and of elevated feelings," he goes on to ask " whether in order to

obtain this good it is necessary to travel beyond the boundaries of

the world which we inhabit, or wliether the idealisation of our

earthly life, the cultivation of a high conception of what it may be

made, is not capable of supplying a poetry, and in the best sense of

the word a religion equally fitted to exalt the feelings, and (with the

same aid from education) still better calculated to ennoble the con-

duct than any belief concerning the unseen powers ? " If this be

said to be impossible on account of the shortness of human life, he

points out that the life of the human species is practically equivalent

to endlessness : and being combined with indefinite capability of im-

provement offers to the imagination and sympathies a large enough

object to satisfy any reasonable demand for grandeur of aspiration.

If such an object appears small to a mind accustomed to dream of

infinite and eternal beatitudes, it will expand into far other dimensions
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when those baseless fancies shall have receded into the past. If we

consider how ardent a sentiment, under favourable cu-cumstances of

education, the love of country became to the ancients, we cannot

judge it impossible that the love of that larger country the world,

may be nursed into similar strength, both as a source of elevated

emotion and as a principle of duty. A morality grounded on large

and wise views of the good of the whole, neither sacrificing the indi-

vidual to the aggregate nor the aggregate to the individual, but

giving to duty on the one hand, and to freedom and spontaneity on

the other, their proper province, would derive its power in the supe-

rior natures from sympathy and benevolence and the passion for

ideal excellence, and in the inferior also from the superadded sense

of shame. This exalted morality would not depend for its ascend-

ancy on any hope of reward, but the reward which might be looked

for, and the thought of which would be a consolation in suffering

and a support in moments of weakness, would be the consciousness

of the approbation of all those, dead or living, whom we admire or

venerate. Such feelings could not be designated merely as morality

;

they are a real religion, for the essence of religion is " the strong

and earnest direction of the emotions and desires towards an ideal

object, recognised as of the highest excellence, and as rightly para-

mount over all selfish objects of desire."

Measured by the standard of ethical idealism, the religion of

humanity of positivism is to be preferred to all the supernatural

religions. This is what ]\Iill now seeks to prove by a criticism of

the latter in respect of their moral and intellectual value. The

radical inferiority even of the best of the supernatural religions, as

compared with the religion of humanity, he holds to be established

by the fact that their promises of rewards and threats of punishment

strengthen the selfish interest, and thus become one of the most

serious obstacles of moral culture, the great purpose of which is to

strengthen the unselfish and weaken the selfish element in our

nature : a proposition which is in the highest degree surprising in a

moralist who upholds utility, and who more decidedly than any one

since Epicurus makes utility the sole principle of morality. We
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should concede the right to any other rather than to him to set up

as a critic of Christian morality, and to decide the question of the

hearing of eschatological views on the idealism of religion, a question

which must always he the object of earnest consideration for the

thinker, but the answer to which is by no means so simple as those

think who fail to distinguish between the husk and the kernel of a

religion, or between a man's practical attitude and his theory. The

second defect which appears to Mill to be an immense abatement

from the value of the old religions as means of elevatinsr and im-

proving human character, is that they can only produce their best

moral effects where there is a certain torpidity, if not a positive

twist, in the intellectual faculties. For it is impossible for any one

who habitually thinks, and who is unable to blunt his inquiring

intellect by sophistry, to go on ascribing absolute perfection to the

author and ruler of so clumsily made and capriciously governed a

creation as this planet and the life of its inhabitants. As long as

we are called on to believe that the author of nature and the author

of the Sermon on the Mount are the same being, we are involved

in moral perplexities without end : since the ways of this Deity in

Nature are on many occasions totally at variance with the precepts

of the same Deity in the Gospel But if we seek to escape from

this embarrassment by declaring the purposes of providence to be

mysterious, and its justice and goodness to be other than the justice

and goodness which we know and which it befits us to practise, the

worship of the Deity ceases to be the adoration of moral perfection,

and becomes the bowing down to the gigantic image of something

not fit for us to imitate. It is the worship of power only. To these

difficulties, which belong to the nature of the theistic belief in God

generally, there are to be added some which are peculiar to the

Christian doctrine, e.g., that God created the majority of men with

the certain foreknowledge that he was creating them for eternal

damnation in hell. This represents his character as most dreadful

and horrible. The doctrines of original sin and vicarious atonement

may belong rather to the Apostle Paul and not be originally Christian.

But there is one moral contradiction, inseparable from every form of
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Christianity, which no ingenuity can resolve ; that the good God

shoukl have extended only to a minority and by special grace the

one thing needful, the divine remedy for sin and suffering, which it

would have cost the Divine giver as little to have vouchsafed to all.

Add to this that the Divine message has been authenticated by

credentials so insufficient, that they fail to convince a large proportion

of the strongest and most cultivated minds, and the difficulty of the

belief in the perfect goodness and wisdom of such a God is much

increased. A simple faith in the one God of Nature and of the

Gospels is only possible to one who fixes his attention exclusively on

what is beautiful and beneficent in the precepts and spirit of the

Gospel and in the dispensations of nature, and puts all that is the

reverse entirely aside ; it can only co-exist, as was said above, with a

torpid and inactive state of the intellectual faculties.

After this critical review of Christian doctrine, which only

deviates markedly in one point from the broad way of general

rationalistic criticism, Mill surprises us at the close of his discussion

by indicating a certain compromise between his positivist religion

of humanity and the old theistic faith. If, he says, we resign irre-

vocably the idea of an omnipotent creator, and regard the world as

the product of a struggle between Divine wisdom and goodness and

an intractable matter, as was believed by Plato, or a principle of

evil as the Manichoians taught ; and if we regard the final triumph

of good over evil as the end fixed by the plan of providence ; against

the moral tendency of such a creed no possible objection can lie.

The evidence for it, indeed, is too shadowy, and the promises it holds

out too uncertain, to admit of its being a permanent substitute for

the religion of humanity ; but the two may be held in conjunction,

and he to whom ideal good and the' progress of the world toward it

are already a religion, even though that other creed may seem to

him a belief not grounded on evidence, is at liberty to indulge the

pleasing and encouraging thought that its truth is possible. For

there is nothing to hinder the sceptic from planting the ample

domain of the imagination with possibilities, with hypotheses which

cannot be known to be false, which appear to be favoured by many
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appearances of nature, which l)y their favourable iniluence on the

feelings acquire a just claim to toleration, and yet are far from

amounting to real convictions. It must be conceded that super-

natural religion affords a firmer conviction, especially with regard to

the life after death ; but it is very questionable whether the want of

this conviction is so serious a loss to the sceptic as most people

appear to think. In many cases, such as the loss of dear friends,

the comfort of such a conviction must be incalculable. Yet it is not

only possible but probable that in a higher and happier condition of

human life, human nature will be content with the present, and cease

to desire a future in another world.

Such is the result arrived at by the positivist thinker in his

inquiry as to the " utility " of religion. Its practical value is on

the whole frankly acknowledged, but as to the question of its truth

his attitude is partly that of denial, partly of indifference ; its practical

utility appears to him to be so independent of its truth, as to be

attainable as well or even better through an atheistic religion of

humanity, which, however, is not incompatible with certain vague

theistic possibilities and hypotheses. This position, however, appears

to have failed to prove permanently satisfactory even to so cool a

thinker as Mill was. Perhaps he came to feel that the most impor-

tant quality of an opinion on any momentous subject is its t7^uth

or falsiti/, and that it can never cease to be an imperative duty to

deal with the subject-matter of religion as a strictly scientific

question, and to test its evidences by the same strictly scientific

methods and principles as are applied in other sciences. He

proposes, therefore, to inquire into the objective truth of the doctrine

of the existence and the attributes of God.^ When the problem is

stated in this way and the possibility contemplated of its scientific

solution, the position of scepticism, and therefore also of positivism

is, it is clear, abandoned. The decisive question is no longer that of

subjective utility, but that of objective truth ; and religion is thus

raised above the unsettled waves of subjectivity with its fortuitous

' Introduction to third 'Essa,y, Theism, which, as was remarked above, was written

ahoiit the year 1870, at least ten years after the Essay on the Utility of Beligion.
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feelings and wishes, and reinstated in her own dignity, replaced on

her own foundation. And in accordance with this more respectful

attitude to the religious problem, the solution now turns out very

differently from before. Formerly, Ijelief in God was counted among

tliose pictures and vague images, possible but quite unfounded, with

which imagination fills up the empty surface of our ignorance ; but

we have now an admission of the necessity of the thought of a God

who governs the world in accordance with unchangeable laws. Mill

only requires us to adopt a different view of the relation of God to

the course of the world from that of the traditional theistic belief in

providence. What he indicated at the earlier stage as a possible

compromise with the belief in God appears to have grown up in the

interval into a positive conviction.

He holds God to be not the almighty Creator of the world, but

only the Former of the matter of the world, which he did not create
;

his power was limited by the conditions inherent in the nature of

this matter. This limitation of his power may explain the manifold

imperfection of his work, which side by side with undeniable traces

of the wisdom and goodness of its arranger yet also shows so many

evils of every kind that it cannot be conceived to be the work of

perfect omnipotence, wisdom, and goodness. Only by assuming his

metaphysical limitation can we maintain God's moral purity and

elevation, that being the only way in which he is not chargeable with

the evil and wickedness of the world as their cause. The many

moral shortcomings and contradictions in the traditional idea of God

flow partly from the impure moral ideas of a ruder age
;
partly and

more specially from the circumstance that those who regarded the

good principle in the accustomed way as being also omnipotent, were

obliged to impute to him contradictory attributes. If he Avere

relieved of omnipotence, and no longer responsible for the whole

course of the w^orld, then a much purer and more consistent notion

of the divine ideal is open to us. Even then, it is true, his purpose

in the world is for the most part hidden to us. Experience only

permits us to assume on this point, that the happiness of his

creatures formed part of his wish, and Avas one of his intentions in
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the formation of the world, but by no means the whole or the sole

intention. That the work, fallen into imperfection like a defective

machine, stands in need of a helping hand here and there, is not in

itself impossible, but can never be proved to be the case in any

instance, because however extraordinary any phenomenon may be

we can never be justified in assuming it to have resulted from a

supernatural cause, and against the order of nature, so long as we do

not possess an accurate and exhaustive knowledge of all natural

causes. Immortality, too, can as little be proved from natural

grounds as it can be said to be impossible. It is an object of hope

which must be left to the individual, a hope which is capable of

working beneficently, when as a moral motive it spurs the mind to

action and composes it with regard to the riddles of this life. Finally,

this peculiar thinker regards it as a valuable thought, and one which

is only possible in conjunction with his view of God as a limited

being, that in the struggle between the powders of good and evil man

assists God, co-operates with God, and so helps to bring about his

victory, and that God thus needs man to help him and enable him

to carry out his obstructed plan, while man is indebted to God only

for the general constitution of his nature. It is in this transposition

of the ordinary religious consciousness that Mill sees the " Religion

of the Future." We cannot regard these reflections of an independent

thinker as devoid of value and meaning, any more than we can adopt

them as they stand. To bring the truth that is in them into harmony

with the absoluteness of God will be the task of speculative thought,

a thought which we thus see that the acutest intellectual argument

requires as its necessary complement.

We have seen that positivism was at first, in Comte himself, a

naive empiricism, and with reference to religion that it was simply

dogmatic atheism. In his school, again, there was developed as the

first consequence of this position a pure scepticism which, with regard

to the idea of God, took up not so much the position of denial as

that of indifference, regarding the existence of a God as possible but

not knowable nor practically necessary, and therefore refused to

come to a decision on the question. This possibility finally passed
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by degrees with Stuart Mill into a certainty, based on grounds of

reason, of the existence of a supreme world-governing reason, which,

however, was not an absolute power. An interesting parallel to

this development may be seen in Herbert Spencer, at present the

principal representative of positivism in England. He also is too

earnest a thinker to be able to stand still at pure scepticism. He
also opposes to Comte's dictum that the one al»solute certainty is the

non-existence of the absolute, the certainty of the existence of an

absolute, a first cause. But he adheres more strictly than Mill does

to the principles of positivism, as he holds it to be impossible to

know what the absolute is ; as " the unknowable," he regards it as

the mutual ground on which religion and science can meet in

harmony.

In the first part of his First Principles, H. Spencer seeks to prove

two things, that we are strictly limited by the bounds of our know-

ledge to the relative and the conditioned, but that at the same time

it is theoretically necessary for us to assume something beyond this

limit, or the positive existence of an absolute and unconditioned.

The first proof is made mainly by quotations from Hamilton and

Mansel, who thought it possible to infer the relativity and finiteness

of every object of consciousness from the mere fact of its being an

object, and therefore in opposition to the knowing subject. This

argument is logically impregnable on this ground, but when these

thinkers went on to contend that " the absolute " is not an object of

thought, of consciousness at all, that the mere absence of the con-

ditions under which consciousness is possible, shows it to be merely

an expression for the negation of comprehensibility, and that thus

no positive existence can be predicated of it, Spencer refuses to take

this step with them. He considers that by drawing a distinction

between definite and indefinite consciousness, he can save the naked

existence, if no more, of the thought of the absolute. He even con-

siders that the reciprocal nature of the notion, appearance and

essence, relative and absolute, involves that the one cannot be in

our consciousness without the other, and that the one is equally valid

and real with the other. This thought is very correct ; but it makes
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a clean sweep of all the preceding proofs of the iinknowableness of

the absolute. This cardinal contradiction, that the " unknoivahlc " is

known after all as existing, and as the cause of phenomena, and

therefore is at one and the same time an object of consciousness and

not an object of consciousness, is not to be spirited away for a

moment by all Spencer's laborious deductions. If, as Spencer

stoutly maintains, we find the necessity present in our thought of

adding to conditioned appearances an unconditioned as their first

cause, then it is impossible to see why we should not be allowed to

conclude from the appearances, in which the cause " reveals " itself,

to its essence ; why, e.g., we should only conceive this entity as

"power," when appearances reveal not only power, but also order,

that is reason, so that Mill considered the world-ground to be first of

all the highest reason, not absolute power. Spencer also demon-

strates the existence of the absolute in the following way : We can

abstract from all the particular contents of our consciousness, but

not from that which is common to all these particulars, from existence

generally : therefore existence is the absolute which is above the

particular. But he could with equal right have pointed to thought

as that which we can never think away, which we presuppose to all

being, and must thus posit as underlying all being ; and then he

would have got for the absolute something more than the poor

category of existence, namely, the rich category of mind, which

would have rendered it suitable for an object of religion.

The claims Spencer puts forward as to the religious value of his

" unknowable " are no less untenable and contradictory than his

proofs of the unknowableness of its nature and the knowableness of

its existence. He considers that the substitution of the unknowable

for God not only does not make an end of religion, but elevates it to

its highest perfection, since all finite limits are thus removed from

the object of worship, its dignity raised to a Non plus ultra, all

occasion removed for conflicts between faith and knowledge, and,

finally, all differences of the various creeds obliterated in one single

universal creed—that, namely, of the inscrutable mystery—so that a

universal religious peace is restored. Were it not the peace of the
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churcliyfird ! It is true enough tliat there is always an element of

mystery in religion, and that a God who should be completely and

exhaustively known by our finite intellect would be no God. But it

is equally certain that a religion of notliing but mystery is an

absurdity, and that the absolutely " unknowable " wants simply

every quality necessary for the object of a positive religious relation.

"Worship" of such a being must either be dull absence of thought,

or blind fear and terror at an " eerie " power ; in neither case could

it rise above the rudest stage of fetichistic and fatalistic superstition.

But religious worship is humble reverence, and wliile bowing before

the infinitely exalted, it also includes tlie element of elevating trust,

and—at the highest stage—of free and joyful love; but such an

attitude implies that the object of religion is essentially akin to the

subject, that it is not mere physical power, but mind., reason, and

goodness, that therefore it is at least in some degree thinkable

according to the analogy of man. In other respects, it is true, it

transcends all such analogies, and must always comprise something

that is incomprehensible and mysterious : a thing which neither

piety nor the deeper philosophic thought ever has denied, or will

deny.

A grain of truth is present in Spencer's strange theory : so much

we cannot but acknowledge. The truth in it I find in the energetic

protest it makes against a stiff', dogmatic anthropomorphism, which,

not content with the position of a symbol of truth wliich serves a

practical need (a position to which no reasonable man would object)

pretends to know the naked, objective truth. God is represented as

a very excellent man above the clouds, who made the world after tlie

manner of a watclimaker, and sometimes executes repairs on his

construction. What presumption to prescribe such childish ideas to

scientific thought and investigation in any field, as a regulative

norm ! Such perverse procedure has ever been the principal source

of doubt as to the very idea of God, the source of scepticism and

atheism. But the flowing of this spring will not be stopped liy

giving up along with the sceptics the possibility of a speculative

knowledge of God, to erect upon this tahula rasa the very same
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anthropomorphic deism which called forth the atheistic reaction,

under the iegis this time of a revealing authority or a moral postulate.

Against this method of Mansel's, who, after the manner of the German

Neo-Kantians, bases theological dogmatism on theoretical scepti-

cism, Spencer very forcibly and very properly protests. No one

who is used to logical thinking can fail to agree with him when he

says :
" Let those who can, believe that there is eternal war set

between our intellectual faculties and our moral obligations. I for

one admit no such radical vice iu the constitution of things. " ^

No one who is earnestly desirous to see atheism repelled will be

guilty of the folly of first handing over his best weapons to the sceptic

in order to replace his deficiency of argument by the strength of

moral pathos—a procedure which his adversary cannot fail to regard

as illogical and as the evidence of weakness. He will rather seek to

stop up the source of atheism by seeking to lead the atheist to see

that what he is attacking is not the idea of God, but a caricature of

it in the concave mirror of human weakness ; while, on the con-

trary, his thought about the world, if it be but thorough and do not

stop half-way, directs him from every point to just such a conclusion

as is contained in the idea of God purely conceived. The history

of positivism shows this in a way wonderfully instructive. Setting

out from dogmatic atheism and passing through a stage of pure

scepticism, it reaches ultimately in its two most considerable repre-

sentatives two clear positions, each of which is, taken by itself,

inadequate, but which, taken together, make up the full and com-

plete truth of the idea of God. Combining in one the highest reason

which Stuart Mill arrives at, and the absolute power which Herbert

Spencer asserts as the existing mystery, we get just that reasonable

omnipotence, that almighty reason, which we call God. Thus does

atheistic positivism turn in the hands of its ablest advocates into an

involuntary apology for Theism !

1 F'lrit Principles, i. par. 31, p. 108.



CHAPTER II.

THE HALF- KANTIAN AND NEO-KANTIAN PHILOSOPHY OF PtELIGION.

The tendency which bears most affinity to the Positivism of

France and England is that of the so-called " Neo-Kantians," and is

at present widely diffused both in Germany and in other lands. I

say so-called, because tlie designation is not strictly accurate. It is

not the whole genuine historical Kant to whom this tendency goes

back, and whose philosophy it professes to revive. The N"eo-Kan-

tians adhere only to the empiricist and sceptical side of Kant's philo-

sophy, the empiricism predominating at one time and the scepticism

at another ; but in general the one passes immediately into the other,

as the nature of the case would lead us to expect. One side of

Kant's thought they persistently leave out of view ; that element

which we saw above to be its true principle, the tendency which

prevails throughout the whole of it, though never thoroughly worked

out, namely, the rationalistic element. And this we can readily

understand. It was the energetic rationalism of Kant, his assertion

of reason as sole lawgiver in the world both of nature and of

morals, that made Kant's thought so decisive a turning-point in the

history of philosophy, and constituted it the germ for the whole

speculative philosophy, which by an inner necessity was developed

out of it. And it is natural that a tendency which originates in

antipathy to speculation should fail to appreciate the root of specu-

lation in Kant's rationalism, and so either overlook this side of

Kant's thought from the first, or purposely eliminate it as a defective

element. But to ignore (whether intentionally or unintentionally)

what was in fact the true soul of Kant's philosophy is evidently to

VOL. II. L
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turn it into something different from what it actually was. Hence

it is not surprising that an increasing number of the adherents of

this " ISTeo-Kantian " tendency now declare themselves more or less

plainly as " Anti-Kantianists." They only show what has long been

clear to any one who could look below the surface, that this ten-

dency as a whole does not go back to Kant, but to something before

him, to the sceptical empirical position of Locke and Hume. The

further this process of clearing up matters goes, the more M'ill the

affinity which has all along existed between this school and the

Positivism of Comte pass into actual identity. With respect to the

philosophical Neo-Kantians at least this diagnosis may be made

with a considerable degree of certainty.

The case is different certainly with the theological adherents of

this tendency, and yet their case is quite analogous to that of the

philosophers. They have in common with the latter the negative

element : the antipathy to speculation ; in common, too, accordingly,

the displacement of the rationalistic and the accentuation of the

sceptical and empirical element in Kant's theory of knowledge.

Here, however, the ways part. The experience in which the theo-

logians feel an interest is not that of sense but supersensuous, moral-

religious experience. They, therefore, lay weight on the practical

side of the Kantian philosophy, the " moral path of reason " which

the philosophical Neo-Kantians regard as its weakest side. But with

Kant the moral faith of reason was based on a priori rationalism, on

the autonomous legislation of reason, and this principle once set

aside by scepticism the moral faith of reason can no longer stand in

its genuine Kantian sense : instead of its being established tran-

scendentally from reason, and being universally valid for all reason-

able creatures, it is now to be set up empirically from feeling, which

it is true is an immediate fact, but a fact of only subjective validity,

a matter of subjective sesthetic taste. Now if this " faith of feeling,"

which thus supplants Kant's " faith of reason," is to have a more

objective basis, there is no resource at this empirical point of view,

but to supplement the subjective feeling of the individual by the

analogous feelings of the many who belong to the same Church, and
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thus in place of the inner certainty of the religious spirit, as held by

Ivant and by the reformation, we get the certification of the spirit,

which has no support in itself, by the outward witness of ecclesiasti-

cal authority. So that here also, just as in the philosophical branch

of Neo-Kantianism, the development lands us finally in positivism.

Here the positivism is ecclesiastical and dogmatic, in the other case

it is materialistic and atheistic ; but whatever the difference, the two

agree at least in the irrational and un-Protestant nature of their prin-

ciple : the subjection of the mind to an external and alien power,

whether material reality or historical authority. These two kinds

of positivism being so allied to each other in principle, it is easily

possible for the one to pass over into the other, both being inti-

mately allied in their antipathy to a rational science of morals and

of religion.

Neo-Kantianism in both its branches thus rejects the very

specific principle of the Kantian philosophy, at all points, both in

theory and practice, and replaces it by its opposite, an anti-rational-

istic positivism, whether empirico-sceptical or empirico-dogmatic

;

and it is obvious how slender is the claim of such a position to call

itself after Kant. It might more properly be characterised as Half-

Kantianism; its most exact precursor at least is unmistakably a

Half-Kantist who admitted that he stood nearer Jakobi than Kant

—

Jakoh Friedrich Fries, whose philosophy of religion may be noticed

here,^ because, though little regarded formerly, it appears to have

borne fruit in the Neo-Kantian tendency of our own day.

Fries praises Kant for having given philosophy the subjective

turn from things to our ideas of things, and for having caused

criticism to occupy itself with self-knowledge, with the indispensable

investigation of the conditions of our experience. But while doing

this Fries holds that Kant erred in two ways : first, in holding

the conditions and laws of experience to be knowledge a priori,

while they can only be known a posteriori by self-observation, a task

^ The following of bis numerous works are here referred to : Ilandhuch tier Re-

Ugionfiphilosophie und pldlos. Aesthetik, which appeared in 1832 as the second part

of his Practical Philosophy.—System der Jfctaphyaik; 1824. Xctte kritik der ]'er-

nunft, second edition, 1828-.31. Wisf<(n, Gkmhen und Ahndung, 180i>.
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to be undertaken by an empirical treatment of psychology as a

natural science ; and then in thinking himself called upon to prove

the validity of the forms and ideas of reason, and therefore referring

the former to a transcendental object, instead of seeing that such an

object was out of the question here, as what we have to do with is

never anything more than our own ideas, so that truth is not to be

sought in the relation of an idea to an object, but only in the relation

of the derived, mediated idea to an immediate certainty we see and

to our sense of truth. It is the great merit of Jakobi to have seen

this ; the radical error of the Leibniz-Wolffian rationalism was thereby

overcome. " Sight is its own witness of truth, taken by itself ; only

in so far as I trust sight do I know anything of tlie existence of

actual objects. With equal immediateness do the fundamental

metaphysical truths convince us, which come to consciousness with-

out any introduction, immediately, in our feeling of truth. The

truth about which men contend, and with respect to which they can

doubt and err, is never the transcendental truth of the agreement

between idea and object, it is the empirical truth of consciousness

which asks nothing but a correct comparison of mediate ideas with

the immediate ones. This comparison is the whole and the sole task

of the criticism of reason as the founder of philosophy." ^ This

important passage at once shows the subjectivist and empirical

character which distinguishes Fries's philosophy from the objective

and a priori rationalism of Kant. But whether what the empirical

psychologist finds present in his subjective world of ideas is also

objective truth, of force for all, that naturally can never be deter-

mined in this way.

Fries also praises Kant for having set up so clear a distinc-

tion between phenomena and things in themselves, and limited

our knowledge to the former ; but he cannot accept either Kant's

reason for this limitation or his ambiguous treatment of the thing-

in-itself ; he declares his own modification of the theory to be an

essential improvement of the Kantian philosophy. Now, this modi-

fication consisted in the rejection of the monistic, rationalistic ten-

1 Preface to the Neiie kritV: d. Vermin//, i. p. 28.
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deiicy which we noticed shining through in Kant in spite of his

traditionally inherited dualism, and of which Fichte and his suc-

cessors then laid hold ; and in the accentuation of the dualism

aforesaid in the direction of Jakobi's faith-philosophy. Phenomena

are the contents of that knowledge which proceeds from the sense-

view which is determined by space, time, and measure, and therefore

never allows us to apprehend the true, unlimited, unconditioned,

and eternal being of things. But for this very reason that true being

is not to be found in the objects of knowledge (views, notions, and

all kinds of combinations of these), which are always limited and

imperfect, this knowledge points of necessity beyond itself to faith,

which has for its contents just the true reality, the world of ideas,

and the certainty of which, though of a different kind, is not less

than that of knowledge. Fries frequently extols it as the great

merit of " transcendental idealism," that it defends the rights of

faith, while it humbles knowledge, showing that it possesses no

greater degree of reality, and so reducing its supposed superiority to

a mere delusion. " Our deeming a thing true is not determined by

the object in knowledge any more than in faith : it is merely the

activities of the knowing reason that determine themselves by them-

selves to knowledge or to faith. I cannot prove that there is a God,

but only that every finite reason believes in a God ; and just in the

same way I cannot prove the existence of matter, but only that every

finite reason knows that matter exists. In any kind of conviction,

be it knowledge, faith, or presentiment, or whatever other name it

bear, we can only examine the subjective connection of cognitions,

never the actual relation of knowledge to its object." This mocking

comfort, that we cannot tell in any case what there is behind our

ideas, is not very encouraging for the believer. The ideas of faith

are essentially of mere negative origin, and may thus easily appear

as a mere negation of that which forms the definite contents of our

actual knowledge or our knowledge of reality, as mere empty forms

of abstracting reflection ; but a positive use is to be made of them in

our jcsthetic judgment of the world ; in anticipation the judgment

reconciles the understanding (knowledge) and the reason (faith),
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and sees reality in the transfiguring light of the idea, thus reading into

nature and history beauty and nobleness, utility and harmony, things

which the knowledge of the understanding can nowhere find.

According to Tries, then, we have two entirely separate worlds

side by side. On one side we have the world of actual phenomena,

resting on the solid basis of sense-perception and intelligent reflec-

tion, in Avhich everything is to be explained by strict mathematics,

in which the causal mechanism has exclusive sway, and there can be

no such thing as ends. Neither in the organic life of nature, which

only rests on a more complicated kind of interaction ; nor in the

history of mankind, which as a phenomenon for the knowing reason

is also a mere product of the social mechanism, and shows by the side

of the beautiful so much of what is unbeautiful and contrary, as to

make it quite impossible to trace a plan of the deity in the govern-

ment of the world ; those who pretend to see such a plan only impute,

Fries thinks, to the government of the world their own wisdom and

acuteness. Over- against this world of sense, which taken by itself

is quite without idea and end, and admits only of a mechanical

materialistic interpretation, stands the vjorld of ideas, based on the

faith cherished by reason in the reality of the perfect, complete,

unconditioned being, or in the highest good, the best world, the

absolute, which develops itself in the three ideas of the eternal being

or the soul, the absolute force or freedom, and the unity of the

absolute whole, or the Beity (this is the same trinity of ideas as in

Kant, and as to the deduction of the idea of God from the category

of totality we may refer to the remarks in the chapter on Kant, vol. i.

p. 156). These ideas have nothing in common with the world of

knowledge, and are in no way to be based on it or deduced or

demonstrated from it. Indeed they stand in plain opposition to the

phenomena of outward and inward experience, which nowhere shows

us an eternal unchangeable being, but only everywhere an incessant

becoming and change of appearances and states, the inward states of

the soul as well as the rest ; which nowhere shows us absolute force

beginning from itself, but everywhere a conditioned working ; which

finally nowhere shows us in time and space a completed series, a
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perfect whole, but always only parts which admit of being continued

to infinity. Tlius the relation of the ideas to the world of phenomena

is only this negative one that they possess none of the limitations

and conditions of the latter. Fries cannot lay stress enough on this

point, that the sole " speculative ground " of the ideas consists in a

denying reflection, and that they therefore do not embrace any

qualities borrowed from knowledge, that they add nothing to the

knowledge of the actual.

But little as the ideas contain in the way of knowledge, without

importance as they are for the theoretical knowledge of the world,

they derive importance from the iwadical interests connected with

them. If they have nothing to do with the world of existing things,

they have to do with the world of that which should exist. If tliey

tell us nothing of the realm of phenomena, they do tell us of the

realm of ends. " The original consciousness of the reason as to the

unlimited, which has no positive contents of its own, but that of the

negation of all negation or the denial of limitations, is reinforced by

the faculty of being interested in the practical idea of absolute value

or of the end in itself, which thus with its more positive contents

gives life to the otherwise dead idea of eternal being." By the

removal of the limits we rise above the whole realm of existence in

space and time as a mere appearance present to our limited mode of

apprehension, to being in itself; and thus we arrive at the idea of a

free being, not bound to the law of natural necessity, and therefore

also timeless or eternal. Thus this idea of a free and eternal being

does not need to be proved : (Kant thought it did, but that was a

mistake on his part :) it rests on the immediate self-certainty reason

has of its own worth and independence, on the feeling of truth with

regard to the sole reality as with regard to the unique value of such

a free and eternal being. This idea, then, extends to an intelligible

world of eternal intelligences whose communications with each other

do not stand under laws of nature, but under laws of worth and of

ends, which subsists through the Deity as the ideal of the supreme

good. Thus the idea of the independence of the spirit is for us the

fundamental thought for the true being of things, the first idea of
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faith. Only in the personal existence of rational beings, therefore

in human life under moral ideas, does the true being of things become

somewhat more comprehensible to us.

From this point human life as it comes into view receives its

ideal meaning in the idea of the moral world- order, or to be more

precise, of the spiritual world under moral lauis, whose free action is

to be judged according to the idea of moral or subjective teleology,

and forms the subject of ethics. Here the ideas of the absolute are

connected with the actual by the moral schematism which gives life

to them by means of our ideas of purpose and utility. But the same

idea of a legislation according to value and purpose is transferred in

the last instance from man's moral life to the world generally, not by

a theoretical knowing, for which there is no such thing as purpose

or utility anywhere, but by the wsthetic religious view of the world,

which "judges " the world under the idea of objective teleology, i.e.

regards it as if the legislation according to value, which properly

applies only to action, applied to it too, from which there result

aesthetic feelings of beauty and grandeur which can only be expressed

in the images of religious representation. This aesthetic religious

view of the world or " doctrine of the object of the world " is the

subject treated in the second part of Fries's practical philosophy, or

his Philosophy of Religion and PMlosop)hical Esthetic, which he treats,

quite consistently from his own point of view, as a single discipline,

It lies in the nature of the case that a world-judgment absolutely

separated from theoretical world-knowledge must, except where an

arbitrary break is made by theological positivism, coincide with the

aesthetic view of the world, since both alike represent a relation only

to be apprehended by feeling, only to be set forth in poetic form

between an essentially idealess reality and a world of ideas quite

separated from it. The ideas being in both cases the same abstract

ideals, and the means of expressing them being the same or all but

the same poetic images, the religious and the a3sthetic fundamental

feelings and moods also correspond to each other. The religious

feelings are enthusiasm which is awakened by the idea of the personal

dignity and the eternal destiny of man, devotion in I'eference to the
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idea of CJod, before whom the beautiful and the good eternally exist,

and resignatio7i with respect to the imperfections of this earthly life,

which compared with the eternally true are to be esteemed as nothing.

In aesthetic the epic idea answers to enthusiasm, the dramatic to

resignation, and the lyric to devotion. The close affinity of this

poetic religion with the identification of religion and poetry which

prevails in romanticism is perfectly plain ; the nearest parallel to

Fries's religious and aesthetic view of the world is to be found in the

poetical religious idealism of Novalis, only that the latter was not

content with mere esthetic world-judgment, but imputed to his ideal

enthusiasm a power of magical world-formation, while Fries soberly

and reasonably maintained the boundary which separates the ideal

from the real, though he thereby certainly made the difference

between the two seem all the wider, and made the ideal world, torn

away as it was from reality, the more incomprehensible, pale and

shadowy. It is a matter of course that such a style of religion can

never become popular, but is limited to the narrow circles of the

" beautiful souls " which are alive to poetic impressions. This

exclusive and aristocratic trait the religion of Fries shared with

romanticism, as its author very well knew when he gave his philo-

sophy of religion the motto :
" Odi profanum vulgus et arceo," a

curious contrast to the invitation of the Saviour, " Come unto me all

ye that labour and are heavy laden "
I

But one-sided as this religious theory manifestly is, it must be

allowed to contain an element of truth. This is to be found not

o)ily in that etliical idealism which is common to Fries with Kant

and Fichte, and which we all understand to be a constant and

necessary element of true religion. Where he is original and

deviates from Kant, Fries often shows fine insight and gives utter-

ance to sound ideas, which, properly applied, are capable of leading

us beyond his dualistic point of view. Against Kant's proof of

immortality i'rom tlie impossibility of perfecting virtue within the

limits of time, he remarks very properly that to comfort us witli an

eternal time which never expires is to do away with the perfection

of virtue altogether ; mere endless being in time would just be an
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eternal imprisonment, and therefore would destroy the idea of our

own being, the true quality of which is not a temporal future, but

timeless true being, eternal life which consists in the incorruptibility

of the spirit, the dignity of the person, its being an end in itself, and

needs no proof.^ Equally noticeable is the criticism Fries applies

to Kant's proof of the existence of God from the postulate of recom-

pence or of the connection between virtue and happiness. This

mode of argument, he says, is based on a confusion of the ethical or

legal mode of view with the religious. " But this is a childish idea ;

the cultivated understanding ought to rise above it. In the state

the strong award of justice must dispense rewards and punish-

ments to men, but the higher judgment of the ideas will dispense

with such distinctions ; to it virtue is precious only for its own inner

beauty, it wants no reward : vice carries its condemnation in itself

and needs no punishment, for the only thing that is intrinsically

precious is that the spirit appear beautiful." " We do not believe

in the millennium in which all earthly wishes are gratified, but only

in the kingdom of God under the rule of eternal beauty and holy

love." " Happiness and unhappiness only belong to the phenomenon,

and have no value in reference to essential being ; the only real evils

are, as the Stoics truly taught, baseness and vice ;
and if even human

wisdom can rise, and is called to rise above pain and unhappiness,

then it can be no function of the highest wisdom to judge the highest

good from the point of view of the distribution of happiness accord-

ing to worth. Instead, therefore, of seeking to prove the existence

of God in such an unsuitable way, Fries thought Kant ought to have

seen that such a proof is quite superfluous, as " belief in the reality of

the supreme good at once involves belief in the Deity."

This statement occurs frequently in Fries in various connections,

and leads us to inquire as to the reality of his belief in God. By

the idea of the supreme good he understands, as we are aware, the

idea, arising from the immediate feeling of personal dignity, of a

realm of ends, or of the world of spirits standing under moral laws

1 Religionsphilos. par. 27, 2S ; Wissen, Glauben, etc., p. 157.

'•^ Ih. par. 36, 39. Ih. p. 150 seq.
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which point to a purpose. Now, taking the statement strictly that

with the idea of the supreme good we also and at once express the

idea of the deity, so that there is no need to show the connection

between the two, we find it to amount to the position that the idea

of the deity is identical with that of the supreme good in the sense

.just explained. But here we are simply on the ground of the Feuer-

l)ach-Comte religion of humanity, which loses the idea of God in that

of the ideal of mankind, and allows no other reality to that idea but

that it is thought and realised by us men. This latter inference Fries

was unwilling to draw ; indeed he habitually calls God the ground,

the cause, the lawgiver, judge, guide, Lord of the realm of ends, of

the spirit-world, of the eternal order of things ; he even speaks of a

creation and preservation of the world by God. But in doing so he

cannot hide from himself that he is applying categories drawn from

natural relations and human activities, that is from external and

from inner experience, to the idea of the unlimited, to which, accord-

ing to all that he has said on this point, they are entirely inapplicable.

Nor can he conceal from himself that his scientific view of the world,

according to which nature and man (regarded as phenomenon or

as nature-being) form a mechanism by themselves and sufficient

for themselves, to be explained by the simplest mathematical and

physical laws, and entirely excluding all teleology, neither the sub-

stance nor the motion of which can be produced by any other agency,

—that this view of the world not only does not require a divine

originator and guide but has no room for him. Fries, as we said,

saw this difficulty perfectly well, but he thought to escape it by

simply placing the religious-resthetic view of the world side by side

with the scientific view and denying a 2^"'''^ori any relation or con-

nection between them. But can we seriously regard this as a solu-

tion of the difficulty ? It is possible to tolerate two views side by

side on the same subject even without any distinct explanation of

their relation to each other, but only so long, it is certain, as they do

not contradict each other. lUit where this is so strikingly the case,

iis in Fries's two views of the world, reason has no help for it but to

regard one of the two views as true, and the other as not really true,
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or as untrue. In the case before us, the scientific view of tlie world

has in its favour the evidence of sense and of the understanding, while

the religious view moves in feeling and poetic images, and it is easy

to see how near we are to the step of allowing to the former side alone

the importance of reality, to the otlier side only that of a fair ideal, i.e.

the step to the atheistic anthropologism of a Feuerbach and a Comte.

This danger must inevitably accompany every abstract dualistic

idealism, which either scorns or dreads to plant its foot upon the

solid ground of the actual world, and to come to an open and

honourable understanding with it. Had Fries, instead of carrying

Kant's dualism further than Kant did, learned from the master's Cri-

tique of Jitdgment to seek for a principle capable of embracing in

unity nature and freedom, his idealism would have received a com-

plement of solid reality, and would have been qualified, as it now is

not, for a penetrative and fruitful understanding of the world of

nature and of history. When we look at the matter calmly it is not

the case, as Fries asserts, that the world of reality exhibits to us

no element of purpose and idea, of reason and righteousness, so that

it depends on the rosy spectacles of sesthetic judgment to put these

things into it. This is not the case : it is and will continue to be

true, that to the spiritual eye " his eternal power and Godhead are

clearly seen in his works," namely, in the creation of the world, and

that the work of his spirit is discerned in the " Education of the

Human Eace." To follow these traces of God in nature and history,

and from the traces to conclude as to the being behind them, which

is not merely the transcendental " Ideal of Eeason," but the omni-

present actual and active reason itself, or the One of whom and

through whom and to whom are all things, who is at once the

o-round of the world and its goal : this appears to me to be the true

Eealidealism, in which Kant's spirit lives on the more purely, that it

is disengaged from the wrappings and chains of Kant's letter !

The philosophy of Fries attracted a small circle of disciples,

among them Ernst Fricdrich Apelt, and dc Wettc, the well-known

theolof'ian, so admirable in Biblical research, both of whom dealt
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with the philosophy of religion, adhering to the thoughts and the

terminology of their master. Their iniluence mms limited to a few.

But the Semi-Kantianism of Fries was taken up and greatly extended

in tlie Neo-Kantianism of the present day, which, however, is as

closely related to Feuerbach as to Fries, and attaches itself, according

as the tendency of the individual thinker is more or less religious,

to the one or the otlier of the two.

The most important representative, and in some respects the

founder of Neo-Kantianism,^ is Albert Langc, whose theory of religion

may be placed just about half-way between Feuerbach and Fries

;

theoretically he is nearer to the latter, while practically he is nearer

the former, his general point of view being common to both, namely,

the hard and fast separation set up between feeling and understand-

ing, practice and theory, ideal and truth, lieligion according to him

belongs exclusively to the sphere of the practical ideals, and has

as little to do with the world of what exists, with objective truth,

as poetry itself With him also the metaphysical background of

this dualism is a mechanical atomistic view of the world, only dis-

tinguished from pure materialism, because Lange does not forget its

phenomenal character. But as the unknown which may be behind

that which appears (we cannot know that it exists, we can only

surmise that it does) comes into no sort of relation with us, and

our whole reality, our psychical experience included, is to be ex-

plained solely from the mechanism of material phenomena, this

world of the existing which alone we can know, which alone is real

for us, is, though phenomenal merely, yet for us entirely material,

and stands in as harsh a contrast to the freedom and ideality of our

self-consciousness as in the most express materialism. Everything

ideal is hence with Lange, as well as with Feuerbach, a product

of our creative fancy, which strives in the different ways of art, reli-

gion, and philosophy to get beyond reality, at one time supplement-

ing it by a view of the universe as one, at another correcting it by

'^ Histortj of Materialism. Second CJerinan edition. Leipzig, IST-"). AVe have to

do cliiefly with the hvst section, on Ethical Materialism and lieligion, vol. ii.

p. 484 S(j[q.
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the picture of a fairer and better harmony. Lange, therefore, sees

the essence of religion, just as Feuerbach does, in a rising of feeling

above the contracted limits and the pressing yoke of the actual to

a world of unreal, imagined ideals.

In the practical value attached to this ideal function, however,

Lange's way deviates from Feuerbach's, and approaches the aesthetic

religious idealism of Fries. While Feuerbach regarded religion as a

morbid phenomenon of our nature, the consequences of which he

could not paint in dark enough colours, Lange holds an opposite

view. He speaks not only with appreciation but with a warmth

very unusual in philosophers of his stamp, of the lofty and irreplace-

able value and of the permanent importance of religion, which only

needs to be freed from the claims and disfigurements of dogmatism

and hierarchism to be on the point of fulfilling her blessed mission

among the struggles and crises of the present time. " In a certain

sense the ideals of religion are also imperishable. Who shall con-

demn a mass of Palestrina, or convict of error the Madonna of

Eaphael ? The Gloria in Excclsis is and remains a world -historical

power, and will sound through the centuries as long as human

nerves remain capable of thrilling at the touch of what is grand.

And those simple fundamental thoughts of the redemption of the

individual man by the surrender of his self-will to the will which

guides the whole ; those images of death and resurrection which

express the loftiest and most inspiring sentiments that move the

human breast, where prose is no longer capable of representing in

calm words the fulness of the heart ; those doctrines finally which

command us to share our bread with the hungry and to preach good

tidings to the poor,—they will not disappear for ever to make room

for a society which has reached its goal when the understanding has

supplied it with a better police force, and ingenuity achieved the

satisfaction of ever new wants by ever new inventions ! "
^

Which of us does not heartily rejoice at such words ? And

whom do they not inspire with genuine respect for the noble mental

character of a thinker whose course, alas ! was too soon closed ? Yet

I Iltstorji of MaterlaTism, ii. 561.
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our cheerful recognition of this nohle practical idealism must not

blind us to the weakness of the theoretical basis it rests on, nor to

the want of consistency of the whole view to wliich this difference

gives rise. You are glad of Lange's word as to " the redemption of

man by the surrender of his own will to the will which guides the

whole." But how if your understanding, schooled in Lange's philo-

sophy, should whisper in your ear that in the w^orld of what exists

there is nothing but atoms and their mechanical, causal relations to

each other, that there is neither a whole nor a will of the whole, and

that these ideas are merely the products of your own synthetic im-

pulse towards unity : will your heart then be able to put on such

enthusiasm for these fictions of your imagination, as will enable it to

bring the painful sacrifice of self-will and of its real possessions ? It

is one thing to take up the battle of life and the pain of suffering

for the sake of an idea, and a very different thing to be merely

sesthetically affected by it. The beauty of Eaphael's Madonna and

of Palestrina's mass can carry you away without your thinking of

any ideas, or if you think of them, without your allowing these

aesthetic ideas any influence whatever on the shaping of your con-

victions and your principles in real life. Thus, if religious ideas are

not more to you, are not of a more real meaning and truth than these

aesthetic ones, then you are not in earnest about religion, it is merely

a fine play to you. The collocation of the " imperishable ideas of

religion " with the irrefutableness and infallibility of aesthetic beauty

is a /xeTa^aai^ eU aXXo <yevo^, a misleading fallacy. Yet you assure us

that you have personally experienced that the heart is not disturbed

by the knowledge of the understanding, because it clings by a thou-

sand roots of fancy and of memory of the hallowed hours of child-

hood to the old familiar soil of religion.^ It is well for you if that is

so, if that is so permanently ; but where did your heart get this firm

ground of religion which insures it from shipwreck in the waves of

scepticism ? From the deep impressions of the firm faith of those

who brought you up, your parents and teachers, whose conviction

was still solid, still all of a piece, and not divided between the Yes

^ History of Materialism, ii. 555.
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of the heart and the No of the understanding ? But how will it be

with the next generation, which is to grow up under the impression

of this discord, which your philosophy recommends as the normal

condition of mankind ? Will it also find firm ground to which it can

clin<T ? Will it not be much more likely to hold to that side of your

philosophy which is clear, to the materialism of your theory, and

discard the " standpoint of the ideal " as an idle and hindersome

addition, as a mystical luxury ?

The signs of this turn of thought are indeed already to be noticed

in various quarters. In the prevailing literature of the day Lange is

the favourite philosopher, but the praise bestowed on hitn is given to

the realistic Kantian, to the man of the understanding, the friend

of materialism and contemner of ideas in theoretic thought ; his

practical idealism is regarded as a private opinion which has little

connection with his leading thought, or it is passed over with a

shamefaced silence, as a pardonable weakness in a head otherwise so

sober. A disciple of Lange's, Vaihinger,-^ gives vent to this feeling

with little reserve, lamenting that Lange has not yet attained to the

complete victory of the mind (understanding) over mysticism, that

he has not quite broken with the dangerous principle of introspec-

tion (speculation), and has not reached perfect clearness. This

disciple of Lange's, moreover, himself gives a specimen of the con-

sistency and clearness desiderated in his master, and we see it to

consist in nothing but complete and radical scepticism, which must

prove equally fatal to religion, to science, and to conduct. To have

laid bare with perfect frankness, without any shrinking or reserve,

the goal to which the system tends, is certainly a useful service.

The obvious step from dualistic Neo-Kantianism to empiric

sceptical positivism has been taken in the most distinct manner by

Ernst Laas, to whom we may the more fittingly give some attention,

as he recently set forth his religio-philosophical views in a discussion

on Kant.^ Lange had found fault with Kant for proposing to find

^ In the -work : Ilartmann, During, and Lange. Iserlobn, 1876.

2 Kant's Stellung in tier Geschichte des Conflicts zwischen Glauhen und Wissen.

Berlin, 1882. He bad formerly published hkalismus und Positivismus in 2 vols.
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and deduce a priori that which is a priori in ourselves ; Laas con-

siders Kant's fundamental error to be the assertion of an a priori

element in us at all, a rational element not derived from experience,

by which rationalism as to the theory of knowledge he became the

precursor of all those half-titanic half-absurd attempts to explain

the world from an absolute reason, and is thus partly to blame for the

decline of the Illumination in the nineteenth century. This judgment

of Kant is in many points correct, though we certainly cannot agree

with the Anti-Kantianist in making that a reproach against Kant

which constitutes him the beginner of a new era ; but we cannot but

be thankful to have the real views of Neo-Kantianism so frankly

stated. Laas himself proposes, quite in the manner of Auguste

Comte and Stuart Mill, to regard the fundamental forms of our

knowledge, which Kant had deduced as a priori forms of our faculty

of knowledge, as the sums arrived at by the whole historical ex-

perience of our race, which would of course prevent them from ever

attaining a greater degree of validity than that of probability. He

proposes, however, to maintain the negative result of Kant's criticism

of knowledge, that we can know nothing of that which is above

sense, and that it therefore is only a possible thought to us, and all

reality of which we have experience merely phenomenal. Yet the

fact that in all perception we have to do with objects as the necessary

correlate of consciousness, " suggests the thought of a (supersensuous)

being which stands above the correlation of subject and object, and

is everything at once." We must also confess it to be impossible to

explain our consciousness on the ground of materialism. But these

suggestions and admissions are far from warranting us to seek with

Kant the root and the object of our actions in that supersensuous

sphere. Kant's morality with its autonomy of a reason so-called

" pure," and its platonic turning away from pleasure, do not describe

the moral law exactly as it works, and we can make nothing of his

" intelligible freedom." Freedom is not to be regarded as a specific

something which establishes an insuperable interval between man

and beast. Here as in the theoretical sphere we can only speak of

gradual, though slowly increasing, difierences. And, finally, Kant's

VOL. II. M
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idea of the supreme good is conceived in so subjective aud arbitrary

a way and treated in so harsh and scholastic a way, that the pre-

suppositions of faith deduced from it either must seek some other

foundation, or fail to the ground.

Laas acknowledges the principal intention of the Kantian

theory of religion to be legitimate : namely, to gain by m.eans of

the ideas of faith such psychical forces and motives as may engender

and maintain for moral action and endeavour a sufficiency of fresh-

ness, hope, courage, and cheerfulness. " Such pre-suppositions, ideas,

and postulates human life and effort will never perhaps learn to

dispense with." But while Kant's faith, agreeing here with Christian

tradition, relates entirely to the individual and his relation to the

supersensuous, the intelligible world, to continuance and recompence

in another life and so on, Laas would place before this egoistic tran-

scendent faith, or by its side, " an immanent and at the same time a

socialistic, as it were a more sympathetic faith," which also rests on

pre-suppositions which cannot be proved, but is also in the same way

necessary, to maintain the freshness of our moral courage. The

hints thrown out by Laas on this point indicate very plainly the

religion of humanity of positivism, especially in the sober form it

has with Stuart Mill and Spencer. With the latter he has the

dark background of the religion of humanity in an unknowable

supersensuous being " which is all at once." For the criticism of

this theory I may therefore refer to what was said above, and need

only add that this example may teach the Neo-Kantians that quite

different consequences may be drawn from their premises than those

they themselves propose to draw, and perhaps with greater logical

justice.

The theological variation of this tendency differs from the philo-

sophical line in not regarding the religious ideals as mere products of

creative fancy without any objective reality, but holding that there

is some reality or other behind them, only that we cannot know what

this reality consists in, nor how it is related to the world which our

intellect apprehends as real. This does nothing to remove the chasm
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between our intellectual knowledge, on the one side, which knows

only the causal relations of the finite, and the religious ideas on the

other, and the antithesis between them often becomes as harshly

apparent as on the philosophical side. Thus it is clear that to claim

for these religious ideas the same objective truth and reality as is

attributable to the former is only to accentuate the dualism of the

two views of the world. An example of this tendency, which we

may call sesthetic religious " Nco-Kantianism, " is the work of

Pierson :
" Tendency and Life."^

The writer is one of those natures in whom an acute analytical

intellect exists side by side with warm religious feeling, and the way

to harmonise the two together cannot be found, because the power of

synthetic thinking cannot keep pace with that of analytic. Such

natures are always inclined to regard what is denied to them as in-

dividuals, with a pardonable generalisation as transcending human

powers altogether, and to set up absolute Not knowing as an axiom

with the same assurance as formerly set up absolute knowledge. For

there certainly is an assurance which does not testify to great critical

modesty in such a sentence as this : "Does any one boast of a doc-

trine of divine things which, to use a favourite expression, satisfies

at once the demands of the heart and those of thought, his sweet

delusion brings to our lips a kindly smile, as if to say, sancta sim-

plicitas ! . . . It would be folly itself to expect that our need of

reality, of pure clear demonstration, should meet with satisfaction in

the sphere of religion." But while thus denying to thought—and it

is only analytical and critical thought that he is acquainted with

—

any capacity to overcome antitheses and to lay hold on a synthetic

unity, while led by hypercritical distrust to this denial, he places an

innocent confidence in subjective feeling, an authority, indeed, to

which the most various tendencies, even atheistic positivism among

them, make their appeal. Pierson's argument is shortly this : Tlie

1 Translated from Dutch iuto German, with a preface by H. Lang. The later

work of the same writer, Levensbeschouwlng (View of Life), I only know from a

review by D. Sj-iith in the Prot. Kirchen-Zeitung, 1S77, No. 32 sry. Here Pierson

appears to have drawn the conclusions of his formerly more retiring scepticism witli

praiseworthy honesty.
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religious feeling is a feeling of dependence. This definition is his-

torical, not arbitrarily chosen. But experience tells us that passivity

and fear, though present in the very earliest forms of the religious

feeling, are no part of its essence. The feeling of dependence which

is identical with the religious feeling, must therefore be moral in its

nature. The religious man feels himself dependent on a being who

is morally superior to him. He feels himself constrained to pay to

that being a respect which passes into reverence. This would not

be possible, without representing that higher being as the absolutely

perfect being. But the highest conceivable perfection is love.

Either, therefore, no God or a God whose being is love. But further,

it is no more than natural to think of the supreme love as also infinite,

almighty, as perfect wisdom, as holiness itself; also as "one with

the most powerful personality, since never does one's own self come

forward more markedly than when one is giving one's self away from

love to others." Then the deduction closes with this assurance :
" I

do not believe that all this needs to be proved." This confidence of

feeling, however, is disturbed by realistic intellect, which will not

shut its eyes to the fact, that actual experience with its thousand

ills does not always seem to speak for the presupposition of the

almighty love of God, and even declares that a considerable portion

of existing things is better explained by the assumption of a fate

which holds us in a blind rule. Thus the testimonies of the highest

authorities, of the feelings occurring in our experience, flagrantly

contradict each other : and what are we to hold to ? The solution

of the difficulty which Pierson recommends to us is a remarkable

one. It may be said of love to God as of other love, that it con-

ceals all things, believes, hopes, and bears all things ; that love

which is slow to judge fellow-men must beware of speaking evil of

God ;
" we prefer not to lay too much stress on what is enigmatical

in his government of the world ! " Thus to cover over the breach

between intellect and feeling is only possible to sesthetic taste,

a thing which is far removed from the earnestness and force

of religious conviction. With this it agrees that the formation and

development of religious ideas, as well as the education and training
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of youth to religion, is regarded in the main from the point of view

of aesthetics. " If it be once agreed that the language of religion is

not to be drawn from a philosophical dictionary but from a poetical

one, then it is clear that only aesthetic can here be the lawgiver :

and we fearlessly arrive at the principle that every religious expres-

sion is to be approved of which satisfies the requirements of a sensi-

tive and well-developed sense of beauty, and returns a pure religious

emotion." "But in that case sesthetic development cannot be a

matter of no interest to our religious life. On the contrary, it is

indispensable, and we may perhaps be allowed with regard to the

language of religion to turn round the well-known rule, and to say

:

Rie7i nest vrai que le leau, because the truly beautiful alone can be

regarded as the fitting expression for the exalted emotions of our

hearts." Now if any one should argue, that since taste is the sole

standard for the truth of religion, Catholicism with its Raphaels and

its Palestrinas is truer than Protestantism, and another, that the

Greek " religion of beauty " is the truest ; what satisfactory answer

could be made from Pierson's principles ?

Somewhat more direct and definite than this vague testheticism

is a tendency, otherwise very closely akin to it, which has made

considerable way in the Netherlands and elsewhere, under the

name of "Ethical idealism." According to this system the religious

ideas do not denote anything actual, but are ideals in which man

represents his own moral being, but in such a way that he projects

it out of himself into the world, and seeks to find it again there.

Because, for example, he is or is striving to be, a harmonious whole,

he regards the world also as a harmonious whole, and finds in it

accordingly not a natural order only, but a moral order of which the

merely intellectual view of the world tells him nothing. And be-

cause man feels love to be in himself the highest moral life and the

power which conquers all, he desires to regard love as the supreme

power that rules the world, and makes it the essence of God, though

his understanding tells him that he only knows love as a human

emotion, and can form no conception of the superhuman love of a
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divine being. The religious ideas are thus ideals which the moral

man forms for himself from a psychological need of a reality to cor-

respond to the world of his experience.

|Agreed so far, the adherents of ethical idealism separate into

three paths on the question of the relation of the ideals of faith to

reality. One party {e.g. Van Hamel) follow Feuerbach and Albert

Lange in denying to these ideals all reality, and declaring them to

be mere subjective figments of fancy, the value of which consists in

the power they can exert as motives, in exciting moral activity, and

helping us to forget the pains of life. Another section, as De Bussy,^

insists that religious ideas, though in the first instance they may be

subjective ideals and not adequate to reality, yet have a real back-

ground. The proof of this assumption by the postulate that the

arrangement of the outer world must in some way correspond with

the natural requirements found in our inner world, is wanting in

firmness, and the definition of the underlying reality is vague and

nebulous. It is therefore to be expected that the difference between

this and the former shade of ethical idealism is a very fluid one, and

can scarcely be fixed in concreto—a fresh confirmation of the close

affinity between Fries and Feuerbach, or Neo-Kantianism and

Anthropologism. The third tendency, finally, of the ethical idealists,

makes out of the dualism of the views of the world an objective

dualism of the nature and ground of the world itself, which is either

conceived as an antithesis of the spiritual and the mental substance,

as by Vitringa and Stuart Mill (see above, p. 153), or as an antithesis

of the good God and the not-good demiurge.

" Ethical Idealism " is represented in England by Mr. Matthew

Arnold. In his works. Literature and Dogma (1873) and Ood and

the Bible (1875), he seeks to emancipate religion from metaphysics,

which is its weakness, and to base it on the one firm ground of

moral experience. Eeligion he considers to be " morality touched

by emotion," enthusiasm, or pathos. The language of religion is that

poetical and rhetorical language to which it is natural to personify

and anthropomorphise the states and experiences of the soul. Thus

^ In his work : Ethisch Idealisvir, Amsterdam, 1875.
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God is the religious expression for the power which makes for

righteousness,—a power of which we can say no more on the basis of

real experience than tliat it is not ourselves, but eternally manifests

itself in us and in the world as working towards the production of

righteousness. More generally expressed, it is the power by which

all things fulfil the law of their being. That this power should be

personified by religious fancy as a personal God who thinks and

governs the world, is perfectly right so long as we see in this no

more than a poetical expression for the power or tendency which

goes to produce righteousness. But as soon as we take the personal

God as an actual truth in the theoretical sense, and as an object of

thought as a notion, we wander in the field of metaphysical abstrac-

tions, which it is impossible to verify by experience, and where dog-

matic superstition has a free hand. But the alleged scientific proofs

for the existence of a thinking cause of the world are just as baseless

as the popular argument from miracles, and have indeed even less

value, because in miraculous legends we do at least hear the voice

of religious fancy, while in these abstract arguments there is nothing

but a hollow pretence of science. Of an eternal power which is not

ourselves and which works for righteousness, Arnold considers that

we have a clear notion, founded on experience, but of a Creator and

Governor of the world, who thinks and wills, we can form no clear

notion, and there is no basis in our experience for such a belief.

This notion is therefore a product of metaphysics, and must be

banished from religion, so that the latter may rest on a solid basis,

and be nothing more than morality with emotion.

Such are the main ideas of Arnold's theory, which he constantly

repeats, and which he seeks to show to be the essence of the religion

of the Bible. In the review of the Biblical religion undertaken with

this end, we find as is natural a number of bold exegetical tours dr

force. We leave the historical arguments to bestow a little attention

on the philosophical assertions. For, protest as he may, the author's

notion of an eternal power or tendency which is not ourselves, and

which makes for righteousness, is a philosophical or metaphysical

notion, and by no means a clear and simple one, nor one that at
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once explains itself, but one which appears to me, at least, to be

very vague and indefinite. This Not-ourselves is described at one

time as a real operative power, at another as a law of nature of the

same kind as the law of gravitation or the law of spiritual beauty

which the Greeks personified in Apollo. In the same way, Arnold

thinks the natural law of morality was personified by the Hebrews

by investing it with the attribute of existence, and exalted into a

divine Being. But a law is not itself an operating power, it is the

form in which a power works which is there already, or the necessary-

connection of the working of several forces. Nor can a law lie outside

the forces in the operation of which it manifests itself ; the law of

beauty is present in beautiful things or persons, and the law of

righteousness must be present in moral beings or in men who act.

How are we to understand the Not-ourselves, on which Arnold in-

sists so pertinaciously ? A strict positivist, I imagine, would see in

it a survival, not yet transcended, of mysticism and metaphysical

speculation, not derived from" experience nor capable of being verified

by experience ; and would demand the surrender of it, to be replaced

simply by humanity with its moral constitution, strivings and com-

pensations. But if this is, as we cannot doubt, what Arnold's posi-

tion of empirical moralism logically leads to, the last possibility dis-

appears of that moral elevation or worship by which, according to

Arnold, religion is still to be distinguished from morality. For what

common experience teaches us to think about humanity in respect

of morals is far from being so perfect and exalted as to be the object

of serious and enthusiastic worship. And, in fact, a moral " law of

nature," or a power or tendency conceived after the analogy of the

powers of nature and making for righteousness, is a very problemati-

cal object of worship. What we are to worship we must also look

up to, we must regard not merely as a power physically superior but

as an authority eternally excellent and binding. But this is only to

be found in a morally perfect or holy will. It is not therefore, as

Arnold asserts, merely the metaphysical ingenuity of theorists ; no,

it is the practical interest of the religious spirit itself which demands

as an object of worship a morally perfect being, and refuses to be
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satisfied with a mere personified law of nature. And that tlie God

who thinks and wills is less capable of being demonstrated from

experience than the vague power of the Not-ourselves which works

for righteousness, is an assertion which has no foundation. The one

admits as little as the other of exact proof by mathematical experi-

ments and measurements, but the reasonable spirit of God, the ruler

of the world, can be proved from the revelations of his nature in

experience at least as well as, or indeed far better than the vague

power of the Not-ourselves. We cannot know the thinking and

willing of our fellow-men immediately, but we can infer it from the

manifestations which we perceive, and which we interpret after our

own mind as signs of a mind similar to ours. Why should it not be

possible to us to infer from the signs of reason and of justice exhi-

bited to us by the world of nature and of history the presence of a

being analogous to ourselves who governs the world ? And is it not

much simpler and more obvious to see the cause of the moral experi-

ences of the world in a moral being, that is a being who thinks and

wills, than in a mindless and will-less nature-power, of which it is

hard for us to form any conception, the harder the more we try to

keep it free from any analogy with our own will-force ? The fact is,

indeed, that the notion of God which Arnold rejects as abstruse and

not verifiable by experience is incomparably clearer and closer to

experience than the substitute which he recommends to us with so

much eloquence and conscious pride—the power, not ourselves,

which makes for righteousness.

Mr. Arnold's historical argument is so far true. It is correct to

say that the stress laid throughout and as a matter of principle on

the moral side of the belief in God was the peculiar distinction, the

" revelation " of Israel ; but it is no less distinctly a perversion to

make Israel's belief in God, as Arnold does, amount to no more than

the personificatian of the moral law. One must deliberately shut

one's eyes in order not to see how essential an element in the God-

consciousness of Israel is the metaphysical side of it, the omnipotence

and wisdom which rule the world. The very notion of holiness,

which at a later time was understood as denoting mainly the moral
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perfection of God, was originally the expression for his exalted power

and His terrible, unapproachable majesty, and is a favourite term in

this sense even in Ezekiel and deutero- Isaiah. To suppress this side

of the Biblical notion of God is to destroy the foundation, and

consequently the reality of the moral notion of God, and what re-

mains after the subtraction is a shadowy ideal of the moral man,

such as could never be the object of religious belief, adoration, or

trust. It is true that the historical progress of the Biblical religion

moves in the direction of a purer development of the moral side of

the idea of God : but it is not to be overlooked that this progress

was only possible on the basis of the established certainty of the

metaphysical reality of God as the thinking and willing ruler of the

world. Attractive as Mr. Arnold's description of the Biblical religion

of both the Old and New Testaments undeniably is in many par-

ticulars, we cannot escape the impression that in many ways he does

violence to history in order to make it harmonise with his pre-

conceived opinions. The disturbing influence of this dogmatism is

felt with special force in his treatment of critical questions. The

present is not a fitting opportunity for the discussion of this point,

or else it would be easy to show how the arguments which he

regards as a refutation of German criticism {e.g., on the question of

the fourth Gospel) are based on superficial study which fails to

perceive the really decisive points, and on sophistical disarrange-

ment of the real facts of the case. Arnold is no doubt a writer of

great and many-sided acquirements : all that he writes is pleasant to

read and full of suggestions, but he possesses no real grip either in

philosophy or in history, and if he thinks he can make this want

good by dint of clever and eloquent writing, he is mistaken ;
nor

will it mend his error to exalt himself, and make his readers merry

at the expense of those who have treated serious problems more

seriously than he.

A similar gnostic dualism to that of the Dutch Ethische Richting

meets us in the anonymous work. Das Evangelium der Armen Seek

(The Gospel of A Poor Soul), Leipzig, 1871. It is impossible to

read this remarkable book without feeling at one time strongly
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attracted, and at another as strongly repelled, by it ; whether

attracted or repelled one is always powerfully interested. A warm,

religious spirit keenly alive to the sanctifying and strengthening

influence of approach to God as holy love, is at conflict with, or,

more properly, in an indifferent, unfused co-ordination with the

intellect, which regards the world of the actual as the mechanism of

forces which have nothing whatever to do, in respect of eitlier their

origin or their law, with that holy love and its purely ideal ends.

Here God is merely the (objective) moral ideal, the will of the good,

and gives himself as such to be felt by the human heart, striving

with all its might after goodness, and thus supplying its want ; but

he is not the Creator nor the Preserver, nor even the immediate

governor of the world. " The final causes of the world it is for

science to investigate (and at the inquiry of science the world

points back not to one cause but to many) ;
religion only knows that

God is her God, not that he is the first cause of the world, and that

all the attempts of science to prove God to be this cause of the world

are essentially futile and vain. To religion this world with its

elements, powers, and laws, is a thing independent of God, simply

existing as he does ; it is the part of science to know this world as

it is, was, and will be. Piety and morality have no plea to urge here

but this, that such science alone does not satisfy, and is a moral good

only when it is subordinated to love to one's fellow-men."

By this separation of the ideal God of religion from the real

causality of the world free play is to be given, on the one side, to

the understanding for a realistic (materialistic) explanation of the

world, in spite of the claims of the heart, while, on the other side,

religion is to be assured that her pure picture of God can no longer

be darkened by the shadows which appear to be cast by the realities

of the world and life on the causal principle, and if this principle be

identical with God, threaten to obscure God's ideal glory and to

weaken his power over our heart. The religious kernel of the

belief in an almighty God, the creator and ruler of the world, is said

to remain unaffected by this separation of the good God from the

real power which moves the world. " The world," God says to com-
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fort the poor soul, " has not hitherto been dependent on me
;
yet the

course of its events has served pious souls which love God and man,

and helped them to their true good ; and this will continue to be

the case so long as the world lasts." N"ow, how is it conceivable

that tlie mechanism of blindly working forces which constitutes the

real world, forces which are supposed to have nothing whatever to

do with the divine will of holy love either in their origin or in their

nature, can yet serve the ideal end of this holy love, and be service-

able and furthering to the human heart, and its true good in union

with God ? This it is hard to see. It is equally difficult, in fact it

is impossible, to think of God, to whose nature belongs infinite life,

and therefore infinite activity, as a mere idle spectator of the course

of the world which is entirely independent of him. The sceptical

thought is forcibly suggested here that the God who does not work

may be an unreal reflection of ourselves. But, apart from this, it is

clear that such a dualism cannot satisfy the living religious con-

sciousness. A God who is not the force of existing things, but

passive in presence of that force, cannot exercise the binding and

constraining power over the finite will, nor the redeeming power for

the mind entangled in the finite, which the living, religious conscious-

ness looks for in God. The holiness and the redeeming love of God

would be robbed of their foundation for faith, if he were not also

the almighty ground of the world and of man. This the early Church

well knew, when she opposed to gnostic dualism her own theological

metaphysics, which expressed in the language of the time that God

was the Creator and the Eedeemer in one.

To the gesthetic, the ethical, and the gnostic varieties of Neo-

Kantianism, we have to add in the last place the specifically ecclesi-

astical form of this tendency. Eitschl's theology, it is well known,

owes its success to the combination of modern Neo-Kantianism with

an energetic church spirit. I am led to notice it here by the fact

that a disciple of Eitschl, W. Hermann, in his pamphlet. Die Meta-

2)hysik in der Theologie (1876), denies the legitimacy of the philo-

sophical treatment of religion, and thus denies the very right to
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exist of the philosophy of religion. We hear once more the old song,

with which we have grown familiar, in its different variations from

Feuerbach and A. Lange down to the " Gospel of a Poor Soul,

"

viz., that metaphysics have only to take cognisance of facts, while

religion has only to do with the moral ideal (Christian religion with

the positive ideal of the Christian Church), so that the two views of

the world have nothing to do with each other, and the combination

of them, as in the speculative science of religion, can only issue in

the obscuring and spoiling of both functions, the religious and the

knowing. " The refusal to recognise the irreducible difference that

exists between the feeling of the value of goodness and the know-

ledge of facts, may come perhaps from the relinquishment of the

supra-mundane character of the Christian idea of God. In plain

words, the Christian idea of God is lost as soon as it is not

based exclusively on the moral sense of the ideal but on a think-

ing contemplation of the world as well ; for between these

two, ideal and reality, there is an irreducible difference." " The

consideration of this peculiarity (of the religious sense) forces us

to acknowledge, that what we speak of as real in Christianity

is quite different from what is spoken of as real in metaphysics.

Here it means the producing real, by which we explain to ourselves

the possibility of all being and becoming ; in the former case its

certainty is connected with the incommunicable experience of the

value of Christian goodness. To attempt therefore to mix up the

two kinds of reality is to deny that the ethical fact in which the re-

ligious view of the world has its root, is a separate thing, not to be

grasped in the general forms of being and becoming, not within the

view of metaphysics at all." Eeally! It would be a strange meta-

physics which should think its task, the knowledge of that which is,

discharged, while the highest fact of all, the ethical and religious

mind, was excluded from her view ! As long as there is such a

thing as metaphysics it is her task to interpret the whole of the

actual, both thing and spirit, as a unity and from a single principle :

should she put out of her sight either one side or the other, wholly

or in part, in that degree she has not fulfilled her task, and is not
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true metaphysics at all. It is for this reason that metaphysics is so

intimately related both to the mental and to the natural sciences

;

and it cannot be a matter of indifference to the mental sciences how

metaphysics conceives the producing ground of being and becoming,

whether, for example, it one-sidedly inclines to the natural sciences

and adopts such a view of the origin of things as reduces spiritual

life to a mere product of things. What are we to say of such

sentences as this :
" The problem of religion is not made more

difficult, it is not made easier by the tendency of the dogmatic meta-

physics the Christian follows, be that tendency idealistic or mate-

rialist. Whether philosophy be deistic, pantheistic, theistic, or

whatever it is, is a matter of indifference to theologians. The

simple Christian will naturally feel safer in the neighbourhood of a

theistic philosopher than of a deist ; the theologian ought possibly

to look for direct furtherance from the one, if he has done his

duty as a scientific worker, from the other possibly not. . . . He
who imagines he will solve or even advance the problem of

religion (to estimate the world solely and exclusively as a means

of our salvation) with the assistance of that metaphysic of the

much longed-for theistic philosophy, either divests himself in

theology of his Christianity, or is directly asking for another

religion." Yet we also read :
" We must ask metaphysics to sup-

ply us with notions corresponding to those relations (of the kingdom

of nature and of spirit). ... It is a task metaphysics cannot

avoid, to mark the change our notions undergo, according as they

are applied to things or to spirit. The result of this labour is the

armoury of systematic theology. ... If theology would set forth

Christianity with scientific accuracy, it must make use of this

material supplied by metaphysics ; it makes no difference to her

activity, though these .should be changed at some other point in the

process of metaphysical inquiry." In addition to this requirement

to furnish theology with the armouries of scientific notions, theology

puts forth a second demand on metaphysics :
" To respect the limits

which divide the sphere of independent knowledge from the realm

of the concrete, moral ideal."
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It is extraordinary to see how innocently positions are here ad-

vanced side by side which doubly and trebly contradict each other !

Does the writer not perceive that a science which furnishes me with

the notions for my special field of study, exercises in so doing the

deepest influence on my own work ? Can philosophical notions

be used like empty boxes, into which we may put any contents we

please, and any variety of contents ? How could any one, with even

the most superficial acquaintance with modern philosophy, fall back

into such a mediaeval scholastic view of philosophy and its relation

to theology ? Even the mediaeval schoolmen were more rational and

more consistent ; they did not with one breath require philosophy to

do the maid-servant's work of preparing their formal notions, and

declare the contents of philosophy and the position taken up by her

to be matters of no consequence. It is perfectly obvious that if

philosophy is to form notions suitable to the " armoury of systematic

theology," it dare not set out from a principle which is hostile to

moral and religious ideas, or even alien and indifferent to them. If

philosophy is to perform, to perform correctly, even what the Neo-

Kantian theologian here asks of her, her horizon must be wider than

that which is here drawn for her.

Mediaeval scholasticism had heard all about the " double truth,"

the philosophical and the religious, which were said to have nothing

to do with each other. But the Sorbonne knew very well why it

condemned this view, for there lay concealed behind this dualism in

these days as in ours, simply the scepticism of a disintegrating

Nominalism. The breach with the faith of the Church could remain

concealed, consciously or unconsciously, behind this " double truth,"

till the time came to throw off the mask in the radicalism of the

Eenaissance. In our day, when a Feuerbach and an A. Lange have

shown so plainly and frankly what that dualism leads to, and that it

simply means the negation of all objective religious truth, it is hard

to see how any one can extol this double truth, this two-soul theory

as the sheet-anchor of religion and theology. " By the truly real we

mean quite a different thing in Christianity from what we mean in

metaphysics ;" what rational idea can we see in this ? Is there any-
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thing outside of the truly real but the not truly real, i.e. the unreal,

what is represented merely, the fantastic world of abstract ideas ?

As there is only one reason, so there is but one truth, but one world

of reality, whether the reality of the senses or of the mind, which

together constitute the one reality, the object of our rational thought.

In this speculative philosophy is entirely at one with the honest

unperverted thinking of the simple Christian : it is only the

sophistry of the double, half-sceptical, half-believing " Neo-Kantian
"

that would torture the mind by asking it to combine with equal

conviction two pictures of the world which are quite indifferent and

even in part quite repugnant to each other.

It might easily be shown how what has led to the various con-

tradictions of the above-quoted sentences is the old confusion of

religion with the science of religion or theology. For religion itself,

for being good and for practical faith, no metaphysics in the strictly

scientific sense is wanted, no speculative notions : so much every

child knows. But something analogous to metaphysics, some objec-

tive view of the world, the most simply religious require and indeed

have ; the world his dogmatic ideas call up to him provides him with

such a view. And it is just because religion comprises not only a

practical element but also a theoretical, that the science of religion

cannot solve the problem of a real and pure knowledge of the reli-

gious fact, without a correct metaphysic, or more generally, philo-

sophy, to help her. How otherwise could she know how much of

the object she deals with, the religion before her, belongs to the

moral ideal, and how much to the popular metaphysics ? or more

accurately what belongs to the objective kernel of the religious func-

tion, and what to the subjectively determined form of consciousness?

How little clearness is to be gained on such questions we see very

distinctly in the halting attitude of the Eitschl theology on the

cardinal question of the notion of miracles and of revelation, a

subject of wdiich we shall yet come to speak.

Since the earlier edition of this book, Hermann has given a more

detailed statement of his views in the work. Die Religion im Verhdlt-

niss zum WelterJcennen und zur Sittlichkeit (The Eelation of Eeligion
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to our knowledge of the world and to morality) (1879), which is in-

teresting as showing an advance beyond Kant in somewhat the same

direction as that taken by Fichte in his famous essays :
" On the

Ground of our Belief in the Divine Government of the World," and

" Appeal to the Public against the Charge of Atheism " (vol. i. pp. 279-

281.) Instead of Fichte's frank decision in drawing his negative

conclusions, however, we find Hermann involved in indefiniteness

and ambiguity with respect to the cardinal question of the reality

of the idea of God, or the real relation of the human Ego to the

world-governing power represented under the idea of God. In this

feeling of uncertainty about the whole position, we may perhaps

find the occasion of the heat with which the writer falls upon all

who differ from him.^

To prove that religious belief cannot be arrived at from any other

quarter than moral consciousness Hermann first attempts to show

that all our knowledge of the world subserves the practical aim of

ruling it, and is thus directed by practical interests and by no means

sought for its own sake, but " utilised by the living person as a

means to his own ends." Metaphysics, too, is not a theoretical but

a practical explanation of the world, and does not busy itself with

an impartial apprehension of what is given in fact, but with "an

impassioned endeavour to obtain recognition for thoughts, the con-

tents of which have no other title to be recognised than their value

for us." For the metaphysical idea of a unity of the world has its

origin solely in the feeling and willing person whose personal need

in judging of the world as occasioning pleasure or pain is only met

by the idea of a completed whole. These propositions worked out

in endless repetitions are a new variation of the old theme of the

sophists that man is the measure of all things, and that there is

therefore no such thing as objective truth independent of the

fortuitous interests of the subject, true for all minds. This is the

^ An acuto and jiertinent criticism of Hermann's book from the pen of Professor

Krauss appeared in the Jahrh. f. prot. Theol. 1883, second number. While referring

to this detailed criticism, I may here be allowed to omit a number of details which

might give occasion for remark, and to restrict myself to the main points bearing

on an estimate of Hermann's position and of theological Neo-Kantianism generally.

VOL. II. N
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fundamental thought of all scepticism, and the inner contradictions

of it were laid bare by Plato. But crooked and perverted as is this

assertion of the pathological interestedness of all knowledge, it is yet

interesting as a confession by an individual : in fact it contains the

pathological key to the peculiarities of that cultivation of science

with which Hermann is occupied.

Metaphysic being concerned to reach such a view of the unity

of the world as may enable man to rule nature by working at her,

religion, on the other hand, is concerned to reach a view of the unity

of the world which may uphold the self-certainty of the personality

over-against things. "When I seek to represent a world-whole,

because as a person conscious of my supreme good I wish not to lose

myself in the multiplicity of things, I experience the impulse to

relioious belief. Man's desire after salvation, which every religious

interpretation of the world is an attempt to satisfy, is manifestly

nothing else than a manifestation of that feeling of self which makes

him wish to see his own existence, felt to be valuable beyond all else,

exalted above the irresistible course of events." What answers to

this personal interest of man or his desire to be himself, is the idea

of God as the power which subordinates the world to man's ends.

That this practical motive plays an important part in religion, no

one can deny ; but thus to make the natural tendency to self-assertion

the whole of religion, and to divorce it from the humble acknowledg-

ment of our dependence on a supreme power which does not exist

for us alone, but to the eternal laws and purposes of which we

ourselves with all others are subordinate and owe obedience; to

sacrifice this pious feeling of dependence to the selfish desire of

unlimited assertion of man's personality, this is just to adopt the

theory of religion of Feuerbach, which makes it the outcome of a

sickly egoistical heart at variance with the reasonable order of the

world. The position if worked out would lead to the result, that

religion is the better the more it flatters an unreasonable egoism, i.e.

the more immoral it becomes.

Hermann, of course, protests against such an inference from his

position, and takes a great deal of trouble to detach the personal
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feeling of self and self-persistence, which he regards as the origin of

religion, from its questionable egoistic back-ground, and to raise it

to the elevation of pure moral will. The object is respectable, though

the way in which it is sought is open to serious question. The

reasonable subject, his deduction runs, in asserting its own self is

compelled to assume the reality of the unconditioned. The will of

the reasonable being sets up aims in which that being in fact wills

itself. From this it results that the willing subject must be thought

as an end. But the will which acts as its own end, and itself

produces the law of its own action, is autonomous. The person,

therefore, who desires to maintain and to intensify his own life, must

think the moral law, for the content of the moral law is just the

supersensuous personality as an autonomous being, exalted above

nature and an end to itself. Morality does not therefore rest on

religion, but morality accomplishes itself only in the form of a

religious explanation of the world. For inadmissible and harsh as

it would be to go further back for the basis of the personality and

its autonomous moral law, yet the moral person can fully appropriate

the moral law only by means of a religious teleological judgment

as to the world, therefore by the idea of God, whose essence it is to

will just what the moral person wills, who " claims to be nothing

more than the unchangeable will of the rule of the personality over

nature." Eeligious judgments, therefore, are " only intelligible as the

expression of the personal self-certainty of the human spirit which is

in some way morally determined;" and accordingly, "their truth

just means the reality of the ideal world to which the moral inter-

course of men ultimately points. For merely knowing beings the

truth of religion does not exist ; it is only valid for the practice of a

number of persons having intercourse with each other." From this

Hermann infers tliat religion as well as morality is completely with-

drawn from scientific knowledge of the world, and that the very

attempt to embrace it in that knowledge destroys it by reducing it

to the level of natural existence. If it be urged that the moral will,

however peculiar it be, is yet a part of the totality of experience, and

must admit of being traced back, like everything else, to an ultimate
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common ground of the world, Hermann rejoins, that the moral law, in

teaching us to think of the will as free, reminds us that " we must

not go behind personality to ask what other agency has made it

possible. In it the moral person has reached the ultimate ground

of all being, the one point to which all that is actual is to be referred.

It is, therefore, to surrender the position in which the moral law

places us, if we take our stand over-against the moral law as a thing

given objectively, and place it under a supposed higher point of view

along with the multiplicity of the things which can be explained.

In doing this we cast ourselves into personal relations with an

ultimate, in which our thinking is to come to rest, and from which

as our starting-point we seek to restore the unity of view which is

indispensable to the personal life. But in doing so we are disregard-

ing that conclusion of the matter which the moral law has pointed

out to us, and by placing ourselves in conflict with it we intro-

duce a division into our view of life, which is not only a crux for

thought, but which, according to the objective moral standard, must

be pronounced immoral." ^

This assertion, that by tracing our personality and its moral laws

back to the ultimate ground of the world, or God, we become

chargeable with an immorality, is, from the mouth of a theologian,

certainly astounding. Even Kant did not go so far ; the idea of our

duties as divine commands, or of God as lawgiver, served to main-

tain the connection of His autonomous morality with religion. But

the cold autonomy of the moral subject, who in this view was fenced

in with his own formal reason, was hard to harmonise with that

survival of a deistic belief in God, and this led Fichte to the further

step of setting the moral personality entirely on its own feet. With

almost the same words as those now used by Hermann, Fichte de-

clared •} "1 myself and my necessary end are the supersensuous, the

absolutely positive and categorical, beyond which I cannot go,

beyond which I cannot wish to go, without destroying my inner life.

i Die Relirjion, etc., pp. 255 seq. ; cf. 210, 299, 251.

2 On the Ground of our Belief ia a Divine Government of the World.—Fichte's

Works, V. 181, seq. cf. 205. (See above, in the present work, vol. i. p. 279.)
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It is the end of our existence, that the reasonable being in us should

be absolute and quite free and independent ; reason should be suffi-

cient for herself," etc. The further step, too, the deduction of belief

in the moral order of tlie world from the immediate sense of duty,

was there taken by Fichte, by means of a chain of reasoning similar

to that of Hermann, only much clearer and simpler. At this point,

however, the paths seem to diverge. From such premises Fichte

frankly concludes, a conclusion which can scarcely be avoided, that

this moral being of our own, which represents itself to our conscious-

ness in the idea of the moral order of the world, is the only divine

we are entitled to assume, while to trace this order to a world-ground

or God as its foundation would be to destroy its absoluteness, would

be to " scorn that conclusion of the matter which the moral law has

pointed out to us, and to place ourselves in conflict with that law,"

to use Hermann's words. But whether Hermann accepts the con-

clusion at which Fichte arrived, he nowhere distinctly says : several

of his expressions^ would seem to indicate that he does so. Con-

tinuing the passage above cited, he goes on to show that our

consciousness of freedom, in which every individual knows himself

as the " absolute beginning of the moral world," yet does not exclude

the consciousness of dependence, " because tlie two attitudes only

represent the different ways in which the reality of the absolute end,

the intercourse of moral persons, is apprehended by an individual

human spirit. The same content appears, in the one case, as the

power over the world, which deprives of its terror the natural

limitation of our life, in the other case as the life-element of our

freedom." The only meaning it seems possible to attach to this

statement is that our freedom is just the same as that which in

another way of looking at it appears as the divine power above the

world—an idea which accurately coincides with Fichte's faith in the

sole divinity of our pure (not our individual) Ego, and its self-

produced world-order. The above-cited passage amounts simply to

this : the being of God " claims to be nothing more than the un-

changeable will of the rule of the personality over nature." To

1 Op. cit. pp. 25S, 204, 210.
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the same effect the following :

—
" For man there can be no higher

mode of view than that from the position of personal life : in look-

ing about for a higher he forgets that the moral law which reveals

to him his own nature as a person has led him to the limits of his

thought. The word which solves for man the riddle of the universe

can be no other than ' personality. ' " The connection here shows

distinctly that the personality spoken of is not that of God, but that

of man. But when this world is declared to be that which solves

the riddle of the universe, the personality is made God, and thus our

Neo-Kantianist has rapidly developed from one position to another,

has overtaken Fichte, and is now at the level of Feuerbach, of whom
he reminds us in many ways. One more marked passage in con-

clusion. " Eeligious faith in God is, rightly understood, just the

medium by which the universal demand of the moral law becomes

individualised for the individual man in his particular place in the

world's life, so as to enable him to recognise its absoluteness as the

ground of his self-certainty, and the ideal drawn in it as his own

personal end." Compare with this the following words of Fichte :"

" That man in speaking to others of the various relations of that

(moral) order to him and his actions comprises and fixes them in the

notion of an existing being, whom he perhaps calls God, is the result

of the finiteness of his intellect, but does him no harm if only he

does not employ that notion for any other purpose than just to hold

together in this way the relations of the supersensuous world to him

which manifest themselves within him." We see that for Fichte as

for Hermann, the religious belief in God, rightly understood, is just

the medium by which the moral law is individualised, brought to

bear on the individual.

So closely does Hermann approach the earlier Fichtean position,

where God disappears in the moral order of the world and religion in

morality. That he does not proceed boldly on Fichte's road, but

remains with one foot in the deism of Kant, is no advantage, but a

deplorable obstacle to the inner transcending of this irreligious

moralism. If Hermann would once take up this position as

1 " Appeal to the Public against the Charge of Atheism," v. 208.
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decidedly tiiul clearly as Fichte did, we should expect with confi-

dence that the logic of the case would lead him as it led Fichte

beyond an untenable subjective idealism to an idealism objective

and absolute. That absolute freedom and autonomy which simply

does not exist in us finite reasonable beings he would be led to

transfer to the infinite reason above us and before ns, and then he

would find in it the real ground both for our moral and for all

natural existence. For it is not the case, as Hermann with a

curious blindness continues to reproach us, that to refer these two to

a common divine origin is to make them alike in nature or of equal

value. In such a solid theism not only would full justice be done

to the legitimate elements of the Kant-Fichtean idealism, but the

crying contradiction would be removed which the weak half-sceptical

half-believing position of Neo- Kantian theology seeks to impose on

us, of seeking the power which orders the world in a God, in whom

the moral persons, the principal factors of our world, are not based,

and who stands in no conceivable connection with the other factor,

with nature !

Instead of thus endeavouring by earnest examination of such diffi-

culties and problems to work out what is unsatisfactory and ambiguous

in his position, a position which oscillates between the anthropologism

of Fichte and Feuerbach and the deism of Kant, Hermann appears,

at any rate up to this time (for he may not have spoken his last word)

to prefer to shelter himself under the protecting wings of positive

authority. The reason he gives for this /xeTa^a(rL<i eU aWo 'yevo'i

is highly characteristic of the weakness of the whole position.

" If we be told," he says, " that religion, which we declare to be the

correlative of personal self-certainty, is the mere imagination of an

energetic subjectivity, we can make no direct answer. We can only

point to the fact that the world of belief is the world of the living,

and that the living holds the field. When the believer looks that

circumstance straight in the face, the existence of religious com-

munion becomes invaluable to him, confirming . his own certainty

as nothing else can. With burning desire must he then lay hold

upon the testimony by which the mighty traces of religion in
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history, and most of all the religious tradition in which he himself

was nourished, vouch for the fact that his proud and anxious heart

is not alone answerable for the inexplicable audacity of faith, but

that when he believes he is yielding to a power which sways many

hearts which are thus united with him." Instead, then, of imme-

diate personal certainty which here suffers shipwreck in the conflict

between knowledge and heart, an appeal to the " many," who yield

to the same power of faith ! As if in matters of truth numbers were

to decide. As if the one Luther in Worms with his appeal to clear

grounds of Scripture and reason, were not in the right as against all

the millions of Catholics of his own and of all times ! No ; this

replacing of the missing inner certainty of truth, of the " witness of

the Spirit with our spirit," as Scripture calls it, by a multitude of

outward testimonies, and by the powers of tradition and authority,

is surely neither Kantian nor Protestant, but only positivist and

Catholic !

But the stumbling weakness of the Neo-Kantian faith once shel-

tered in the safe citadel of ecclesiastical positivism, that facility

which can only proceed from the exaltation of this belief above all

worldly knowledge, and so above all logic too, is once again em-

ployed, and the idealistic premises which were used as a ladder to

rise to this height, are cast aside as useless lumber. Before, the

idealistic self-certainty of the moral personality was said to be of

such unconditional autonomy, that it could not endure even to be

traced back to God as the creative and legislative ground. Now we

are surprised by assertions, in which the most extreme belief on

authority and on tradition, such a belief as even the dogmatic of the

Church had never taught so nakedly, is made a religious and conse-

quently also a moral principle of life. " The source of religious

knowledge is for us neither our morality nor one kind or another of

metaphysics, but revelation. Thus do we designate an event in

which we have recognised the declaration of the divine will directed

to our salvation." This revelation, we are carefully assured, is

always merely an outward event, even for the bearers of the revela-

tion, who have always to set the divine declaration over-against the
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course of their own lives as something quite different from the latter

It seems almost a commonplace, and yet it is necessary to remind

this massive positivism of the well-known objections ; where were

men, both the first bearers of a revelation and those to whom they

communicated it, to get the criterion of a divine declaration, and

the reason for holding it to be authentic, if it did not meet with a

point of connection in something within them, if there was not an

inner revelation there already, to which the new, outwardly com-

municated revelation corresponded, and by which it was authenti-

cated ? To this inner revelation all the bearers of revelations have

from the first appealed : Jesus spoke of it when he spoke of the

" light that is in thee," which must be sound if the whole man is to

be full of light ; Paul spoke of it when he spoke of the law of God

written on the hearts of the Gentiles, and John spoke of it when he

spoke of the drawing of the Father to the Son, by which those who

are of the truth are led to Christ : the early Fathers thought of it

when they spoke of the pre-Christian activity of the Logos in the

whole of liuuKinity or of the aiiinia naturalitcr Christiana ; Pro-

testant dogmatic referred to in the revelatio nattiralis, on which the

relative truth of the theologia naturalis is based. I know but one

school of doctrine which has repudiated as decidedly as the Neo-

Kantian theology any inner and universal revelation, in favour of

one exclusively external and historical. I refer to the Socinian doc-

trine, with which the doctrine we are discussing shows in other

respects also a strong similarity. We see in both the characteristic

combination of a barren rationalistic moralism with a lifeless super-

natural positivism.

In connection with the question how we are to conceive of the

historical facts of revelation, the problem of belief in miracles must

of necessity be faced. This is a sore point for a theology which on

one side is so anxious to maintain its reputation for orthodoxy, and on

the other has set up an absolute partition between the causal nexus

of nature and a transcendent God, who is only to be thought of in

the categories of ethics. Hence on this point also w^e only get from

these theologians oracles of Pythian darkness and ambiguity. " The
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excited discussion for or against the credibility of the miraculous

narratives of tlie Gospels, on grounds of principle, is completely in-

different for the present problem of theology. It is however excel-

lently suited to confuse men's minds and to blunt their perception

of religious truth. For whether a man proves the possibility or the

impossibility of miracles, what determines his judgment is a view of

God which is not the Christian one. We do not share the belief

which is common to the apologists and their opponents, that nature

is a completed whole for our knowledge. Hence to our view every

miracle of God is immeasurably prepared for in natural ways. God

works through nature which he created as a means for his final pur-

pose. But we must repudiate as superstitious any attempt to come

to a final decision as to the possibility or impossibility of any reported

occurrences, if that attempt proceeds on a view of the whole of nature,

the materials of which view have been gathered from the results up

to this time of natural science." This suspension of judgment may

be right and fitting in regard to many miraculous narratives, but

to extend it to all of them is certainly more prudent than reasonable.

As for the Resurrection in particular, Hermann declares on the one

hand that he cannot see how a believer in the presence and activity

of God throughout the whole existence of Christ can surrender the

conviction that he actually rose again : we are not entitled however

to make any inferences from a fact which we can so little penetrate,

as to the real form of the world, inferences which would bring

about a fantastic dislocation of our knowledge of the world. The

fact is as inexplicable to us as the creation of the world, and belongs,

as far as we are concerned, to the same category. Yet, on the other

hand, a belief in the fact ought not to be made a condition of be-

longing to the Christian community. In general we should not

forget, that we here stand in a sphere in which we do not mark out

the ways for ourselves, but yield to the educating influence put forth

by an objective spiritual power. In such a situation it is a com-

mandment of God to us thankfully to rejoice in the revelation which

makes us free, and to enrich our knowledge at its historical source.

In doing so " we are not called on to make a sacrifice of the intellect.
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which would merely be the sacrifice of a metaphysical prejudice,

because we do not possess the wisdom at all, wliich we should be

called to surrender."

And this is enough for us. Scientifically we can have no further

dealings with a theologian who himself confesses that it no longer

remains for him to make a sacrifice of the intellect. I am also of

opinion that yea and nay is not good theology, and that the words

apply to theology as well as to other things :
" As for the upright,

He directeth his way "
!

An interesting parallel to Hermann's Religion is Julius Kaftan's

Essence of the Christian Religioii (1881). He shares with Hermann

the Neo-Kantian basis of his theory of religion, the strict separation

of knowledge and faith, and the limitation of knowledge to the facts

of nature and history, with the repudiation of its right to interfere

in the sphere of faith, which is based exclusively on estimates of

value, and subservient to man's need of salvation. Starting however

from this common basis, the paths of the two thinkers at once divei-ge

in a remarkable way, only to meet again in positive dogma. The

difference may be shortly stated as follows : Hermann goes beyond

Kant in the direction of Ficlite, i.e. of subjective idealism, but Kaftan

goes back before Kant, in the direction of Hume and Locke, i.e. of

sceptical empiricism (scepticism of course is not directed against

faith in this theologian, but against knowledge, in favour of faith).

The relation of Kaftan to Hermann is therefore exactly the same as

that of Laas to Albert Lange on the philosophical line of Neo-Kan-

tianism ; as the ethical idealism of the latter turns with Laas (p. 177)

into Comtian positivism, so the Kantian moralism which still serves

as a basis for Hermann, turns with Kaftan into an anti-Kantian

empiricism and a purely historical religious positivism. This close

parallel in the two branches, otherwise quite independent of each

other, unmistakably reveals an inner law in the development of the

whole tendency, a law indeed of its disintegration.

Hermann holds fast the a priorisni of Kant both in the theoretical

and in the practical reason, and allows the validity of tlie laws of
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thought at least within the sphere of experience. Kaftan, on the

other hand, rejects this a iwiorism entirely, and regards it as an evil

effect of platonic speculation, from which even Kant suffered. The

so-called "laws of thought" too, which are thought to provide a

brido-e from science to metaphysical speculation, can never, Kaftan

holds quite in the spirit of the positivist Stuart ]\Iill, claim any

greater importance than that of rules which we the human race

have abstracted from our successful investigation and thought. This

applies even to what is most universal, " where the idea of an a

'priori principle might suggest itself most readily." The only legiti-

mation of a method is its success. Hence the laws of thought undergo

a change according to the objects of knowledge to which they are

applied. For the construction of religious truth they are the formal

means, but they must never play a legislative part in this sphere
;

they must be subordinated to the highest principle, the ruling idea of

the supreme good. This is not in contradiction with the principles

Avhich guide the search for truth in other fields, but directly connected

with the state of the facts everywhere. " The truth on which this

principle is based is in fact no other than this, that not facts but

values form the decisive consideration in all questions of human

knowledge." This is going even further than the positivist theory

of science, in which, though the laws of thought are regarded as

Kaftan regards them, as mere rules derived from induction, the facts

still hold their place as the ultimate test of truth; while Kaftan

denies to them this validity, and makes " values," i.e. fortuitous sub-

jective taste, the sole deciding tribunal in all questions of human

knowledge. It is hard to see how anything like science can still

maintain itself along with this absolute sceptical subjectivism. We
are taken back to the position of a Protagoras, for whom Plato and

Aristotle, Leibniz and Kant, do not exist.

But Kaftan works out his principle in thorough earnest in the

practical sphere. And this is the point at which his path diverges

most decidedly from that of Hermann. The latter stretched Kant's

autonomy of the practical reason to the most extreme Fichtean

idealism, and constructed religion just on this absoluteness of a
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moral law and a moral will, which lie quite beyond all experience.

Kaftan regards the a 2}^"iori character of the moral law with Kant as

a remainder of platonic speculation which must be got rid of ; it is

a mischievous and antiquated prejudice, he holds, to think that there

is in this sphere of personal life such a constant element of the

human spirit (as legislative practical reason), an innate moral dis-

position on which our moral consciousness could support itself. On

the contrary, it ought to be seen that with all these ideas about the

a priori nature of the human mind and all that is in it, we are simply

weaving a myth, and involving ourselves in contradictions, since

what is born in us by nature is nature in its character. The moral

life, Kaftan says, quite in the spirit of Locke and of the modern

positivists, arises and develops itself naturally in the course of his-

tory, and the moral disposition of the individual is simply his quali-

fication to take his place in such a historically given development.

Philosophy, too, need not look for the moral ideas anywhere but in

history, where they take form as the common principles of valua-

tion in historical communities. Now, I am far from denying the

legitimacy of this appeal to history ; I myself seek to grasp ideas

in their historical development, and hence describe my own philosophy

of religion as " genetico-speculative." But I certainly consider that

to speak of development is always to take for granted that there is

something to develop, some entity containing in itself from the first

a germ and a law of growth, and that this a priori cause of develop-

ment is to be carefully distinguished from its historical process ; and

1 think it cannot but be mischievous, especially in the sphere of

ethics, to confound the growth under historical conditions with the

unconditioned cause or a p)riori law of it. For if all morality is

reduced to a mere positive product of history and the eternal norm

denied, which is immanent in the constitution of reason (" the law

of God written in the heart," the Scriptures call it), then it is clear

that there exists no longer any objective and universally valid

motive and criterion of morality ; it depends, as Kaftan himself con-

cedes, '* in the last instance on the subjective factor of personal

valuation," i.e. it is a matter of taste for each individual. From the
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formidable ethical consequences of this subjective position, one mind

may take refuge in revelation, but the position provides us with no

universally valid reasons for forbidding another to turn to quite

another side, perhaps to the immoral side.

Starting from this pure empiricism, Kaftan arrives at a theory of

religion, which is partly superior to Hermann's, partly inferior to it.

It is superior : for while with Hermann religion all but disappears

in morality, or at least is represented as only another way of taking

the same thing, a thing which is to be found in its reality in the

moral intercourse of mankind, Kaftan is far from doing away with

religion in such a fashion. He states from the first emphatically,

and with express disapproval of the Hermann-Eitschl theology, that

religion aims not at ethical ideals but at goods : that its specific

difference from morality consists just in this, that the motive of what

is done in religion is the desire of life and of goods, while the

foundation of moral action is the feeling of the binding power of a

moral ideal : the kernel of the Christian religion in particular, he

says, is the life of the soul hid with Christ in God ; and he even goes

so far as to assert that religion is only completed in the man for

whom the world with its goods no longer exists, whose soul lives

entirely in God, and that a positive reference out of this life in God

back to the life in the world is essentially alien to religion, the soul

of which does not attach itself to the moral goods of the earthly life

but to a supreme supramundane good :
" the certainty of an eternal

life in a kingdom of God which is above the world, which lies to us

as yet in the beyond, is the very nerve of our Christian piety." This

accentuation of the specific meaning and importance of religion, and

the warm and hearty tone with which Kaftan speaks of it, form a

pleasing contrast to the icy cold of the moralism of Eitschl and Her-

mann
;
yet, on the other hand, we cannot deny that this advantage

on Kaftan's side is dearly bought at the expense of the absolute

value of morality which with Hermann was so energetically set

forth, and was made the basis of religious certainty. In place of the

absolute value of morality. Kaftan sets up endcemonism. Not only

does he find the origin of religion, as does also Hermann, exclusively
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in the egoistic endsemonistic effort to hold life and its goods secure

against the hardship of the earth, Ijut he never lets religion in its

further growth get beyond egoistic endtemonism (as Hermann

earnestly endeavours to do). True, the goods sought after become

always more refined till they consist in the supramundane blessed-

ness of the kingdom of God in the world beyond ; but however the

objects change to which value is attached, the sole motive continues

to be the individual desire of happiness, the impulse towards enjoy-

ment. But if this endeavour (whether directed to the goods (i.e. the

materials of enjoyment) of this world or of the world beyond) is

made the highest and the dominating point of the view of life, and

morality related to it as a mean to an end, as Kaftan expressly does,

then two things inevitably follow. Morality is degraded : it obvi-

ously loses its specific truth, its unconditional validity or " holiness,"

because it is lowered to the category of conditions, means, of indi-

vidual satisfaction, to interest properly understood, after the manner

of Bentham and Stuart Mill. And, secondly, with this degradation

of the morally unconditioned the last remnant of all unconditioned

truth whatever, the last inner support even of religious truth, is

sacrificed, and faith comes to be based exclusively on the subjective

pathos of the endsemonistic Ego ; or, as Hume said, on the passions

of the heart. Here we reach the position, or rather the want of any

definite position, the instdbilis tellus, innabilis unda, of the scepticism

of Hume. Now it is true that this standpoint appears, as Hume
himself declared of it, to offer the special advantage to the theo-

logian, that as no certainty remains either for theoretical or for prac-

tical reason, we are thrown back the more entirely on unconditional

faith in an outward revelation ; and Kaftan accordingly points to

revelation as the sole stay of all religious certainty. Alas ! there

lies and will ever lie, a " broad ugly ditch " between every positive

revelation and subjective conviction. Lessing pointed to it in the

fatal question, How can I know whether that which is handed

down as a revelation, really is so ? or in what sense and to what

extent the tradition is to be taken as a revelation ? what is the

original and essential part of it, the real heart of the matter ? what
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is to be regarded as the permanent truth of it, and what as the mere

historical dress ? These questions are not to he lightly put aside :

they indicate the heel of Achilles of every system of sccjptical posi-

tivism, as any man can with slight consideration convince himself.

A proof of this may indeed he gathered from Kaftan's own book.

With extraordinary confidence he states it to be the revealed essence

of the Christian religion that it not only fulfils the moral law but

promises a corresponding supramundane good, namely, the supra-

mundane kingdom of God, as the goal of our existence in the world

beyond, to which the moral ideals and goods of this earthly life are

related only as means and conditions. This, he says, is what makes

Christianity the perfect religion, which it would cease to be wherever

the centre of gravity of our existence should be transferred to this

world instead of the other, even were it placed in the moral ideals of

social life on the earth. Now this must be allowed to be a view of

Christianity which many have shared at every period of its history
;

but no less certain is it that others took a different view, and it is

very questionable which is the loftier conception of Christianity,

that which places its centre of gravity in the eschatological hope of

the future, so as to make it differ little from the Judaism of the

Essenes and Pharisees, or that which holds it to be the peculiar and

the original principle of Christianity that it transfers the kingdom of

God from the beyond of the Jewish hope to the here of a present

spiritual and historical reality, and says : The kingdom of God

has come to you, is present in you, is righteousness and peace and

joy in the Holy Ghost, is that eternal life which makes its entry

into our hearts as the knowledge and love of God, and into the world

we live in as a sanctifying power. These different views of the

nature of Christianity have always, we learn from history, existed

side by side, and the question as to their religious truth can scarcely

be decided by historical considerations. Nor can the point be settled

by an appeal to the subjective judgment of the world, since judg-

ments of taste are no proper subject of discussion, and possess only

subjective validity. If any decision is to be arrived at at all, it is

hard to see in what other way we are to look for it than by appeal-
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ing to such authorities as are neither historically problematical nor

based on subjective taste, hut of universal objective validity. And

this leads to nothing but some a ^priori, some inner revelation of God

as the last support of certainty, whether that revelation be thought,

in terms of theology, as the witness of the Holy Ghost, or in terms

of philosophy as an ideal Ego, practical reason, pure self- conscious-

ness, or in whatever other way.

But it must be said that we cannot arrive at a clear and decided

judo-ment of any form of Christianity which is not consistently

worked out. Kaftan's view appears to me to stop short of its legiti-

mate conclusion, as he attributes value not only to the supreme good

of the beyond, but also, in a relative degree, to the moral ends of this

world, which stand in no necessary connection with the former.

The full energy of the purely transcendental, and therefore anti-

rational view of Christianity, we do not find in Kaftan : we do find

it in the Dane, Soren Kierkegaard.

Soren Kierkegaard^ sets out like the Neo-Kantians from the posi-

tion that truth is not a matter of objective thought at all, since such

thought has for its contents some form or other of being, and hence

is quite inadequate for the existing, which is not a being but a

becoming. Christianity, in particular, is not a truth which could

ever be the subject of scientific knowledge, whether called philo-

sophical or theological or historical. It is rather a relation of exist-

ence, which can only be the subject of personal experience, of

passionate, infinitely interested, appropriation. The truth of it con-

sists entirely in the subjective inwardness and passionateness of per-

sonal appropriation of and absorption in the absolute relation of

existences on which salvation or its opposite depends. The way to

Christianity accordingly does not lead through objective thought,

which, so far as it is philosophical, is a delusion, so far as it is his-

1 One of his works is ti-auslated into German, viz., Exercises in Chri.f/itniiti/,

translated by A. Barthold (Halle, 1878), and gives a tolerably clear representation

of Kierkegaard's original style of thought. I have also had at my disposal a number of

papers by the Danish scholars, H. Brochner and S. Heegard, which Dr. Alexander

Thorsoe of Copenhagen was good enough to translate for me.

VOL. II.
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torical cau only attain to an approximation to the truth, not to the

truth itself. But equally little does the way to Christianity lead

through the Church which, in its character as Christendom existing

in alliance with the world, is rather a declension from true Chris-

tianity than the way to it. The way to it is no other than subjective

thought, self- collection about one's own existence, infinite concern

about one's self and one's sins, and the infinite passion of faith or of

absorption, arising from the deepest subjective interest in one's per-

sonal relation to the divine. But this way possesses several stages,

and leads through various forms of existence.

The first stage is that of immediate or aesthetic existence, where

life is directed to enjoyment, and consists in the passionate laying

hold of the moment and of its fortuitous goods at each time, without

any constancy of direction or any consciousness of the eternal value

of the spirit. This stage leads to despair, which as finite leads to

hardening, but as absolute to submission and so to healing. The

Ego has to choose between its fortuitous individuality and its eternal

spiritual validity ; if it determines for the latter, it has gained itself

in its freedom or absoluteness, and has passed therewith to the posi-

tion of ethical existence. But the self which has attained its free-

dom can only maintain it by constantly realising it ; the ethical

man is eo ipso the acting man. And absolute freedom can only be

realised as one with absolute dependence, i.e. in the fulfilment of

duty, especially of the man's calling, in which the universally human

comes to individual expression. But the individual faints under the

absolute demand of infinity, and comes to require higher assistance
;

and so the ethical is shown to be a mere transitional sphere on the

way to the higher, the religious existence. The first form of this

existence, not yet specifically Christian, is that of general religious

inwardness, or of absolute direction to the absolute end of eternal

salvation. But this absolute end does not admit of being reconciled

with the relative ends of finiteness, and so the man who directs him-

self to that end finds himself confronted with the task of renouncing

his finite existence in its relative ends, no longer having his life in

them, and in this pathos of self-renunciation accomplishing an act
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which transcends merely moral action. The fundamental quality of

the religious life is suffering. To be without suffering is to be with-

out religion. But the meaning of suffering is self-effacement, which,

however, is not a spiritless giving up of ourself, but the strenuous

exertion of an uninterrupted struggle for self-mastery. The relation

of man to the eternal presents itself primarily as a consciousness of

sin and guilt ; and out of this comes the specific Christian religious

spirit through the faith which lays hold of the paradox, " God mani-

fested in time as man," and looks for its salvation from its relation

to the eternal, who came into the limits of time, to the divine which

put on an individual existence. It is of the very essence of Christian

faith, Kierkegaard strongly insists, that it conflicts with all the laws

and forms of thought, declaring the birth of the eternal in a par-

ticular moment of time, and the union of God with an individual

man in the historical God-man. But this very paradox which to

thought is the inconceivable itself, is all the more the highest cer-

tainty to faith ; faith lays hold of it afresh every moment with the

infinite energy of a passionate desire of salvation, and carries it off,

as it were, in spite of the opposition of the understanding, maintain-

ing it on the strength of its own subjective feeling in spite of

everything objective. Faith, according to Kierkegaard, conflicts not

merely with particular forms of thought, but with thought altogether

and entirely : it throws all the rational contents of consciousness

overboard on principle, and loses itself, with its consciousness of sin,

in the paradox of the grace which appeared in time in the God-man,

in this absolute miracle, thus " becoming contemporary with Christ."

But this opposition contained in faith to what is naturally human

is not limited to the intellectual side, it affects the practical side

as well. As the miracle of faith can never be reconciled with reason,

the life of faith can never have anything in common with the life

of the world ; as the need of salvation demands the breach with

thought, so it demands that a breach should be made with the finite

interests of the world. The absolute religious relation does not,

according to Kierkegaard, transcend the relative ethical relations o't

the life of the world in the sense that it embraces them in itself and
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seeks to develop its power in them, and to elevate them to absolute

divine worth and importance ; its relation to them is that of indiffer-

ence, exclusion, negation ; it claims man's whole strength for itself,

requires him to refer himself absolutely to the absolute at every

moment, and sum up all his desires in a convulsive assertion of his

entirely subjective relation to God, to his eternal end, to salvation.

Then he has no strength left for ethical relations, they must of

necessity disappear, as unessential and valueless in comparison to the

infinite religious relation, because they fall outside of it. Hence

Kierkegaard can only find true Christianity in entire renunciation of

the world, in the following of Christ in lowliness and suffering

especially when met by hatred and persecution on the part of the

world. Hence his passionate polemic against ecclesiastical Chris-

tianity, which he says has fallen away from Christ, by coming to

a peaceful understanding with the world and conforming itself to the

world's life. True Christianity, on the contrary, is a constant

polemical pathos, a battle against reason, nature, and the world ; its

commandment is enmity with the world, its way to life is the death of

the naturally human. Not only was this negative relation charac-

teristic of it at its first appearance, this is still its abiding essence,

and hence, so long as Christianity remains true to its nature, it can

only call forth the most extreme opposition, hatred, and scorn, on the

part of the world. Where this is not the case, as in the Christianity

of the Church, it is a sign that true Christianity is adulterated and

perverted, since it can never be the affair of the mass, but only of

the individuals who renounce the world in order to find God and to

save their souls.

This is a consistent theory. It teaches with a resolution worthy

of Tertullian, not in theory only but in earnest, contempt of reason

and science, of nature and of cultivation, of the morals and customs

of the world (of marriage as well as others), and of a Church which

conforms to the world. And there is something refreshing, some-

thing commanding in this resolute consistency, when we contrast it

with the half measures and the ambiguities of our " Neo-Kantian
"

theologians. It has also the advantage of being incapable of refuta-
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tion, since refutation can only take place by grounds of reason, the

validity of which is here denied in advance. The position is there-

fore unassailable. Yet its trees will not grow till they reach heaven
;

that is certain from the constitution of human nature, the reason in

which cannot be uprooted and was not abolished by Christianity

either, so that abstinence from the use of reason in thought and

action cannot be permanently epidemic.



CHAPTEE III.

THE HERBAETIAN PHILOSOPHY OF EELIGION.

JOHANN Friedrich Herbart, realistic pluralist antipode of the

speculative successors of Kant, wrote no philosophy of religion

himself, but contented himself with a few remarks on religious

matters, which stand in no intimate connection with his philosophy

proper, and may therefore be regarded rather as personal confessions

of a philosopher who undoubtedly was religiously disposed, than as

possessing any special importance for the history of the philosophy of

religion. Some of his disciples, however, proceeded to work out the

philosophy of religion on the basis of his philosophy, and though

they did this in different ways and differed widely from each other,

yet for the most part they agree in displaying an extraordinary

animosity towards all who are not followers of Herbart, and especially

towards every form of speculative philosophy of religion and specula-

tive theology. It may not therefore be out of place, not to answer

their attacks, which are based on too palpable misunderstandings,

and the tone of which is too far removed from the language of the

cultivated scientific world to make a discussion with them possible,^

but to cast the light of criticism on their own performances.

Herbart always spoke of religion with great respect : he sees in it

a most valuable, indeed an indispensable medicine for the human

^ The most moderate, and scientifically tlie most important of the Herbartian

religio-philosophers is Drohisch ; in Th'do the discussion is more violent and more

one-sided ; while in Fliigel and in Hchijl, Herbartian zeal has grown into a blind

fanaticism, the rudeness of which is only surpassed by the narrowness of vision to

which all understanding of other modes of thought is absolutely sealed. Herbart's

religious views are collected and exhibited in a clear manner by Alexis Schivam,

in the dissertation :
" The position of the Philosophy of Religion in Herbart's

system," Halle, 1880.
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heart, which receives Iroiii it, amidst the evils of life, strength,

comfort, and uplifting. As a support of morality also, and as a

subsidiary means of moral education, he holds religion to be of great

value, and he recognises the importance of the work of the Churcli

for the preservation and consolidation of social order. The justifica-

tion of religion rests accordingly in the first place on its practical

value, but in addition to this Herbart allows it a certain theoretical

validity, in virtue, that is, of the aesthetic teleological view of nature

which it represents. As mankind was led to religion from the

beginning not merely by the need of higher aid, but also by admiring

wonder of the world, so for us also, practical necessity is not the

only motive of religion, but is accompanied by that derived from the

contemplation of the utility and purpose which are in nature. This

purpose is not read into nature by us, as Herbart is careful to insist,

as against subjective idealism, but meets us as a relation of things

objectively valid, and so leads us involuntarily to the thought that

this purposeful arrangement must be the work of a supreme

intelligence. At the same time this purpose is connected with our

aesthetic contemplation of nature only ; it has nothing to do with

theoretical thought proper or with the metaphysical explanation of

the world. Hence the religious view of the world which rests on

sesthetic teleological contemplation of nature, may be called a supple-

ment of metaphysic, but stands in no essential connection with

metaphysic. Herbart even makes the significant admission that he

loses control of his metaphysic as soon as he attempts to turn it to the

improper purpose of a theoretical definition of the highest object.

This is comprehensible enough. For in fact Herbart's metaphysic is

of such a nature as not only not to require the notion of God, but to

have no room for it.

Herbart's metaphysic is a pluralistic realism. He sets out from

the same point as Kant, that what is given to us in experience is in

the first place merely phenomena, not being itself. But instead of

proceeding with Fichte to drop the Kantian thing-in-itself, and to

explain phenomena in the way of idealism, from the Ego, Herbart

turns in the opposite direction, holds to that realistic background
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of the Kantian criticism, and sets philosophy the task of determining

by means of critical reflection what is the being which underlies

phenomena. We are compelled to go beyond phenomena by the

contradictions they contain, specially by the contradiction of one

thing with its several qualities, and the change or the co-existence

of A and non A in the same thing. These contradictions, according

to Herbart, make it impossible for us to see true being in the

phenomenon itself : yet it is not an appearance merely : it points to a

being, and the only question is how we have to conceive this being

in order to solve the contradictions of the phenomenon. Herbart's

answer to this question is shortly as follows : That which exists must

consist of a multiplicity of real essences, each of which is absolutely

posited, hence quite simple and unchangeable in itself, but from the

being together of which there result for our " fortuitous view " the

manifold relations which appear to us as the different qualities and

changes of things. When, that is to say, two or more reals of

different quality are together, each preserves itself in its simple and

unchangeable being against the disturbances threatening it from the

others, and these self-preservations, varying according to the variety

of the opposition, produce the appearance of different and changing

qualities of things. But these disturbances and self-preservations

which are the basis of the " happening " of our experience, are yet

not a real happening which takes place in the reals themselves ;
for

as they are supposed to be absolutely unchangeable they can experi-

ence no disturbances, no influences at all, from without, nor can they

be thus incited to real acts of self-preservation ; what appear to us

to be so are only their relations to each other, present for our chance

view, but unessential to the reals themselves ; their " coming and

going," to which Herbart reduces the appearance of the change, is,

since the relation of space is assumed to be mere appearance, no

proper movement of the reals themselves, but the mere changing

form of their connection and relation to our subjective apprehension.

This, however, is merely to shift the change from the object to the

subject; tlie explanation of it is merely thrust back, not facilitated
;

on the contrary, the difficulty under the Herbartian presuppositions
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here appears quite insoluble. For the representing subject or the

soul is essentially, like all reals, a perfectly simple and unchangeable

being, without any inner multiplicity. Only from its being together

with other reals, which form its body and outward things generally,

do the disturbances on the one hand, the self-preservation on tlie

other, arise, which form the contents of the soul's life. The self-

preservations of the soul are ideas, in the mutual oppositions and

connections of which consists the mechanism of psychical occur-

rences, which admit of being described mathematically. The idea of

the Ego or self-consciousness, too, as a being aware of its own mani-

fold contents and remaining identical with itself amid their change,

is according to Herbart a mere illusion, which arises from the fact

that all our series of ideas intersect each other in one point, and we

distinguish this point, which is constantly in motion, from the

various series which meet together in it. Here the question un-

avoidably presents itself, how even the idea of the combination of the

multiform and the change of the contents of the ideas can occur in

the soul if it is a perfectly simple and unchangeable being ? Grant

that the Ego is a mere illusion, still this illusion must be present to a

subject to whom it appears, but this subject for which the change of

ideas appears must from that very fact itself have changing ideas,

and so take part really in the change ; it cannot therefore be the

unchangeable simple soul-substance Herbart would have it. The

Herbartian psychology and metaphysic suffers shipwreck by its

manifest incapacity really to make intelligible the phenomenon it

was constructed to explain. Proposing to solve contradictions

arbitrarily supposed to exist, it is itself entangled in the cardinal

contradiction of a consciousness for which no subject is to be found.

From such a psychology as this, according to which the soul is a

simple being without contents or life, which can only receive con-

tents or manifestations of life by fortuitous external relations, and

the functions of which are said to form a strictly mathematical and

calculable mechanism, from such a theory it is obvious that only a

mechanical and materialistic view of the spiritual life can result. It

is equally clear tliat a metaphysic whicli can tell us of notliing but
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an indefinite mnltiplicity of absolutely independent reals, and ex-

plains the whole of phenomena from fortuitous views as to their

togetherness and their coming and going, has no room for a God as

creator, preserver, and ruler of the world. Even so favourable a

judge of Herbart as Alexis Sclmvarze states it as his first thesis, after

describing the Herbartian theory of religion, that " Herbart's meta-

physic, like every atomistic system, leads when consistently worked

out to the denial of the notion of God :
" and one might expect the

Herbartians to see that this conviction, which must force itself on

every unprejudiced mind^ in connection with Herbart's metaphysic,

is not a mere arbitrary opinion and a malicious calumny, but belongs

to the truth of the matter. The fact that there is a gaping contra-

diction between Herbart's atheistic system and his personal belief in

God is one which the attempts of his disciples to bridge over the

chasm cannot materially alter, so long as they adhere to the principles

of the system. Let us consider those attempts.

Taking first tlie philosophy of religion of Drobisch, we must

acknowledge that he does not seek to avoid the difficulty by basing

the belief in God, as the Neo-Kantians do, entirely on estimates of

value. He sees clearly the different sides of the problem. " The

religion of feeling," he well says, " never gets beyond mere sub-

jectivity, and in this way runs great risk, without being aware of it,

of losing altogether the pearl it is seeking to secure. He who only

believes in a God because he wishes one, because it is agreeable to

him to assume that there is one, he has made him himself and for

his own use only, like a fetich ; he has not hioivn a God. To do this

objective reasons are necessary." " In the philosophy of religion we

must demand a demonstration that the idea of God is objectively

valid." Drobisch furnishes this demonstration by a scientific

^ Compare Erdmann, Griaidriss der Geschichte der Phllos. ii. 524 :
" Herbart's

system is one more proof of the fact that there is no room in individualistic systems

for that which the religious man, because he sees in it the ground of all that is real,

calls God." Zeller, Geschichte der Dcutschen Philosophic, p. 865 : " The notion of

God would have presented peculiar difficulties to Herbart's metaphysic." Ueberweg,

Gcsch. d. Philos. iii. 268 :
" Herbart's belief in God is in several respects contra-

dicted by his metaphysic," a view which he demonstrates by similar considerations

to those now to be stated by myself.
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examination of the proofs of the existence of God. The ontological

proof he meets with the arguments of Kant. The error of the cos-

raological proof he holds to consist in the assumption that the abso-

hitely necessary must be a unity ; if we understand by the absolutely

necessary that which simply is, then according to the principle

" much appearance points to much being " {wie viel Schein, so viel

Hindeutung auf's Sein), it must be thought not as one being but as

indefinitely many, which is not to be taken as leading to polytheism,

since the notion of the absolutely necessary is not identical with

that of the supreme perfect being, or of God. But in addition to

the being of the elements it is necessary to assume an original

motion of them not limited by any particular forces, in every

direction and at every rate of speed, and from this there results a

beginning at some period or other of the course of the world in

time. " Sooner or later, i.e. at a longer or shorter distance of time

from the present, some sort of a world of mechanical order could not

fail to arise. So that our world could at any rate be indebted for its

existence to such a formal ground. Were this the whole result of

our metaphysic, it might not unjustly be called atheistic." But to

the cosmological proof, which takes no account of tlie quality of

existence, there is to be added the teleological, which concludes not

with cogent necessity, but with a high degree of probability, to a

purposeful arrangement of the whole by an intelligent cause. Here

Drobisch distinguishes very correctly between mere subjective

utility, which exists for us only, and rests on the arrogant and

egoistical assumption that the whole of nature only exists for the

sake of man, and that man's doings are of absolute value, an end in

themselves—a utility which we unwarrantably import into nature

from our one-sided point of view, and from which no objectively

valid conclusions can be drawn—and the objective utility, which

actually lies in the facts of organic life, as, for example, even in the

arrangement and the relations of the masses of our planetary system,

where it is not imported by our thought. True, we cannot from this

infer a creator, but only an architect of the world, and even the unity

and the perfection of that architect might not be beyond doubt.
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when we look at the real arranoements of the world as it is. Yet

these considerations at least warrant the inference that the existence

of the object of faith is not merely a desirable thing but a very

probable thing. What the position lacks in point of subjective

certainty and of definiteness of contents is supplied by the ethical

and practical grounds of belief. These consist, according to

Drobisch's view, in this, that it is a condition, not of the obligation

of duty but of the possibility of fulfilling it, that we should believe

the world to be arranged by a moral cause with a view to goodness,

because only on this condition can the indispensable assumption be

made that moral ends are capable of being attained. This proof

differs from that of Kant ; it does not postulate the consummation

of a supreme good which is independent of our efforts by the power

of God, but regards the realisation of the supreme good, namely

the moral purpose of the world or the Idugdom of God, by us, as a

task, the practicability of which is guaranteed by the arrangement

of the world by God. The ethical idea of God thus obtained

Drobisch then defines in accordance with the five Herbartian funda-

mental notions of morality, holiness, perfection, goodness, the

righteousness which judges, and the righteousness which recom-

penses (compensates).

Attractive as Drobisch's line of thought appears in many respects,

yet the most important difficulties are by no means solved. How
are we to harmonise the original independence of the world-elements

or reals, which cannot be traced to any source but themselves, with

their dependence on the regulating and governing activity of God ?

How are the reals, simple existences admitting of no change, and

therefore incapable of being influenced from without, to be deter-

mined by God to the order of His purpose ? Since they have an

original motion of their own, this motion cannot be taken away and

changed by God, for this would be to influence the reals and so to

change them ; but inasmuch as this original motion is not a motion

of the reals themselves, but only the fortuitous view of their mutual

disturbances and self-preservations, the purposeful grouping of them

would not be a change in them but only in the view of the beholder.
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and as this original beholder is according to the hypothesis God

himself, we are led to a change of God's view of the reals, a change

which he himself brings about, an idea, however, which is condemned

by Herbart's decided rejection of all self-determination of God, or of

his being causa sui. And here we stumble on another difficulty
;

how are we to reconcile an extra-mundane independent intelligence of

God with the fundamental principles of the Herbartian psychology,

by which intelligence is only produced in the process of the soul's

self-preservation as against other reals ? It is a cardinal principle

of Herbart that the soul being an uncompounded being is not an

idea-producing power, that it does not possess the spontaneous

power of throwing out ideas, but that ideas only come to it by its

external relations to other reals, particularly to such as are already

grouped about it in that suitable way which we denominate as

organism. Now this must be true of God as a simple, soul-like

being, and he therefore can only have received his ideas by suitable

relations to other reals; but if so, then this suitableness (the

organisation of the world) cannot have been brought about by him,

since to bring it about he must have had the suitable ideas in him-

self beforehand, and then produced them spontaneously out of him-

self, which according to Herbart is a perfect contradiction in thought

But if this suitableness is not designed by God then the whole

physico- and etliico- teleological argument, on which the objective

validity of the idea of God was to rest, falls to the ground. I have

failed to find either in Herbart or in any of his disciples any solu-

tion of these difficulties, or any answer to objections, which apply

to the very foundations of his philosophy of religion.

The difficulty which arises out of the absolute independence of

the unoriginated reals is simply avoided by Drobisch and Flligel,

when they remark that the assumption of the creation of the world

by God out of nothing is not necessary for the religious conscious-

ness which is content to know that that arrangement of tlie world

which alone is real to us was made by God, even though God found

materials to his hand in the " simple something " of the reals :
the

manner of the creation remains an inscrutable mystery only to be
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dreamed about by fantastic speculation. To this M'e may answer,

that it is certainly a matter of indifference to the religious con-

sciousness whether the world is conceived as created or uncreated,

as beginning in time or without any beginning, as made out of

nothing, or out of something, provided only that its complete

dependence on God remain unimpaired : but that a metaphysical

theory, on the other hand, which conceives the world-ground in

such a way as to destroy or bring into question this dependence of

the world on God cannot be indifferent to the religious consciousness,

as it would compromise its essential interests. This is, in fact, the

objection to the Herbartian system, and it is an objection not to be

removed by appealing to the difficulty of the problem, and the fact

that it transcends our knowledge, nor by scornful invectives against

speculative theories of creation. However erroneous these theories

may be (and I have no great liking to them either), that does not

make the error of the Herbartian system any better, or help us to

excuse it. No one is entitled to take up the ground of the inscrut-

ableness of the whole question who does not refrain from all positive

assertions on the subject ; he who sets up such a definite theory of

the world-ground as we find in the Herbartian ' metaphysic on the

one side and philosophy of religion on the other, cannot escape the

obligation to account honestly and straightforwardly for the contra-

diction which exists between the two sides of his position, and to

say whether he is able to solve it, and in what way. If he will not

or cannot do this, he might at least be recommended to observe a

modester and more temperate style of judging other theories and

standpoints than FUigel has allowed himself in his attack on specu-

lative theology (1881), a work which indulges throughout in the

grossest caricature. (Of the youthful insolence of the latest Herbart-

fanatic Schol, it may be better to say nothing.)

We look in vain, moreover, for any satisfactory guidance in con-

nection with the second cardinal difficulty of the system, the relation

of the notion of God to the fundamental ideas of the Herbartian

psychology. Drobisch remarks that we must think of God as the

" world-soul," according to the analogy of our own soul, i.e. as a
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simple being, unchangeable in its quality and eternal, which, how-

ever, by no means pervades the whole world, but as our soul resides

at a particular spot in our brain, and so near the extremity of the

body, has its seat only at the extreme limit of the world (in

heaven), and is only connected with the world by something inter-

mediate, whether something analogous to the nerves, or angels, or

whatever it be. To this world-soul we should perhaps ascribe a

quality unique in genus and character ; we may also conceive it " in

the most intimate connection with a system of beings, the qualities

of which are in such relations to that of the world-soul, that the

latter, while quite independent of the world, yet maintains a

conscious and deliberate connection with it." Here the idea is

indicated quietly and cautiously, yet unmistakably, that the con-

scious and deliberate connection of God with the world is not

due to his own absolute being, but to the suitable relation of his

simple being to certain other reals, so that his being God depends

on these reals which are independent of him. Finally, Drobisch is

honest enough to confess that even God's being spirit, his personalitv,

conflicts with the psychological premises. " Must we not conceive

the acts of setting forth of the world -soul as its acts of self-preser-

vation, as our own acts of setting forth ? How did it come to this ?

Mind is the inner formation of the soul ; but whence comes the

world-soul ? Such questions can never receive any answer. Here

we find ourselves face to face with a mystery, which a thick

impenetrable veil will for ever conceal from our eyes," etc.^ Well,

every one will allow that there is something mysterious and inscrut-

able in the Divine nature ; but a notion of God which is entirely incom-

prehensible, entirely contradictory of the views elsewhere underlying

the system, what theoretical value can such a notion have ? Would
it not be better to give up the attempt to form a notion of God
altogether, and to allow tlie belief in God to be framed simply ac-

cording to personal needs and tastes ? At least it might reasonably be

expected that a thinker with so precarious a notion of God should not

set up as a censor of other views possessing infinitely more solidity.

^ Drobisch, Philos. of Relvjion, ])p. 227, 221.
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At least he should not do so in the tone adopted by Fliigel.^ In

discussing the original relation of God to the reals, this writer allows

ns to choose between two assumptions, the first of which must, if carried

out consistently, lead beyond the Herbartian philosophy, while the

other makes God a conditioned and relative being, differing only in

degree from other beings. According to the first assumption, all the

reals were originally in each other and in God, and at the creation

they came forth out of God, so that from that point onwards they are

only in mediate, not in immediate, connection with God. The sup-

position of an existence of the reals in each other at the beginning

may, he says, be improbable, regarded in itself ; but is the easiest

way to make the causal nexus between God and the reals conceiv-

able, besides that it involves an original fulness of inner states in

God, which at once gives us the objective basis of the divine self-

consciousness. Now this is a most remarkable admission, and fully

confirms, at the mouth of a Herbartian, the criticism of the

Herbartian system given above. If the causal nexus between

God and the reals can only be explained and a foundation for

the original divine self-consciousness can only be found on the

assumption that the reals were originally not outside God, but

in God, i.e. the assumption that the divine unity is the original

from which multiplicity has issued forth, then an admission

is made of that which we non-Herbartians have always con-

tended, viz., that the Herbartian pluralist metaphysic makes

both the causal nexus between God and the reals and the divine

self-consciousness or God's nature as spirit inexplicable, so that tliis

pluralist metaphysic must be abandoned in favour of some monistic

system if belief in God is to be established beyond contradiction. If,

on the contrary, the original independence of the reals be main-

tained, then it remains the case, as Fliigel assumes in the second

member of the above alternative, that God's inner states, which

constitute his intelligence, his spiritual, self-conscious being, are

conditioned by " the original togetherness of God with all the real

beings, or with a part of them," i.e. that God's personality depends

1 The Speculative Theology of the Present Dai/, pp. 349 S77.
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on the world, and in fine is not specifically divine, and differs from

that of every man only in degree. Thus, one of two things must be

given up—the Herbartian metaphysic or a true God : tertium non

datur. This is the clear and concise result of the dilemma as stated

by the Herbartian himself—a result not to be put out of sight by all

the language that may be used about inscrutable mysteries and the

want of data of experience. This appeal to mystery, as soon as

one's Latin is at fault, is a convenient piece of tactics, but cannot

possibly be allowed to one who not only sets up a very definite

theory of God's nature and relation to the world, but also ventures

to declare his own theory to be the only true one, and all others to

be radically mistaken. First to throw down one's glove with all

the insolence of a challenger, and then as soon as one is in straits

to retreat with all speed behind the shelter of an "inscrutable

mystery," that is scarcely a cliivalrous mode of warfare !

The uncertain and untenable nature of the foundations of the

Herbartian philosophy of religion being once recognised, the detail

of the system cannot awaken much interest. It may be said, how-

ever, that it turns out just what we might expect from such premises,

a morally respectable, but from the point of view of religion, a poor

and starved Deism, holding about the same relation to the Christian

religion as Jesus the son of Sirach to Jesus of Nazareth. As for the

divine attributes, God is not, according to the Herbartians, strictly

almighty, for he is dependent on the reals, which are given exter-

nally to him. Nor is he eternal, since he only receives the contents

of his mind from his relations to the world, i.e. practically in time.

Nor is he omnipresent, for he is extra-mundane, and has his seat

at the extreme limit of the world, like the Aristotelian God, who
originates motion from the outside sphere. Nay, the Herbartian God
is not even everywhere active, not at least immediately, but only

mediately, since "all natural being and becoming is not to be

regarded as an immediate operation of God, but only as the conse-

quence of his activity at the beginning. "VVe cannot assume such

an omnipresence of God as would make him continuously active
"

VOL. II. P
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(Drobisch). Only tlie moral attributes, especially righteousness and

love, are to be predicated of God without any qualification ;
but it

seems so doubtful how, under the deistic presuppositions above

stated, these can ever come into play, that the religious value of

their admission is seriously compromised. On this point Herbart

himself holds the peculiar opinion that "it promotes religion to

think that he who cared for men as their father (in the arrangement

of the world at the beginning) now leaves mankind to itself in the

deepest silence, as if he had no longer any part in it, without a

trace of any such emotion as could be compared to human sympathy,

or, indeed, egoism."^ Drobisch says in the same way :
" Regarded

from the practical religious point of view, the belief that God, after

furnishing his world with everything that could serve its happiness

and welfare, left it entirely to itself, to strive towards its moral

destiny, is a better support to virtue and righteousness than that

which assumes extraordinary interferences of God, at least now and

then, on which it is too glad to depend. And the faith that

nothing happens contrary to God's will, since nothing can happen

that was not foreseen at the creation as at least a possible event in

the future, taken along with the thought that God wills nothing but

good, is sufficient to sustain us in all the storms of life." Yet he

admits that the belief in a closer intercourse of our spirit with God

in devotion is one more suited to the grasp of our thought and feel-

insr, and therefore often found connected with a deeper form of

piety. This view, however, can never be more than a permissible

one ; that man should have real intercourse and communion with a

God who is external to the world and separated from us by the

whole of space is out of the question from this deistic point of

view. Having once manifested himself in the arrangement of the

world as a kind and careful father, God leaves humanity ever

after to itself " in the deepest silence ;" continuous revelation of

God to man in history and to the individual in the heart, there is

none.

On this showing, what becomes of Christianity ? It does not

1 Text-Book of Introduction to Philosophy, p. 251.
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sound very hopeful at the outset, when Drobisch characterises

Christianity as the religion which answers to the old age of

humanity, though this is spoken in its praise. The universal

religious contents of Christianity he finds in its declaration of God,

against Jewish particularism, as the loving father of all men, and

in its pointing to a life beyond the grave as a state of recom-

pence where it promises eternal salvation to those who, its true

confessors, strive to fulfil the laws of love and righteousness. The

distinctive doctrines of Christianity, on the contrary, the doctrines

of redemption and atonement, he represents as the mere historical

garb of Christianity by which it was introduced into the world.

This follows not only from the deistic denial of historical revelation,

but also from the Pelagianism which marks the system. The doc-

trine that man is by nature evil and in need of redemption is

according to Herbart a huge calumny, which tends to do away with

all morality, and presents an insuperable obstacle to the recon-

ciliation of philosophy with Christianity. (This is true only of

the Herbartian philosophy, it does not apply to the philosophy of

Kant, of Fichte, of Hegel, of Schelling, or of Schopenhauer !) Evil

is simply one of those unhealthy phenomena by which both the

physical and the mental life of individuals is constantly threat-

ened. The only cure for it is repentance and amendment, and

these can only proceed from man himself, who may at such a

time look to the love of God, and comfort himself with the hope

that God will be gracious to him, i.e. will in his judicial sentence

have regard to circumstances and motives, and be guided by fairness.

More than such an indefinite hope, however, complete rest and

assurance of peace with God, Herbart and Drobisch do not consider

possible. It would be difficult to go further tlian they do in the

way of emptying Christian doctrine. A very brief review of the

philosophy of Christianity from Kant to Hegel and a comparison of

it with this doctrine will enable us to estimate at its right value the

following sentence of the Herbartian Schbl •} " Herbart, working on

Kant's lines and in union with Kant, has, though indirectly, done

^ Contribution to Criticism of the Herbartian Philosophy of Religion (1SS3), p. 18.
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more for theology as a positive science, or, to speak more correctly,

for the positive systematic science of religion, than all the Fathers

and the Schoolmen, both those of old times and the modern, and

the most recent of them."

Attempts have been made, it is true, by certain Herbartians to

build up an orthodox theology on the basis of this philosophy. Thus,

for example. Von Taute, who in his Philosophy of Religionfrom the

Standpoint of the Religion of Herbart (1840) defines religion as " the

product of ideas and masses of ideas given in experience which

stand to each other in the relation of a religious ego and non-ego

;

the religious ego strives against the religious non-ego, so that it

itself may reach the condition of being perfectly set forth, and the

religious non-ego be thrust down upon or under the static threshold

:

but the religious ego does not possess the means to reach its end,

that of being perfectly set forth, by its own energy and power ; on

the contrary, this is only possible to it by the object of its striving

being given to it, i.e. by a contemplation of God as a religious ego

perfectly set forth," etc. On this basis he accomplishes the task of

setting up an orthodox theology with a massive belief in miracles,

the sole interest of which, however, consists in the confirmation it

affords of the dictum that " the Herbartian system will admit of any

theology, hccause it has no theology."



CHAPTER TV.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF IlELIGION OF SCHOPENHAUER.

The pliilosophy of Arthur Schopenhauer is a peculiar combina-

tion of Fichtean idealism with Schellingian realism, which here,

however, receive an original turn to pessimism and nihilism. " The

world is idea," Schopenhauer says with Fichte :
" the world is will,"

he says with Schelling ; and the recognition that it is merely idea

leads to the denial of will, so that the existence of the world is

resolved into nothing, and the end is the mystical wisdom of the

East.

That the world is idea, Schopenhauer proves with Kant from

the subjective nature of the forms of perception, space, and time,

and of the form of thought, of the law of causality, the only one he

gives in place of Kant's table of categories. By applying the sub-

jective law of thought to the equally subjective sensations there

arises the view and idea, also only subjective, of objects. Matter

also is only causality made visible, aud only exists by and for the

idea. But it is not permissible to conclude from our ideas to a

thing-in-itself outside ourselves, as its cause, because the law of

causality is purely subjective. It is therefore impossible for our

consciousness to get past the subjectivity of appearance to an

essential being ; the whole world, as it is an object for us, is only

given us as idea and in idea. " Everything objective is idea, and

thus appearance, indeed mere brain-phenomenon, to seek to know it

objectively is to ask a contradiction."
^

But if we cannot penetrate to the inner essence of things from

without there is yet a way open to us from within, a subterranean

passage as it were, a secret connection which opens to us from

1 The World as Will and Idea, ii. (Works, iii.), p. 219.
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within the outwardly impregnable fortress ; this is the ivill known

to each man immediately in his self-consciousness as something real.

" In fact, our will furnishes us with the one opportunity we have of

understanding a process which presents itself to us from without,

from within at the same time ; it is thus the one thing that is

known to us imonedlately, and not, like everything else, as merely

given in idea. Here lies the datum which alone is fit to become the

key to all the rest, the one strait gate to the truth. We must

therefore learn nature out of ourselves, not ourselves from nature.

What is immediately known to us must expound to us what is

mediately known, and not vice versa." It is true, as Schopenhauer

at once adds, that the inner perception of our will affords no im-

mediate and thus no adequate knowledge of the thing in itself. For

in inner knowledge, too, there is a difference between the essential

being of its object and the perception of that object in the knowing

subject. Though one form of perception, space, disappears, and the

form of thought of causality, yet the form of time still remains, and

causes the individual to know his will only in single successive

acts, not altogether, nor as a whole. But yet the perception of the

movements and acts of our own will is far more immediate than

any other ; it is the point at which the thing-in-itself comes most

immediately into view, and is seen closest by the knowing subject,

and hence a process known so intimately is the only one fitted to

become the expositor of every other. Though the act of will which

we immediately know is only the nearest and clearest appearance

of the thing-in-itself, yet from this it follows, " that if all other

phenomena could be known by us in as immediate and intimate a

manner, we should judge them to be just what will is in us." In

this sense Schopenhauer declares will to be the inner essence of

everything, the thing-in-itself of the world. But what this thing-

in-itself is purely as such, apart from that form of appearance in

our will which alone is known to us, he declares it to be impossible

to know ; it may perhaps possess " determinations, qualities, modes

of existence, which are to us simply unknowable and incompre-

hensible, and which remain over as the essence of the thing-in-
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itself just wlieu it has freely done away with itself as will, has

therefore entirely passed out of appearance, and to our knowledge,

i.e. with respect to the world of phenomena, has passed into empty

nothingness. Were the will simply and absolutely the thing-in-

itself, then this nothing would be an absolute one, instead of proving

to be just at that point a merely relative one." ^ But is it not an

arbitrary proceeding to call this thing-in-itself by the name of will ?

This question must be urged the more seriously when we remember

how distant the analogy is which couples the will which we know

together with the forces of things in nature.

Schopenhauer then shows in his natural philosophy (which is

closely similar to that of Schelling) how the various stages of the

life of nature are just so many steps in the becoming objective of

the one primal being, the will. Fine and pertinent as the demon-

stration is which is here given of the inner teleology which pervades

the whole process, we cannot help asking how it is possible that

a blind will, without aim or direction, which is nothing but an

impulse after existence, can produce the regularity and arrangement

of visible things. At this point Schelling appears more consistent

in letting the dim impulse of will give birth to formless chaos only,

which is only formed into a world by ordering intelligence. For

will is according to Schopenhauer a blind, unconscious, and purpose-

less striving, till in the nervous system of animal life it makes itself

an organ for its coHSciousness, and in the human brain ultimately an

organ of self-consciousness. Now intellect as a function of the brain

is added to will, as a light to shine upon its way, to supply it with

the more complicated methods of its self-assertion, to suggest motives

to it, but at last to reveal to it the impotence of its fruitless striv-

ing, and so to act as a quietive, and help it to self-negation and

redemption from its misery.

Here, it cannot be denied, the philosopher becomes entangled in

the most curious contradictions. The intellect is represented as

arising out of the material brain, and as being nothing but a function

of the brain ; and yet we were told before that the whole material

I World as Will and Idea, ii. p. 222.
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world, including our body, was nothing but idea, arising from our

purely subjective forms of perception and thought. This vicious

circle appears quite plainly in words Schopenhauer himself employs,

e.g. in the following passages :
" The body is degraded to a mere

idea, as it is only the mode in which the will represents itself in the

view of the intellect, or (!) brain." " It is true that in my view the

existence of the body presupposes the world of idea, since it also as

a body or real object only exists in that world; and on the other

side the idea almost equally presupposes the body, being produced

only by the function of one of its organs." ^ Thus, as Zeller says,

" We find ourselves in a palpable circle, the idea is a product of the

brain, and the brain is a product of the idea, a contradiction which

the philosopher does nothing whatever to solve." The origin of the

intellect being such as is described, it follows with regard to its

relation to the will, that it can be nothing but the obedient servant

of the self-affirming will to live, and cannot, as reason, be its lord

and master, lawgiver, and governor. According to Schopenhauer,

there is no practical reason or law of reason, as little as there is

any reasonable will of positive good ; the will is always essentially

unreasonable, always the mere egoistic impulse towards individual

self-satisfaction or pleasure, which the intellect subserves by show-

ing it the ways and means to this end. But the more extraordinary

is it that the intellect, this secondary appearance of the will, this

effect of its becoming objective in the body, can yet, when fully

developed, obtain such power over the will as to lull to rest for a

time its restless striving—in moments of aesthetic contemplation

even removing it completely—by that ascetic mystic negation of the

will to live, which Schopenhauer describes as religious regeneration

and redemption. But incomprehensible as we may think this self-

negation of the will, the one reality of the world, by the force of its

knowledge of its own nothingness, this setting aside of the will by

the knowledge itself chose to be the instrument of its willing, yet

the conclusion is full of importance for the practical bearing of

Schopenhauer's philosophy.

1 World as Will, etc., ii. pp. 306, 312.
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The evil of the world and redemption from it is the theme which

underlies the whole of Schopenhauer's practical philosophy, which thus

comes very near religion, especially the religion of redemption, though

the peculiar point of view from which this philosophy regards evil and

redemption is far removed from the Christian view of the world with

its ethical teleology, and has more affinity to the doctrine of redemp-

tion of Buddhism. The evil of the u'orld, according to Schopenhauer,

is to be accounted for ultimately by the fact that the will in its in-

dividual manifestation, as the individual will of every living being,

and also of man, is nothing but egoistic desire for individual self-

assertion, desire of pleasure for pleasure's sake. These egoistic indi-

vidual wills naturally come in perpetual conflict with each other and

with the order of the world, and the result of these conflicts is a great

preponderance of pain over pleasure : pain indeed forms the real

positive content of life, while pleasure is a mere episode when pain

is occasionally quieted, and therefore merely something negative, an

accidental feature in the positive tissue of life.^ But as the will

only aims at pleasure for pleasure's sake, this world, so full of pain,

is the opposite of its ideal, is bad through and through. The exist-

ence of the world is itself the greatest evil of all, and underlies all

other evil, and similarly the root evil for each individual is his having

come into the world. This is not only the root evil but the root sin,

since the existence of each being in the world is based on a first act

in which the will to live, which is also his will, received individu-

ality and bodily form. This first act of the will, its entrance upon

existence as a separate will, is the " original sin and original guilt

"

of our race. Schopenhauer thus adopts these Christian dogmas,

adopts them in their harshest Augustinian form, with which, more-

over, he shares the view that the will to live (peccatum originans)

has its focus in sexual desire (concupiscentia), and its most peculiar

form of manifestation in the sexual act, so that every life issues to

this extent out of guilt. " Man's greatest crime is that he was born,"

he says with Caldcron. In one point however Schopenhauer departs

from the Augustinian and ecclesiastical form of the dogma. With

^ Compare the demonstration Welt alx Wille, etc., i. pp. 376 .<qq. ; ii. pp. G57 sq'j.
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some gnosticising teachers of the Church {e.g. Origen, Scotus Erigena,

and more recently J. Miiller) he traces original sin, not to a fall of

the historical first man, who was free, but to the free rational act of

each individual. " That man enters the world guilty can only appear

absurd to one who holds him to have been first created out of no-

thing and to be the work of another." But this fundamental Jewish

dogma was taken for granted when the profoundly Christian view

of the contraction of guilt by the human race was set forth in the

mythical form of the fall of Adam. " Because, truly regarded, the

genesis of man is itself the act of his free will, and hence equivalent

to the fall, and since original sin, from which all other sins proceed,

thus made its appearance simultaneously with man's essentia and ex-

istentia, and because the Jewish fundamental dogma did not admit

of such a view ; therefore Augustine taught in his books De Lihcro

Arhitrio that man was innocent only as Adam before the fall, and

only then had a free will, while ever since he has been entangled in

the necessity of sin." Schopenhauer also defends the corollary of the

Augustinian doctrine of original sin, that considering his original

guilt, man, even though he exercise all possible virtues, is justly

given over to pains of body and soul and made unhappy, in confor-

mity to the eternal righteousness which affixed to the first sin, the

will to live, the penalty of all the evils of the world. He also agrees

with Christian dogmatics in the view that man cannot redeem himself

from evil or guilt by his own works or virtues, and that no law avails

for his deliverance. The law only commands a change of action,

while the nature remains unchanged : but operari sequitur esse ;
" be-

cause we are what we ought not to be, we necessarily do wliat we

ought not to do. Hence we require a complete transformation of

our mind and nature, i.e. regeneration, which is followed by redemp-

tion as its consequence. Though guilt lies in action, in operari, yet

the root of guilt lies in our essentia and existentia, as op)erari neces-

sarily proceeds out of this. Hence the only sin of which we are

really guilty is original sin."
^

1 Welt ah Wille, etc., ii. pp. 693 .-^qq. Compare also Parerga und Paralip. ii.

(Worka, vi.), p. 414, on Augustiiiiauism and Pelagianism.
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In all this there is, no doubt, a grain of truth, yet we must not

fail to observe that Pelagianism is here met by its opposite extreme,

Manichaeism. According to Schopenhauer evil is not only a radical

factor in man, it is the very essence of man, his whole being, and his

redemption does not consist in a new birth to a positive new and

higher existence, but in the extinction of his being, the abstract nega-

tion of it. With Fichte and Hegel too we found the negation of the

natural will, as one which is not what it ought to be, made the funda-

mental idea of redemption ; but with these ethical thinkers this nega-

tion of the vain and egoistic is only the presupposition, the negation

of the negation by which the true j)Osition is arrived at ; and thus

these two stand within the Ciiristian view, from which Schopenhauer

deviates in the direction of abstract empty negation, as the philosophy

of the Illumination deviates from it in the direction of abstract and

shallow affirmation (optimism and naturalism).

Schopenhauer's doctrine of redemption has many points of affinity

with that philosophical economy of salvation with which we made

acquaintance in the five views of the world in Fichte's Way to the

Blessed Life. Schopenhauer sets out with insisting on the fact that

redemption from the evil of the world is not to be conceived as

coming to pass of itself in the course of nature, by the arrival of the

maturity of age or the death of the body. On the contrary, " as long

as our will remains the same, our world can be no other than it is.

All wish, it is true, to be delivered from the state of pain and death

:

they wish, as they express it, to reach eternal salvation, to get to

heaven, but they do not want to travel there on their own feet : they

would like to be carried there by the course of nature. But that is

impossible ; nature cannot carry us anywhere but just into nature

again. And what a poor thing it is to exist as a part of nature,

every one learns in the course of his own life and in his death." The

way to redemption therefore is only through self-denial, by which the

will to live, this true self of man, is denied with all its restless and

unblessed striving, and the spring of all evil thus stopped up. The

first stage of this road consists in moral virtue. Justice and love of

men, tlie negative and the positive fundamental virtue in Schopen-
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hauer's ethics, arise when the will to live begins to see through the

illusion of the world of appearances, the false pretence of its separate

and independent existence. In making this discovery the will to

live recognises itself as the one and the self, and so feels the woes of

others as if they were its own, so that it not only bewares of inflict-

ing pain on others (justice), but also strives to ward off pain from

others, and to alleviate their distress as far as possible (love). These

virtues are a means to further our redemption, but they are not re-

demption itself. The moral stage lies between the affirmation and

the negation of the will to live (between sin and redemption),

and is a light to show the way of salvation (as Christianity

declares the law to have come in between sin and redemption, and to

be a schoolmaster to lead us to the latter). Full salvation lies in

the entire negation of the ivill to live, such as appears in religion as

mysticism, quietism, and asceticism, but cannot be described philoso-

phically except in negative terms. " My doctrine therefore ends

with a negation. It can only speak here of what is denied, sur-

rendered ; what is won, laid hold of instead, it can only describe as

nothing, adding by way of comfort, that it is only a relative no-

thing, not an absolute one." This negation of the will to live, this

redemptive regeneration of men, what does it rest on ? It is brought

about, firstly, by the quietive of the will, which consists in the know-

ledge of its inner contradiction and of its essential nothingness ; but

this knowledge which does away with the selfish will at its root, does

not arise in the way of cause and effect, and has no natural motive

in the causal nexus, so that it does not belong to the empirical will

at all, which as empirical is always without freedom ; it is the entry

of the transcendental freedom of will as such into the appearance of

actual consciousness, " the one and only immediate expression of the

(real) freedom of the will," a revelation therefore of the intelligent

ground of empirical life, or, in a word, a supersensuous operation, a

work of grace. And hence this entry into freedom is not to be

obtained by seeking it : it comes flying suddenly, as if from without,

but in such a way that the operation of the quietive is always in the

end a free act of the will ; it is therefore both grace and freedom in
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one. " And since, in consequence of this work of grace, man's whole

nature is changed and converted from its very foundation, so that

he no longer wills any of those things which he formerly willed so

eagerly, and a new man, as it were, actually comes in place of the

old, therefore the Church calls this result of the operation of grace

regeneration. For what she calls the natural man, denying to him all

capacity for goodness, is just the will to live, which must be sup-

pressed if redemption is to be attained out of such an existence as

ours. For behind our existence there is something else concealed,

which only becomes accessible to us when we shake off the world."

We already know that this something else is the " relative nothing,"

the ceasing-to-exist of the only world we know, of which there is no

more to be said than just this denial (just as Nirvana is spoken of in

Buddhist dogmatics). If we sought to make any positive statement

about a thing which Schopenhauer's philosophy can only express in

negatives as the negation of the will (and of the world existing for

it), we should have to turn to the description of the experience of

those who have been in the states called ecstasy, trance, illumination,

union with God, etc. Such a state, however, cannot be the object of

true knowledge, because it transcends the opposition in the conscious-

ness of subject and object, an opposition which is the element of all

our knowledge. Hence philosophy must content herself with the

negative result, and think it enough to have reached the last boun-

dary of positive knowledge. " If we have thus come to know the

essential nature of the world as will, and seen in all its phenomena

the objectivity of will, and followed its manifestation from the un-

knowing impulse of dim nature-powers to the most perfectly con-

scious acts of men, we are far from seeking to escape the con-

sequences of this line of thought, namely, that with the free

negation, the surrender of will, all those manifestations are also

got rid of, that constant pressing and hurrying, without aim or

rest, in which and by which the world exists ; we are rid of

the multiplicity of forms succeeding each other in long gradation,

rid, with the will, of its whole manifestation, and finally of the

general forms of that manifestation, time and space, and of its
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ultimate fundamental form, subject and object. No will, no idea,

Eo world." ^

Thus by means of subjective idealism the negative doctrine of

redemption turns at last to a process of world-destruction, founded

on the consciousness of the subject. Nihilism is the eschatology of

this philosophy. This is its distinctive character, which it shares

with Buddhism as against the Christian religion of redemption.

Here the final goal, is not nothing or Nirvana, but the positive king-

dom of God or the reign of reason, the universal freedom and

unity of all in willing the good, as Fichte happily defined it in his

last work. The negation of the natural will is here as well as there

the strait gate of redemption, but it is not a gate that iss.ues out

into nothing, it is the entrance into life, to salvation and freedom in

the unity of the individual will with the will which guides the

whole. Hence the mysticism of the Christian doctrine of redemp-

tion is not mere quietistic negation of the worldj but turns into a

spring of energy to overcome, re-form and transfigure the world : it

is the Sabbath rest in the sanctuary of the eternal which gives us

strength and impulse for the six days' work in the world.

Bat while pointing out this difference between the two principles,

we are free to concede to Schopenhauer a considerable affinity with

the deeper religious view of the world. The mysticism of this sys-

tem is undoubtedly nearer the central Christian doctrines of sin and

redemption than is the ordinary rationalism. And again Schopen-

hauer distinguishes more clearly between the kernel of truth and the

symbolic and mythical form and truth, than, for example, the Hege-

lian speculation does. His remarks on the relative justice and in-

justice of rationalism and supernaturalism contain some notable

thoughts. " Everything about the religious is, truly speaking, mys-

tery (i.e. allegory). For it is simply impossible to bring home the

truth sensic propria to the people ; only a mythical allegorical reflec-

tion of the truth can enter and illuminate the people's mind. Hence

it is quite unjust to demand of a religion that it shall be true sensu

propria, and the rationalists and supernaturalists of our day are

1 Welt, etc., i. p. 486.
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equally absurd, both supposing that religion must be true in this

sense, and the one party proving it to be not true, while the other

party obstinately contend for tlie truth of it. Or the former party

clip and arrange the allegorical element of religion in such a way

that it can be true scnsu ijroprio, but in that case it is a mere plati-

tude, while the latter party assert it to be true without any such

previous arrangement—a thing which, as they ought to be aware, they

will never get believed without the inquisition and the fagot. But

the fact is that myth and allegory are the proper element of religion,

and in this way it satisfies the ineradicable metaphysical need of

man very well, and takes the place of philosophical truth which is

so hard, and perhaps unattainable." " These rationalists are honest

people, and yet they are shallow heads ; they have no notion of the

profound meaning of the New Testament myth, and cannot get past

Jewish optimism, a thing they can imderstand, and which suits

them. They are for the naked dry truth in history as well as in

dogmatics. They may be compared to the Euhemerists of antiquity.

True, what the supernaturalists offer us, is at the root of the matter

a mythology ; but that mythology is the vehicle of profound and

weighty trutlis, which it would be impossible to bring home to the

minds of the mass of the people in any other way. On the other

side, it is not to be denied that the supernaturalists are sometimes

less deserving : they are parsons in the worst sense of the word. So

Christianity has to consider how it is to get through between Scylla

and Charybdis. The common error of both these parties is that they

seek in religion unveiled dry, literal truth. But this is the aim

of philosophy ; religion has only an indirect, symbolical, alle-

gorical, truth. Christianity is an allegory which reflects a true idea
;

but allegory is not in itself the truth. That they think it is, is the

common error of supernaturalist and rationalist ; and each of these

parties has strong and pertinent arguments to bring against the

other. The rationalists say to the supernaturalists. Your doctrine is

not true ; the latter rejoin. Your doctrine is not Christianity. Both

are right." "Taking Christian dogmatic scnsu lyroprio, Voltaire is

right. Taken allegorically, however, it is a sacred myth, a vehicle
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by which truths are brought home to the people, wliich would other-

wise be unattainable to it. Even the statement made by the Church

that in the dogmas of religion reason is entirely incompetent, blind,

and to be rejected, amounts at the root of the matter just to this, that

these dogmas are allegorical in their nature, and are not to be judged

by the standard of reason which takes everything sensu 'pro'prio. The

absurdities found in dogma are just the seal and signature of the

allegorical and mythical, although they arose out of the fact that

two such heterogeneous doctrines as those of the Old Testament and

of the New had to be pieced together in one system."
^

Of the numerous adherents of Schopenhauer only two call for

mention as independent thinkers, who have improved the doctrine

of their master in essential points, and so have come to hold a middle

place between him and other speculative philosophy. These two

are Frauenstddt and Eduard von Hartmann. For the most part

they are in close agreement on the points on w^hich they differ from

Schopenhauer, only that Frauenstadt, under-estimating the importance

of his departure from his master, claims to be and to remain essen-

tially an adherent of his doctrine ; while Hartmann claims to take

up a middle position between Schopenhauer and Hegel or Schelling.

The principal change which both alike desiderate in Schopenhauer's

philosophy is that the will taken by itself as irrational and blind

should not be considered as a sufficient principle of the world,

because if it were, the purpose on which Schopenhauer's natural

philosophy insists so strongly, would be unintelligible, and no objec-

tive support could be found for the " ideas " of the aesthetic, which

would then have no transcendental subject. The idea, therefore,

must be something more than that secondary product of the world-

will which the human brain first makes possible ; it must belong to

the world- will a priori as the first fundamental ground, enabling it

to carry on its wise creative work in nature, not as conscious idea

which depends on an animal organisation and on the opposition of

individual acts of will, but as an unconscious. This unconscious

1 Parerga unci Paralipomena, ii. pp. 358, 417, 389.
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idea of the will on which the world is based, Frauenstadt takes to

be the dim feeling which is only striving upwards towards conscious-

ness, while Hartmanu justly tliiuks this view inadequate, and states

it to be necessary for the explanation of the teleological principle of

the world to recognise an " intuitive, reflectiouless, intelligence free

from the limits of brain- consciousness (in so far unconscious) and

exalted above it (therefore supra-conscious)."^

Thus we are led to expect, what we also find to be the fact, that

E. von Hartmann does not describe the world-principle with Schopen-

hauer and Frauenstadt as " will " ; he calls it " unity of will and in-

telligence," and says the nearest analogy to it is to be found in the

human mind, and that it may thus be called " absolute mind." In his

chief work, however, The Philosophy of the Unconscious (1868, now the

ninth edition), he usually employs the negative expression, " the un-

conscious." This designation is not chosen in vain to be the motto of

Hartmann's philosophy, for it contains in fact the whole riddle of that

philosophy in mice ; the mystic indefiniteness of the title is a com-

fortable veil to conceal the defects of the philosophy, and especially

to cover up the yawning contradiction which extends through and

through it between the pantheistic tendency, which is connected with

its pessimism, and the theistic leaning which forms the basis of its

evolutionism or teleology. Hartmann's statements about the uncon-

scious oscillate between these two sides, from his first work to his

last, his Philosophy of Religion. At times he brings the unconscious

so near the conscious all-wise God of theism that one can scarcely

distinguish between the " over-conscious clear-seeing intelligence
"

of the unconscious, and the intuitive absolute consciousness of God
;

he ascribes to the former not only immanence but also transcen-

dence, a being in itself above the world, and even infinite will and

feeling in addition to the finite of its existence in the world. Then

again he puts the contrast so strongly between his pantheistic un-

conscious which only comes to consciousuess in man, and the theistic

1 Fi-auenstiidt : Neue Brie/e iiher die Schopenhauer^sche Fhilosophie, Slsler Brief.

The other view, E. von Hartmanu, Xeu-Kantianistnvs, Schopenhaufi-ianixmiis und

HegeUanismus, p. 142.

VOL. II. Q
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notion of God, as to found upon it a demand that a breach be made

with our Christian past, and a new religion of pantheism founded for

the future. And in fact, in spite of all reminiscences and hints of

theism, the difference between Hartmann's unconscious and the

theistic God is so fundamental that there can be no understanding

between the two without the surrender of essential elements which

stil] cleave to this philosophy from its source in Schopenhauer. This

is seen at once when we inquire as to the attributes and what we

may call the early history of the unconscious.

According to the " philosophy of the unconscious," the will was

still blind when the act of positing the world was done ; and only as

the will advanced from potency to actual being did the idea arise

which now saw tlie positing of the world to be the cardinal mistake

of the blind irrational will. It was not able to make good this mis-

take, as the idea is without energy and has no power over the " that"

of existence. It had therefore to strive to emancipate itself from the

will by the help of consciousness, thus by opposition to its willing

to lay the will to rest. The idea thus determines the " what " of the

contents of the world and the world-process in such a way that con-

sciousness arises, and with it the possibility of the emancipation of

the intelligence from the will ; and in consciousness the world-process

reaches its completion, the misery of all willing becoming evident,

and willing being at last renounced by a joint resolution of humanity,

and thus the existence of the world brought to an end. Hartmann

thus shares the pessimism of Schopenhauer so far as to regard the

existence of the world as the fundamental evil, its not being as the

good to be striven after. He does not, however, regard this good,

like Schopenhauer, as an end for the life of the individual, but as a

universal end for the life of the race ; and hence he sees the way

to this end not in the withdrawal of the individual from the world's

life to quietism and asceticism, but rather in the active co-operation

of all individuals to promote the cultivation of the whole. "As

according to Paul the law given to the Jews was the ' strength ' of

sin, so the utmost possible progress of the world is the ' strength ' of

the pessimistic consciousness of humanity. And just because it is
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this, only because it is this, the utmost possible progress of the v\'orld

is a practical postulate." It serves to enable the consciousness to see

more and more clearly the unreasonableness of willing at every stage

of its illusion, till at last nothing remains but the conviction " that

every act of will leads to uublessedness, and that only renunciation

leads to the best attainable state, to the absence of pain." " To bring

baclv this irrational willing, which is to blame for the ' that ' of the

world, to not-willing and the painlessness of the nothing, this task

of the logic present in the unconscious, determines the ' What and

How ' of the world. The question for reason is to make good again

what irrational will has made evil. Thus the world-process appears

as a continuous struggle of the logical with the illogical, ending in

the defeat of the latter." And the comfort of this philosophy is

said to lie in the possibility of this end, to the attainment of which

the world is most wisely arranged and governed as a great and

wonderful process of development in nature and in history. This

philosophy thus forms a reconciliation of pessimism with optimism.

In some respects we may regard this definition of the world's

end, the i^rincipmrn ad quod, as well as that of the world-ground,

as an improvement on the Schopenhauerian doctrine. Firstly and

chiefly, we have no longer the assertion of the meaninglessness and

worthlessness of history, which according to Schopenhauer was merely

the vain dream of humanity ; history is recognised as a means to an

end which has absolute value. Further, the unwholesome esoterical

morality of Schopenhauer is got rid of, which culminated in fleeing

from the world and hating it, in asceticism and quietism ; and a

positive and fruitful principle is set in its place :
" To make the

ends of the unconscious the ends of one's consciousness, to do some-

thing for the world-process, by the full surrender of one's person-

ality to life and its pains, instead of cowardly renunciation and

withdrawal." These are sound practical principles in which we can

share without agreeing with Hartmann in his general views as to the

world-end. Yet this improvement of Schopenhauer's doctrine, it must

be confessed, only goes half-way, and thus entangles itself the more

fatally in inconsistencies which do not occur in the same way in
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Schopenhauer. The philosophy of the latter is a simple and con-

sistent pessimism, and, if it be assumed that the principle of the

world is non-reasonable, quite a natural scheme of thought. Hart-

mann begins with seeking to combine will and reason, and continues

and ends with an attempt to combine pessimism and optimism.

Some kind of combination of the two is possible, as we would not

think of denying (Christianity, for instance, is such a combination)

;

but, in the way in which Hartmann attempts it, it is impossible. In

the first place it is a manifest metaphysical impossibility that the

existence of the world should be brought to an end by the resolution

of the majority of men. Such an idea is meaningless except on the

basis of the most pronounced objective idealism ; but one who, like

Hartmann, allows the world to possess objective reality apart from

human consciousness cannot possibly make the duration of its exist-

ence depend on the will, or the absence of will, of men. Then it is

a psychological impossibility that the individuals in the world should

sacrifice their different personal ends for the end of the whole, if the

latter issues in notJiing ; this perspective makes all that Hartmann

says so well about the wisdom of the world-process, the value of

history, the duty of practical work in the world, perfectly illusory,

and we cannot but agree with Frauenstadt in declaring this com-

bination of optimism with pessimism to be grotesque and unnatural,

and the application of the term " optimism " to the suitableness of a

development which aims at the destruction of the world to be an

abuse of language. The reason of these contradictions is, that Hart-

mann only half carries out the correct intentions on which he bases

his system. Very properly desiring to conceive the principle of the

world not as will only, but as a unity of will and intelligence, he

falls back half-way into Schopenhauer's dualism of reasonless will

and powerless intellect, and the combination he proposes goes to

pieces in his hands ; nor does it make the matter any better that the

subject of the will is also that of the idea and vice versa, if this

subject is so divided in itself that its willing is without reason, its

ideas without energy. The unreconciled division of blind will and

powerless reason being thus posited in the world-principle, it is very
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intelligible that the world-process cannot lead to the positive recon-

ciliation of the will with reason, because there can never be more in

the effect than there was in the cause. One thing there is wliich

appears hard to understand, how, under such a pre-supposition, there

could still be so much reason in the develoj^ment of the world as a

whole as Hartmann himself actually sees in it. This entanglement

in the Schopenhauerianism of will and intellect is tluis the radical

error of the " philosophy of the unconscious," and the evil conse-

quences of this error are plainly enough to be felt in Hartmann's

ethics and his philosophy of religion too.

Pessimism forms the foundation and the corner-stone of the

ethical view of the world set forth by E. von Hartmann in his

Phdnomenologie {Manifestations of the Moral Consciousness, pub-

lished in 1878) in the form of a progressive ascent of the various

moral positions. Ingenious and instructive as this book is, it yet

from the very beginning provokes opposition in the reader, and by

its conclusion produces a painful impression of an inconsolable

despair of any positive value in the rich moral world through

which he has been guided. We cannot, of course, withhold our

approval of the rejection of the moral principle of egoistic eudae-

monism in every form, with the corresponding requirement, put

forward with all confidence, of self-denying devotion to the objec-

tive ends of goodness, to the rational and moral order of the world.

But here we at once encounter a fatally exaggerated and unjustified

turn of the argument, forbidding man to entertain any hope what-

ever of any self-gratification in the service of goodness, such a hope

being unwarranted and incapable of fulfilment—a pessimistic rigour

which is contrary to nature, for it condemns the most natural desire

man has for wellbeing, and which cannot fail to have a paralysing

effect on morals, and in practice to work into the hands (tliough

this is not Hartmann's intention) of the most unfruitful ascetic

quietism. How much truer and more wholesome is the opposite

Christian principle, which, while bidding us unconditionally to seek

God's kingdom and righteousness, yet at the same time suffers us to

hope that all other things (satisfaction of the highest order) will be
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added to us thus striving ! It comes partly from that exaggerated

pessimistic rigour, but also in part from an intellectual over-estimate

of the theoretical forms and representations in which practical

motives and dispositions clothe themselves, that Hartmann unjustly

condemns the Christian morality as a " transcendent eudaemonistic

and heteronomous pseudo-morality." Where are we to look for

truly autonomous and pure morality if, as Hartmann appears to

suppose, it is only to be found with those who recognise with full

scientific distinctness the immanent necessity of the moral ? I for

my part should imagine that the simplest child which from love to

God or to the Saviour, or (for the name matters but little here) to

a saint, does right and shuns evil, must be pronounced from the

practical point of view to act perfectly " autonomously " and

purely, rather than the Kantian moralist, who, while he considers

right to be a law of reason, has it not in his heart but only in his

head, and who subjects himself from a mere sense of duty, and con-

trary to his inclination, to a law which is alien to his heart. Nor does

the hope of heavenly felicity make morality any less practically

autonomous or pure, provided that hope is not as such the motive of

moral conduct, but only the form of consciousness in which, to the

pure heart which loves God, the certainty is clothed that it is fulfil-

ling its calling in harmony with God's will ; the hope being thus

the consequence and not the antecedent of the moral disposition.

This is, in fact, so obvious as at once to occur to any one dispas-

sionately considering what simple religious goodness consists in

{e.g. that of women) : but Hartmann's generally penetrating insight

into the psychological working of the heart is here confused by the

double prejudice of pessimism and intellectualism, which leads to an

unjust estimate of Christian morality throughout the whole of his

Phdnomenologie.

The detail of this work I must here pass over, interesting as

much of it is ; it would carry us too far out of our way.-^ We are

only directly concerned with the close of the work, in which the

1 1 may refer to my detailed examination of the work in the periodical Im

neuen Reich, 1879. Nos. 29 and 30,
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ethical principles found inductively are traced up to an ultimate

metaphysical ground. Generally speaking, this attempt at a meta-

physical foundation gives Ilartmann's ethics a great advantage as

against naturalism and abstract dualism. It is quite correct to say

that neither the subjective nor the objective moral principles taken

alone could afford a sufficient basis of morality, since the former

want objective universal validity and the latter sul)jective obliga-

tion, and that therefore the ultimate and unshakable ground must

be sought in an objective metaphysico-religious principle, which

alone gives to the ethical structure an objective validity which the

thought of all men must recognise. And when Hartmann finds

this principle in the " consciousness of identity of essence with

God," we may see in this (in spite of his polemic against heterono-

mous theism, of which more anon), just another expression for the

Christian consciousness of sonship to God, the ethical significance

of which is happily described in the following sentence :
" To know

one's self as of divine nature, this does away with all divergence

between selfwill and universal will, with all alienation between

man and God, with all undivine, i.e. merely natural, behaviour
;

to regard the life of one's spirit as a spark of the divine flame

engenders a resolution to lead a truly divine life, i.e. to raise one's

self above the position of mere naturalness to a life in the spirit,

which is in a positive sense God- willed ; we acquire tlie will and

the power to think, feel, and act as God being in us, and to trans-

figure each finite task of our earthly life in the divine light." But

instead of finding as Christian ethics does, in this God-fused trans-

figuration of the life of individuals and of society the ultimate end

of human destiny, Hartmann thinks it necessary to add to the

finished building yet another story, in which the whole of moral teleo-

logy is to find its consummation. The ultimate end of the world-

process is said to consist in this, that the misery of existence is

brought back to the peace of non-existence, and God thus delivered

from the unblessedness into which he was plunged by the irrational

impulse of his will to existence. All morality is ultimately nothing

but co-operating in the shortening of the way of suffering and
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redemption into which God betook himself in originating the world-

process. With this monstrous production of phantasy, only to be

paralleled in the curious dreams of the old gnostics, does Hartmann's

Phenomenology of the moral consciousness conclude—a conclusion

unfortunately only too apt to deprive of all value the good features

which the work contains, hurling all the splendour and the sacred-

ness of the moral world into the dark abyss of a hopeless nihilism !

It is true that von Hartmann tries in every conceivable

way to get rid of this defect, and to show the alleged practical

perilousness of his absolute nihilism to be due to a superficial

apprehension, a misunderstanding, of his system. But in these

attempts he is not successful, and he cannot succeed. It is not true,

as he maintains, that it makes no difference in the view we take

of practical moral duties, and the position we assume towards

them, how we conceive the ultimate purpose of them, whether as

positive or negative. By basing the whole of morality on the

teleology of the world-order, he necessarily makes the idea of its

ultimate purpose influence and determine the whole moral attitude.

And is it not an extraordinary demand to make of the honest human
understanding, that it is to take the task of life seriously, and hold

its duties sacred, while all the while believing that all this expendi-

ture of labour and sacrifice is ultimately—for no end, that the

whole world-process has no meaning but to prepare for the Nothing

!

Can an end which implies the destruction of all reason be held to

supply a rational motive to labour for its accomplishment ? Or is

there any obligation in the thought of a God who in magnificent

egoism creates innumerable beings for unhappiness only to deliver

himself from his own unhappiness ? And is it possible to devote

ourselves to an end the realisation of which, by means of human
will and endeavour, so far transcends our comprehension, that we
can only expect it to come about by an absolute miracle, which

might as well happen of itself without any human co-operation ? an

end, moreover, which even if once realised miglit turn to an illusion

the next moment, since even were the world successfully reduced to

nothing, an unhappy chance might hurry the blind primal will

again, and then again, into the impulse to existence and cause it to
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commit the enormity of creating the world once more ! Certain as

it is therefore that the moral man can only set reasonable and

realisable aims before him, it is certain that he never can adopt

Hartmann's final end of the world-process as his end, can never feel

obliged to seek it, never let it move him to any action, far less

determine the whole tendency of his life and endeavour. The ethics

of Pessimism thus want an ultimate teleological directing authority.

This serious want is accompanied by a further feature which is

positively evil. The advocates of pessimism claim that it disposes of

eudtemouism and so clears the necessary space for morality. But

how can this be the case when pessimism itself is based entirely on

tlie principle of a eudsemonistic estimate of the w^orld ? The pessi-

mistic thesis that the existence of the world is evil, and that its

uon-existence would be better, so that the destruction of it is an

end to be striven after, this thesis is founded with Hartmann upon a

comparative calculation of the elements of pleasure and pain in the

"whole of the world's existence, a calculation which results with him

in a " negative balance of pleasure," the sum of pain preponderating

over the sum of pleasure. The usual way of disposing of this demon-

stration is to point out mistakes in the details of the calculation,

exaggerations on the side of pain, inadequate statements or omis-

sions on the side of pleasure. Such inaccuracies may no doubt be

shown to be present in the argument; and it deserves particular remark

that a pleasurable sensation, of whatever kind, by no means ceases to

afford real pleasure to the person feeling it because it rests on an

illusion which is transparent to others or even afterwards to himself.

The radical error, however, of this pessimistic style of argument does

not consist in the doubtful nature of some of the items of the calcu-

lation of pleasure, but in the perversity of the j^rinciple on ivhich the

v:hole reckoning is stated. The calculation is altogether wrong

:

firstly, because it is impossible, and secondly, because it is useless.

It is first of all impossible, because even in the individual life the

feelings of pleasure and pain are infinitely different both in kind

and in degree, the variety being in proportion to the complexity of

the life, and the manifold kinds of pleasure and pain crossing each

other in a multitude of ways. In a man wliose mental nature is
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developed it would be hard to find the very shortest period of time in

which heterogeneous feelings of pleasure and pain are not to be found

together in mixed relations, or passing over into each other, so that

no general estimate of the happiness of such states can be made, far

less any precise measurement. It is still harder to sum up and

balance exactly the amount of pleasure that has been present in a

long life. No cautious man would presume to draw up an accurate

calculation of this nature even in his own case, and how much less

for the life of another whose feelings he can only trace by way of

analogy from his own ! How then is a balance of pleasure possible

for all men, say for all living beings on the earth, and even of all the

worlds, for all creatures that are now, have been, and are yet to be ?

How can such a balance lay claim even to probability, not to speak

of certainty ? Even to think such a calculation possible betrays an

arrogance which has little in common with scientific investigation

and demonstration. I at least cannot deny that I have never been

able to understand how pessimism has come to enjoy even so much

credit as to be taken for a theory capable of scientific discussion,

and how it has been allowed to go so far with its baseless induc-

tions and arguments in a field where everything is in the highest

possible degree individual, fortuitous, and indefinite ; where there is

nothing solid to lay hold of, no fixed standard to judge by, and every

one's taste and caprice, every one's individual and fugitive opinion

and mood, every one's fashion or prejudice can dispose itself as it

will. But this calculation of the balance of pleasure is not only

impossible : it is also useless. For suppose it were the case, that

the balance of the sum of pleasure of the earth, and by analogy

also of the universe, could be determined with some measure of prob-

ability : how would this bear on the main question at issue as to the

value of the world ? Is the value of the world to be measured

according to the sum of the pleasurable sensations it contains ? He

who maintains that it is, must in consistency go further ; he must

estimate the value of the life of the individual according to the

sum of its pleasurable sensations, he must place the highest good of

every man in the greatest possible number of such sensations ; in
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short, he must espouse eudffimonism pure and simple. He on the

contrary who rejects eudccmonism as a moral principle, as Hart-

mann does, and places the meaning and the value of the life of

the individual in the realisation of purely rational ends alone,

—

what right has he to apply the opposite standard to judge of the

value and the meaning of the sum of the world's existence, and

to institute in(|uiries as to the sum of pleasure ? Here obviously

there is a flagrant contradiction in the bases of the pessimistic

ethics. And this contradiction is fraught with mischief in its

practical bearings. It is too evident that he who has once taken

up the ground of eud?emonism in judging of the value of the world

will be tempted to maintain that position in judging of the value of

his own life, and in choosing the ends to which his life is to be

directed ; especially as the pessimistic ethics fails, as we saw* above,

to supply any moral directive authority of its own. Thus it may be

expected with the greatest psychological probability, that pessimism

will not result in the majority of cases, as its defenders maintain,

in displacing eudasmonism, but will rather tend to encourage it,

whether in the form of positive reckless pursuit of pleasure or in

that of an effeminate quietism which shrinks from the discomfort of

active exertion. Of this indeed India already furnishes an example

known to all men.

To these grave ethical defects and to the untenable character of

the inductive proof various drawbacks of the system have to be

added : the weakness, spoken of above, of the metaphysical substruc-

tion of pessimism, the dualism of the irrational will and the power-

less idea, the fiction of their original existence by each other's side,

but without influence or bearing on each other, the will not willing

and the idea not thinking. Add to these features the mythical

history, how once upon a time, on a sudden, by a chance which had

no cause, the will rose out of the state of potency to that of actuality

and forcibly laid liold of the idea, whereupon the latter at once

became thinking reason and devised the plan of the world, to the

end that the blind will might be reduced to seeing the unreasonable-

ness of its willing, and so brought back to the rest of the original
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condition, in which it was no more than potency ; and consider the

logical impossibilities and the mythological extravagances of this

whole metaphysical substruction, which is devised exclusively in

the interests of pessimism, and there will appear to be good reason

for declaring pessimism to be the cancer of Hartmann's philosophy,

the gnawing poison of which permeates the whole system, degrading

all its tissues, and preventing even those parts of it which are

valuable and sound from enjoying their due influence and their

proper development. Hartmann's intention was to combine in a

higher unity Schopenhauer's principle of will with Hegel's principle

of reason, and in this idea he is happy ; it might be fruitful if only

the strong points of both systems were combined, and their errors

allowed to correct each other. But this is just what Hartmann

fails to effect. Instead of overcoming Schopenhauer's pessimism,

which has no meaning but in that system where the will-principle

is pre-supposed as irrational, by Hegel's rational optimism, Hartmann

not only keeps the former along with the rational principle, but

even exaggerates it from an individual to a universal pessimism, or

to a doctrine of world-destruction. Instead of overcoming Hegel's

intellectualism and ideal genetic dialectic by the realism of Schopen-

hauer's will, and thus making room for the emotional side of life and

the real genetic development of history, he exaggerates the Hegelian

intellectualism in the philosophy of religion to such a degree as to

imagine he can bring about a new religion of the future by philo-

sophical speculation—an enthusiast's dream, equally remote from the

sober historical spirit of Hegel and from the contemplative mystical

thought of Schopenhauer ! Thus, while the attempt is very justifi-

able to combine Hegel and Schopenhauer in an organic unity, we

cannot regard it as successful in a philosophy which, like that of

Hartmann, amalgamates the errors of both in a mixture replete with

contradiction.

This is specially manifest, as above remarked, in the field of

religious philosophy. Hartmann first appeared in this field wdth two

minor critical works, in which—to speak in the military imagery of

which he is so fond—he put out light cavalry skirmishers to feel
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the position of opponents with whom he was not yet acquainted.

The work on The Sdf-disintcgration of Christianity and the Rdiyion

of the Future (Selhstzersetzung des Christenthums) (1874), was intended

to show that Christianity had outlived itself, not only in its biblical

ecclesiastical form, but as viewed by liberal Protestantism also, and

must yield to a religion of the future which must be neither theistic

nor optimistic, l)ut pantheistic and pessimistic, as only in such a

religion could justice be done to the autonomy of morality and the

religious need of redemption. In his Crisis of Christianity (1880),

he declared that he saw the opening stage of that religion in the

speculative theology of the present day, though it is neither pan-

theistic nor pessimistic—a fact which he thinks due to inconsistency

and theological prejudice—on which point we shall yet have a word

to say. Soon after these critical skirmishers appeared Hartmann's

own philosophy of religion in two volumes, the first of which deals

with The Religious Consciousness of Mankind in the Successive Steps of

its Development (1881), and the second with The Religion of Sjjrrit

(1882) ; a serious work and full of matter, in which even one who

does not share its central principle may yet find much that is

interesting and suggestive.

The first volume lays the historical foundation of the work ; all

we need say of this part is that while it deals with the beginnings

of religion and with the characteristics of the various extra-Christian

religions in an able and interesting way, the treatment of historical

Christianity is such as to disappoint even the most moderate expec-

tations ; not only is there no proper insight into the historical im-

portance of Jesus, who is treated as belonging to Judaism, but even

the apostle Paul is merely regarded as the originator of the theo-

logical doctrine out of which the the christological trinitarian dogma

grew ; the book closes with a scholastic and dialectical discussion of

this dogma. There is not even an attempt to characterise the

religious nature of Christianity, or to trace its growth in history.

Here the fatal error of an abstract intellectualism betrays itself;

religion is only taken as a theory, its truth is judged according to

the correctness of its dogmas, and finally it is absorbed in philosophy.
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or a philosophically constructed religion of the future put in the

place of the historical religion.

This ideal of the future is then discussed in detail in the second

volume, under the name " The Religion of Spirit," or " Concrete

Monism." The discussion falls into three sections which deal with

the psychology of religion, metaphysics, and ethics respectively. In

the first section the religious function is described on its human side

as faith, on its divine side as grace. Faith is shown to consist in the

imity of idea, feeling, and will, none of these three alone constituting

faith, and their isolation engendering the one-sided positions of in-

tellectualism, mysticism, and moralism. These ideas are not exactly

new, but they are finely set forth, and we could only wish that in

his treatment of historical religious phenomena Hartmann adhered

more strictly to the canon he has so correctly set up. The demonstra-

tion which follows—that, in so far as faith is in truth a real relation

between God and man, we must assume a corresponding divine

function as its inner ground, without which it never could act at all,

this divine function being described by Hartmann as grace,—this

demonstration sets forth a thought which is, common to all specula-

tion, and which is undoubtedly correct. It appears to me more

questionable if it is right to divide this divine basis of the human

function of faith, according to the three sides of the latter in con-

sciousness, into three forms, as revealing, redeeming, and sanctifying

grace. Surely the divine ground is one, and assumes various forms

only in its manifestation in man. The discussion of the relation of

the subjective and the historical elements in revelation is interesting
;

yet it cannot be denied that too little importance is allowed to the

historical side, to the creative events and personalities. The " Meta-

physics of Religion," which follows, argues inductively from the facts

of religious consciousness to the existence of God, his nature, and his

relation to the world. The fundamental fact of religious conscious-

ness—that it seeks in God to be quit of dependence on the world

—

presupposes the absolute dependence of the world on God or the being

of God as the absolute world-ground. A further inductive series

argues partly from the spirit-like (logical dynamical) nature of the
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world, partly from the subjective spiritual nature of man, and partly

from the constant correspondence of the forms and laws of existence

with those of consciousness, the correspondence which makes know-

ledge possible, to a one sole ground of botli in the absolute spirit, to

be conceived according to the analogy of the human spirit, with the

necessary elimination of all the finite limitations of the latter

—

i.e. as

Hartmann considers, as all-wise and omniscient, but by no means as

self-conscious, feeling unblessedness, but by no means blessedness !

A third inductive series argues firstly from the objective moral

world-order to the divine righteousness therein manifesting itself;

then from the subjective consciousness of the moral law to the

divine holiness on which its obligation is based ; and lastly from the

course of the development which leads mankind in a purposeful way

to its goal, or from the world- historical absolute economy of salva-

tion to the divine grace on which it is based, but which is not to be

conceived like the human affection of love. Indeed he says it is

neither justifiable in itself nor is it in the interests of religion to dis-

tinguish the absolute moral world-order from God as its conscious

spiritual supporter ; as this theistic assumption brings the necessity

of the world-order into collision with the freedom of the determina-

tion of the divine will. We shall return to this point. The religious

anthroijology, which comes next, starts from the proposition, with

which we made acquaintance in the ethics, that "pessimism in the

widest sense is the indispensable postulate of the religious con-

sciousness as well as of the moral," as it alone guarantees a feeling

of need for redemption. The problem of the theodicy, too, we learn

later in the cosmology is insoluble, rmless on the assumption that God

himself, as absolute subject, bears all the sorrows of the world. In

this case the axiom applies that volenti non fit injuria ; monotheism,

on the contrary, making God create countless beings for misery,

might be called mono-satanism. It is this that lends to the

" absolute tragedy of tlie religious consciousness " its last depth, that

the world-pain becomes an infinite God-pain, and man in sympathy

with the unblessed God devotes himself witli all his will and all his

power to the task of universal redemption or the redemption of God,
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a task concerning which he can frame no idea how or when it is to

be completed. Not to speak of these Manichsean gnostic aberra-

tions, which cannot, however, be treated as of no moment, the

religious anthropology contains a number of good thoughts on the

essence of evil, on the relation of it to freedom and to providence, on

original sin and original grace as the two ever co-existent factors of

moral human nature. The religious cosmology also contains, besides

the most curious opinions, such as those just detailed, and among

which we may also reckon the temporary and accidental character of

the creation of the world, a number of quite sound speculative

thoughts, e.g. on the notion of the divine government of the world, or

on the relation of the teleological world-order to that of natural law.

And as to the Ethics of Religion, the description of the subjective

process of salvation as it imfolds itself in the awakening of grace, in

its development and in its fruits, is happy in every point where the

prejudices created in the author by his pessimism do not come into

play to intercept his view. This, however, is undoubtedly the case

in two assertions

—

first, in the statement that the salvation offered by

religious redemption and atonement is not a positive gain, but only

the removal of antecedent unblessedness, and that though it appears

to be blessedness as long as it reflects the contrast, yet when this re-

flection disappears it only leaves behind a state of peace which is

neither blessed nor unblessed ; and secondly, as a corollary from

this, in the statement that the blessedness of the consciousness of

redemption (sonship of God) is not to be regarded as the ultimate

end of the religious process of salvation, but that the whole subjec-

tive process of salvation is merely a means for the objective, i.e. for

moral endeavour in the process of the redemption of the Morld,—

a

proposition which robs religion of all distinctive value and all inde-

pendent meaning, and ascribes these to morality alone. The con-

clusion of the work is occupied with the "objective process of

salvation," or the religious life of the community in the forms of

church worship ; and here the author develops his ideas of the

cultus of the future of the religion of concrete monism. All

symbolical and aesthetic elements are to be discarded, and worship

is to be confined to the "service of the word," in which, however,
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the heteroiiomous law and the heterosoteric gospel are to be replaced

by the devotional retirement of the religious consciousness into

itself, into its contents, the religious relation, real unity with God.

Hence the religious consciousness will draAv the ever renewed realisa-

tion of saving grace as realising, redeeming, and sanctifying, thus

finding in itself the only true means of grace. " It is the task of

the highest stage of religious consciousness (that of the religion of

immanence) to separate in worship also what is essential from what

is unessential, and to realise what has hitherto been aimed at in a

round-about fashion, by means of externalities and illusions, in a more

perfect way by applying directly to that which is the kernel of the

matter."

Let us take our place in imagination in such a religious assembly.

It not only despises all symbolical acts, not only all such representa-

tions as appeal to the senses, not only all song, but it also dispenses

with any historical basis for preaching, with all representation of re-

ligious truths in personal ideal, all calling to mind of the great figures

and marked typical events of history, surviving as eternal witnesses

of God in the consciousness of the church. In short, it disdains all

incorporations of the ideal in living forms, and proposes to become

absorbed in the pure, i.e. entirely abstract, thought of " real unity

with God." What effect could we expect such a meditation to have on

the religious sentiment of the community ? The congregation of the

religion of the future, as Hartmann describes it, would not be a wor-

shipping religious congregation at all : it would be a philosophers'

school, only to be taken for a church, even in the widest meaning of

the word, by a philosopher who stands quite apart from the real life

of the church, and has not yet shaken oiT the old error of taking

religion for a kind of philosophy. E. von Hartmann extols, as the

new and peculiar element of his philosophy of religion, iis complete

disregard of all the intermediate approaches of the religious con-

sciousness both in history and in cultus. But it is just in these

that that consciousness attains to objective reality, and acquires force

to perpetuate itself in the community it has founded and sustained.

This abstract intellectualism, hollowed out to a ghost-like spiritualism,

VOL. II. ^
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and far exceeding the intellectualism of Hegel, is one cardinal error

of Hartmann's philosophy of religion.

The second great error of his system is his jjantheistic pessimism,

his evil inheritance from Schopenhauer. That experience of the evi-

of the ^yorld and of sin awakens the need of redemption and so leads

to religion, is what no one will deny ; but what we look for in religion

is just that the misery of the world be overcome by the salvation

sent by God, who just on this account must necessarily be exalted

above the misery of the world, and must be the power for our redemp-

tion from it. But how is redemption possible if all misery and

unblessedness has its original seat in God himself ? How can a God

who is himself unblessed and in need of redemption, be the origin of

redemption for us ? Could we stand in any moral relation at all to

a God who cherished no love for us, who on the contrary had brought

all his creatures into the mournful existence they possess from a

purely selfish motive, that by their self-destruction they might help

him to attain redemption from his own unblessedness ? Would the

feelings of love, gratitude, reverence, trust,—in fact the fundamental

feelings of all true piety,—be psychologically possible in relation to

such a God ? And the one religious motive which remains, that of

the hope of redemption,—what value can it have if it be the case that

all " redeeming and sanctifying " grace aims ultimately at the anni-

hilation of all things as quickly as possible ? One who was in earnest

as to this might perhaps find a much cheaper method of attaining

his end than that of devotion to the process of world-redemption

—

namely, suicide ; and to discharge his duty of co-operating in the

redemption of others, he would only require to see that his act found

imitators. Mainlauders's "Philosophy of Eedemption" (Philosophie

cler Erlosung, 1876) carries the religion of pessimism to its logical con-

clusion, not following the roundabout road of labour at historical

culture, but the straight road to the heart of the matter : redemption

in the Nothing is to be set about by recommending and practising

virginity and suicide. Hartmann repudiates such madness. Very

well ; but his philosophy provides him with no means to refute it.

We must therefore add to the result of our criticism above, which
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showed pessimism to be psychologically and metaphysically baseless

and ethically useless, the further declaration, that it stands in funda-

mental and irreconcilable antagonism to religion.

But this pessimism, not to speak of the individual psychological

motives which may recommend it, but which lie outside of discussion,

is intimately connected in point of theory with that will-Pantheism,

the legacy from Schopenhauer which Hartmann drags with him.

Not that he holds it in its liard original onesidedness ; he combines

it with Hegel's principle of reason, and so makes an energetic

attempt to overcome it. But, as we saw above, it is no more than

an attempt ; the two principles are not successfully combined in

unity. Hence Hartmann's notion of God oscillates in the most extra-

ordinary way between 'pantheism and speculative theism. The reproach

of inconsistency which he brings against speculative theism applies

in fact to himself. It is true that speculative theism, or a majority

of its representatives, declines the notion of the personality of God

;

but that is only to remove from the all-knowing reason and the

almighty will of God the limit of personal, i.e. individual, conscious-

ness and individual will. How this amounts to a contradiction or an

inconsistency it is hard to see ; on the contrary, theism is here freed

from the error which certainly adheres to it in its ordinary form,

namely, that the free determinations of the will of God are in con-

flict with the necessity of the absolute world-order. Hartmann was

entitled to charge the common naive theism with this error, but he

ought to know that the reproach no longer applies to speculative

theism. But the notion of God which Hartmann opposes to specu-

lative theism, as the true and only consistent one, is charged with

contradictions which no one can help seeing. Think of an uncon-

scious spirit which yet is said to be all-knowing and all-wise, which

accordingly knows everything, only not itself, which governs every-

thing with skill, directs all ends to one ultimate end lying in itself,

and yet has no consciousness of itself nor of its ultimate end ! Tliink

of a God who in his immanence in the world, or as the indwelling

subject of all the feelings of individual beings, feels himself partly

happy and partly (predominantly) unhappy ; but in his transcendence.
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as the supramundane self-existing subject, feels himself entirely

unhappy, because his infinite willing is never exhaustively realised

(as if eternity were not at his command to realise it !), and who yet

has no consciousness of these diverse feelings, though they form

the motives of his skilfully calculated action ! That these are im-

practicable contradictions every one can see. If God has no con-

sciousness of himself, then he cannot set ends for himself ; he has no

self which is self-existent and distinct from the world-process ; he is

lost in that process, and can no longer be the reason which governs

the world and the guiding providence, that Hartmann would have

him to be. If the absolute all-wise and all-knowing reason is to be

insisted on, then it must really be thought as the independent unity

which persists in itself over-against the force which differentiates

itself in the world of space and time, which is a unity, and distin-

guishes itself as a unity from the real multiplicity over which it

rules ; i.e. it must be conceived as an independently existing self, as

absolute self-consciousness. Especially is this necessary on the

realistic basis given to the Panlogism of Hegel by the element of

will. Here, as even Schelling rightly saw, abstract idealistic monism

must be developed into " concrete mono-theism." This develop-

ment indeed is the immediate consequence which must be drawn

from Hartmann's own criticism of abstract monism, from his demand

that the absolute be not thought as a unity devoid of all determina-

tions and differences, but as the unity of determinations and differ-

ences, and that its eternal nature be carefully distinguished from its

variable operations. This proposition I think a very true one, only

I would give it a much wider scope than Hartmann appears to think

of. If the distinction spoken of is to be any more than a mere sub-

jective idea in us, if it is to be an objective truth, it can only be

conceived as a self-distinguishing of the absolute, and this must

necessarily be an act of his self-consciousness. Where could an

eternal being and operations in time be together, but in a conscious -

ness which distinguishes the two and gives them a relation to each

other ? Take this away, and the whole distinction of the two sides

of the divine life falls to the ground, and there remains either the
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lifeless one, which absorbs the world-process into itself—abstract

monism, or the fugitive many, in which the one eternal melts away

atheistic pluralism. Hartmann himself sees these to be the alter-

natives,^ and we only take him at his word when we require him

either to choose one of these theories which he rejects, or to resort

to the only way of safety, and to take the step from the unconscious

absolute to the conscious, from pantheism to theism.

" I assert most positively that the philosophy of the unconscious

represents the transition from pantheism to theism. The philosophy

of the will, after suffering shipwreck on the half truths and weak-

nesses of pantheism, begins with E. von Hartmann to take refuge

on the dry land of theism. Only he stops half-way
;
perhaps he is

not even aware of the turn he has taken ! But the premises for such

a view of the world are to be found in him ; all that is wanted is to

draw the conclusion. . . . Every step of the development of Schopen-

hauerianism points forward, and it will go on developing itself from

within till it reaches its final consummation!" These are not the

words of a theologian at whom Hartmann could hurl the ready re-

proach of theological prejudice ; their author is a philosopher who

holds a position very near his own, the youngest disciple of Schopen-

hauer—Peters. And the words quoted are not a casual remark, but

the maturely prepared result of an extremely acute statement and

criticism of the Schopenhauerian philosophy in the various forms of

its development and transformation.^ We may therefore hail in them

the confession of an energetic thinker who has passed through Scho-

penhauer's school, and in doing so has arrived at the conviction that

the philosophy in question must be carried forward in the direction

indicated by E. von Hartmann, but must advance a step beyond him,

namely to theism. The sketch Peters draws of his theistic view of

the world is full of excellent and fruitful ideas, though the proposal

he makes to treat space as an original second principle beside God

(something like the Platonic /xr] ov) is not tenable.

1 Die Rd'Kjion des Geiste.% p. 121. Comp. Neukantianismits, etc., p. 346 s(j.

2 World-ivill and WiU-icorld (" Weltwille und Willenswelt"). Studies and Ideas

preparatory to a View of the World. By Dr. Karl Peters. Leipzig, 1S83.



CHAPTEE V.

POST-HEGELIAN SPECULATION.

Post-Hegelian speculation starts from Hegel, and has always

been powerfully influenced by that profound thinker; it does not,

however, stand still at Hegel, but has, at least in its most consider-

able representatives, more or less distinctly cast off the limits of the

original Hegelian system, and struck out new developments of the

central thought of that system, resulting, as was to be expected, in

various combinations with or resemblances to other systems. The

speculative religious philosophy of the last few decennia is mostly

based on such combinations of Hegelian elements, with elements

derived from Schleiermacher and Schelling, and also in part, as we

saw above, with Schopenhauerian ideas, or even with elements trace-

able to Herbart or Leibniz. These mixtures occur in varying pro-

portions with different writers; one may be denominated a Neo-

Hegelian, others Neo-Schellingians, or some such name. But the

differences do not involve essential principles, and they pass into

each other by many gradations, so that the same men may be called

Neo-Hegelians by one party and Neo-Schellingians by aD other. It

may, therefore, be best to take them altogether under the common

heading of Post-Hegelian speculation, grouping them according to

the various affinities which they display.

Of the older purely Hegelian school it was remarked above

(p. 117) that it fell into two sides, a right and a left, each of which,

in proportion as it ran to excess in its side-tendency, came to be at

issue with the philosophy. The chief occasion of the split was the

rise of the christological question, occasioned by the appearance of

Strauss's LeUn Jesu in 1835. This publication was followed by a
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whole literature of pamphlets, replies and duplies, the philosophic

result of which, however, was quite out of proportion to the expen-

diture of polemical zeal and dialectical art.^ The best and most

permanently valuable fruit of the theological conflict aroused by

Strauss was the historico-critical investigation into primitive Chris-

tianity by Ferdinand Christian Baur, which brought the strife doAvn

out of the airy regions of idealistic speculation, or of the postulates of

the feelings, to the solid ground of real history, thus imposing on

religious speculation too the necessity for critical sobriety. The

permanently valuable work of the Hegelian school on this latter

side may be said to consist in the labours of two men, Vatke and

Biedermann, who, both averse to the extremes of right and left

Hegelians, united with the depth of Hegel the critical acuteness and

the religious sentiment of Schleiermacher, and who, being at the

same time thorough Biblical scholars, possessed the necessary his-

torical knowledge to support their religious speculation.

Wilhelm VatJce, in his work Human Freedom in Us relation

to Sin anil to Divine Gracej^ thus defines the task of speculation.

It must seek to avoid equally, he says, two dangerous rocks on whicli

a superficial and one-sided religious science may suffer shipwreck.

On the one side it must avoid abstract monism of thought, which,

holding to the one absolute causality, never grasps any real differ-

ence, but regards everything finite, evil included, as an integral

element of one consistent absolute process, or as the result of one

sole will and decree, thus weakening the deep contradictions of the

religious and moral consciousness, and depriving them of their

truth and energy. On the other side it must avoid no less that

abstract dualism in idea which purchases the truth of these opposites

at too high a price, but is found on closer inspection to be unsound,

because it has set up a hard barrier between the absolute spirit

^ Those who are interested in the subject may he directed to Strauss's pamphlets

{Streitsriiriften), ami to Carl Schwarz's excellent history of modern Protestant

theolog}' : Geschichte der neueren prot. Theolntjk, 4th Edition.

- Dit menschlkhc Frelheit in ihrew Vtrhaltniss zur Hiinde und ziir gotllkhen Guode.

(1S41).
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and finite spirits, has done away with the idea of the absolute, and

fails to recognise the possibility of an effectual grace, an activity of

the infinite spirit overleaping the barrier. To keep clear of both

of these extremes, and to retain the notion of sin as the freedom

of man which is contrary to God, and that of grace as the freedom

of God within man, God must be conceived as the concrete spirit

which lias the world, the realm of finite spirits, not outside itself but

in itself, the perfect condition of its real freedom, and the rational

contents of its knowledge and will ; it must be recognised as a part

of the real notion of God, that he embraces in himself all that is

truly human, and unfolds the fulness of His being in the realm of

spirits made in his image. On the other hand it must be recog-

nised as belonging to the real notion of man, that he contains in his

own nature a divine element which is the divine foundation of

his development to true moral freedom. Only in the unity of

these two sides is God absolute spirit in the true sense : this

absolute, as the unity of all opposites, embraces personality but is

itself no person, because a person cannot be absolute in the strict

sense of the word. The absolute in the highest sense of the word

is the theoretical and practical spirit which knows and produces

itself as the concrete unity of the realm of spirits, thus God in his

unity with the world, or, to speak more definitely, God in unity

with his kingdom, as all in all, having the form of personality as

one of his moments, not sub-personal but supra-personal, a

unity above the persons and em.bracing them. " With this view,"

Vatke says, " we correct a very common intellectual error which

sets the divine and the human merely side by side, and, at the same

time, a pantheistic error now again making its appearance, which

mixes the two sides together, and is equally with the former a mere

view of the intellect which has not risen to the notion of spirit."

What is here arrived at, the substitution both for the deistic separa-

tion and the pantheistic mixing up of God and man (world) of a con-

crete monism or monotheism, is not only the most correct interpreta-

tion of the Hegelian philosophy, but is right in itself ; this, I think,

is beyond doubt. It is another question, however, whether Vatke
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carries out his correct view satisfactorily, or if tlie problem can be

satisfactorily solved from the position of pure Hegelian logical

idealism, which regards nature merely as an " external objectivity

of the notion," as a pure determination of thought or immediate idea

set forth into external reality."

Such a doubt, however, need not hinder us from recognising in

the fullest way the profound and cautious speculation which seeks

to fathom the most difficult problems of freedom, sin, and grace.

The fundamental condition of a right apprehension of these notions

is, according to Vatke, that we should think of freedom as a dialectical

process in which God and man do not stand over-against each other

externally, but form two necessary and mutually inseparable sides

of a relation which moves through the dialectic of the various mutual

bearings of one side or the other. So long as the divine will stands

out against the human, it manifests itself only as an end, a " Shall,"

which still wants reality, as the will falls on the human side as

freedom of choice or as caprice. This diremption of the will into

the two sides of subjective freedom and divine law is the necessary

journey of the moral process, in which evil too has its general and,

in so far, its necessary origin, as every individual must pass through

the inner division, the conflict of the flesh and the spirit, in order

to attain to the knowledge of good and evil, which is not possible to

him who has not in some degree experienced the reality of these

opposites in his own person. " For as sin is essentially a determina-

tion of the subjective will, it can only be known if it actually exists

in the will, and this can only be known through reality as an

inward possibility, since the knowledge comprises the other, of the

actuality of sin. Thus, if it be granted that the knowledge of evil

and the possibility that the ego may make it the contents of its will

is an indispensable pre-requisite for energetic freedom on the good

side, it merely shows a want of dialectical acuteness of thought to

ignore the necessary consequence of that assumption, viz., that the

actual entrance of evil is the necessary condition of moral conscious-

ness. Hence evil is the negative moment attached to the good

which is necessary to the existence of moral choice, and which
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must necessarily arise in order to be overcome and to give goodness

an independent existence of its own." Were evil not a necessary-

moment in the question of freedom, it would be impossible to assert

the universality of sin. The necessity, however, is to be understood

merely as a moment of the moral process, a moment destined to

disappear : since each step in the development of conscience does

away with the necessity that sin should exist, and leaves only the

necessity that it should be possible. The way from possible good to

actual good must pass through evil negated and overcome, and this con-

stitutes the true independence of the good. As a contradiction of

the will in itself, however—as the contradiction between its appear-

ance and its idea—evil falls on the side of the finite only ; it is only

man's affair, it is neither willed nor brought about by God. The

divine will is related to evil only as the power of the world-order

which negates it, and the power of grace which does away with it.

But this doing away with the contradiction of the moments of

the will is not to be conceived as a miracle which breaks through

the immanent course of development ; for this would be to make an

end of freedom, not to realise it. The contradiction which evil

makes is only conceivable with reference to a unity of the moments

which is also in some real way given, and thus the will in the joint

movement of its moments possesses energy to do away with the con-

tradiction in itself, and this act must be the work of the divine and

of the human side of the will, that is, at once of grace and of freedom.

The divine side of the will, which in its opposition to the human was

a mere " Shall," now becomes an actual will, as God himself realises

his will in man, and obtains in tlie determination of human subjec-

tivity his own self-determination, and thus his real freedom. God's

activity in making his will subjective in the free energy with which

He assumes human subjectivity subjects the particular ego to His

higher universality, and in doing so makes it truly free. In this the

human will is not passive under an irresistible act of God
;

its being

determined is a self-determination, because the divine will is its true

self—the prototype of itself. That which, according to the ordinary

way of thinking, is an irreconcilable opposition between divine grace
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and human freedom is thus reconciled, grace being seen to be the act

of that divine type which belongs essentially to the notion of man's

nature. Accordingly, the influence of divine grace does not diflVr

from the immanent development of the deepest divine germ of life

in man, only that it here stands over-against man regarded as a finite

and separate being—as something external to himself. If the divine

image is the true nature of man, and if it only possesses reality in

virtue of its identity with its type or with the logos, then there can

be no true self-determination in man which is not at the same time

a self-determination of the type in its image. Only from this higher

unity of the two sides can we understand revelation, atonement and

justification, love and grace. God is not real as spirit without being

at the same time manifest in the spirit of man ; and in the same way

the divine love is not real unless it l)e poured out into human hearts,

and become a warming and liberating power, an answering love. This

is the meaning of the doctrine of justification by faith, which, called

into existence by grace, makes grace real. For justification is not

merely an act of God—a thing done to man by God while man is

passive ; the two sides come to meet each other here as in concrete

freedom generally, but their unity is not capable of being explained

from the finite relation, because in the absolute act the relation as

such is overcome, and the infinite power of the holy love of God

made the contents of the consciousness which thus lives in God. The

doctrine of predestination also loses its harshness at this point of

view. God wills the salvation of all, taken abstractly, i.e. in the

form of an absolute end, leaving out of consideration the means to be

employed ; but in reality he wills the salvation of those who freely

lay hold of it. His absolute will is conditioned in its realisation by

the means appointed by himself, of subjectivity and history.

In the world of history and of society, too, the divine will does not

realise itself outside or without, but in and through human freedom.

The joint will and joint spirit of a people is always known mediately

or immediately as identical with the divine will. The truth of all

the mythic legends of divine institutions, incarnations, theocracies,

lies in the Christian idea of the God-man, and the identity which it
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implies of the divine will and human morality. All the streams of

the M'orld's history issue in the kingdom of God, which is the will of

God in its concrete development to a moral commonwealth. Pro-

vidence here acts as an actual spirit through all persons and deeds,

throngh which the idea of the good becomes more real, especially

through the creative world-historical persons, among whom Christ

occupies a unique position as the central point of history, as the re-

vealer and the reality of the archetypal idea, as the love of God

grown personal. But in the laws of the world's order, too, which are

both the presupposition and the limit of all subjective self-determina-

tion, divine providence is at work ; for " a reasonable universal, a holy

order, which maintain themselves amid all that is irrational, and,

though often attacked at particular points by human caprice, always

assert themselves again, and rule, judging and atoning, loosing and

binding, must be the self-determination of an absolute reason and a

holy will."

The same position—that of a speculation which seeks to reconcile

the Hegelian right and left—was taken up from the first by the pro-

found Ziirich theologian, Alois Emanuel Biedermann. His first book :

Free Theology, or Philosophi/ and Christianity : their conflict and

their harmony,'^ was dedicated to his master, Wilhelm Vatke, in

token of gratitude and reverence. In this work he seeks to prove

the compatibility of speculative philosophy with Christian theology

by considering the notion of each. Philosophy is the relation of the

universal or thinking Ego to the universal or to thought ; therefore

the theoretical self-consciousness of the mind as to its universal

nature, in short, " absolute self-consciousness, in which the absolute

form of thinking answers to the absolute contents of thought (it being

presupposed, with Hegel, that the totality of the actual is nothing but

the development of the absolute idea). Eeligion is also, it is true, the

relation of the Ego to its universal being, not, however, that of the

universal or thinking Ego, but of the individual practical Ego ; re-

licrion is the reflection of the immediate self consciousness into the
O
^ Die/reie Theologie oder Philosophie und Christenthum in Streit und Frieden (1844).
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theoretical consciousness of the absolute, and conversely of the latter

into immediate self-consciousness ; in short, it is the " practical self-

consciousness of the absolute." From this it results that religion

contains a theoretical moment—namely, the consciousness of the

absolute, but only as a moment, which, regarded by itself alone, is

not religious at all, and only becomes religious by being referred to

the practical self-consciousness. But this theoretical moment in re-

ligion is not in the form of thought, but in the form of idea, and the

erroneous opinion might thus arise that religion is nothing more than

a mode of representation, and therefore at conflict with the pure

thinking of philosophy. But this is to overlook the fact that the

specific character of religion consists in its referring its theoretical

moment to practical self- consciousness—a practical act so different in

kind from the theoretical attitude of philosophy as not to be disturbed

or put aside by the latter. The forms of the ideas of religion, how-

ever, can and do come into collision with the thinkings of philosophy.

These collisions, however, will be the less dangerous for the practical

kernel of a religion, the more the general principle of the religion

corresponds to the principle of philosophy. Now, the principle of the

Christian religion is not this or that theoretical view of the world,

which must always depend on the state of culture at the time, and

change with its changes : it is the union which takes place in the

practical self- consciousness between the eternal universality of being

and the particular finite existence of the spirit—a union issuing in

the concrete unity of the one actual free spirit, in which man comes

to his divine truth and God to his human reality ;
a religious process

the notion of which presupposes that God and man are not such

as to stand out against each other as different substances, but are

related to each other as the moments of the universal eternal

notion and the temporal real individuality of man, tlie essential

necessity of which to each other is visibly set forth in the form of

the personal God-man Christ, which, as a representation, is subject

to criticism, but the religious kernel of which is the practical

self-consciousness of the free spirit at one with itself, and thus

practically the same as the theoretical principle of absolute philo-
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soph}'—so that the latter is shown to be in essential agreement with

Christianity.

Defining religion in this way, as man's practical self-consciousness

of his absolute being or general notion, Biedermann might be thought

to approximate perilously near to Feuerbach. In his later work,

however, his Christian Dogmatic (1868), he takes up the position of

speculative theism, though with him as well as Vatke that position

is held with too great logical abstractness. From the formal root-

error of the Hegelian philosophy, liowever, the method of a priori

dialectic, he here disentangles himself. He insists with Hegel that

in religion there is to be perceived an objective truth which extends

beyond mere subjectivity, the truth of a divine revelation. This is

not only present and to be perceived in the way of feeling, it may be

known in its purity even by thought; and may therefore, and should,

be reduced to objective scientific certainty. This truth, however,

he does not find, like the older Hegelians, in the formal dialectic of

the empty notion ; he finds it in the elevation of the actual matter

of experience to the pure form of notional thought. On the other

hand, he shares with Strauss the historico-genetic mode of setting

forth dogma, and an acute style of rational criticism, though the

critical dissection of the historical material is not, as with Strauss,

the whole, but only one side of the task of science, to be followed by

the other side, the positive reconstruction of the pure truth which lies

in the dogma. Thus Biedermann's science of religion, while based on

the Hegelian distinction of idea and notion, is far from identifying

religion with the religious idea (representation), as Hegel at least

appears to do, and Strauss actually does ; the religious idea is to him

only the empirical and natural form of the theoretical act of con-

sciousness, which requires to be combined with an act of will and a

state of feeling before we have the whole of the religious process.

He now describes religion as the mutual relation between God as

infinite and man as finite spirit, and distinguishes in it two correlated

and mutually indispensable moments, viz., the divine act of revela-

tion, and the human act of faith.

Pievelation is God's opening himself up to man within the sphere
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of man's spiritual life. God is !)Oth subject and object of it ; it is

supernatural, if by nature we understand the sensuous conditions of

man's life as against his calling as a spiritual being; but it is natural,

if by nature we understand what is present in the essence. An

immediate act of God, it yet takes place by means of nature gener-

ally, and of the individual disposition of him v.-ho receives it. The

relation between the divine and the liuman spirit is threefold, and

consists of the unity of essence, the opposition of subsistence, and

the common life of the two ; and accordingly the immediate revela-

tion of God falls also into three moments. God reveals himself as

the infinite ground of man's spiritual life in the form of his rational

impulse, as its infinite norm in man's conscience, and as infinite

power in the religious freedom of the man. who is reconciled to his

law. To the last revelation faith corresponds as its subjective side
;

it experiences the divine revelation according to its threefold psycho-

logical function : in its theoretical moment, as elevation above the

former finite apprehensions of the intellect to infinite truth; in feeling,

as elevation above the natural states of feeling to infinite blessedness
;

and in will, as elevation above the determination of nature to infinite

freedom or self-determination as spirit. These inner spiritual pro-

cesses are the real revelation of God, and the only true revelation.

Wliat is sought in the way of revelation in addition to and outside of

these rests on abstractions engendered on ideas, the historical human

channel in the bearers of revelation being identified with the divine

act of revelation itself The same abstraction is the basis of the

ordinary opposition of revealed and natural religion, or of positive

religion and the religion of reason; it is an abstract way of putting

the matter on the supernatural side to characterise any objective

religion as immediately a divine revelation, as it is an abstract way

of putting the matter on the naturalistic side to regard any objective

religion as a merely subjective huniau product. Every objective

religion ought to be regarded empirically, and inquiry made as to its

human factors, and should also be traced as to its princi[)le to a

divine revelation. What is true of the religion of an individual is

true of the history of religion as well, that it is only apprehended
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truly and on all its sides when regarded first as a divine education

of the human race, and secondly, as a gradual self- development of

human faith in its natural connection with the development of

culture generally. In tracing the steps of this religious development

the science of the history of religion must neither indulge in a priori

constructions, which are very properly at a discount at present, nor

lose itself in the fortuitous externalities of history ; it must seek to

gather from the sum of the views and of the cultus of each religion

what is essential in it and forms its real principle. Of this excellent

rule Biedermann himself gives us the best illustration in his defini-

tion of the principle of Christianity, which he states to be that

mutual relation between God and man, which entered into history

in the religious consciousness of Jesus as a new thing, and therefore

became the basis of a new community, and which is expressed in the

designation of Jesus as the " Son of God." But this principle never

attained to an adequate and final expression in any single historical

form ; the whole of the history of dogma is the unfolding of it, aud

it is the task of theological thought to examine and sift that history,

and so to find out the principle, and reduce it to a pure notional

expression. It is not our part to _^inquire in what manner Bieder-

mann performs tliis task in his Christian Dogmatic. All competent

judges acknowledge it to be a masterly work, and a work of per-

manent value for theological science, and this verdict we should not

think of questioning, even though we allowed the objections raised

against the work to be to same extent well-founded.

In the second edition of his Dogmatic (1884), Biedermann explains

the theory of knowledge on which his view of the world is based,

and thus supplies us with definite materials to judge of it. His

theory of knowledge occupies a curious middle position between

Hegel's logical idealism and Spinoza's parallelism of thought and

extension on the two sides of the one substance. Biedermann holds

firmly to the fundamental thought of Hegel that the substance of

spirit is logical being and, as such, can only be comprehended in

logical categories, but in them can be comprehended entirely and

without remainder, and that both in the case of the infinite spirit or
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God, and in that of the finite spirit or man. But Biedermann does

not hold that the logical being of spirit comprises in itself all being,

and that the world is merely the development or appearance of the

absolute idea. Nor does he consider that we are able to construct

and logically to deduce the world by a priori dialectic or by the self-

movement of the pure notion. On the contrary, he teaches that

spiritual or ideal being is always given only with and in sensuous or

material being, and this in such a way that the two stand to each

other in the relation of opposite essences—the former as spaceless

and timeless, the latter as being in space and time or the being of

things, but the one full reality being only made up by the two in

and with each other. The task of knowledge consists in abstracting,

in the case of any content of consciousness, its ideal being, i.e. its

logical or mental determinations, from its being as a thing, in which

that ideal being is here bound up, and so comprehending it according

to its essential opposition, but also according to the unity in which

it subsists with the latter. This seizing of the ideal contents of

experience in abstract logical categories Biedermann calls " pure

thought." These propositions of his theory of knowledge contain

also the basis of his metaphysic, and supply him with his answers

to the questions as to the relations between body and soul, God and

the world. We can the less withhold our conviction that the basis

thus laid in his theory of knowledge is open to grave objections.

The notion of " ideal being " is capable of two very different inter-

pretations, and inclines on occasion to one or the other of the two.

It may mean thinking being (spirit, soul, consciousness), or being as

thought (logical relation, law, etc.), and the ambiguity resulting is

one shared by Biedermann with all systems of logical idealism, and

giving rise to confusion wherever it appears. We must also ask if a

timeless spiritual being is really given to us anywhere, or if it is

even conceivable, since we only know spiritual being from our own
consciousness, where it always occurs in time, as a thing coming up

in the course of the activities of consciousness and of the states of

the soul. The question may also be raised whether the (Sj^inozistic)

parallel of extended and thinking being as two poles of one and the

VOL. II. s
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same substance is really fitted to explain in a satisfactory manner

the relation between soul and body. And if this opposition is to

form the real world, with what logical right can only one side of the

opposition—only spiritual being—be taken to be the ground of the

world ? And is the nature of the absolute spirit thought in a logical

manner in the categories of Being-in-itself, setting-the-world-out- of-

itself, and reflecting-the-world-back-into-itself, or is not this to reduce

the spiritual nature of God to the emptiest categories of an occurrence

in space ? Biedermann fails to satisfy his own demand for " pure

thought :
" it cannot be satisfied ; his scorn of analogy and of meta-

phorical expression borrowed from human self-consciousness has

made his notion of God one which contains nothing, and is no purer

after all. His Spinozistic view, moreover, of the relation of soul and

body as two sides of one substance lead to the denial of the inde-

pendent reality and of the immortality of the human spirit, a view to

which the religious consciousness will never reconcile itself, and to

which the gravest objections must be raised in the interests of per-

sonal moral feeling. In all these particulars Biedermann's system

shares the fatal errors of abstract logical idealism which does away

with the reality of the world, of the soul, and of God, reducing them

to empty logical categories. Schelling's objections to this Panlogism,

so devoid of reality, apply in their full force to Biedermann's specula-

tion, as Lipsius correctly shows in his severe criticism.^

In this I am at one with Lipsius, but his Neo-Kantian theory of

knowledge appears to me to be equally remote from the truth with

that of Biedermann. I am convinced that that theory, especially in

the harsh form, almost like that of Albert Lange, in which it is argued

out in the Beitrdge^ must reduce to an impossibility all knowledge

of objective truth, and all science—by no means only the science

of religion. All thinking knowledge comes to us by our going be-

yond the phenomena given in us as ideas, and inquiring after the

thing-in-itself which is to be presupposed in them ; indeed, even

the simple assumption of the reality of the external world is only

^ R. A. Lipsius : Philosophie und Religion, p. 59 sqq.

2 1. Evangtlisch iirotestantische Dogmatik, 1876, 2d ed. 1879.

2. Bogmalische Beitrdge ziir Vertheidigung uiid ErUarung meiner Lehrbiicher, 18/8.
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made by means of the judgment of causality, a judgment which

transcends the inner world of consciousness and posits an outside,

an objective reality, as the ground of all subjective ideas. Thus to

deny that the forms under which we think and perceive are valid

with regard to being is to take away a priori the possibility of

knowledge ; nor does it help matters at all to put in place of the

knowableness of the objective world the uniformity of the phenomenal

world in all humanly organised subjects, since on the presupposition

the very existence of other subjects outside myself w^ould be a hypo-

thesis incapable of proof I need not here enter into the various

inner contradictions which belong to Lipsius's theory of knowledge

as well as that of Lange, but will only remark that the error appears

to be based with Lipsius on the assumption that only two alterna-

tives are possible : that we must accept either an absolute know-

ledge with Hegel, or with Hume and the Neo-Kantians no knowledge

whatever, of objective truth. I decline to accept either alternative

;

I am convinced that out of the labyrinth of attempts made in our

day to explain the theory of knowledge, that view will soon make its

way to general acceptance which is already upheld by thinkers of

note,—namely, that the objective validity of the forms and laws of

thought is founded on the absolute world-ground, and confers upon

our thought a power to know the world of reality as it essentially is

;

but that this power, like every other, loses in intensity in proportion

to the distance at which it acts, so that though the kingdom of the

knowable be nowhere boarded and nailed up against us, yet our

knowledge loses in distinctness, clearness, and certainty in propor-

tion as it seeks to press beyond our immediate exj)erience to its ulti-

mate basis. Accordingly I agree with Lipsius in respect to his idea

of God, to the extent of regarding an absolute knowledge of God, of

his absolute essential being, as not possible, and therefore think it

necessary to supplement the uncertainty and indefiniteness of our

theoretical knowledge about God by assumptions, arising out of

"practical necessities." This I think is called-for in the religious

sphere, and therefore specially in dogmatic. I cannot, however, con-

cede that we can know nothing about God but what is negative, and
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that all attempts to define the idea of God positively must involve

us in insoluble contradictions (these insoluble contradictions are, for

the most part, no more than the consequences of questionable assump-

tions—assumptions certainly of very ancient origin). And finally,

I regard it as impossible for faith not only to eke out the indefinite-

ness of knowledge, but to set up and maintain its religious postu-

lates even in the face of known logical contradictions—a " dualism

between head and heart," which very few men could permanently

tolerate : I only remark further, that Lipsius's positive construction

and development of his dogmatic system is so largely independent of

the philosophical presupposition of his theory of knowledge, as to give

him a right to assert a very extensive theological agreement between

his dogmatic and that of Biedermann. Different as are the philoso-

phical foundations on which these two theologians build, they occupy

the same position of critico-speculative theism, and the only result of

the difference of their method of treatment of dogma is that each work

possesses peculiar merits of its own. It does not, however, belong to

the province of a history of religious thought to show this in detail.

We thus see that even in religious thinkers who follow Hegel,

even such solid thinkers as Vatke and Biedermann, the abstract

idealism of the master still to some extent bears sway. It is in-

teresting to contrast with this the energetic but no less one-sided

realism of Karl Christian Planck. This writer declared himself in his

first work^ to be an opponent of the Hegelian logic, which dissolves

the real into consciousness—that is, into its opposite—and an adherent

of the Schellingian philosophy of nature, with which, in spite of his

protest against empty notional philosophy, he shares its a priori con-

struction of the actual by means of certain abstract categories (centre

and periphery, differentiation and concentration, etc.). He sets out

with the assertion that, iu order to have a truly realistic view of the

world, the knowledge of nature as she is must take the place of the

purely religious, or the half-religious half-philosophical view of

1 The Ages of the World (Die Weltalter). i. System of Pure Realism, 1850 ;

ii. The Realm ofIdealism: A Contribution to the Philosophy of History , 1851. Another

of his numerous works which is here referred to is his last, The Testament of a

German (Testament einnes Deutschen) : A Philosophy of Natvre and of Humanity.

Edited by Carl Kostlin, 1881.
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nature which has hitherto prevailed. The religious view of nature

was the first, because what from the first determined man's modes of

thought and feeling and his whole view of the world was not objec-

tive thinking about what lay before him, but the way in which

things were related to his own objects. Contemplating things only

as they bore on his own wiU and striving, he did not dream that

their order was based on an inner natural necessity, but only saw in

the order of things before him the rule of a will outside him, in

which he recognised a power to further or oppose his own highest

end, and a corresponding law to determine his actions. Planck

accordingly defines religion as the life determined by the conscious-

ness of the practical world-law, or the consciousness of the relation

in which the given order of things regarded as a ruling will stands

to his own human ends. This view, which apprehends things

according to their practical bearings, knows nothing of the natural

and inwardly necessary conditions and laws of all being ; and here,

Planck holds, we come upon the root of the one-sidedness and un-

truth of the purely religious mode of view, which is a certain selfish

idealism, inasmuch as it makes man's own object the centre of the

world. It requires, therefore, to be supplemented and corrected by

the opposite, the purely scientific view of the world, or by reflective

knowledge of the original and inwardly necessary conditions of all

being. As the mere will taken by itself is selfislily blind, and only

receives by means of thought a guiding eye and the law of its action,

so in the course of its historical development humanity has to be

trained by means of the independent work of thought out of a one-

sided practical attitude which is blind to the real—this is the atti-

tude of the purely religious view of the world—to a free and open

sense of the original law and order of all being, which are based on

the very nature of reality, and at the same time to a universal and

rational arrangement of its own social life. For the former object

Planck gives the necessary directions in his realistic philosophy of

nature, for the latter in his idealistic philosophy of history and right.

These we cannot describe in detail ; we can only specify and charac-

terise the leading ideas of them.

Planck is unwilling to prefix to the development of the world
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any free spiritual principle, whether it be called religious or philo-

sophical ; but as little will he presuppose matter in the ordinary

external atomistic sense ; the former could not account for real

existence, nor the latter for spiritual. He proposes to conceive the

first ground of things as an indifference of the ideal and the real

:

more precisely as " the selfless unfree pure unity of all the parts

with the whole," as represented in the eternal ground-forms of

nature, in gravitation wdiich is centripetal, and in the radiation of

light and heat to the whole periphery. But in the natural law of

the selfless unfree unity there lies already the germ of the develop-

ment which goes beyond the mere nature-form—a development

which attains in the independent free unity of spiritual and moral

existence the end it has pursued from the beginning as the anti-

type of the beginning. But the beginning itself cannot be thought

as spiritual ; this, according to Planck, follows from the consistent

working out of the thought of "reality," which as such must be

the counterpart of mere thought-unity ; it must therefore be the

constant pure difference of contiguity and succession of space (exten-

sion) and time, the being outside each other and the being together.

There follows a natural history, a construction of the development

of the world, by means of the dialectic of these hollow categories

;

but there is nothing convincing in this construction any more than

in the preparatory deduction of it from the notion of reality.

Planck's philosophy of history, however, is of greater interest.

Unlike Schelling, he conceives the first state of mankind to have

been a state of peaceful innocence, in undivided unity with nature,

and in a placid, though unfree and undeveloped, order of culture

;

the religious consciousness as a feeling of dependence, troubled by

no divisions, on the one will of the whole of nature. As the original

peaceful order was split up into many selfish individual wills, the

original religious feeling of nature passed into a belief in super-

natural magical powers of will behind and above visible nature. The

deepest kernel of all the historical religions consists in the elevation

they bring about above the unfreedom and constraint of this natural

finite consciousness of conflicting ends by the redeeming revelation
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of the one essential moral end. Especially among the people of

Israel did a vivid sense of the constraint and vanity of the selfish

ends give rise to the spiritual emancipating truth of the one moral

end, or of ethical monotheism. The historical character of this reli-

gion as a revelation consisted in this, that the higher spiritual truth

broke forth out of the opposition of the immediate natural conscious-

ness of ends, and drew the latter in spite of its struggle and reluct-

ance to itself, in such a way that that which really sprang from the

spirit's own law of being naturally appeared as a " Beyond " over

against the one-sided limitation of the natural consciousness. And

so again at the beginning of Christianity it was the conflict of the

old national consciousness, its painful division between a divine

moral and a human national end, from which arose as the last aton-

ing consequence a pure undivided devotion to the divine end, and

therewith the assurance that the kingdom of heaven had come. This

higher consciousness passed of necessity into the certain belief in a

new revelation or atoning act of God. But the substantial fact was

the new relation of man to God which had thus come about. As

from the beginning of the history of religion, so at this its highest

point, the eternal law of freedom which lies in the nature of man's

spirit proved to be the redeeming power which lifts the recalcitrant

finite will above itself. This was the real solution of the ancient

contradiction and the complete atonement with God ; it was here

that Jesus found power for this new relation, and this gives the

revelation of redemption its inner power as a fact. " It is not the

person of a sinless and perfect Redeemer from which even to the

mind of Jesus the new atoning power proceeds, but the gospel itself

which he preached. Here lies the superiority of this original con-

sciousness of revelation ; it still stands firm in its historical and

inwardly necessary origin, and hence it is true to the genuinely

human position of Jesus, and attaches the decisive weight not to his

person but to the universal revelation of which it was the bearer.

It has not yet suffered change, as with Paul, at the hands of a later

dogmatic consciousness." But though the new moral consciousness

of Jesus and his supreme act of moral sacrifice made him the creator
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of a new spiritual life, yet this life was at first entangled in a one-

sided idealistic innerness and otherworldliness, and estranged itself

from the real world and its natural moral duties, so that the human

culture which confronted this one-sided religious idealism assumed

the form of a one-sided, worldly, selfish and national realism. Hence

the subsequent development requires to aim at a reconciliation and

interpenetration of the two sides, the religious moral centre and the

periphery of secular culture. The kingdom of the second Adam,

the sharp Christian antithesis to the natural aim and striving of

antiquity, has to pass over into that of the third Adam, in which

consciousness will for the first time recognise and carry through its

union with nature and her tasks, as a purely moral reconciliation no

longer idealistically removed from the control of natural conditions.

Protestantism certainly made a great step in the direction of this

ultimate moral atonement of man with the law of his own nature

and the law of the world ; but Protestantism stopped short half-way,

and failed to overcome the opposition of more resolute Catholicism,

as Planck seeks to show in a review of the general history of the

culture of modern times.

The philosophy of history is followed by the " Gospel of Hu-

manity," which is the outcome of it—a development of the religious

and moral idea of the future. Planck portrays that ideal as the

overcoming on all sides of the untrue and baneful dualism between

what is religious and what is moral and natural. " Christianity

works out the purely moral and spiritually universal truth which is

in it, only by disengaging itself from that last untrue remainder

of Judaism, and passing from that nature-less otherworldliness

into an atonement which is altogether true and present. It is just

this last union with nature which makes it both a purely moral (no

longer selfishly idealistic) transcending of nature, and a. home for

humanity truly consecrated and filled with the spirit." The road to

this goal he declares to be full scientific objective knowledge of

nature and of her conditions, and the full subordination of the indi-

vidual Ego and of the whole of society under the genuine natural con-

ditions of all life, a demand which must, he thinks, be held to embrace
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renunciation of the idealistic hope of personal continuance or immor-

tality. This hope is to be replaced by pure moral elevation above

selfish sensual existence to an inner freedom which nothing can

shake, and to the unselfish activity of love in the universal culture-

work of society ; for only the moral activity wliich the spirit sets for

itself, not a continuance of the spirit set for it in advance, is its

worthy end. Apart from this point, in which the realistic meta-

physic of Planck agrees with the idealistic metaphysic of Biedermann,

the religious thought of our author is most akin to that of Krause

;

the social ethical ideas of the two thinkers being essentially the same.

This thoughtful philosophy of history, this acute and sober judgment

of historical processes, and his bold and far-seeing projection of prac-

tical ideals for the future, appear to me to constitute Planck's chief

claims to regard : the value of his metaphysic and natural philosophy

is perhaps a matter of question.

J. Prohschammer^ starts, like Planck, from a Schellingian posi-

tion ; like him he declines the theological problem, and restricts

philosophical investigation at least to pure immanence ; but he differs

from him, and finds his place under real-idealistic speculation, by

assuming in addition to the real world-principle, which he designates

as original being and original force (why not more simply ?), an ideal

principle of form which he terms the " world-phantasy," a plastic,

teleological, law- and end-determining principle of formation, which

originally interpenetrated the " formable" (material), till a separation

gradually took place between them and introduced the world-process,

which in the higher psychical organism obtained possession of a spi-

ritual material, in which the power of spirit proves itself immediately

in spontaneous spiritual activity. Forces operating merely mechani-

cally would not be sufficient to explain the whole world-process,

but a direct divine act of creation, sucli as is said to have called all

things into existence idu and actu is more than is required, and does

1 Phantasy as (he Ground-principle of the World-process ( Die Phantasie als

Grundprinzip des Weltprozesses, 1S77). The Genesu of Mankind, and its Mental

Development in Religion, Morality, and Language (Ueber die Genesis der Menscbheit

und deren geistige Entwicklung in Religion, Sittlicbkeit und Spracbe, 18S3).
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not agree with the fact of the world-process. According to Froh-

schammer that process is best explained as the gradual issuing of the

individualising formations out of an original germ-like synthesis (in-

difference) of the ideal creative potency and its material substratum.

Whether this creative potency or world-phantasy which is immanent

in the genetic process of the world, and specially the earth, is itself

eternal and without beginning, or rather posited from the first be-

ginning by a higher divine power, Froschammer regards as a purely

metaphysical 'question which lies outside the sphere of his investiga-

tion of the philosophy of nature and history; yet in discussing the

ideal God- consciousness of the future he throws out hints which may

serve to fill up the omission.

After the process of nature has reached in the formation of man

the aim towards which it has been striving from the first—for it is

guided by a teleological tendency to manifest the reason immanent in

it by realising a rational consciousness—it is the subjective phantasy,

the individualised and energised manifestation of the objective world-

principle which guides the primitive historical process of the forma-

tion of language, religion and morals, and prepares the way for free

historical action. The origin of religion Frohschammer finds in the

belief in the continued life of the souls of the departed and in the

worship paid to them, so that it might be said that spiritual life

sprang chiefly out of death. At the next stage the one-sided working

of a subjective phantasy as yet uneducated gave rise to the belief in

the supernatural, capricious operation of ghosts or magic powers, con-

ceived as residing and acting locally in certain outward objects—this

is called fetichism ; while the polytheistic belief in the general great

nature-powers or the celestial deities arose later at a more advanced

stage of development, out of the ideal symbolising of the phenomena of

nature by esthetic fancy. (My reasons for not admitting the correct-

ness of this view will appear in the next volume.) In an interesting

review of the historical development of religion there is of course

abundant opportunity for showing phantasy to be the essential factor

in the formation of the religious consciousness at all its stages ;
the

relative rationality of its products being secured by the connection
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of sultjective phantasy with objective, or with the ratioiial-teleological

world-principle. The task of the present day, rrohschauimer, like

Planck, declares to consist in a new development of the religious

consciousness by its purification from the relics of earlier stages of

culture which have been left behind, and a return to the simple

spiritual kernel of the religion of Jesus. " The dogmas set up in the

light of a stage of culture now transcended, and the acts of worship

based on a belief in magical and miraculous beings, can find no

acceptance in the new religion ; the Clmstianity of Christ, on the

contrary, contains the essential elements of the religion of the future
;

for even though the idea of God on which it is based cannot satisfy

us, regarded tlieoretically and in the light of the great world-process,

yet practically it is perfectly suitable and sufficient for religious

sentiment and for moral conduct ; in the religion of the future, as in

the religion of Christ, the love of God and of our neighbour is the

important thing on which all else depends." This admirable proposi-

tion marks an essential difference between Frohschammer's " religion

of the future " and that of Hartrnann ; but he would do better to

avoid altogether an expression so liable to be misunderstood, and

simply to speak of a higher and purer stage of the development of

Christianity— a " Johannine age," so to speak.

—

{Schelling, p. 30.)

On the subject of importing greater clearness into the conscious-

ness of God, Frohschammer makes interesting observations, the

sobriety of which contrasts very favourably with the trivialities

usually heard on this head from left as well as right. On the one

side, he does not dissemble the difficulties of the popular anthropo-

morphic theism—difficulties which do not lie merely in the meta-

physical notion of the absolute, but even in the simplest survey of

the facts of the world-process, of nature, of history, of every-day

experience. (Compare Goethe's weighty w^ords, vol. i. p. 240.)

With no less correctness, however, does he point out, on the other

side, how human nature is so formed that the divine must ever be

felt and represented after the image and likeness of man, because it

is only in a form like that of man that the divine can be brought

home to men's minds and come to influence them practically.
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Hence this vesture given to the absolute by anthropomorphising

phantasy, as it is unavoidable, so is also not without justification,

provided only that it does not claim to be the adequate expression

of Deity, and that in determining what it means we be guided by

the ideas, which can never lose their validity, of the true, the good,

and the beautiful. In this case the subjective investiture of the

divine may even claim objective truth, since it rests, in the first

place, on the ideal organisation of our mind, and that organisation is

based ultimately in the primal ground of all being and perfection, of

all laws and ideas. " The fact that the realisation of ideas appears

to be the highest end and the deepest impulse in this world may

indicate that a source of ideas, a primal idea, is the basis of all

things." A small step further in the synthesis of his ideal with

the real principle of the world would lead Frohschammer to a

speculative theism of one of those forms which still await discussion.

On the same lines as the later Schellingian speculation, and

following also Jakob Bohme, Oetinger, Baader, and other theosophists,

is the Philosophy of Christianity of Chr. H. Weisse. This work

takes up the ground of religious experience, and proposes to under-

stand religion, and especially Christianity, speculatively from that

point of view. The method employed is not that of pure dialectic,

of the self-development of the notion, which, it is said, is only

suitable in the science of the pure possibility of existence or in meta-

physic, but unsuitable in the philosophical spheres of real know-

ledge, for here we have to deal with movement in the object, a thing

distinct from subjective thought-movement, with the genesis of the

real contents of thought, to set forth which we must resort to the

geiictic method. We see here, as in the later stage of Schelling, a

perfectly legitimate endeavour to correct the abstract idealism of

a priori dialectic in a realistic direction ; but legitimate as the attempt

is, it is as little successful here as with Schelling, for, seeking to avoid

the Scylla of abstract idealism, Weisse falls into the Charybdis of

phantastical myth-spinning. Like the later Schelling, he also

constructs the being of the Deity as a process of becoming, in which
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from the jDotency of the pure idea God rose to actuality as a three-

fold personality ; and not only so, but this is to be conceived as a

true process of becoming in time, which preceded the beginning of

the world, as God had to arrange matters with himself inwardly

before he could think of any outward activity ! The creation is

accordingly described as a series of successive acts, beginning in

time, the first of which was the formation of matter by the lending

of the divine power of will to the forms of the divine imagination,

as Weisse teaches with Bohme and Baader. In this matter, as the

externalised will of God, which has come to be in conflict with his

personal will, there lies a certain spontaneity of creaturely existence,

which is opposed to God's blessed inwardness, and thus Weisse finds

in matter the necessary and natural ground of disorders and of evil

which God cannot at once do away with by an exercise of will, but

can only transform gradually into order and good feeling by the

progressive creative activity of his loving will. The process of crea-

tion which forms the ground of the cosmogony in time is therefore

followed by the process of the incarnation of God, its continuation

at a higher power, and this latter process comes into real manifesta-

tion in the history of religion.

On this latter subject Weisse follows in the main Schelliug's

philosophy of mythology and revelation, and throws out many

interesting thoughts. The beginning of religion he conceives, like

Schelling, as a sense of Deity thoroughly spiritual and instinct with

moral power, though neither theoretically nor practically determined,

but fluctuating between unity and multiplicity, between spirituality

and symbolical sensuous form. This was capable of developing

either into monotheism or polytheism, and did so develop itself, in

the former way in Israel, in the latter in the other national religions.

The process of the development of mythology has always been

intimately connected with real life, especially with the world-

historical formation of the peoples, and so the elaboration of

mythology always went hand in hand, Weisse believes, with the

moral formation of the specific content of the people's religion
; its

progress consists in the work done by plastic fancy on the sensuous
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images it had to deal with, aud which it at first simply appropriated,

but afterwards recast more and more fully into the free form of

personality, independent of natural phenomenon, the physical mean-

iuo- of the myths giving way to their moral meaning, which, though

not quite wanting even at the first, yet only gradually came to pre-

dominate over the other. Here we may see the divine power of

redemption and sanctification which resides even in the heathen

religions, and which, according to Weisse, is by no means the

exclusive property of the faiths called in the narrowest sense

revealed religions. It is true that this power belongs in a special

degree to the Mosaic legislation, and even more to the prophecy of

Israel, in which the mythological imagination retires behind the

energy of the moral will which made the people and formed its

history. But the process of the incarnation of God, prepared by the

pre-Christian history of religion, is only completed in the realisation

of " Son-humanity " in the person of Jesus, in which religious

experience rose to the full power of an inner revelation, which raises

to the height of its consummation the historical revelation of God

in the human race, for the first time embracing the full truth of

the notion of God in the immediateness of self-consciousness, and

showing forth the likeness of Deity purely and completely in a

personal existence.

Nearly allied to the speculation of Weisse is the speculative

theology of Richard Rothe, as found in his Theological Ethics. What

Weisse does in fact, without confessing that he does it in principle,

Eothe adopts as a principle, viz.—pure a priori construction from

the mere notion. " Thought (i.e. speculative) closes its eye, as long

as it is speculating, to the outward world, and only gazes into itself

;

it simply follows the dialectical necessity with which every notion

of its own inner fruitfulness produces out of itself new notions."

Only afterwards, when speculation has completed its construction,

is reflection on reality to be added as a proof whether or not the

result of speculation agrees with the actual state of facts in the

world ; and if it do not, the error is to be sought for in the working
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out of the notion. Thus Eothe shares the method of the Hegelian

dialectic, the incapacity of which to grasp complete reality from the

empty form of thought alone may be regarded as generally admitted

since the criticism of the method by Schelling, Judged by the

results of his speculation, Eothe belongs less to the school of Hegel

than to that of Schelling, but this is due to the very peculiar dis-

tinction he draws between philosophical and theological speculation,

saying that the latter must be quite differently arranged from the

former both in contents and direction. Philosophical speculation,

it is said, must start from the pure consciousness of the Ego, the

formal act of self-thinking, in which there is abstraction from all

contents ; theological speculation, on the contrary, sets out from

the consciousness of God, which is co-ordinate wdtli the conscious-

ness of the Ego ia equally immediate certainty, and is thus fitted to

form the starting-point of a speculation which proceeds on parallel

lines with the philosophical. Dualism is thus accepted even in the

formal principle of the speculation, and there is no wonder if it

dominates throughout the contents of the system. But what should

hinder us from tracing theological speculation a little further back,

and finding the consciousness of God to have its basis and origin

in consciousness ? Instead of this, Eothe begins with an arbitrary

petitio principii, and thus opens a door for the entry, M'henever it

chooses, during the course of his speculation, of a rather fanciful

than strictly logical thought, so that what we get from him is rather

a theosophy than a philosophy of religion.

He starts from the notion of the absolute as the simply by-it-

self-determined—the causa sui. In this notion Eothe finds, as do

Schelling and Weisse, the distinction of possibility and actuality ; God

is therefore primarily pure potency, an indifferent being witliout

determination. From this hidden ground there arises in timeless

development the actuality of God in a double form, as personality

and as nature. But with the divine Ego there is immediately

posited his non-ego ; as an ideal, merely thought, it arises unwilled,

but as a real posited being it arises by free self-determination,

which excludes physical necessity and only includes the moral
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necessity of love. This non-ego, opposed by God to his Ego, and

so realised, is said to be matter ; but here Eothe does nothing to

help us out of the difficulty of conceiving how a pure nothing

could be changed by a mere act of will into so solid a reality as

matter afterwards proves to be in this system. As a selfset limit of

his absoluteness, God cannot merely permit it to exist ; he must put

forth his activity to remove it. But the existence of the non-ego

of God is in a certain sense a necessity, and the removal of it cannot

consist simply in its negation ; it must consist in God's introducing

into his non-ego—into matter—his divine Ego, spirit, and thus

elevating the former to his second Ego, the creaturely spirit. And

this dealing with undivine matter by the forming it to be the organ

of the divine (or God-like) spirit, this spiritualising of unspiritual

being, is the continuous process of creation ;
it may be regarded as

a continuous " world-becoming"—or, more correctly, considering its

true end, as an "incarnation of God within material existence;"

but it may also be regarded, since matter is the substratum all the

while of all the forms which are produced, as a "process of the

development of the creature out of itself," in which each successive

creature is led up to by all that preceded it, but is caused in its

principle by the creative power of God working in the whole pro-

cess. In so far, therefore, as the divine creative activity is bound

at each age to the preceding creatures as its means, and in the last

instance to matter as its substratum, it is not purely absolute. This

IS the reason of the incompleteness of each stage of the world, and

of the perpetual imperfection of every state of the world. All that

is defective in the world of creation, all that is felt as evil, and the

intensification of evil spiritually in wickedness, as the contrary of

the divine spirit, springs in the last instance from matter not yet dis-

posed of and never quite disposed of—matter, the primitive creature

which is nothing in itself, witliout which God cannot begin to work,

with which he cannot get his work completed. At every stage of

creation there remains, even when an epoch of the world has reached

its consummation, a kind of slag, of matter not disposed of, a residuum

of the preceding process of spiritualisation ; and this demands a new
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epoch of creation, and not only provides material for it, but also

forms the means of continuity with the preceding epochs. Hence

the lifeless rest of the eschatology of the Church resolves itself, with

Rothe, just as with his old mental kinsman Origen, into an endless

series of new world-creations, an eternal process of stages of develop-

ment succeeding each other in time.

Intimately connected with this fundamental cosmological idea is

Eothe's view of the moral destiny of mankind. That which is for

God the object of his successive working, the getting rid of matter as

opposed to spirit, the spiritualisation of material being, forms also

the moral task for the activity of the created personalities, namely,

the appropriation of material nature to the human personality by

the determination of the former brought about by the self-deter-

mination of the latter. The formal principle of this process is the

elevation of the personality out of its natural unfreedom or material

determination to full freedom in itself, or the autexusia which is

essential to the moral or personal character of all action. The

material principle is the appropriation of nature to the personality

as its useful organism in the way of multifarious moral work done

to the world ; the created spirit, once master of itself, seeks to be

master of the whole world as well. In this subjection of nature

by and for spirit consists the moral process in which the divine

process of creation is continued at a higher power and in a form

given it by infinite persons. And just because human moral action

is in itself the continuation of the divine creative action, because

the divine world-purpose is identical with man's moral end, there-

fore, according to Eothe, the moral is essentially and normally one

with the religious, and vice versa. If morality be in point of form

an acting out of the essence of the personality, and in point of

matter a treatment of nature for the ends of the personality, then it

is at the same time an acting from communion with God, because

arising out of the determining influence of the First personality on

the becoming human personality, and also an acting for the personal

purpose of God, namely, for his indwelling as a personality in cosmic

existence. In short, self- consciousness and self-activity come to be,

VOL. II. T
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on their moral side, the consciousness of God and the activity of

God. Hence it follows, according to Eothe, that the reality of

religion lies only in morality, that the measure of the one is the

measure of the other also, and that in normal cases the two, morality

and piety, coincide. A piety that is alone, devoid of morality, is in

his eyes a contradictio in adjedo, an unreal ghostly piety, an empty

abstract form of piety without any real contents. Especially does

Christian piety coincide entirely in concreto with pure and complete

morality, and hence the Christian religious community, the Church,

is, when completed, simply one with the completed moral community,

the State. That destiny of the Church and of worship to be gradu-

ally absorbed in the State and in culture, is practically involved

in the view that piety has no concrete contents but in morality.

In this absorption into one another of the two spheres of morals and

religion, which after all are essentially diverse, we may see the

working of Hegel's dialectical method ; as in the dualism of God

and matter there is an element of ancient Gnosticism.

Nearly akin to Eothe's speculation, but without its extravagance,

is the philosophy of religion of Carl Schwarz} In his doctrine of

God he foUows the new Schellingian school, the speculation of which,

however, he presents in a more sober and moderate style than is usual

on this side. His notion of religion seeks to combine that of

Schleiermacher and that of Hegel ; with the former he dwells on the

mystic immediateness and central inwardness of the religious function;

but he follows the latter in treating that immediateness not as a

lifeless and motionless abstract indifference which excludes any

attempt to account for it, but as a living and fruitful unity, which

embraces in itself from the first the opposites of the other functions,

and hence not only necessarily produces them out of itself, but also

receives them into itself again in a higher unity, or mediated

immediateness, a rich inwardness filled with the manifold contents of

moral life. Schwarz then describes in a most spirited and suggestive

manner the movement of immediate religiosity on its two sides

—

1 "The Nature of Religion " (Das Wesen drr Religion, 1847).
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the idea and dogma on the one side, and the practice of cultiis on

the other. He shows how these untransparent middle forms of

knowledge and action, dogmatic reflection and the religious practice

built upon it, form the transition stages to the pure knowledge of

science and the pure conduct of concrete morality—how, as means for

setting forth what is written, they cannot be ends in themselves ; so

that where they claim to be such ends the organic process of religious-

moral life is arrested, and religion dies away if its living spirit do

not fracture the lifeless forms with a reformation. This conflict

between a religion which has stiffened into dogmatic and ecclesiastical

positivism, and the living spirit of religious mysticism and autonomous

morality, Schwarz sets forth in the most brilliant style.

Like Rothe and Schwarz, Moritz Carritre^ dwells chiefly on the

unfolding of the religious element in the moral world-order and the

development of history. He defines religion* as trustful resignation

of the mind to the divine, the supersensuous, the eternal. Mere

theoretical belief in God becomes religion when the feeling of self

apprehends itself in God and God in itself. This God-inwardness

constitutes the essence of it ; but still more important is the ethical

factor that man makes his will one with the divine will, overcomes

selfishness in love, and so removes the barriers between the finite and

the infinite. The notion of the divine is only the third, which

though not indifferent, and though growing in depth and clearness

with the advance of culture, yet is not the essential matter. The

source of religion is man's reasonable nature ; external need, though

everywhere at work, supplied no more than an impulse to develop

the idea of the divine given in reason. A view of the world's history,

too, shows not only the universality of religion, but also that the

kernel of religion is everywhere faith in the moral order. Thus,

wherever it has burst forth in power and clearness in the heart of a

religious genius it has had an emancipating and soothing influence on

1 "The Moral Order of the World " {Die slttliche Weltordnung, 1S77). '"Art

in Connection with the Development of Culture and the Ideals of Humanity " (Die

Kunst im Zasammenhanrj der Cxdturentwicklung und die Ide.alc der Mcnschheit,

Srd.edition, 17S0).
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mankiDd, often as its sweet kernel has been closed in the hard shells

of superstition and clericalism. Carriere's notion of God is specula-

tive theism : God the infinite unity apprehending itself, determining

itself in difference, and overcoming the difference in itself—the self-

realising harmony in which " true monism " consists as opposed to the

monism of pantheism and of materialism. True monism does not

exclude but includes pluralism ; it represents the world as a system of

powers which in their orderly working on each other produce the

order of the whole. Nature and its mechanism thus prove to be the

basis of an ideal world furnishing to spiritual beings the means

and conditions of their self-realisation. "The one thing is force;

matter is its externalisation, consciousness its internalisation, both

manifestations of its being, which exists in the one in its essence,

in the other in its independence. But the fact of the interworking

of the many forces on each other would be inexplicable, were they

not held together in the infinite unity which embraces them as its

own inner determinations. Thus, after starting from Hegel, Carriere

ends with Lotze, who is under the influence of Herbart, in the thought

of a concrete monotheism or spirit which has the world not outside,

but in itself, and is conscious of all and of itself. " God is the

unity in AUness, the Ego of the universe : as our consciousness only

arises by its particular ideas, so the divine self-consciousness arises

by God's unfolding the world out of himself, and apprehending and

comprehending himself as the formative power in it and above it."

Towards this view, in which the absolutism of Krause, Hegel,

and Schelling takes up into itself the pluralism of Leibniz and

Herbart, philosophical (speculative) theories are converging from all

sides. This we shall learn from the three thinkers with whom we

conclude, who, though setting out from different positions, yet all

arrive at a view of the world essentially similar to that just set

forth,—namely Fichte, jun., Fechner, and Lotze.

Johann Hermann FicJite, in his " Speculative Theology " sets out

from reality, and concludes from it to its transcendent ground. First

he comes to an eternal universe as the true spaceless and timeless
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substantiality which underlies the phenomenal world and forms the

primary reality of everything existing in space and time. This

" eternal universe " consists of the " primary positions or monads,"

which are inner determinations of the self-conscious will of God.

For they form a system of correlated means and ends, therefore of

thoughts, ideas, of a reason which embraces them in unity, or, to

speak more concretely, of a self-conscious subject ; for only in such

a subject can the ultimate and perfect unity reside to which the

uniform correlation of the world-reality divided in space and time

points back. But the "primary positions" cannot be mere ideas,

since there lie in them also reality and the power of self-realisa-

tion to the world of existence; there must therefore be posited

besides the divine reason or the contemplative thought of God,

also his will as the primary reality in the primary positions.

They are therefore the sunderings, firstly inward, of the one con-

scious will of God, and thus they form "nature in God" over

against the self-consciously uniting Ego. These inner-divine primary

positions form the material of the creation of the w^orld. The

creation Fichte conceives as such an act of God's personal freedom

as did not touch his essence, so that on the one hand the idea of

God remains quite the same if all reference to the world be omitted,

and on the other we must think that the world could as well not

have existed, a view which almost unavoidably runs into deistic

abstraction. Further, creation consists, according to Fichte, in God's

dismissing to independence the primary positions which were joined

together in one in him, dismissing them from this inner-divine bond,

so that they enter into differences of space and time with reference

to each other, and so become the self-realising powers of the finite.

After becoming independent, they work first as extra-divine or

undivine blind separate wills or powers ; but even at this stage the

harmonising power of their origin is still at work in them
:

the

unity of the primary positions in the eternal world works through

this separateness, and so produces even in unconscious nature that

immanent purpose which is the visible copy of the archetypal

harmony of the divine ideal world. But the making the primary
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positions independent as finite powers is only the foundation of the

world : the creation accomplishes itself after this beginning as a con-

tinuous process, in which God introduces the purpose of the world

—

the unity of the archetypal world—increasingly into those world-

beings which have got into contradiction and hostility to each other.

And thus creation passes over into preservation and providence, and

this again is nothing but the increase of creation or the always

completer harmonising of the contradiction of the finite.

Gustav Theodor Fechner ^ appears before us in the character of

a speculative student of nature. He starts from the position of the

study of nature, and proceeds by analogy from what is immediately

given to what is more distant and most distant—from the smallest

circle to the greatest. His induction from the micro- to the macro-

organism leads him to regard the earth and the other spheres as

animated beings of a highly spiritual kind, demigods, and interme-

diate beings between God and creatures like ourselves ; and here he

sees the truth of the Biblical angelology. As the spirits of men, with

all the life in the earth, are comprised as moments in one conscious

earth- spirit, so the earth-spirit is included with all the other sidereal

spirits in one conscious world-spirit, or in God. The relation of

God to the world Fechner conceives after the analogy of that of our

one mind to the totality of the higher and lower functions and states

which it contains, and the relation of nature to God as like that of

our body to our conscious Ego. So little is nature herself God that

it is separated from God, or without God ; it is " the external side,

or the manifestation, the expression, of God." God is above nature

in the same way as our conscious Ego is above our body ;
" only this

ahove must not be changed for outside." The creative activity of God

consists in his setting differences in himself, which may be found

—

at least the general foundation of them—in the elementary phenomena

of motion (sether-movements), from which the rational order of the

world is then developed. This is the continuous creation, which is

1 " Zendavesta, or On the Things of Heaven and of the other World " {Zendavesia

Oder iiber die Dinrje des Himmels und des Jenseits, I880.) " The Three Motives and

Grounds of Faith " (Die drei Motive und Griinde des Glaubens, 1863).
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thus a constant self-development of God, in which ho brings to

appearance his inner being, himself; the world is the objective self-

appearance of God. The analogy with the finite spirit serves also

to explain the existence of evil in the world : as many things are

brought about in us and by our lower life, which yet are not willed

by our reasonable will, so the evil of the world (moral wickedness in-

cluded), like all that exists, is in God and through him, but not by

his (higher) will. Eather it is the ground against which the power

and activity of his higher will sets itself to strive, so as to remove it

and heal it, to reconcile it, and turn it to good. To this will to resolve

what is disharmonious to harmony in himself there corresponds,

because he is always sure of his end, the feeling of the harmony of

the whole, or the blessedness of God. Yet this higher happiness of

God does not exclude a lower unhappiness which he feels in and

with us men and other sensitive beings. Thus the suffering which

we are accustomed to regard as the privilege of the finite is a really

felt element even of the divine life, that life difTering in this respect

from ours " only in so far as he feels beforehand the turning, the solu-

tion, the reaction into happiness." The unhappiness is in him, but

only as a moment which is overcome, which never interferes with

God's unity with himself as a whole, but is taken up and removed

in that absolute harmony.

Amoncj the briuhtest contributions ever made to the literature of

Apologetics, we must undoubtedly reckon Fechner's work on " The

Three Motives and Grounds of Faith" (1863). Faith in the higher

world of God and of spirits rests on three motives, none of which can

be reduced to either of the others, while none of them is operative

for itself alone. It is from the manifold co-operation and counter-

operation of the three that the whole body of his beliefs has grown

up for man, and is constantly preserved and developed. The first is

the historical motive of communication through others—tradition,

which forms, as for every kind of mental life, so for religion also the

ground and starting-point for all personal advance. But what is

communicated can only have firm continuance so long as it is sup-

ported by substantial inner reasons. These are of two kinds in
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religion—the practical need, and the theoretical grounds of reason.

Fechner shows very finely how, in spite of all its imperfections, from

which many evils flow in individual cases, yet on the whole religious

belief is a blessing both for individuals and for society which nothing

could replace ; that it is, in fact, absolutely necessary for both, as both

the individual and society find in it the most universal and most

binding support, and their highest guiding end. But if faith answers

to an indefeasible requirement of human nature, that amounts to a

guarantee of the truth of it. " We would not need religious faith if

its objects were not. For if man has made belief in those objects

because he needs it, he did not create the circumstance that he needs

belief in them for his continuance and welfare, and is therefore

obliged by that necessity to make it. The production of this faith

by man must therefore be based on the same real nature of things

which produced man with his needs. It would be to impute an

absurdity to the nature of things, and it would be contrary to experi-

ence, so far as we can speak of experience in such a matter, to say

that nature had constituted man in such a way that he could only

prosper while cherishing a belief in a thing that is not." At the

same time, the practical point of view taken alone would admit of as

many different possibilities of belief as the theoretical alone, or the

historical alone; full certainty can only be attained w^hen all the

three principles coincide. But the theoretical principle of faith

must not be sought for in empty notions, as is done by the idealists,

nor in bare experience, as by the empiricists and materialists ;
it

must be sought in rational conclusions from the whole of experience

to its necessary presuppositions—that is, by simply continuing the

same procedure of thought on which all our knowledge is based, even

where its sphere is limited. Were it the case that the world of our

experience was completely separated from God, and that God was

not comparable with anything in the world, as many conceive of the

matter, then no conclusion would be possible from it to him, from

the summing up of our little mental world in our Ego to the summing

up of the whole world of mind in a divine Ego, from the rule of our

mind over a small portion of the world of matter to the rule of a
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divine mind over the whole world of matter. But for such a separa-

tion between God and his creatures there can as little be alleged

any practical motive as any theoretical ground. On the contrary, if

we have any right, or are guided by any true analogy in concluding

from our own soul, which alone is known to us from immediate

experience, to the other souls and minds of our phenomenal world,

we have the same right, the same analogy, for assuming the one sole

Ego possessing thought and will, which controls all particulars in

the great world of mind, which is the ground of the unity, order, and

regular development of the joint life of minds, which therefore must

live and move and have their being in God, just as our thoughts and

feelings are in our Ego. On this foundation rests also the belief in

our own imperishableness, inasmuch as the minds remain preserved

in God, just as thoughts are stored up in our power of memory, in-

separable from the life of our Ego. Against psychological arguments

on this point, Fechner reminds us of our " entire want of knowledge

of the fundamental relation of body and soul," and says that when

light is thrown upon them, the future will enter upon an immense

treasure of religious truths, which are at present hid from us.

As for the question of the origin of the belief in God, Fechner

remarks, with great delicacy, that while it is true that it rests on

divine revelation, it is not on outward but on inward revelation

that it rests, or, if on outward, yet only in so far as it was brought

about by the divine language of signs in nature, just as the first

revelation of parents to their children is made by the language of

gesture earlier than by speech. Nature was so constituted from the

first as to indicate to man the existence of a power above his own,

and before he came to conceive of his own mind as apart from his

body ; as at first he drew no distinction between the two, there was

nothing to suggest the separation of mind from nature, or to think

the sun which walks the sky less living than himself who walked

the earth—he was only led to think it mightier, more exalted, more

brilliant, than himself. He could not regard the thunder, the storm-

wind, the flood, as not living, but only as a mightier life than his

own—the abstraction which distinguishes between nature-power and
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spiritual power was as yet quite impossible to him. Did he once

feel himself under the influence of higher powers, he must have been

led of necessity to place himself in an attitude of appeal towards these

powers, in which he was led by the analogy of his attitude towards

men standing above him. Thus the theoretical and the practical

motive co-operated even for the genesis of religion ; and so far as

nature, like man, lives in God, and God works in both, the impression

received from nature and the practical need were only two sides of

the original working of God upon the beings made in him

—

i.e.

therefore, the origin of belief in God was the result of a divine

primitive revelation coming through nature and the human soul.

This theory of the origin of religion, both simple and profound as it

is, may perhaps not be far from the truth.

Theodor Fechner's nearest intellectual kinsman is Hermann

Lotze} who rivals him in delicate observation of reality and in

broad speculative combination, and has the advantage of him in

cautious and sober critical reflection. As Fechner traces his view of

the world to the Schelling-Hegel source, but confesses also to having

on his hearth a coal from the ashes of Herbart, so Lotze too started

from the Schellingianism of Weisse, but was led by the study of the

natural sciences to see the necessity of supplementing idealistic

monism with a pluralistic realism, which, however, resembles rather

the monadology of Leibniz than Herbart's doctrine of reals. Lotze

protests vehemently against being called a Herbartian, and declares

he has an unconquerable aversion to that philosophy. And in fact

his philosophy is to be distinguished from that of Herbart in

cardinal points. A characteristic of the latter is a strict separation

between metaphysic and ethic, but with Lotze they are intimately

^ His " Philosophy of Religion " was published after his death, from notes of his

lectures (Leipzig, Hirzel, 1882). Of his other writings we have to take count of his

"Microsmus: Ideas on Natural History, and the History of Mankind; being an

attempt at a Science of Anthropology." {Mikrokosmua : Ideen zur Naturgeschichte

unci Oeschichte der Mcnschheit. Versuch emer Anthropologie. 1st Edition, 1856-64 ;

3rd Edition, 187G-80). Compare Pfleiderer : Lotze's Fhilosophische Welianschanun<j

nach ihren Grundzugen, 1882 ; 0. Kaspari, Hermann Lotze in seiner Stellung zu der

durch Kant begrilndeten neuesten Geschichte der Philosophie, 1883.
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connected, even so as to remind us of F. G. Ficlite ; metaphysic in-

deed is based on ethic, and the idea of the good is said to be the

ultimate ground of the metaphysically and logically true. And

while the Herbartian metaphysic is a pure pluralism, which affords

no room for the idea of God, and has to resort to the practical

postulate to nourish its scanty and starving deism, Lotze's meta-

physic, while starting from pluralism, transforms it at the close into

absolute monism, and that in so decided a fashion that the idea of

God here forms the indispensable conclusion of the whole meta-

physical explanation of the world. This is connected finally with

a fundamental difference in the view taken of simple beings. Of

these Herbart denies all change, all activity and passivity ; but

according to Lotze it belongs to their essence to be the supports, the

points of departure, and the points of aim, of all activity and

passivity, so that he designates them, with Leibniz, as the soul-like

beings which develop themselves, maintaining the identity of their

being througliout the changes of their states ; only that this develop-

ment is not with Lotze, as with Leibniz, a mere inner sequence of the

states of each separate monad without any real dependence on the

rest, but a real acting upon some and being acted upon by others

of them. Thus the real nature of the interaction of the soul-like

monads is the point of difference between the monadology of Lotze

and that of Leibniz and its still greater difference from that of

Herbart.

This real interaction of the monads is the basis on which Lotze

builds his metaphysical proof of the existence of God. Instead of

precipitately identifying the unconditioned with the perfect before

establishing the unity of the former, as is done in the cosmological

argument—instead of taking for granted as our starting-point a

purpose in the w^orld which may be called in doubt, as in the teleo-

logical argument, Lotze tells us that the mere fact that there is a

course of the world before us in which events are chained together

according to certain laws, ought to lead us to believe in the neces-

sary unity of the substance underlying the world. An interaction

according to universal laws would be inexplicable if we started from
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an original multiplicity of real beings independent of each other,

because we could never understand how a change in one should

necessarily, according to law, bring about a corresponding change in

another, unless the two were connected by some common will. But

that which connects them cannot be a universal law, since law exists

between, above, and outside things ; it must be one whole real being

embracing all particular beings in itself, which is brought by every

change in one of its parts, which it feels immediately as its own

inner condition, to produce a second compensating event in another

part, so that that which appears to us as the tra7isient working of

one thing upon another, is in fact only an immanent working in

itself of one all-embracing being. But this notion of the absolute is

a limiting notion, which requires an ultimate fact to make the world

intelligible, without affording any explanation how the absolute

begins, being both one and unconditioned, and at the same time

many and mutually conditioned. The relation of the separate beings

to the absolute cannot be explained as to its origin ;
it can only

be taken for granted as an eternally existing relation of unin-

dependence and subordination. The notion, however, which we

thus attain of the absolute admits quite well of being more closely

determined. The absolute world-principle can neither be conceived

as matter, which is a dark and contradictory notion, and never could

afford an explanation of the world of mind ;
nor can it be conceived

as unconscious spirit, since unconscious mental states only occur in

the case of a finite mental being as obstructions and limitations of

conscious mental life, and the notion of mind embraces that of

consciousness as an essential part of it. The desire of the soul to

think of the highest as a reality in God, cannot be satisfied with any

other form of existence than that of personality. Lotze does not

consider this moment of the notion of God to be at all contradictory

of the other element of that notion, his infinity, or the absence of

limitation by anything else ; for it is not as if the Ego first came to

be by an antithesis to a non-ego outside it. It is because it is aware

of its own reality that it places itself in antithesis to the non-ego.

Thus the thought of the personality of God does not require us to
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assume a real outside him and limiting him, but only the rise of a

world of ideas in time to which he is related as his states. Some

process, certainly, and movement of representing, in which something

is experienced, belongs necessarily to the notion of a personality,

and must be assumed in God as a fact, without beginning and

eternal. Lotze's notion of God therefore is speculative theism, and

is equally different from popular (deistic) theism and from pan-

theism. He uses the notion of " personality " to designate God as

self-conscious spirit and true Ego, but he will by no means have him

conceived as " extra-mundane personality," co-ordinated to finite

spirits as one being of their order : he is the all-embracing one whole,

which has all particular beings, and, if so, then also the world of

finite being, in himself—not outside himself, as we have our ideas

and sensations as changing states in ourselves, which we distinguish

from our one persistent Ego. This is quite the same view as we

found above in Fechner, and earlier in Krause, who applied to it the

expression Panentlieism (p. 53). Whether the notion of personality

is properly applicable to it is a subordinate question of terminology,

on which it is perhaps time to cease to wrangle. A much more

serious ground of contention with Lotze might be found in the

excessive idealism with which he denies to things any reality as

distinguished from the thought of God, and makes creation amount

to no more than that God calls into existence a world of minds in

which his world-thought is set forth as the appearance of a material

world externally surrounding it, and to be perceived by it. We are

reminded indeed of Fichte the elder, when we read in Lotze that

the world of things is merely a system of appearances which God

causes to become visible to a world of minds as the occasion of their

action and the object of their perception, letting that thought, which

at first was only his own, become the thought of other minds. Even

Leibniz's monadology, with its gradation of inferior and superior

monads, appears comparatively realistic beside this.

Connected with Lotze's spiritualistic theory of creation is his

belief in a plurality of worlds, God causing to appear to different

spirit-worlds different world-orders, one of which cannot be observed
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from within the sphere of another, though a transition is possible

from one to another. On miracles Lotze is not clear. He concedes

the general possibility of a change of the inner nature of things by

an immediate operation of God ; but as for the real occurrence of

miracles, great weight must be allowed to experience, and, in accord-

ance with its testimony, any sudden interference, such as changed

the nature and mode of operation of physical elements, must be

regarded as incredible. All that can be admitted is that changes

occur in men's spirits by immediate divine influence, partly in the

form of inspiration, which widens a man's knowledge or views

—

partly in the form of a vision—which thinks it sees outward facts

which are not really there—partly in the form of strengthening the

will, and making it capable of self-sacrifice. Extremely charac-

teristic of Lotze's teleological idealism is his definition of the pur-

pose of the world. This is not to be sought in the establishment of

some actual state of things, some order in the course of events, some

form of the connection and dialectical development of things—for it

may always be asked with regard to such outward facts, for what

reason one set of facts and not another ought to be in the world ; it

can only be sought in the realisation of the highest values, i.e. of

such an experience as affords the feeling of the highest pleasure or

of blessedness. We therefore find in a loving will of God the reason

both of the creation of the spirit-world, in which ^ God's own glory

might turn into an enjoyment infinitely multiplied, and of the order

of phenomena capable of bringing about such a state of things.

Under this point of view, we must see the one creative and regula-

tive activity of God in the inexhaustible production of forms, which

appear to be arranged with a view to the end of universal pleasure,

each of which, however, represents one special value, which is for

God the secret of a certain definite pleasure, which is approximately

felt after him by the finite spirits. Thus only is the notion of the

highest principle filled with living contents, for which we may use

the inadequate name of " creative phantasy," in so far as it produces

forms, or of the " divine mood," in so far as the value of those pro-

ductions is also the object of the divine complacency. This reminds
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us of Weisse's Schellingian theosophy, as we were formerly reminded

of Fichte's ethical idealism, and from the first of the monadology of

Leibniz.

Thus in Lotze's philosophy the threads converge from various

directions to a remarkable centre. It seeks to connect in unity the

greatest antitheses—pluralism and monism, idealism and realism,

mechanism and teleology. It cannot be denied that the manner

in which these contraries are connected and harmonised leaves much

to be desired, yet the energetic and able attempt to combine them is

a distinguished service to philosophy, stating the problem she has to

deal with at present and in the future, and marking out the general

direction in which efforts of various kinds will have to move, if

they are to co-operate fruitfully in the task, never to be more than

approximately solved by man, of the discovery of truth.
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CONCLUSION,

In conclusion, I attempt a rapid survey of the general state of

Eeligious Science at tiie present day, in the compilation of which I

avail myself of communications kindly sent me by learned friends in

various countries.

Though the prevailing tendencies of the day are not favourable

to the speculative philosophy of religion, it is yet industriously and

zealously cultivated outside Germany as well as at home, especially

in the south and north of our Continent, and in the Western lands

beyond the Atlantic ; while in England, France, and the Nether-

lands more interest is devoted to the history of religion, both in the

examination of separate religions and in the " comparative science

of religion," in which the empirical and the philosophical study of

religion go hand in hand.

In Italy, A. Vera has done much to diffuse a knowledge of the

Hegelian philosophy. He began in 1876 the publication of a French

translation of Hegel's FMlosophy of Religion, with introductions and

a running commentary, of which works the first two volumes have

now appeared. Vera belongs to the right side of the Hegelian

school, and from this standpoint wrote a criticism of Strauss's book,

The Old Faith and the New, to which he opposed his own Christian

ideal view of the world. Starting with the conviction that religion

occupies a central position in the life of nations, and that its influence

penetrates to every sphere of life, the political as well as the rest, he

published in 1874a refutation of the theory of Cavour, "A Free

Church in a Free State." In a collection of philosophical essays, just
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published at Naples (1883), lie deals with a number of religious pro-

blems and with the relations of Christianity to the moral life of society.

The same subject is treated in a very able manner, and from

essentially the same point of view, by Raffaele Mariano, in his studies

on Christianity, Catholicism, and Culture (German : Leipzig, 1880).

His work shows great cultivation and acuteness of judgment, and is

peculiarly interesting to the German reader from its careful discus-

sion and unbiassed estimate of the situation of literature and of

politics in our land.-^ Mariano had previously written a historico-

philosophical study on the idea represented by Rome in the Middle

Ages and its relation to the Reformation and to modern times. His

last work (18S2) is a popular biography of Giordano Bruno.

While Vera and Mariano incline to the conservative side of re-

ligious speculation, their countryman Terenzio Mamiani deals with

the favourite theme of The Religion of the Future (Milan, 1880), on

the basis of a rationalistic deistic unitarianism. Gaetano Negri has

proved himself in a work on Tlie Religious Crisis (Milan, 1878) as

well as in a number of essays and critiques (see one on Holsten's

Gospel of Paul mLaCultura, 1882, No. v.) to be a well-grounded and

acute student of historico- critical questions connected with primitive

Christianity.

In Sweden, Christoph Jakob Bostrom represents a line of

speculation which is most closely akin to that of Lotze." Bostrom

considers the only real to be the absolute self-consciousness or the

personal God and the realm of personal spirits, which, however, are not

outside of God or made by him, but are originally contained in him

as his determinations or ideas. The sensuous world, on the contrary,

has no reality ; it is merely the appearance of the spiritual world or

the kingdom of God. It is a phenomenal world based, it is true, in

our mental constitution, and therefore not a mere groundless show,

but yet of no more than transitory import, as it will gradually dis-

I may refer to my notice of this work in the Prot. Kirchcnzeltuiuj, No. 15.

^ His views are set forth in their connection in his autobiography in the second

volume of the Swadish Bio<jraphical Lexicon, from which Dr. Alex. Thorsoe has been

good enough to send me some notes.

VOL. II. U
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appear in the progressive spiritual ennobling of the human race. Of

man, Bostrom believes, with Krause, that he is destined to pass

through various forms of life, which lie in him potentially from the

beginning, and the development of which is set forth at each stage

in a corresponding phenomenal world. Each man, however, will cer-

tainly at last attain his divine destiny, as the evil and pain which

cannot but enter into imperfect forms of life must necessarily, under

God's all-wise government, disappear sooner or later for every indi-

vidual. This progressive transcending of the imperfect and rise to

the perfect, in which consists the salvation and atonement of finite

rational beings, is God's blessed work in history, his continuous

revelation. All religions rest on this universal revelation, and so

Bostrom regards the distinction between revealed and natural reli-

gion as beside the mark, each religion being merely a particular and

a relatively true form of the unfolding of the one essence of religion.

The Norwegian philosopher Monrad became known to the Ger-

man public by the appearance in German of his Critical Review of

Modern Tendencies of Thought (Bonn, 1879). At the close of this

work, which is written with taste and ability, he expresses the con-

viction that, in spite of all the positivism that now thrusts itself for-

ward, the true idealistic philosophy has by no means disappeared

from among men ; on the contrary, that speculative thought is the

germ deposited in the soil of the present day, the organic mother-

cell sprung from the harvest of the past, which is destined to assimi-

late all other materials, heterogeneous as they are, and to produce a

new growth which will arise some day in its fulness and beauty.

In an essay on the relation of faith and knowledge, Monrad takes

up his position on the Hegelian right. Faith and knowledge, he

says, are engaged in mutual and perpetual interchange with each

other, which has for its goal the gradual transition of faith into

knowledge, a process, however, which will never be quite concluded at

any point of time. Christian faith has for its contents the complete

revelation of God not only /or man but also in him, as his inmost

being ; but its form is the external one of miraculous revelation, of
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mystery. The immanence, however, of divine truth in the inner

being of man indicates the removal of the mystery as such, in so far

as it rests on the idea of an interval and an impassable limit. The

more, therefore, the wall of division disappears

—

i.e. the more the

contents of the Christian revelation are brought out fully into con-

sciousness—the more does the form of a specific mystery disappear :

and the truth is known no longer as one standing without as a

stranger, but as the essential and necessary contents of conscious-

ness ; and thus faith is changed into knowledge. But the limit of

finality will never be so entirely removed as that mystery should

vanish absolutely. To overlook this is the enthusiasm of rationalism,

as it is the error of supernaturalism to seek to fix faith for ever in

its present form.

In Denmark the standpoint of a speculation which mediates

between faith and knowledge, Christianity and humanitarianism,

finds its representatives in the poet J. W, Heiberg, the philosopher

H. Brochner, and the theologian Martensen, wdio enjoys a great repu-

tation in Germany as well as in his own country. The two first-

named, especially Brochner, incline rather to the left wing of the

Hegelian school ; while Martensen's speculation has a decidedly

ecclesiastical and conservative character, and shows more affinity

with the late Schellingian and the Baader-Bohme theosophy than

with the Hegelian philosophy.

As everywhere, so also in Denmark and Scandinavia, this mediat-

ing speculation finds its opponents in two opposite camps, that of

stiff orthodoxy, which repudiates all compromise with science, and

that of critico-historical rationalism, which withdraws from the strife

of dogmas and Churches to the primitive Christianity of the Gospels,

with the belief in miracles removed from it. Zealous representatives

of this position are H. N. Clausen and A. C. Larsen.

In Denmark, however, the anti- rationalistic tendency has acquired

more influence in other forms : as aisthetic popular pietism (Grundt-

wig), and as ascetic individualistic mysticism (Kierkegaard) : these

forms agreeing, in spite of all their other differences, in depreciation
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of knowledge generally, and particularly in passionate repudiation of

its interference in tlie matters belonging to faith. The more remark-

able is it that the anti-rational tendency of Kierkegaard (p. 209, sqq.)

has found a scientific champion in the Copenhagen philosopher,

E. Nielsen, who regards faith and knowledge as two principles of

knowledge which are equally absolute, but perfectly independent of

each other, and the reconciliation of which is to be sought not in

bringing them to an inner agreement, but in keeping them entirely

separate from each other.

We have already spoken of the wide diffusion in England of the

positivism of a Stuart Mill and Herbert Spencer (p. 144, sqq.). But

speculative idealism has of late brought an increasing influence to

oppose that tendency, especially since the Scottish thinker, Stirling,

opened up to his countrymen the understanding of the Hegelian

philosophy by his able exposition in the work The Secret of Hegel

(1865). The Glasgow philosopher, Edward Caird, has done much to

bring about a proper appreciation of Kant, whom he understands

incomparably better than our " Neo-Kantians," regarding as he does

not sceptical empiricism, but rationalism, as the nerve of the Kantian

philosophy, and the germ of the speculation to which it gave birth.

His brother, the Glasgow theologian, John Caird, has written an

introduction to the Philosophy of Religion (1880), from the stand-

point of Hegelian speculation (in the nuance of it represented by

Vatke and Biedermann), in which the precious kernel of the Hegelian

ideas is detached with rare art from the narrow husk of their scho-

lastic form. Proceeding on the basis of this ideal view of the world,

and giving an acute criticism of the positivist and materialistic ten-

dencies of thought, he indicates the claims not only of religion as

ideal faith, but also of the philosophy of religion as ideal know-

ledge.^ A similar platform of critically free and religious ideal specu-

lation is occupied by theologians of Independent bodies in England,

A. M. Eairbairn and James Martineau, who have shown themselves

1 I may refer to a detailed account of Caird's Philosophy of Religion given by

me in the Jahrh. far Prot. TheoL, 1882, first number.
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in a series of essays and addresses to be able defenders of the Chris-

tian belief in God against materialist, positivist, and anthropological

assaults. The same service has been done by the Edinburgh theo-

logian, Eobert Flint, from the standpoint of a moderate ecclesiastical

orthodoxy, in his two volumes on Theism and Antiiheistic Theories

(1877 and 1879).

A clever attempt to provide firm scientific foundations for religious

convictions is given by Henry Drummond in his work. Natural

Laiu in the Spiritual World {l^d>5). He sets out from the assump-

tion that whatever the differences may be between spiritual and

natural life, the two spheres yet belong to one and the same

world-order, which is governed by universal and inviolable laws, and

that it must therefore be possible to discover in the spiritual life the

action of those fundamental laws which science has established in

natural life, and to trace back to these laws the essential convictions

of Christendom. This demonstration he seeks to carry out in detail

by pointing out parallels and analogies between natural and spiritual

life, between the genesis, degeneration, growth, decay, self-preserva-

tion of the natural and of the moral and religious life ; and many of

the old familiar Christian doctrines are thus placed under new and

interesting lights.

In spite of the High Church spirit in England, there may be dis-

cerned a widespread tendency towards a freer treatment of divine

things. This is seen in the profound interest awakened by the two

works of the Cambridge historian, E. Seeley, Ecee Homo and Natural

Religion (1882), both written in a popular though elevated style, and

seeking to recommend to the heart of their readers a Christianity

freed from all dogmatic wrappings, and displayed in its simple,

human, and moral beauty, and to show to the sceptically-minded

generation of these days how religion is essentially one with all that

is true, beautiful, and good. The attempt is certainly exposed to a

great danger—that of making religion so indefinite and fluid as almost

quite to disappear in humane culture.

Along with Seeley's anonymously published Natttral Religion, we

may mention Siipernatural Religion, also an anonymous work, which
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sets forth, with equal learning and clearness, the results of the modern

critical inquiries regarding the Bible, and seeks by the cumulative

force of all these critical objections and arguments to shake the pon-

derous dogmatism of the churchly-minded English, and to prepare

the way for a freer mode of thought.

The same purpose is served very effectively by the public lecture-

ships on religious subjects now instituted in various places in Great

Britain, The best known of these are the lectures of the " Hibbert

Trust," which are devoted to the comparative study of religion. On

this foundation Max Miiller delivered the opening series of lectures

in 1878, on the " Origin and Development of Eeligion, as illustrated

by the Keligions of India." These were followed by the lectures of

Le Page Eenouf on " Egyptian Eeligion," of Ernest Eenan on " Eome

and Christianity," of Ehys Davids on " Buddhism," of A. Kuenen on

" National and Universal Eeligions."

These lectures, which are published, and most of which have

been translated into several languages, are among the most valuable

results of the religious science of our day, not only giving a review,

level to the ordinary comprehension, of the ripest fruits of detailed

investigations in various fields, but presenting the historical material

under broad and general points of view, so as to make it uncommonly

fruitful for the philosophy of religion. This is specially true of the

first and of the last-named series of lectures.-^

It answers, generally speaking, both to the English character and

to the prevailing tendency of the time, that more M'eight is attached

in England to the historical than to the philosophical side of religious

inquiry. The English, moreover, are led by their political and com-

mercial relations with non- Christian peoples, as well as by their

zeal for missions, to a scientific treatment of foreign religions. Of

the stately roll of English investigators who have made valuable

contributions to the knowledge of the history of religion we may

name the following :—Max Miiller, whose works (in addition to the

lectures above mentioned we may name his History of Ancient

1 Professor Pfleiderer himself delivered the Hibbert Lectures in I8S5 on The

Influtnce of the Apostle Paul on the Development of Chi-istianity.—Tr.
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Indian Literature and Religion and his Introduction to the Science of

Religion), combine in the happiest way the learning of the Indo-

logical specialist and the breadth of vision of the philosopher : H.

Wilson, Monier Williams, Dr. John Muir, founder of the Sanscrit

Chair and of the lectureship on the Science of Religion in Edinburgh

University ; Spence Hardy, Ehys Davids—all meritorious inquirers

in the field of Indian religion : then J. Edkins and R. K. Douglas, as

experts in the Chinese religion ; R. Bosworth Smith, J. J. Lake,

J. M. Arnold, W. Muir, inquirers in the field of Islam
;

B. Thorpe

and J. Ferguson as students of northern mythology. The com-

parative history of mythology and religion finally, as connected with

the history of culture, has been treated by E. B. Tylor, Sir John

Lubbock, G. W. Cox, A. S. Murray, C. F. Keary, F. C. Moffat, and

others. The history of the Illumination in Europe has been written

by W. E. H. Lecky, in the spirit of Buckle's (positivist) philosophy

of history.

The Dutch have rivalled the English during the last twenty

years in the successful treatment of the history of religion. Studies

of this nature received a great impetus in the issue by the Haarlem

publisher, A. C. Krusemann, of the great work De vornaamste

Godsdicnstcn, a collection of monographs on the principal religions.

The series was opened by the famous Arabic scholar R. Dozy, with

a description of Islam (1863, second edition 1881); Parsism was

treated by C. P. Tiele, the Greek religion by J. W. G. van Dordt,

and the Scandinavian by L. S. P. Meyboom. The history of Roman

Catholicism was written by A. Pierson, that of Protestantism by

L. W. E. Rauwenhoff (1865-1871). The history of Buddhism is written

by H. Kern, a thorough adept in Indian antiquity, who treats his

subject with a good deal of historical scepticism (the whole Buddha

legend is reduced to a sun-myth). The jewel of the series, however,

is A. Kuenen's Religion of Israel (2 vols. 1860-1870 ; in English, in

the Theological Translation Fund Series, 3 vols. 1874-75). This

work is the fruit of ripe and deep inquiry, and in point of clear

treatment and acute criticism may well be called a masterpiece.

The whole Old Testament history is critically treated in the great
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and searching style of Graf's hypothesis. A gap in the series is filled

by C. P. Tiele's Comparative History of the Egyptian and Mesopo-

tamian Religions (1869-71), a work of learning and merit, which has

been translated into French and English (the Egyptian part only,

Triibner, 1882), and is to be rendered into German. The religions of

the East Indian Archipelago are described by J. W. Fried erich and P.

J. Veth, the historian of culture, in their works on Java, Borneo, etc.

The general history of religion was first written by the admirable

theologian of Leiden, Scholten, in his compendious Geschicdenis van

Godsdienst en Wij'shegeerte (" History of Eeligion and Philosophy ") ; in

the first edition the treatment was somewhat scanty, in the third

(1862), it was more comprehensive and more detailed. Scholten's

principal works, however, belong to the field of New Testament

criticism, where his numerous books and essays give him a prominent

position, and that not only in his own country. The learned biblical

scholar Hoekstra also, in his work, Bronnen en Grondslagen van het

godsdienstig Geloof, 1864 ("The Sources and Bases of Eeligious Belief"),

makes a valuable contribution to the question as to the origin and

development of religion, which he conceives to have arisen in the

main from man's ideal self-consciousness. The principal representative

at present of the general comparative science of religion is un-

doubtedly C. P. Tiele. His GescJiiedenis van den Godsdienst tot aan de

herschappij der wereld godsdiensten, 1876 ("Outlines of the History of

Eeligion, to the spread of the Universal Eeligions." Translated by Dr.

Carpenter. 3rd ed. 1884), is acknowledged to be, in spite of its com-

pendious brevity, which one would often wish somewhat extended,

a work of signal importance, being the first attempt to give, on the

basis of detailed modern investigations, a connected view of the

history of the development of the different religions (Christianity

excepted), and of their mutual relation and influence on each other.

In numerous papers in the Theol. Tijdshrift and in De Gids, Tiele

has also published his views on the relation of the science of religion

to theology, on the method of the comparative history of religion, on

the essence and origin, beginning and development of religion. The

views which he has also defended against the diverging theories of
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others are always acute, though not always ultimately tenable. They

are impugned by Hugenholtz and Rauwenhoff in able essays pub-

lished in the Theologisch Tijdshrift.

Of the religio-philosophical tendency of aesthetic and ethical

idealism, which is widely prevalent in Holland at present, we have

already spoken in this volume (page 181, sqq).

In France the tendency which generally prevails in the science

of religion as elsewhere, is that of Comtean positivism (see p. 139,

sqq), and religious studies are thus led to turn away from speculative

questions and to confine themselves to the comparative history of

religion. In the treatment of this science, two different currents

may be distinguished. In one school which proceeds on the lines of

the negative illumination of the eighteenth century, the comparison

of the various religions and cults subserves the irreligious tendency

of a radical naturalism. Quite in the well-known manner of Dupuis,

who, in the end of last century, traced the origin of all the religions

to a misunderstanding of astronomy, Ozeray proposed (1846) to

explain the riddles of all religious dogmas from geology, while

W. Jacolliot employs his great and various reading, in a series of works

which appear almost annually, to show, by a comparison of biblical

and ecclesiastical ideas with extra-biblical legends {e.g., of some of

the gods), that the Christian faith is on a level with heathen super-

stition ; and A. Lefevre reaches the conclusion, in his comparative

history of religions and mythologies (2d edition, 1878), that every

religious belief, even that of a Eenan or a Taine, in the divine and the

eternal generally, is no better than a refined order of fetichism, and

that we must come at last in matters religious to the declaration

which is alone logical and reasonable, " Ddenda est Carthago."

Apart from this radical school, such men as Taine and Ernest Eenau

represent a cold aesthetic scepticism, which declines to decide on the

truth of religion or hints on occasion that all religious theories are

equally untrue, but yet does not dispute its value, but allows it a

value in the judgment of cultivated taste in proportion to the dignity

and beauty of its appearance. Hence the sceptic Eenau's avowed
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preference for Eoman Catholicism. This prominence of the aesthetic

point of view is the secret both of the strength and of the weakness

of Eenan's famous historical work on primitive Christianity. The

orientalist Burnouf, in his meritorious work on Tlie Science of Religions

(1872), maintains more strictly than these scholars the neutral ground

of a purely historical collection of phenomena.

An exception to this positivist tendency, which is so generally

prevalent in France, is formed by Albert Eeville. In his Prolegomena

to the History of Religion (a book which arose out of the lectures

with which he entered on his professorial work in the College de

France), he declares on the one hand his adherence to a strictly

scientific method of inquiry, but at the same time professes a " very

real " (not merely aesthetic) sympathy for religion, and remarks that

these two positions are by no means exclusive of each other. This

real love for the subject is doubtless the secret of the deeper insight

into the essence of religion and the penetration into the ideal mean-

ing of historical phenomena which make Seville's works (he has

lately added to the above-mentioned works two volumes on the

history of the religion of savage races) so superior to most of the

works written by his fellow-countrymen on similar themes.

The Revue de I'Histoire des Religions, ably edited by M. Vernes,

has for three years afforded an excellent central organ for the science

of religion in France. It is a medium of discussion open to different

schools (the results of biblical inquiry are also carefully noticed in

it), and may thus help by degrees to reconcile conflicting tendencies

and to evolve a common method of conducting discussions on

religious science. In addition to Earth, the well-known Indologue,

Bouche-Leclercq, Decharme, Guyard, Maspero, Eeville, and other

French contributors, writers of other nationalities, such as Whitney,

Tiele, Kuenen, Happel, also appear in this review, which thus

acquires almost the importance of an international organ.

As for the state of the science of religion in Germany, our religio-

philosophical tendencies have been described above in detail, and

only a few remarks now fall to be added on what is being done for the
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history of religion. German science is certainly not behind that of

any other country in point of industrious detailed inquiries in this

field. It is only necessary to recall the names of our famous Indo-

logues, Lassen, Benfey, Eoth, Bohtlingk, and Weber, out of whose

school younger students have proceeded who are already famous,

such as Zimmer, Oldenberg, and Deussen ; then those of our Iranian

scholars, Spiegel, Haug,Windischmann; of ourAssyriologues, Schrader,

and Delitzsch ; our Arabists, Noldecke, Weil, Sprenger, Kremer,

Dieterici ; our Egyptologues, Lepsius, Brugsch, Ebers ; and last, but

by no means least, to remember the signal achievements of German

biblical criticism, both in the Old and the New Testaments, where

we may name, as representing all the rest, De Wette, Baur, Ewald,

and Eeuss.

In the comparative history of religion, too, much has been done

in Germany. The religions of the savage races have been admirably

described by Waitz and Gerland ; and Bastian has also collected

much valuable material here. Eoskoff has delineated the nature of

the religion of the least cultivated peoples, and in a careful mono-

graph has given an excellent sketch of the belief in demons in various

religions. Eschatological views have been described comparatively

by Henne-am-Ehyn and Spiess. Zockler has treated the legends of

creation and of the primitive state in several works. Valuable

studies of the history of Semitic religion have been contributed by

Baudissin, and of the history of Indo-Germanic religion by Asmus.

Delff has drawn a striking parallel between Prometheus, Dionysius,

Socrates, and Christ. Seydel has treated with care the parallels,

long since remarked, between the Buddha legend and our Gospels,

and built bold hypotheses on the comparison. A general characteri-

sation of Buddhism in relation to Christianity was lately published

by Happel.

We have fewer comprehensive works on the history of religion.

The older works of Schwenk, Wuttke, Dollinger, Sepp, Peterson, are

all more or less antiquated (a fate shared by my own attempt of the

year 1868), and no work embracing the whole history of religion has

yet appeared to replace them. Duncker's History of Antiq^uity
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(6th edition), gives valuable material, but only on the period of pre-

Eoman antiquity. E. v. Hartmann's Development of the Religious

Consciousness (pp. 578), contains rather philosophical views and

characterisations than a complete and historically accurate view of

the religions. The works of the historians of culture, Hellwald,

Caspari, Scherr, Lippert, expatiate in the most various fields of the

history of religion, but deal with the materials in a very arbitrary

manner and in the interests of positivist and euhemeristic principles

which the writers have adopted. A soberer contribution to the

subject is P. v. Lilienfeld's discussion of religion according to the

principle of social science. These historians, however, are generally

as destitute of any philosophical ideas as the philosophers of

historical reality. To work these two elements into each other, so

that each may afford a basis to and cast light upon the other, such

is the aim of my Genetic-Speculative Philosophy of Religion, which

forms the contents of the two concludino- volumes of this work.

END OF VOLUME II.
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FISCHER (E.) Exercises in the

Preparation of Organic Compounds.

Translated by Archibald King. Crown

8vo, cloth. 2s. 6d.

Journal of Anatomy and Physio-

logy, Xormal and Pathological. Con-

ducted by Professors G. M. Hum-

phry, Sir Wm. Turner and J. G.

Mckendrick. Vol. XXIV. Part 4.

1890. 8vo. 66'.

*^* The previous Parts may also be had from us.

LOCKWOOD (Prof. C. B.) Hun-
terian Lectures on the Development

and Transition of the Testis, normal

and abnormal. 3 4to Plates. 8vo,

cloth. 5*-.

MITCHELL (C. Pitfield) The
Philosophy of Tumour-Disease : a Ke-

search for Principles of its Treatment.

By C. Pitfield Mitchell, Member of

the Eoyal College of Surgeons, En-

gland ; Author of "Dissolution and

Evolution and the Science of Medi-

cine," &c. 8vo, cloth. 16s.

SNELLEN'S Ophthalmic Test
Types. Test Types for the Determi-

nation of the Acuteness of Vision.

9th Edition, considerably augmented

and improved. 8vo, sewed, is.

VIRCHOW (R.) On Famine
Eever, and some of the other cognate

Forms of Typhus. 8vo, cloth. '2s.

NATURAL HISTORY, GEOLOGY, MICROSCOPY.

EYTON(T.C.)OsteologiaAvium,
or a Sketch of the Osteology of Birds.

Complete, with all Supplements. 1 85

Plate.^. (Pub. at £10. lO*-. in paper.)

Half-morocco, gilt top. £5. 5s.

A few copies of Supplement II.

1 and 2, 24s. each, and 3, lOs., re-

main for sale.

Synopsis of the Anatid^, or

Duck Tribe. Crown 8vo. 5.^.

GIBSON (G. A.) The Old-Red
Sandstone of Shetland. 3 Coloured

Maps. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

HANCOCK (J.) Catalogue of the

J'.irdsof Xorthumbeilandaud Durham,

li Plates. 8vo. Nciccastk. \5s.

HANLEY (Sylvanus) Ipsa Lin-
nsei Conchilia. Cloth. 21s.

Catalogue of Eecent Bivalve

Shells. 8vo, cloth. 2l6\

The same, with coloured Plates.

52*-. 6'^.

. Conchological MisceUany.
40 Plates. 4to, cloth. 265.

Journal of the Royal Micro-
scopical Society, containing its Trans-

actions and Proceedings, with other

Microscopical Information. 1890. 6

Nos. 8vo. Each 5s.

Journal of the Quekett Micro-

scopical Club. Edited by Henry F.

U, IlcnrieUa Sfred, Cnrevt Garden, London; and



Publications,

Hailes. {Published half-yearly.)

1890. 8vo. Each Part 2s. Qd.

*^* The previous Parts, price Is. each, may also

be had.

KIRBY (W. F.) A Manual of

European Butterflies. 2 Plates. Crown
Svo, cloth. 3s. 6d.

MAHON (G. C.) The Mineral
Agent's Handbook. Edited by the

Rev. S. Haughton and E. H. Scott,

M.A. Svo, cloth. 4s.

MURRAY (Andrew) The Pines
and Eirs of Japan. 200 Wood-cuts.

Svo, cloth. 5s.

Monograph of the Family of

Nitidulariie. 5 cold. Plates. 4to. 10s.

MURRAY (Andrew) List of
Coleoptera from (Jld (Jalabar, on tlie

West Coast of Africa, received and

described. Svo, sewed. 8s.

OWEN (Richard, F.R.S.) Me-
moir on the i\[egallieiium, or (iiaut

Ground-Sloth of America (^Megathe-

rium Americanum, Cuvier). 27 Plates,

some in folio. Royal 4to, cloth boards.

42s.

SMITH (Jas.) Researches in
Newer Pliocene and Post -Tertiary

Geology. Post Svo, cloth. (Pub-

lished at 6s.) 3s.

ORIE^TALIA.

Abhidhanaratnamala, the, of Ha-

layudha. A Sanscrit Vocabulary (120

pp.), edited, with a complete Sanskrit-

English Glossary (180 pp.), by Dr. T.

Aufrecht. Svo. (Published ac 18s.)

10s.

ATTWELL (Professor H.) Table
of Aryan (Indo-European) Languages,

showing their Classiticati(m and Affini-

ties, wilh copious Notes ; to which is

added, Grimm's Law of the Inter-

change of Mute Consonants, with nu-

merous Illustrations. A Wall Map
for the use of Colleges and Lecture-

rooms. 2nd Edition. Mounted with

rollers. 10s.

Table of the Aryan Languages,

with Notes and Illustrations. 4 to,

boards. 7s. 6d.

BERNSTEIN and KIRSOH.
Syriac Chrestomathy and Lexicon.

Chrestomatliia Syriaca cum Lexico.

2 vols, in 1. Svo (published at 14s.),

cloth boards. 7 s. Gd.

I, Chrestomathia, 3s. ; 11. Lexicon

Syriacum. Cloth. 5s.

BOPP (F.) Comparative Gram-
mar of the Sanskrit, Zend, Greek,

20, South Frederick Street, Edinlnmjli,

Latin, Lithuanian, Gothic, German,

and Slavonic Languages. Translated

by E. B. Eastwick. 4th Edition. 3

vols. Svo, cloth. 31s. Gt^.

CHENERY (T.) Machberoth
Ithiel ; by Yehuda Pen Shelomoh

Alcharizi. Edited from the j\IS. in

the Podleian Library. 8vo. 3s.

vide Hariri.

Koran. The Qoran : with the

Commentary entitled "The Kashshaf

'an Haqaiq al-Tanzil," edited by W.
Nassau Lees and Khadini Hosain

and abd al-Hayi. Complete in 6

Parts or 2 vols. Royal 4to. Calcutta.

£5. 8s.

CRAWFORD (Rev. F.) Horse
llebraiccc. Crown Svo, cloth. 4s. Gd.

CURETON (Dr. W.) History of
the Martyrs in Palestine, by Eusobius,

in Syriac. Edited and translated.

Royal Svo, cloth. 10s. Gd.

DAVIDS (T. W. Rhys) Lectures
on some Points in the History of In-

dian 1-mddhism. (Hibbert Lectures,

1881.) Svo, cloth. 10s. Gd.
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DELITZSCH (Professor F.) As-
syrian Gramiuar, with Paradigms,

Exercises, Glossary and Bibliography.

Translated by A. E. S. Kennedy.

Crown 8vo, cloth. 15^.

The Hebrew Language viewed

in the Light of Assyrian Eesearch.

Crown 8vo, cloth. 46-.

Dipavamsa, the : a Buddhist His-

torical Eecord in the Pali Language.

Edited in Pali, with an English

Translation, by Dr. H. Oldenberg.

8vo, cloth. 2\s.

DRIVER (Rev. Dr. S. R.) Mosheh
Ben Shesheth's Commentary on
Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Edited from

a Bodleian MS., with a Translation

and Notes. Svo, sewed. 3-5.

EVANS (George) An Essay on

Assyriology. By George Evans, Hib-

bert Fellow. With 4to Tables of

Assyrian Inscriptions. Svo, cloth, bs.

FRANKFURTER(Dr. O.) Hand-
book of Pali ; being an Elementary

Grammar, a Chrestomathy, and a

Glossary. 8vo, cloth. \Qs.

FUERST (Dr. Jul) Hebrew and
Chaldee Lexicon to the Old Testa-

ment. 5th Edition, improved and
enlarged. Translated by Eev. r)r.

Samuel Davidson. Eoyal 8vo, cloth.

HARDY (R. Spence) Manual of
Buddhism in its Modern Develop-

ment. Translated from Cingalese

MSS. 2nd Edition, with a com-

plete Index and Glossary. 8vo, cloth.

21s.

Eastern [Buddhist] Mona-
chism ; an Account of the Origin,

Laws, Discipline, Sacred Writings,

&c.,&c., of the Order of Mendicants
founded by Gotama Budha. Svo,

cloth. 12s.

HARIRI. The Assembhes of
Al Hariri. Translated from the Arabic,

with an Introduction and Notes.

Vol. I. Introduction and the first

Twenty-six Assemblies. By T. Che-
nery, Esq. Svo, cloth. (Published

at 18s.) 10s.

JACOB (G.) Arabic Bible Chresto-

mathy. With a Glossary. Crown
Svo, cloth. 3s.

Karaite MSS., British Museum.
The Karaite Exodus (i. to viii. 5)

in 42 Autotype Facsimiles, with a

Transcription in ordinary type. To-

gether with Descriptions and Colla-

tion of that and five other MSS. of

Portions of the Hebrew Bible in

Arabic Characters in the same Collec-

tion. By Dr. E. Hoerning, MSS.
Department, British Museum. Eoyal
4to, cloth, gilt top. £2. 12s. M.

KENNEDY (Rev. Jas.) Intro-
duction to Biblical Hebrew. Svo. 12s.

LANE (E. W.) Arabic-Enghsh
Lexicon, derived from the best and
most copious Eastern Sources. Vols.

I. to VII. (to be completed in S vols.).

Eoyal 4to. Each 25s.

Vol. VIII. in 4 Fasciculi. Edited

by S. Lane-Poole. Ease. I. to III.

Each Qs.

LEPSIUS (0. R.) Standard
Alphabet for reducing Unwritten

Languages and Foreign Graphic Sys-

tems to a Uniform Orthography in

European Letters. 2nd Edition. Svo,

cloth. 3s.

LYALL (0. J., M.A., CLE.)
Ancient Arabian Poetry, chiefly prje-

Islamic ; Translations, with an Intro-

duction and Notes. Foolscap 4to,

cloth. 10s. 6cZ.

MALAN (Rev. Dr. S. O.) The
Book of Adam and Eve, also called

the Conflict of Adam and Eve with

Satan. A Book of the early Eastern

Church. Translated from the Ethiopic,

with Notes from the Kufale, Talmud,

Midrashim, and other Eastern Works.

Svo, cloth. 7s. Qd.

vide also Theology.

14, Ilotrivttct, Street, Cuvent Garden, London; and



Publications.

MARTIN (Sir William, D.C.L.)
IiKj^uiries coiiccmiug tlie structure of

the Semitic Languages. 2 vols.

Crown 8vo, cloth. G*-.

MASSEY (Gerald) The Natural
Genesis; or Part tlie Second of "A
Book of the Beginnings." 2 vols.

Imp. 8vo, cloth. 30.S'.

A Book of the Beginnings.
Containing an Attempt to recover

and reconstitute the lost Origines of

the Myths and Mysteries, Types and

Symbols, Religion and Language,

with Egypt for the INIouthpiece and

Africa as the Birthplace. 2 vols.

Imperial 8vo, cloth. 30s.

Milando Panho, the. Being Dia-

logues between King Milanda and the

Buddhist Sage Nagasena. The Pali

Text, edited by V. Trenckner. 440 pp.

8vo. 21s.

vide also Pali Miscellany.

MULLER (Professor Max) Lec-
tures on the Origin and Growth of

Eeligion, as illustrated by the Re-

ligions of India. (The Hibbert Lec-

tures, 1878.) 8vo, cloth. 10s. M.

NESTLE. Syriac Gramraar.
Literature, Chrestomathy and Glos-

sary. By Professor E. Nestle, of

Tubingen. Translated into English.

Crown 8vo, cloth. 9s.

NOELDEKE (T.) Delectus of

Arabic Poetry. Glossary, Arabic-

Latin, by A. MueUer. Crown 8vo,

cloth. 7s. ^d.

NORRIS (E.) Assyrian Dic-
tionary. Intended to further the

Study of the Cuneiform Inscriptions

of Assyria and Babylonia. Vols. I. to

III. 4to, cloth. Each 28s.

OLDENBERG(ProfH.)Buddha;
his Life, his Doctrine, his Order. ]]y

Dr. Hermann Oldenberg, Professor at

the University of Berlin. Translated

by W. Hoev, M.A. 8vo, cloth gilt.

18s.

vide Vinaya Pitakam.—Dipa-

vamsa.

20, S)Oxdli Frederick Street, Edinhimjh.

Pali Miscellany, by Y. Trenckner.

Part. 1. The Introductory Part of

the Milanda Panho, with an English

Translation and Xotes. 8vo. 4s.

Psalterium Tetraglottum, Grrece,

Syriace, Chaldaice, Latine ex Cod.

Vat. et Siniat. Graicis, Ambrosiano

Syriaco, Amiat. Latino, et Lagard.

Targum, curavit Dr. E. Nestle. 360

pages. 4to, cloth. 18s.

RENOUF (P. le Page) On the
Origin and Growth of Religion as

illustrated by the Religion of Ancient

Egypt. (Hibbert Lectures, 1879.)

2nd Edition. 8vo, cloth. 10s. GtZ.

SADI. TheGulistan(Rose-Garden)
of Shaik Sadi of Shiraz. A new Edi-

tion of the Persian Text, with a Vo-

cabulary, by F. Johnson. Square

royal 8vo, cloth. 15s.

Flowers from the Gulistan and

Bostan, translated by S. R. 18mo.

Is, 6(?.

SAYCE (Prof. A. H.) On the Reli-

gion of Ancient Assyria and Babylonia.

SrdEdition. (Hibbert Lectures, 1887.)

8vo, cloth. 10s. U.

SMITH (G.) The Phonetic Values

of the Cuneilorm Characters. Imp.

8vo, sewed. 2s. GJ.

SOCIN (A.) Arabic Grammar.
Paradigms, Literature, Chrestomathy,

and Glossary. Translated into En-

glish. Crown 8vo, cloth. 7s. M.

STRACK (H. L.) Hebrew Gram-
mar. Paradigms, Literature, Chres-

tomathy, and Glossary. Crown 8vo,

cloth. 4s. ^d.

Talmud of Jerusalem. Translated

for the lirst time into English by Dr.

Moses Schwab. Vol. I. The Trea-

tise of Berakhoth (Blessings). 1885.

Foolscap 4to. 9s.

TURPIE (Rev. Dr. D. M.) Manual
of the Chaldee Language : containing

Grammar of the Biblical Chaldee and

of the Targums, and a Chrestomathy,

with a Vocabulary. Square 8vo,

cloth. 7 s.
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Vinaya Pitakam : one of the prin-

cipal Buddhist Holy Scriptures.

Edited in Pali by Dr. H. Oldenberg.

5 vols. 8vo, cloth. Each 21j?.

WALLIS (H. W.) The Cosmo-
logy of the Rigveda : an Essay. 8vo,

cloth. 55.

WILLIAMS (Archd. W. L.) Les-
sons in Maori. 3rd Edition. Fcap.

8vo, cloth. 36'.

WILSON (Professor H. H.)
Sanskrit-English Dictionary. Edited
by Jagunmohana Tarkalankara and
Kliettramohana Mookerjee. 3rd Edi-
tion. 1009 pp. 4to, cloth. 28s.

WRIG-HT (Professor W.) Arabic
Chrestomathy. Vol. I. The Texts.
8vo, cloth. 7s. 6d

PHILOSOPHY, METAPHYSICS.

ALVIELLA (Count Goblet d')

The Contemporary Evolution of Reli-

gious Thought in England, America
and India. Translated from the French
by the Rev. J. Moden. 8vo, cloth.

I'O*'. M.

Aristotelian Society for the Syste-

matic Study of Philosophy—Proceed-

ings. Vol. I. Parts 1 to 3 (1, 2.)

1889-90. 8vo. 8s. M.

BREWSTER (H. B.) The Theo-
ries of Anarchy and of Law : a Mid-
night Debate. Crown 8vo, parchment,
5s.

COPNER (Rev. Jas.) The Faith
of a Realist. By the Rev. James
Copner, M.A., of Bedford. Crown
8VO5 cloth, 'os.

" It is everywhere liberal and philosophical in

spirit."

—

Mind.

DRUMMOND (Dr.) Philo Ju-
difcus ; or, the Jewish Alexandrian
Philosophy in its Development and
Completion. By James Drummond,
LL.D., Principal of Manchester New
College, Oxford. 2 vols. 8vo, cloth.

21s.

ERASMUS' Praise of Folly.
Translated from the Latin, with ex-

planatory Notes by the Rev. James
Copner. 8vo, cloth. 10s. M.

GILL (C.) The Evolution of
Christianity. 2nd Edition. With
Dissertations in Answer to Criticism.

8vo, cloth. 12s.

HODGSON (S. H.) Philosophy
and Experience. An Address delivered

before the Aristotelian Society. 8vo.

2s.

The Unseen World. Address,

Is.

— The Relation of Philosophy
to Science, Physical and Psychological.

8vo, sewed. Is.

The Reorganization of Phi-
losophy. 8vo. Is.

LAURIE (Professor Simon)
Metaphysica Nova et Vetusta : a

Return to Dualism. By Scotus

Novanticus, 2nd Edition, Crown
8vo, cloth. Qs.

Ethica ;
or the Ethics of Reason.

By Scotus Novanticus. 8vo, cloth. 6s.

MACVICAR (Rev. Dr. J. G.)
A Sketch of a Philosophy. 4 Parts.

8vo, cloth. 25s. M.

Mind, a Quarterly Review of Psycho-

logy and Philosophy. Nos. 1—60.

1876-90. 8vo, each 3s. Vols, in

cloth, 1 3s. Annual Subscription, post

free, 12s.

MOTT (F. T.) Corona: the Bright

Side of the Universe. Studies in

Optimism. Crown 8vo. Qs.

PERRIN (R. S.) Religion of Phi-
losaphy, the, or the Unihcation of

Knowledge : a Comparison of the chief

Philosophical and Religious Systems
of the World. 8vo, cloth. 16s.

14, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London; and



PiihUcations.

PFLEIDERER (Prof. O.) Philo-
sophy of Religion on the IJasis of its

History. (Vols. I. II. History of the

Philosophy of Religion from Spinoza

to the Present Day. Vols. III. IV.

Genetic - Speculative Philosophy of

Religion.) Translated by Professor

Alan Menzies and the Rev. Alex.

Stewart. Complete in 4 vols. 8vo.

(Vide Theological Translation Fund.)

1886-88. Each 10s. 6d

SAMUELSON (James) Views of

the Deity, Traditional and Scientific,

Crown 8vo, cloth. 4,9. Qd.

SCHURMAN (J. Gould)Kantian
Etliics and the Ethics of Evolution.

A Critical Study. 8vo, cloth. 5s.

The Ethical Import of Dar-
winism. Crown 8vo, cloth. 5^'.

SPINOZA. Four Essays by Pro-

fessors Land, Van Vloten, and Kuno
Fischer, and by E. Renan. Edited

by Professor Knight, of St. Andrews.
Crown 8vo, cloth. 5s.

STOKES (G. J.) The Objectivity
of Truth. 8vo, cloth. 5^'.

SPENCER (Herbert) First Prin-
ciples. 9th Thousand. 8vo, cloth, l^s.

The Principles of Biology. 4th

Thousand. 2 vols. 8vo, cloth. 34s.

• The Principles of Psychology.

5th Thousand. 2 vols. 8vo. 36s.

The Principles of Sociology.

Vol. I. 3rd Edition. 21s.

The same. Vol. II. (Ceremonial

and Political Institutions.) 3rd Thou-

sand. 1 8.5.

Pohtical Institutions. Sepa-

rately. 1 2s.

Ecclesiastical Institutions.
Principles of Sociology. (Vol. III.

Part I.) 2nd Thousand. 8vo, 5s.

• The Data of Ethics. Being
the First Portion of the Principles of

Ethics. 4th Thousand. 8vo, cloth. 8s.

The above Volumes form part of the
" Synthetic Philosophy : The Doctrine

of Evolution."

20, South Ffcdcriclc Street, Edinburgh.

SPENCER (Herbert) The Study
of Sociology. Library Edition (being

the 9th), with a Postscript. 8vo, cl.

10s. %d.

Education : Intellectual, Moral,

and Physical. 6th Thousand. 8vo,

cloth. 6s.

The same, cheaper Edition. 22nd
Thousand. 12mo, cloth. 2s. 6(7.

Essays: Scientific, Political, and
Speculative. 2 vols. 4th Thousand.

8vo, cloth. 16s.

(Third Series). Including

the Classification of the Sciences. 3rd

Thousand. 8vo. 8s.

The Factors ofOrganicEvo-
lution. Svo, cloth. 2s. GJ.

The Man verms The State.
8th Thousand. Is.; better paper, in

cloth, 2s. 6(/.

Reasons for Dissenting from the

Philosophy of M. Comte. Qd.

Descriptive Sociology, or

Groups of Sociological Facts. Com-
piled and abstracted by Professor D.

Duncan, of Madras, Dr. Richard

Scheppig, and James Collier. Folio,

boards. No. 1. English. 18s.

!No. 2. Ancient American
Races, 1 &s.

No. 3. Lowest Races, Ke-

gritto Races, Polynesians. 1 8s.

No. 4. African Races. 16s.

. No. 5. Asiatic Races. 18s.

No. 6. American Races. 1 8s.

No. 7. Hebrews and Phoe-

nicians. 2 1 s.

No. 8. The French Civili-

zation. 30s.

Collins (F.H.) Epitome of tlie

Synthetic Philosophy. AVitli a Pre-

face by Herbert Spencer. 8vo, cloth.

1889. 15s.

Drey(S.) Herbert Spencer's
Theory of Religion and Morality.

Svo. Is.

TAINE (H.) Enghsh Positivism.
A Study of John Stuart Mill. 2iid

Edition. Crown Svo, cloth. 3s.
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POETKY Al^D LITEEATUEE.

GOLDSCHMIDT (H. E.) Ger-
man Poetry ; with the English Ver-

sions of the best Translators. Poems
of Goethe, Schiller, Freiligrath, Biirger,

Heine, Uhland, Korner, »&c., &c.

8vo, cloth. 5s.

GOSTWICK (J.) and R. Harri-
son. Outlines of German Literature.

Dedicated to Thomas Carlyle. New
Edition, revised and extended. 8vo.

105.

LATHAM (Dr. R. G.) Two Dis-
sertations on the Hamlet of Saxo-

Grammaticus and of Shakspear. 8vo.

bs.

Nibelungenlied. The Fall of the

Nibelungers, otherwise the Book of

Kriemhild. An English Translation

by W. M. Lettsom. 3rd Edition.

Ecap. Bvo, cloth. 7s. GcZ.

SCHMIDT (A) Shakespeare
Lexicon. A complete Dictionary of

all the English Words, Phrases, and

Constructions in the Works of the

Poet. 2nd Edition. 2 vols. Im-
perial Bvo, 28s. ; cloth, 31s. 6t?.

SHARPE (M.) Old Favourites
from the Elder Poets, with a few

ISTewer Friends. A Selection. 418 pp.
Crown 8vo, cloth. 5s.

TYLER (T.) The Philosophy of
" Hamlet." 8vo, cloth. 2s. U.

PEE-HISTOEIC WOEKS, SOCIOLOGY.

BOOTH (0.) Life and Labour
of the People. Vol. L The East End
of London. 2nd Edition. 8vo, cloth.

The same. Vols. II. IIL South

London {in the Press).

ENGELHARDT (C.) Denmark
in the Early Iron Age. Illustrated

by recent Discoveries in the Peat-

Mosses of Slesvig. 33 Plates (giving

representations of upwards of a thou-

sand objects), Maps, and numerous
other Illustrations on wood. 4to,

cloth. 31s. Gd.

KNIGHTON (W.) Struggles for
Life, by William Knighton, LL.D.,

Vice-President of the Royal Society

of Literature ; Author of " The His-

tory of Ceylon," " Forest Life in Cey-

lon," &c., &c. 3rd Edition, with In-

dex. 5s.

LAING and HUXLEY. Pre-
Historic Remains of Caithness. By
Samuel Laing, Esq., with Notes on

the Human Remains by Th. H.
Huxley, F.E.S. 150 Engravings.

8yo, cloth. 9s.

14, Henr

LUBBOCK(SirJohn,Bt.,F.R.S.)
Pre-historic Times, as illustrated by

Ancient Remains and the Manners

and Customs of Modern Savages.

With Wood -cut Illustrations and

Plates. 5th Edition. 8vo, cloth. 18s.

NEILSON (Geo.) Trial by Com-
bat. Cr. 8vo. 7 s. M. nett.

O'CURRY (Eug.) Lectures on the

Social Life, Manners and Civilization

of the People of Ancient Erinn.

Edited, with an Introduction, by Dr.

W. K. Sullivan. Numerous Wood
Engravings of Arms, Ornaments. &c,

3 vols. 8vo. 30s.

PARKER (Dr. C. A.) The Runic
Crosses at Gosforlh, Cumberland, de-

scribed and explained. 4to Plate.

8vo. 2s.

ReliquiSB Aquitanicse ;
being Con-

tributions to the Archaeology and

Palfeontology of Perigord and the ad-

joining Provinces of Southern France.

By Ed. Lartet and H. Christy. Edited

by T. Rupert Jones, F.R.S. With 87

ietta Street, Covent Garden, London; and
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Plates, 3 Maps, and 130 Wood En-

gravings, lioyal 4to, cloth. £'6. ?>s.

(Published in 17 Parts. Each 3.s\ M.)

RHYS (Prof. J.) On the Origin
and Growth of Eeligion as illustrated

by Celtic Heathendom. (Hibbert

Lectures, 1886.) 8vo, cloth. 10.s-. M.

STEPHENS (George) Old Nor-
tliern Runic IMonuments of Scandi-

navia and England, now first collected

and deciphered. Numerous Engrav-

ings on "Wood and Plates. Vols. I.

II. and III. Folio. Copenhafjen.

Each SO*'.— Handbook of the Old Xorthem
Runic ^Monuments of Scandinavia and

England. With all the Illustrations
•

of the Folio Work. 4to. 40s.

Professor Bugge's Studies
on Northern INIytholugy examined.

English Lectures in the University of

Copenhagen, Many Illustrations.

8vo, cloth. 8s.

THEOLOGY.

ALVIELLA (Count Goblet d')

The Contemporary Evolution of Reli-

gious Thought in England, America

and India. Translated from theFrench

by the Rev. J. Moden. 8vo, cloth.

10^. M.
Autobiography of an Indepen-

dent Minister. 2nd Edition, with Six

additional Chapters. 1887. Crown
8vo, cloth, is.

BARNABAS' Epistle, in Greek,

from the Sinaitic Manuscript, with a

Translation by S. Sharpe. Crown
8vo, cloth. 2.s\ 6r?.

BAUR (F. C.) Church History of

the First Three Centuries. Edited

by Rev. Allan Menzies. 2 vols. 8vo,

cloth. 2U-.

Paul, the Apostle of Jesus Christ,

his Life and Work, his Epistles and

Doctrine. Translated by Rev. A.

Menzies. 2 vols. 8vo, cloth. 21s.

BEARD (Rev. Dr. C.) The Uni-
versal Christ, and other Sermons.

Crown, 8vo, cloth. Is. Qd.

Lectures on the Reformation of

the Sixteenth Century in its relation

to Modern Thought and Knowledge.
(Hibbert Lectures, 1883.) 8vo, cloth.

10s. 6(?. (Cheap Edition, 4s. 6(Z.)

Port Royal, a Contribution to

the History of lieligion and Literature

in France. Cheaper Edition. 2 vols.

Crown 8vo. 126'.

20, Soutl( F)-ederick Street, Edinburgh.

Bible, translated by Samuel Sharpe,

being a Revision of the Authorized

English Version. 6th Edition of the

Old Testament, 10th Edition of the

New Testament. 8vo, roan. 56',

vide also Testament.

BLEEK (F.) Lectures on the Apo-

calypse. Translated. Edited by the

Rev. Dr. S. Davidson. 8vo, cloth.

\0s. 6(Z.

CHANNING'S CompleteWorks
including "The Perfect Life," with a

Memoir. Centennial Edition. 848 pp.

8vo. \s.; cloth, 2s.

Complete Works, including

"The Perfect Life," with General
Index. 4to, cloth. 7*\ Gd.

CHOLMONDELEY (Canon
Charles) The Passage of the Four TAP.

A New Explanation of Romans ii.

11—16, with its Bearing on the In-

trinsic and Extrinsic Systems of Justi-

fication by Faith, and on the Paulino

Views of the Tiibingon Critics and

others. 8vo, cloth. 7.-<'. 6J.

Christ and the Fathers; or the

Reformers of the Roman Empire.

Being a Critical Analysis of the Reli-

gious Thoughts and Opinion derived

from their Lives and Letters, as well

as from the Latin and Greek Fathers

of the Eastern and Western Empirea

until the Nicene Council. Cr. 8vo,

cloth. Is. U.
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COBBE (Miss F. Power) The
Peak in Darieii, and other Inquiries

touching Concerns of the Soul and

the Body, Crown 8vo, cloth. Is. M.

' The Hopes of the Human
Eace, Hereafter and Here. Essays on

the Life after Death. 2nd Edition.

Crown 8vo, cloth. 6s.

Alone to the Alone. Prayers

for Theists, by Several Contributors.

3rd Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth, bs.

DarwinisminMorals,and(13)
other Essays (Religion in Childhood,

Unconscious Cerebration, Dreams, the

Devil, Auricular Confession, &c. &c.).

400 pp. 8vo, cloth. (Published at

10s.) 5s.

.

—

- The Duties of Women. A
Course of Lectures. 8th Edition.

198 pp. Cr. 8vo, cloth. 3s. 6d.

• A Faithless World. 8vo.

cloth. 2s. 6d.

Broken Lights. 3rd Edition.

Crown 8vo, cloth. 5s.

Dawning Lights. An Inquiry.

Svb, cloth. 5,

' Religious Duty. 8vo, cloth,

(Published at 7s. 6d.) 5s.

Studies, New and Old, of Ethical

and Social Subjects. 8vo, cloth. 5s.

DRUMMOND (Dr. J.) Philo
Judseus ; or, the Jewish Alexandrian

Philosophy in its Development and

Completion. By James Drunimond,

LL.D., Principal of Manchester New
College, Oxford. 2 vols. 8vo, cloth.

21s.

Echoes of Holy Thoughts: ar-

ranged as Private Meditations before

a First Communion. 2nd Edition.

Fcap. 8vo, cloth. Is.

EWALD'S (Dr. H.) Commen-
tary on the Prophets of the Old Tes-

tament. Translated by the Rev. J. F.

Smith. [Vol. I. General Introduc-

tion, Yoel, Amos, Hosea and Zakharya

9—11. Vol. II. Yesaya, Obadya and

14, Henri

Mikah. Vol. III. Nahum, Ssephanya,

Habaqquq, Zacharya, Yeremya. Vol.

IV. Hezekiel, Yesaya xl.—Ixvi. Vol.

V. Haggai, Zakharya, Malaki, Jona,

Baruc, Daniel, Appendix and Index.]

5 vols. 8vo, cloth. Each 10s. 6cZ.

Commentary on the Psalms.

Translated by the Rev. E. Johnson,

M.A. 2 vols. 8vo, cloth. Each

10s. 6d.

Commentary on the Book of

Job, with Translation. Translated

by the Rev. J. Frederick Smith. 8vo,

cloth. 10s. ed.

FUERST (Dr. Jul.) Hebrew and

Chaldee Lexicon to the Old Testa-

ment. 5th Edition, improved and

enlarged. Translated by Rev. Dr.

Samuel Davidson. Royal 8vo, cloth.

21s.

GOTCH (Rev. Dr. J. W.) Codex
Cottonianus. A Supplement to Tis-

cheudorf's Fragments in the Monu-

menta Sancta. Together with a

Synopsis of the Codex. Facsimile.

4to, cloth. 7s. Qd.

GOULD (Rev. S. Baring) Lost
and Hostile Gospels. An Account of

the Toledoth Jesher, two Hebrew
Gospels circulating in the Middle

Ages, and Extant Fragments of the

Gospels of the first Three Centuries

of Petrine and Pauline Origin. Cr.

8vo, cloth. 7s. 6d.

HANSON (SirR.D.) The Apostle
Paul and the Preaching of Christianity

in the Primitive Church. By Sir

Richard Davis Hanson, Chief Justice

of South Australia. 8vo, cloth. (Pub-

lished at 12s.) 7s. 6d.

HATCH (Rev. Dr.) The Origin
and Growth of Religion, as illustrated

by the Greek Influence on Christianity.

Edited by the Rev. Dr. Fairbairn,-

Principal of Mansfield College, Oxford.

(Hibbert Lectures, 1888.) 8vo, cloth.

10s. 6d.

ietta Street, Coveiit Garden, London; and
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HAUSRATH (Dr. A.) History of
the New Testanieut Times. The Time
of Jesus. Translated by the Revds.

C. T. Poynting and P. Quenzer. 2

vols. 8vo, cloth, (Vide Theological

Translation Fund.) 2Ls'.

Hebrew Texts, in large type for

Chisses

:

Genesis. 2nd Edition. Baer and

Delitzsch's Text, 16mo, cloth.

\s. 6cl

Psalms. 16mo, cloth. Is.

Isaiah. 16mo, cloth. \s.

Job. 16mo, cloth. \s.

HIBBERT Lectures, vide Beard,

Davids, Hatch, Kuenen, Miiller,

PHeiderer, Renan, Reuouf, Reville,

Rhys, Sayce.

HEMANS (C. I.) History of
JNIedia-val Christianity and Sacred

Art in Italy (A.D. 900—1500). 2

vols. Crown 8vo, cloth. IS*-.

HUEBNER (A.) Inscriptiones
ISrittaiiici! Christianas, with three Geo-

graphical Tables, 4to, boards, 16*.

JONES (Rev, R, Crompton)
Ilymiis of Duty and Faith, selected

and arranged. 247 pp. Foolscap

8vo, cloth. 2nd Edition. 3s. ^d.

• Psalms and Canticles, selected

and pointed for Chanting. ISnio,

cloth. \s. 6d.

Anthems, with Indexes and
References to the Music. 18 mo,

cloth. Is. 3d.

• The Chants and Anthems, to-

gether in one vol. 2s.

A Book of Prayer, in Thirty

Orders of Worship, with Addititaial

Prayers and Thanksgivings. 18mo,
cloth. 2s. Qd.

The same, with Chants, in one vol.

18mo, cloth. 3s,

LASCARIS (Theod. Jun.) De
I'rocessione Spiritus Sancti, Oratio

Apologetica. Edid. H. B. Swete.

8vo. 2s.

20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

LINDSAY (Dr. James, M.A.)
The Analytical Interpretation of the

System of Divine Government of

Moses. 2 vols, 12mo, cloth. Gs.

KEIM'S History of Jesus of
Kazara. Considered in its connection

with the National Life of Israel, and
related in detail. Translated from
the German by Arthur Ransom.
[Vol. I. 2nd Edition. Introduction,

Survey of Sources, Sacred and Poli-

tical Groundwork, Religious Ground-
work. Vol. II. The Sacred Youth.
Self-recognition, Decision. Vol. Ill,

The First Preaching, the Works of

Jesus, the Disciples, and Apostolic

Mission. Vol. IV. Conflicts and
Disillusions, Strengthened Self-con-

fidence, Last Efforts in Galilee, Signs

of the Approaching Fall, Recognition

of the Messiah. Vol. V. The Mes-
sianic Progress to Jerusalem, the

Entry into Jerusalem, the Decisive

Struggle, the Farewell, the Last

Supper. Vol. VI. The Messianic

Death at Jerusalem. Arrest and
Pseudo-Trial, the Death on the Cross,

Burial and Resurrection, the jSIessiah's

Place in History, Indices.] Complete
in 6 vols. 8vo, (Vide Theological

Translation Fund.) Each 10s. 6d. (or

the 6 vols. 42s. nett).

KENNEDY (Rev. Jas.)Introduc-
to Biblical Hebrew. 8vo. 12s.

KUENEN (Dr. A.) The Religion
of Israel to the Fall uf the Jewish

State. Translated by A. H. May.
3 vols. Svo. (Vide Theological Trans-

lation Fund.) 31s. 6d.

Lectures on National Religions

and Univeral Religions. (The Hibbert

Lectures, 1882.) 8vo, cloth. lOs. 6d.

MACAN (R. W.) The Resur-
rection of Jesus Christ. An Essay

in three Chapters. 8vo, cloth. 5s,

MACKAY (R. W.) Sketch of the

Rise and Progress of Christianity.

8\'o, cloth. (Published at 10s. Sd.)

6s.
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MALAN (Rev. Dr. S. 0.) Original
Notes on the Book of Proverbs. Ac-

cording to the Authorized Version.

Vol. I. Chap. i. to x. 506 pp. 8vo,

cloth, lis.

The Book ofAdam and Eve.
A Book of the Early Eastern Church.

Translated from the Ethiopic, with

Notes, &c. 8vo, cloth. Is. 6d.

MARTINEAU (Rev. Dr. James)
Modern Materialism : its Attitude

towards Theology. A Critique and

Defence. And Eeligion as affected

by Modern Materialism. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

The Relation between Ethics

and Religion. 8vo. Is.

Ideal Substitutes for God
considered. 8vo. Is.

NICOLSON:(Rev. W. M.) Clas-
sical .Revision of the Greek New
Testament. Tested and applied on

uniform Principles, with suggested

Alterations of the English Version.

Crown 8vo, cloth. 3s. 6d.

PPLEIDERER (Prof. O.) Philo-
sophy of Religion on the Basis of its

History. Translated by the Rev. Allan

Menzies. Vols. I. II. The History

of the Philosophy of Religion from

Spinoza to the Present Day, with

many Additions by the Author. Vols.

III. IV. Genetic-Speculative Philo-

sophy of Religion. 4 vols. 8vo,

cloth. Ws. 6d. each.

Paulinism : a Contribution to

the History of Primitive Christian

Theology. Translated by E. Peters.

2 vols. 8vo. 21.?.

Lectures on the Influence of the

Apostle Paul on the Development of

Christianity. Translated by the Rev.

J. Frederick Smith. (Hibbert Lec-

tures, 1885.) 8vo, cloth. 10s. Qd.

POOLE (Reg. Lane) Illustra-
tions of the History of Medieval

Thought, in the Departments of

Theology and Ecclesiastical Politics.

(Printed for the Hibbert Trustees.)

8vo, cloth. 10s. Qd.

PRESOOTT (Rev. Thos.) Chris-
tianity made Science ; or a Life's

Thoughts on Religion and Morals.

8vo, cloth. 6s.

Protestant Commentary on the

New Testament ; with general and
special Introductions. Edited by Pro-

fessors P. W. Schmidt and F. von
Holzendorfi". Translated from the

third German Edition, by the Rev.

E. H. Jones, B.A. 3 vols. 8vo, cloth.

(Vide Theological Translation Fund.)

31s. 6d., or two copies for 42s. nett.

Pentateuch, the, and Book of Joshua,

in the Light of the Science and Moral

Sense of the Age. (By Dr. R. Willis.)

Crown 8vo, cloth. 6s.

PEILL (Rev. George) The Three-
fold Basis of Universal Restitution.

2nd Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth. 3s.

Psalterium Tetraglottum, Greece,

Syriace, Chaldaice, Latine ex Cod.

Vat. et Siniat. Gr?ecis, Ambrosiano

Syriaco, Amiat. Latino, et Lagard.

Targum curavit Dr. E. Nestle. 360
pages. 1879. 4to, cloth. 18s.

QUARRY (Rev. J.) Genesis and
its Authorship. Two Dissertations.

2nd Edition, with Notice of Animad-
versions of the Bishop of Natal 8vo.

12s.

RENAN (E.) On the Influence
of the Institutions, Thought and Cul-

ture of Rome on Christianity and the

Development of the Catholic Church.

Translated by the Rev. Charles BearJ.

(Hibbert Lectures, 1880.) 8vo, cloth.

10s. 6d (Cheap Edition, 2s. Qd.).

REVILLE (Dr. A.) Prolegomena
of the History of Religions. With
an Introductiou by Professor F. Max
Miiller. 8vo, cloth. (Vide Theo-

logical Translation Fund.) 10s. 6(7.

On the Native Religions of
Mexico and Peru. Translated by the

Rev. P. H. Wicksteed. (Hibbert

Lectures, 1884.) 8 vo, cloth, \0s.6d.

1 4, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London ; and
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REVILLE (Dr. A.) The Devil

:

liis Origin, Greatness, and Decadence.

2nd Edition. 12mo, cloth. 2s.

The Song ofSongs, commonly
called the Song of Solomon, or the

Canticle. Crown 8vo, cloth. Is. 6(7.

RHYS (Prof. J.) On the Origin
and Growth of Religion as illustrated

by Celtic Heathendom. (Hibbert

Lectures, 1886.) 8vo, cloth. 10s. 6c7.

SADLER (Rev. Dr.) Prayers for

Christian Worship. Crown 8vo, cloth.

3s. %d.

Closet Prayers, Original and
Compiled. 18mo, cloth. Is. 6c^.

SAVAGE (M. J.) Beliefs about the

Bible. By the Rev. M. J. Savage, of

the Unity Church, Boston, Mass.

8vo, cloth. 7s. 6<i.

SAYOE (Prof. A. H.) On the Reh-
gion of Anciejit Assyria and Babylonia.

SrdEdition. (Hibbert Lectures, 1887.)

8vo, cloth. lOs. 6c?.

SCHRADER (Professor E.) The
Cuneiform Inscriptions and the Old
Testament. Translated from the

second Enlarged Edition, with Addi-

tions by the Author, and an Intro-

duction by the Rev. Owen C. White-
house, M.A. With a Map. 2 vols.

8vo, cloth. Each 10s. Qd.

vide Theological Translation Fund.

SHARPE (Samuel) History of

the Hebrew Nation and its Literature.

With an Appendix on the Hebrew
Chronology. 5th Edition. Crown
8vo, cloth. 4s. ^d.

STRAUSS (Dr. D. F.) Life of
Jesus ; for the People. The Authorized

English Edition. 2 vols. 8vo, cloth.

24s.

STUART (Jas.) Principles of
Christianity : being an Essay towards

a more correct Apprehension of Chris-

tian Doctrine, mainly Soteriological.

636 pp. 8vo, cloth. 12s. M.

20, Soidh Frederick Street, Edinhurgh.

Talmud of Jerusalem. Translated

for the first time into luiglish by Dr.

Moses Schwab, of the Bildiotheque

Nationale, Paris. Vol. I. The Treatise

of Berakhoth (Blessings). Foolscap

4to. 9x.

TISCHENDORF'S EnglishNew
Testament. Authorized Version; witli

Introduction, and various Readings

from the three most celebrated Manu-
scripts of the Original Greek Text.

12mo, sewed. Is. 6d; cloth, 2.s'.

TAYLER (Rev. John James) An
Attempt to ascertain the Character of

the Fourth Gospel, especially in its

relation to the first Three. 2nd Edi-

tion. 8vo, cloth. 5s.

TAYLOR (Rev. 0.) The Dirge of
Coheleth in Eccles. xii. discussed and

literally interpreted. 8vo, cloth. 3s.

TAYLOR (John, M.A.) The Mas-
soretic Text and the Ancient Versions

of the Book of Micah. xi and 195 pp.

Crown 8vo.

Ten Services of Public Prayer,
taken in Substance from the Common
Prayer for Christian Worship, with a

few additional Prayers for particular

Days. Crown 8vo, cloth. 2s. 6d
with Special Collects. 3s.

alone. 32mo. Is.

with Special Collects. 32mo,

Is. M.

Psalms and Canticles. Cr.

8vo. Is. &d.

the same, with Anthems. Crown
8vo. 2s.

Testament, the New. Translated

from (Jriesbacli's Text by S. Sharpe,

Author of " The History of Egypt."

14th Thousand. Fcap. Svo, cloth.

Is. 6r7.

. vide also Tischcndorf.

Theological Translation Fund
Library. For Contents, vide Baur's

Church History, Baur's Paul, Bleek"s

Apocalypse, Ewald's Commentary on
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the Prophets, Ewald's Psalms, Ewald's

Job, Hausrath's NewTestamentTimes,

Keim's Jesus of Nazara, Kuenen's

Religion of Israel, Pfleiderer's Philo-

sophy of Religion, Pfleiderer's Paulin-

ism, Protestant Commentary, Eeville's

Prolegomena, Schrader's Cuneiform

Inscriptions, Zeller's Acts of the Apos-

tles.

A selection of Six or more volumes may
he had at the Subscriber's price, or

7s. nett per volume.

Thoughts (365) for Every Day
in the Year. Selected from the

"Writings of Spiricually-minded Per-

sons. By the Author of "Visiting

my Relations." Printed with red

lines, (Multum in Parvo.) Crown
8vo, cloth. 2s. Qd.

TURPIE (Dr. D. McO.) The Old
Testament in the New. The Quota-

tions from the Old Testament in the

New classified according to their

Agreement with or Variation from

the Original : the various Readings

and Versions of the Passages, Critical

Notes. Royal 8vo, cloth. 12s.

TYLER (T.) Ecclesiastes ; a Con-

tribution to its Interpretation, con-

taining an Introduction, an exegetical

Analysis, and a Translation with

Notes. 8vo, cloth. 7s. 6d

Utrecht Psalter. Reports addressed

to the Trustees of the British Museum
on the Age of the Manuscript. By
E. A. Bond, E. M. Thompson, Rev.

H. 0. Coxe, &c. With a Preface by
A. P. Stanley, Dean of Westminster.

With three Eacsimiles in permanent

Photography. Fcap. Folio. 9^.

VIOKERS (J.) History of Herod

;

or. Another Look at a Man emerging

from Twenty Centuries of Calumny.

Crown 8vo, cloth. 6s.

VIZARD (R. S.) Prayers, New and
Old. Crown 8vo, cloth. 2s.

VOYSEY (Rev. 0.) Mystery
of Pain, Death and Sin ; and Dis-

courses in Refutation of Atheism.

8vo, cloth. 7s.

The Sling and the Stone.
Vol. VII. On Prophecy. 8vo, cloth.

5s.

Vol. VIII. On the Lord's Prayer.

8vo, cloth. 3s. 6d.

Vol. IX. The Fatherhood of God,

&c. 8vo, cloth. 7s. 6d.

Family Prayers. 8vo, cl. Is.

What I have taught my Children.

By a Member of the Theistic Church.

12mo, cloth. 2s. 6d.

WILLIAMS (Rev. Dr. Rowland)
The Hebrew Prophets, during the

Assyrian and Babylonian Empires.

Translated afresh from the Original,

with regard to the Anglican Version,

with Illustrations for English Readers,

2 vols. 8vo, cloth. 22s. 6d.

Psalms and Litanies, Coun-

sels and Collects, for Devout Persons.

Fcap. 4to, cloth extra. 12s. 6d.

Broadchalke Sermon -Es-
says on Nature, Mediation, Atone-

ment, Absolution, &c. Crown 8vo,

cloth. 7s. Gd.

WRIGHT (G. H. B.) The Book
of Job. A new critically revised

Translation, with Essays on Scansion,

Date, &c. By G. H. Bateson Wright,

M.A. 8vo, cloth. 6s.

ZELLER (Dr. E.) The Contents
and Origin of the Acts of the Apostles

critically investigated. Preceded by

Dr. Fr. Overbeck's Introduction to

the Acts of the Apostles. Translated

by Joseph Dare. 2 vols. 8vo, cloth.

21s.

C. Green & Son, Printers, 178, Strand.
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CATALOGUE OF SOME WORKS
PUBLISHED BY

WILLIAMS AND NORGATE.

Beard (Rev. Chas., ll.d.) The Universal Christ, and other Sermons.

Crown 8vo. cloth 7^ 6d

Beard (Rev. Chas.) Port Royal, a Contribution to the History of

Religion and Literature in France. Cheaper Edition. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. 12s

Booth (C.) Labour and Life of the People. Volume I: East London.

600 pp. 8vo. Cloth, 10.? 6d. Edited by Charles Booth. With a large

Coloured Map. Contributors : Charles Booth, Beatrice Potter, David F.

Schloss, Ernest Aves, Stephen N. Fox, Jesse Argyle, Clara E. Collet, H.

Llewellyn Smith.

Bopp's Comparative Grammar of the Sanscrit, Zend, Greek,, Latin,

Lithuanian, Gothic, German, and Slavonic Languages. Translated by E. B.

Eastwick. Fourth Edition. 3 vols. 8vo. cloth 31^ 6d

Christ (The) and the Fathers, or the Reformers of the Roman
Empire ; being a Critical Analysis of the religious thoughts and opinion

derived from their lives and letters, as well as from the Latin and Greek

Fathers of the Eastern and Western Empires until the Nicene Council, with

a Brief Sketch of the Continuation of Christianity until the Present Day in

accordance with the Comparative Method of Historical Science. By an His-

torical Scientist. 8vo. cloth 7^ ^d

Cobbe (Miss F. P.) The Hopes of the Human Race, Hereafter and

Here. Essays on the Life after Death. With a Preface having special

reference to Mr. Mill's Essay on Religion Second Edition. Crown 8vo.

cloth 5^

Cobbe (Miss F. P.) Darwinism in Morals, and (13) other Essays.

(Religion in Childhood, Unconscious Cerebration, Dreams, the Devil,

Auricular Confession, &c. &c.) 400 pp. 8vo. cloth (pub. at los) ^s

Cobbe (Miss F. P.) The Duties of Women. A Course of Lectures

delivered in London and Clifton. Eighth Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth 3* 6d

Cobbe (Miss F. P.) The Peak in Darien, and other Riddles of Life

and Death. Crowu 8vo. cloth 7^ ^'^
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Cobbe (Miss F, P.) Broken Lights. An Inquiry into the Present
Condition and Future Prospects of Religious Faith. Third Edition. Crown
8vo. cloth ^5

Cobbe (Miss F. P.) Dawning Lights. An Inquiry concerning the
Secular Results of the New Reformation. 8vo. cloth ^s

Cobbe (Miss F. P.) Alone to the Alone. Prayers for Theists, by
several Contributors. Third Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, gilt edges ^s

Collins (F. H.) An Epitome of Herbert Spencer's Synthetic Philosophy.
With a preface by Mr. Spencer. 2nd Edition, 8vo. cloth \^s

Urummond ^Jas.) Philo Judseus ; or, The Jewish Alexandrian
Philosophy in its development and completion. By James Drummond, ll.d.,

Principal of Manchester New College, London. 2 vols. 8vo. cloth 215

Echoes of Holy Thoughts : arranged as Private Meditations before a

First Communion. Second Edition, with a Preface by the Rev. J. Hamilton
Thom, of Liverpool. Printed with red lines. Crown 8vo. cloth i^

Gould (S. Baring) Lost and Hostile Gospels. An Account of the

Toledoth Jesher, tvi^o Hebrew Gospels circulating in the Middle Ages, and
extant Fragments of the Gospels of the First Three Centuries of Petrine and
Pauline Origin. By the Rev. S. Baring Gould. Crown 8vo, cloth. Js 6d

Jones (Rev. R. Crompton) Hymns of Duty and Faith, selected and
arranged. Second Edition. 247 pp. Foolscap 8vo. cloth 3.9 6d

Knighton (Dr.) Struggles for Life. By William Knighton,
Esa., LL.D., Vice-President of the Royal Society of Literature, author of
" The History of Ceylon," " Forest Life in Ceylon," "The Private Life of

an Eastern King," etc. 3rd Edition, with index. Crown 8vo. cloth 55

Lubbock (Sir John) Prehistoric Times as illustrated by Ancient
Remains and the Manners and Customs of Modern Savages. Fifth Edition,

Xvviii and 637 pp. Many plates and Woodcuts, 5th Edition, 8vo.

cbth i8.y

Mackay (R W.) Sketch of the Rise and Progress of Christianity.

8vo. cloth (pub. at los 6d) 6s

Mind : a Quarterly Review of Psychology and Philosophy. Contri-

butions by Mr. Herbert Spencer, Professor Bain, Mr. Henry Sidg>;\nck, Mr.
Shadworth H. Hodgson, Professor Flint, Mr. James Sully, the Rev. John
Venn, the Editor (Professor Croom Robertson), and others. Vols. I. to XV.,
18^6-90, each I2S. Cloth, 135 12s per annum, post free
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Oldenberg (Prof. H.) Buddha: his Life, his Doctrine, his Order.

Translated by William Hoey, m.a., d.lit., Member of the Royal Asiatic

Society, Asiatic Society of Bengal, &c., of Her Majesty's Bengal Civil Service.

Cloth, gilt 185

Schurman. The Ethi

SCHURMAN, M.A., D.SC,

Samuelson (Jas.) Views
Contribution to the St

Esq., of the Middle Tei

the Quarterly Journal

Sharpe (S.) History of

an Appendix on the

cloth

Sharpe (S.) Bible. The
being a Revision of th(

Old Testament ; Ninth

Sharpe (S.) The Ne
Text. 14th Thousand

Smith (Rev. J. Fred.)

Essays on Herder, G(

Frederick Smith, of

/

Spinoza. Four Ess

Van Vloten, and

Professor W. Knig:

Strauss (Dr. D. F
Authorized English

Thoughts for Every '.

Spiritually-minded

Printed within red 1

Williams (Dr. Rowla
and illustrated for £
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